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HEARING CHARTER
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1. Purpose

On Thursday, October 20, 2005, the House Science Committee will hold a hearing to receive testimony on the report released by the National Academy of Sciences on October 12 entitled Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future. The report, which was requested by Congress, recommends ways to strengthen research and education in science and technology.

2. Witnesses

Mr. Norman R. Augustine, Retired Chairman and CEO of the Lockheed Martin
Corporation. Mr. Augustine chaired the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) committee that wrote the report.

Dr. P. Roy Vagelos, Retired Chairman and CEO of Merck & Co. Dr. Vagelos served on the NAS committee that wrote the report.

Dr. William A. Wulf, President of the National Academy of Engineering and Vice Chair of the National Research Council, the principal operating arm of the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering.

3. Overarching Questions

• What are the principal innovation-related challenges the United States faces as it competes in the global economy?

• What specific steps should the Federal Government take to ensure that the United States remains the world leader in innovation?

4. Brief Overview

• While the U.S. continues to lead the world in measures of innovation capacity – research and development (R&D) spending, number of scientists and engineers, scientific output, etc. – recent statistics on the level of U.S. support for research relative to other countries indicate that this lead may be slipping. Overall U.S. federal funding for R&D as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) has declined significantly since its peak in 1965, and the focus of this R&D has shifted away from the physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering – the areas of R&D historically most closely correlated with innovation and economic growth.

• At the same time, other nations – particularly emergent nations such as China and India – have recognized the importance of innovation to economic growth, and are pouring resources into their scientific and technological infrastructure, rapidly building their innovation capacity and increasing their ability to compete with the United States in the global economy.

• In May 2005, at the request of Congress, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) began a study of “the most urgent challenges the United States faces in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology.” NAS assembled a high-level panel of senior scientists and business and university leaders and produced a report in five months.

• The NAS report offers four broad recommendations: (A) increase America’s talent pool by vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education; (B) sustain and strengthen the Nation’s traditional commitment to long-term basic research; (C) make the United States the most attractive setting in
which to study and perform research; and (D) ensure that the United States is the premier place in the world to innovate. (The executive summary of the NAS report is attached in Appendix A.)

- The NAS report also describes 20 explicit steps that the Federal Government could take to implement its recommendations. The report estimates the total cost of these steps to be $9.2-$23.8 billion per year.

5. Summary of NAS Report

In May of this year, Senators Lamar Alexander and Jeff Bingaman, Chairman of the Energy Subcommittee and Ranking Member of full Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, respectively, asked the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to conduct a study of “the most urgent challenges the United States faces in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology.” In June, Science Committee Chairman Sherwood Boehlert and Ranking Member Bart Gordon wrote to the NAS to endorse the Senate request for a study and suggest some additional specific questions (the text of the Senate and House letters are attached in Appendices B and C). The study was paid for out of internal Academy funds, and NAS released the report on October 12.

The Problem

The NAS report begins by describing how science and engineering are critical to American prosperity. Technical innovations, such as electricity and information technology, have increased the productivity of existing industries and created new ones and improved the overall quality of life in the U.S. The report then examines how the U.S. is doing relative to other countries in science and technology today — looking at indicators such as science and engineering publications, R&D investment, venture capital funding, and student proficiency levels — to see if the U.S. is positioned to make the next generation of innovations needed to maintain U.S. competitiveness and security going forward.

“Worrisome indicators” outlined in the report^ include:

- The United States today is a net importer of high-technology products. Its share of global high-technology exports has fallen in the last two decades from 30 percent to 17 percent, and its trade balance in high-technology manufactured goods shifted from plus $33 billion in 1990 to a negative $24 billion in 2004.

- In 2003, only three American companies ranked among the top 10 recipients of patents granted by the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

- In Germany, 36 percent of undergraduates receive their degrees in science and engineering. In China, the figure is 59 percent, and in Japan 66 percent. In the United States, the corresponding figure is 32 percent.
• Fewer than one-third of U.S. 4th grade and 8th grade students performed at or above a level called “proficient” in mathematics (“proficiency” was considered the ability to exhibit competence with challenging subject matter). About one-third of the 4th graders and one-fifth of the 8th graders lacked the competence to perform basic mathematical computations.

The NAS report concludes that education, research, and innovation are essential if the U.S. is to succeed in providing jobs for its citizenry.

Recommendations and Steps the Federal Government Should Take to Implement Them

The NAS report makes four recommendations, each of which is supported by explicit steps that the Federal Government could take to implement the recommendations. These recommendations and steps are provided verbatim below; more details on each step are available in the report executive summary in Appendix A.

10,000 Teachers, 10 Million Minds and K-12 Science and Mathematics Education

Recommendation A: Increase America’s talent pool by vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education.

Implementation Steps:

• A-1: Annually recruit 10,000 science and mathematics teachers by awarding four-year scholarships and thereby educating 10 million minds.

^See pages 18-19 of this charter for the pages of the NAS report that contain the sources for these statistics.

Sowing the Seeds through Science and Engineering Research

Recommendation B: Sustain and strengthen the Nation’s traditional commitment to long-term basic research that has the potential to be transformational to maintain the flow of new ideas that fuel the economy, provide security, and enhance the
quality of life.

Implementation Steps:

- B-1: Increase the federal investment in long-term basic research by 10 percent a year over the next seven years.

- B-2: Provide new research grants of $500,000 each annually, payable over five years, to 200 of our most outstanding early-career researchers.

- B-3: Institute a National Coordination Office for Research Infrastructure to manage a centralized research infrastructure fund of $500 million per year over the next five years.

- B^: Allocate at least eight percent of the budgets of federal research agencies to discretionary funding.


- B-6: Institute a Presidential Innovation Award to stimulate scientific and engineering advances in the national interest.

Best and Brightest in Science and Engineering Higher Education

Recommendation C: Make the United States the most attractive setting in which to study and perform research so that we can develop, recruit, and retain the best and brightest students, scientists, and engineers from within the United States and throughout the world.

Implementation Steps:

- C-1: Increase the number and proportion of U.S. citizens who earn physical-sciences, life-sciences, engineering, and mathematics Bachelor’s degrees by providing 25,000 new four-year competitive undergraduate scholarships each year to U.S. citizens attending U.S. institutions.

- C-2: Increase the number of U.S. citizens pursuing graduate study in “areas of national need” by funding 5,000 new graduate fellowships each year.

- C-3: Provide a federal tax credit to encourage employers to make continuing education available (either internally or through colleges and universities) to practicing scientists and engineers.

- C^: Continue to improve visa processing for international students and scholars.

- C-5: Provide a one-year automatic visa extension to international students who receive doctorates or the equivalent in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, or other fields of national need at qualified U.S. institutions to
remain in the United States to seek employment. If these students are offered jobs by U.S.-based employers and pass a security screening test, they should be provided automatic work permits and expedited residence status.

• C-6: Institute a new skills-based, preferential immigration option.

• C-7: Reform the current system of “deemed exports.”

Incentives for Innovation and the Investment Environment

Recommendation D: Ensure that the United States is the premier place in the world to innovate; invest in downstream activities such as manufacturing and marketing; and create high-paying jobs that are based on innovation by modernizing the patent system, realigning tax policies to encourage innovation, and ensuring affordable broadband access.

Implementation Steps:
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• D-1: Enhance intellectual property protection for the 21st century global economy.

• D-2: Enact a stronger research and development tax credit to encourage private investment in innovation.

• D-3: Provide tax incentives for U.S.-based innovation.

• D-4: Ensure ubiquitous broadband Internet access.

Costs of the Recommendations

The NAS report provides a “back of the envelope” estimate of the annual cost to the Federal Government of each of the implementation steps that are recommended.

• For the three steps in Recommendation A (increase America’s talent pool by vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education): $1.5-$2.4 billion per year.

• For the six steps in Recommendation B (sustain and strengthen the Nation’s traditional commitment to long-term basic research): $1.1-$3.4 billion per year.

• For the seven steps in Recommendation C (make the United States the most attractive setting in which to study and perform research): $1.6-$3.6 billion per year.

• For the four steps in Recommendation D (ensure that the United States is
the premier place in the world to innovate): $5.1-$14.4 billion per year.

The total cost of these steps would be $9.2-$23.8 billion per year.

6. Issues Related to Specific Recommendations in the NAS Report and Related Questions for the Witnesses

In the invitation letter for the hearing, each of the witnesses was asked to answer questions about the three specific recommendations discussed below. These were major recommendations that seemed to call for further elaboration.

Recommendation B-1: Increase the federal investment in long-term basic research by 10 percent a year over the next seven years: Numerous reports and groups in recent years have suggested doubling federal funding for basic research, as the NAS report recommends. (The authorization bill for the National Science Foundation the Congress passed in 2002 called for doubling that agency’s budget, and Congress did double the budget of the National Institutes of Health over the past six years or so.) While these reports have included a rationale for increasing federal R&D spending, none has explained the reason why a specific level of spending needs to be achieved by a particular date. The U.S. currently spends $56 billion annually on non-defense R&D, more than the rest of the G-7 countries combined. Also, total R&D spending (government and industry) in the U.S. has remained relatively constant as a percentage of the U.S. gross domestic product, indicating that investment in R&D has grown as the U.S. economy has grown, begging the question of why increased federal investment is necessary. (This may be especially true if federal R&D is being invested in the same kinds of research as private R&D rather than in kinds of research, particularly basic research, that might otherwise be neglected.)

In addition, the NAS report argues that federal investment in basic research fuels economic growth by contributing new ideas that can eventually lead to commercial products. Yet recent surveys of industry suggest that companies’ investments in R&D have had only a very limited impact on the success of the individual companies. What is true for individual companies is not necessarily true for nations as a whole; R&D may contribute greatly to the relative economic success of the U.S. as a whole, while not being so important to any individual company. (This would make sense. Nations stay ahead through innovation, but individual companies may have other comparative advantages.) But the company statistics and attitudes on R&D at least raise the question about whether the contribution of R&D to economic

2 For example, the U.S. Commission on National Security in the 21st Century (the Hart-Rudman Commission, Phase III, 2001) recommended doubling the federal research and development budget by 2010.

®The six non-U. S. members of the G-7 are France, Great Britain, Germany, Japan, Italy and Canada.

'^Booz Allen Hamilton’s Global Innovation 1,000 study was released on October 11, 2005 and is available on line at http://www.boozaUen.com. An example of their findings is that companies in the bottom 10 percent of R&D spending as a percentage of sales under-perform competitors
on gross margins, gross profit, operating profit, and total shareholder returns. However, companies in the top 10 percent showed no consistent performance differences compared to companies that spend less on R&D.

success is exaggerated, and how federal R&D investment contributes to overall economic success.

Questions in the witness letters on this recommendation:

• How did the study panel arrive at the recommended 10 percent annual increase in federally-sponsored basic research over the next seven years? What other options did the panel consider and what led to the choice of 10 percent?

• Recent surveys of industry suggest that basic research performed at universities and transformational technological innovation have only a very limited impact on the success of individual companies. Is the impact of research and innovation different for the economy as a whole than it is for individual companies?

Recommendation B^: Allocate at least eight percent of the budgets of federal research agencies to discretionary funding: A number of recent reports have expressed concern that the current grant selection system in most agencies shies away from daring proposals. The view is that when funding is tight (like now), researchers and the peer review system both tend to favor incremental research proposals – projects that are guaranteed to produce results – results that are generally in keeping with existing ideas. In this situation, high-risk research (especially that proposed by young investigators or involving interdisciplinary studies) can be under-funded or neglected entirely. The NAS report recommends that funding be set aside at federal research agencies (and distributed at program officers’ discretion) for high-risk, high-payoff research. While such research is valuable, so is the research that provides steady if incremental advances on existing scientific questions. In addition, not every agency is equally well equipped to solicit and select high-risk projects. Finally, even if setting aside such funding is a good idea, it’s unclear whether eight percent is a reasonable amount.

Questions in the witness letters on this recommendation:

• How did the study panel arrive at the recommended eight percent allocation within each federal research agency’s budget to be managed at the discretion of technical program managers to catalyze high-risk, high-payoff research? What other options did the panel consider and what led to the choice of eight percent?

Recommendation B-5: Create in the Department of Energy an organization like the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency called the Advanced Research Projects
Agency-Energy (ARPA-E): The recommendation seems to assume that the main reason the U.S. has not made more progress in deploying technologies that use less energy or that use alternative energy sources is that the technology is not being developed. But numerous studies have concluded that the primary problem in energy technology is that existing advanced technologies never get deployed. These studies tend to recommend policy changes to encourage the deployment of advanced technologies, as opposed to recommending (or merely recommending) programs to develop new technologies. For example, a recent American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy study estimated that “adopting a comprehensive set of policies for advancing energy efficiency could lower national energy use by 18 percent in 2010 and 33 percent in 2020.” Similarly, a 2001 NAS study on automotive fuel economy described numerous existing technologies that could reduce dependence on foreign oil, but are not yet deployed.

In addition, it is not clear whether the DARPA analogy is entirely apt. DARPA funds advanced technologies that will eventually be used by the Pentagon. The government itself would not be the main purchaser of technologies developed by ARPA-E, so those technologies would still face existing problems in finding markets. It is also unclear how the research that would be supported by ARPA-E would differ from that already funded by the Department of Energy’s current conservation and renewable energy research programs.

Questions in the witness letters on this recommendation:

- Industry and government have both developed numerous energy production and energy efficiency technologies that have not been deployed. How did the study panel arrive at its implicit conclusion that technology development is the greater bottleneck (as opposed to policy) in developing energy systems for a 21st century economy?


7. General Issues

Overall Federal Support for R&D

The amount of the country's overall wealth devoted to federal R&D has declined significantly since the post-Sputnik surge in support for R&D. According to Office of Management and Budget statistics, in 1965, funding for federal R&D as a percentage of GDP (measured as outlays), also known as R&D intensity, was slightly over two percent (Chart 1). In 2005, it is estimated to he 1.07 percent.

While this ratio has recently begun to increase again, turning upward over the
last five years, the majority of those increases have gone toward short-term defense
development and homeland security applications. For example, the Department of
Defense (DOD) R&D increases alone — most of which have supported development
projects that have very little impact on innovation or broader economic develop-
ment — has accounted for almost 70 percent of the overall R&D increases of the last
five years. Of the remaining increases, 75 percent has gone to the National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). At $71 bil-
lion and $29 billion, respectively, the R&D budgets of DOD and NIH now account
for over 75 percent of all federal R&D. Meanwhile, funding for the physical sciences
and engineering — the areas historically most closely associated with innovation and
economic growth — have been flat or declining for the last thirty years.

Also, the long-term outlook for the federal budget does not favor future increases
in discretionary spending (through which almost all R&D is funded). Absent major
policy changes, the growth in mandatory federal spending — primarily for health and
retirement benefits and payments on the national debt interest — will demand a sig-
ificantly greater share of the government’s resources.

Chart 1. Federal Spending (Outlays) on Research and Development as a Percentage of GDP,
FY 1950-FY2005. (Source: Office of Management and Budget Historical Tables, Fiscal Year 2006.)

Shift of Private Sector R&D

During the heyday of the corporate research laboratory in the middle decades of
the 20th century, U.S. corporate laboratories supported all stages of R&D, from
knowledge creation to applied research to product development, and were quite suc-
cessful in their efforts to nurture innovation. The most notable example of this was
AT&T’s Bell Laboratories, which grew to be one of the world premier research orga-
nizations of the last century, developing numerous breakthrough technologies that
changed American life, including transistors, lasers, fiber-optics, and communica-
tions satellites. Researchers at Bell Labs and other corporate laboratories were eligi-
ble for, and received, grants from federal research agencies such as the National
Science Foundation and DOD, but they received core support from the parent com-
pany and they conducted basic and applied research directed toward developing
technology relevant to the company’s business.

While overall growth of industry-funded R&D has remained strong in recent
years, the focus of this R&D has shifted significantly away from longer-term basic
research in favor of applied research and development more closely tied to product
development. Because of market demands from investors to capitalize on R&D
quickly, large corporate laboratories of the Bell Labs model are increasingly rare
(notable exceptions include companies such as IBM and GE). Instead, corporations
now focus research projects almost exclusively on lower-risk, late-stage R&D projects with commercial benefits, leaving the Federal Government as the predominant supporter of long-term basic research.

Increasing Competitiveness of Foreign Countries

While trends of support for the innovation system in the U.S. have showed signs of slowing, other nations are committing significant new resources to building their science and technology enterprises. More than one-third of OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries have increased government support for R&D by an average rate of over five percent annually since 1995. The European Union has recently established a target to achieve EU-wide R&D intensity of three percent of the EU economy by 2010. (By comparison, the current U.S. R&D intensity, public and private sector combined, is 2.6 percent of GDP.) Similarly, individual nations, including South Korea, Germany, the U.K. and Canada, have recently pledged to increase R&D spending as a percentage of GDP.

However, no nation has increased its support for innovation as dramatically as China. It has doubled its R&D intensity from 0.6 percent of its GDP in 1995 to 1.2 percent in 2002 (this during a time of rapid GDP growth). R&D investments in China by foreign corporations have also grown dramatically, with U.S. investments alone increasing from just $7 million in 1994 to over $500 million in 2000. China is now the third largest performer of R&D in the world, behind only the U.S. and Japan.

The increased innovation capacity of other countries is also becoming evident in output-based R&D benchmarks. For example, the U.S. share of science and engineering publications published worldwide declined from 38 percent in 1988 to 31 percent in 2001, while Western Europe and Asia’s share increased from 31 to 36 percent and 11 to 17 percent, respectively. Similar trends have occurred in the area of U.S. patent applications and citations in scientific journals.

Education and Workforce Issues

While the supply and demand of future scientists and engineers is notoriously difficult to predict, most experts believe that the transition to a knowledge-based economy will demand an increased quality and quantity of the world’s scientific and technical workforce. As is the case with R&D figures, trends in the distribution of the world’s science and engineering workforce are also unfavorable to long-term U.S. competitiveness.

The world is catching up and even surpassing the U.S. in higher education and the production of science and engineering specialists. China now graduates four times as many engineering students as the U.S., and South Korea, which has one-sixth the population of the U.S., graduates nearly the same number of engineers as the U.S. Moreover, most Western European and Asian countries graduate a significantly higher percentage of students in science and engineering. At the graduate level, the statistics are even more pronounced. In 1966, U.S. students accounted for approximately 76 percent of world’s science and engineering Ph.D.s. In 2000, they accounted for only 36 percent. In contrast, China went from producing almost no
science and engineering Ph.D.s in 1975 to granting 13,000 Ph.D.s in 2002, of which
an estimated 70 percent were in science and engineering.

Meanwhile, the achievement and interest levels of U.S. students in science and
engineering are relatively low. According to the most recent international assess-
ment, U.S. twelfth graders scored below average and among the lowest of particip-
ing nations in math and science general knowledge, and the comparative data
of math and science assessment revealed a near-monopoly by Asia in the top scoring
group for students in grades four and eight. These students are not on track to
study college level science and engineering and, in fact, are unlikely ever to do so.
Of the 25-30 percent of entering college freshmen with an interest in a science or
engineering field, less than half complete a science or engineering degree in five
years.

All of this is happening as the U.S. scientific and technical workforce is about to
experience a high rate of retirement. One quarter of the current science and engi-
eering workforce is over 50 years old. At the same time, the U.S. Department of
Labor projects that new jobs requiring science, engineering and technical training
will increase four times higher than the average national job growth rate.

Industry Concerns and Reports

Some leading U.S. businesses have become increasingly vocal about concerns that
the U.S. is in danger of losing its competitive advantage. In an effort to call atten-
tion to these concerns, several industry organizations have independently produced
reports specifically examining the new competitiveness challenge and recommending
possible courses of action to address it. Prominent among these efforts is the Na-
tional Innovation Initiative (Nil), a comprehensive undertaking by industry and uni-
versity leaders to identify the origins of America’s innovation challenges and pre-
pare a call to action for U.S. companies to “innovate or abdicate.” The December
2004 Nil final report, Innovate America: Thriving in a World of Challenge and
Change, is intended to serve as a roadmap for policy-makers, industry leaders, and
others working to help America remain competitive in the world economy.

Other industry associations that have also produced recent reports include AeA
(formerly the American Electronics Association), the Business Roundtable, Elec-
tronic Industries Alliance, National Association of Manufacturers, and TechNet.
While the companies and industry sectors represented by these organizations varies
widely, one general recommendation was common to all of the reports: the Federal
Government needs to strengthen and re-energize investments in R&D and science
and engineering education. The Science Committee held a hearing on July 21, 2005
on U.S. Competitiveness: The Innovation Challenge to examine the issues raised in
these reports and how federal science and engineering research and education in-
vestments impacts U.S. economic competitiveness.
Appendix A

Executive Summary of National Academy of Sciences Report, Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future

The United States takes deserved pride in the vitality of its economy, which forms the foundation of our high quality of life, our national security, and our hope that our children and grandchildren will inherit ever-greater opportunities. That vitality is derived in large part from the productivity of well-trained people and the steady stream of scientific and technical innovations they produce. Without high-quality, knowledge-intensive jobs and the innovative enterprises that lead to discovery and new technology, our economy will suffer and our people will face a lower standard of living. Economic studies conducted before the information-technology revolution have shown that even then as much as 85 percent of measured growth in U.S. income per capita is due to technological change.

Today, Americans are feeling the gradual and subtle effects of globalization that challenge the economic and strategic leadership that the United States has enjoyed since World War II. A substantial portion of our workforce finds itself in direct competition for jobs with lower-wage workers around the globe, and leading-edge scientific and engineering work is being accomplished in many parts of the world. Thanks to globalization, driven by modern communications and other advances, workers in virtually every sector must now face competitors who live just a mouse-click away in Ireland, Finland, China, India, or dozens of other nations whose economies are growing.

CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

The National Academies was asked by Senator Lamar Alexander and Senator Jeff Bingaman of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, with endorsement by Representatives Sherwood Boehlert and Bart Gordon of the House Committee on Science, to respond to the following questions:

What are the top 10 actions, in priority order, that federal policy-makers could take to enhance the science and technology enterprise so that the United States can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21st Century? What strategy, with several concrete steps, could be used to implement each of those actions?

The National Academies created the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century to respond to this request. The charge constitutes a challenge both daunting and exhilarating: to recommend to the Nation specific steps that can best strengthen the quality of life in America — our prosperity, our health,
and our security. The committee has been cautious in its analysis of information. However, the available information is only partly adequate for the committee’s needs. In addition, the time allotted to develop the report (10 weeks from the time of the committee’s meeting to report release) limited the ability of the committee to conduct a thorough analysis. Even if unlimited time were available, definitive analyses on many issues are not possible given the uncertainties involved.

This report reflects the consensus views and judgment of the committee members. Although the committee includes leaders in academe, industry, and government—several current and former industry chief executive officers, university presidents, researchers (including three Nobel prize winners), and former presidential appointees—the array of topics and policies covered is so broad that it was not possible to assemble a committee of 20 members with direct expertise in each relevant area. Because of those limitations, the committee has relied heavily on the judgment of many experts in the study’s focus groups, additional consultations via email and telephone with other experts, and an unusually large panel of reviewers. Although other solutions are undoubtedly possible, the committee believes that its recommendations, if implemented, will help the United States achieve prosperity in the 21st century.

*For example, work by Robert Solow and Moses Abramovitz published in the middle 1950s demonstrated that as much as 85 percent of measured growth in U.S. income per capita during the 1890-1950 period could not be explained by increases in the capital stock or other measurable inputs. The big unexplained portion, referred to alternatively as the “residual” or “the measure of ignorance,” has been widely attributed to the effects of technological change.

**FINDINGS**

Having reviewed trends in the United States and abroad, the committee is deeply concerned that the scientific and technical building blocks of our economic leadership are eroding at a time when many other nations are gathering strength. We strongly believe that a worldwide strengthening will benefit the world’s economy—particularly in the creation of jobs in countries that are far less well-off than the United States. But we are worried about the future prosperity of the United States. Although many people assume that United States will always be a world leader in science and technology, this may not continue to be the case inasmuch as great minds and ideas exist throughout the world. We fear the abruptness with which a lead in science and technology can be lost—and the difficulty of recovering a lead once lost, if indeed it can be regained at all.

This nation must prepare with great urgency to preserve its strategic and economic security. Because other nations have, and probably will continue to have, the competitive advantage of a low-wage structure, the United States must compete by optimizing its knowledge-based resources, particularly in science and technology,
and by sustaining the most fertile environment for new and revitalized industries and the well-paying jobs they bring. We have already seen that capital, factories, and laboratories readily move wherever they are thought to have the greatest promise of return to investors.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The committee reviewed hundreds of detailed suggestions — including various calls for novel and untested mechanisms — from other committees, from its focus groups, and from its own members. The challenge is immense, and the actions needed to respond are immense as well.

The committee identified two key challenges that are tightly coupled to scientific and engineering prowess: creating high-quality jobs for Americans and responding to the Nation’s need for clean, affordable, and reliable energy. To address those challenges, the committee structured its ideas according to four basic recommendations that focus on the human, financial, and knowledge capital necessary for U.S. prosperity.

The four recommendations focus on actions in K-12 education (10,000 Teachers, 10 Million Minds), research (Sowing the Seeds), higher education (Best and Brightest), and economic policy (Incentives for Innovation) that are set forth in the following sections. Also provided are a total of 20 implementation steps for reaching the goals set forth in the recommendations.

Some actions involve changes in the law. Others require financial support that would come from reallocation of existing funds or, if necessary, from new funds. Overall, the committee believes that the investments are modest relative to the magnitude of the return the Nation can expect in the creation of new high-quality jobs and in responding to its energy needs.

10,000 TEACHERS, 10 MILLION MINDS IN K-12 SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Recommendation A: Increase America’s talent pool by vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education.

Implementation Actions

The highest priority should be assigned to the following actions and programs. All should be subjected to continuing evaluation and refinement as they are implemented:

Action A-1: Annually recruit 10,000 science and mathematics teachers by awarding four-year scholarships and thereby educating 10 million minds.

Attract 10,000 of America’s brightest students to the teaching profession every year, each of whom can have an impact on 1,000 students over the life of their careers. The program would award competitive four-year scholarships for students to obtain Bachelor’s degrees in the physical or life sciences, engineering, or mathematics with
concurrent certification as K-12 science and mathematics teachers. The merit-based scholarships would provide up to $20,000 a year for four years for qualified educational expenses, including tuition and fees, and require a commitment to five years of service in public K-12 schools. A $10,000 annual bonus would go to participating teachers in underserved schools in inner cities and rural areas. To provide the highest-quality education for undergraduates who want to become teachers, it would be important to award matching grants, perhaps $1 million a year for up to five years, to as many as 100 universities and colleges to encourage them to establish integrated four-year undergraduate programs leading to Bachelor’s degrees in science, engineering, or mathematics with teacher certification.
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Action A-2: Strengthen the skills of 250,000 teachers through training and education programs at summer institutes, in Master’s programs, and Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate (AP and IB) training programs and thus inspires students every day. Use proven models to strengthen the skills (and compensation, which is based on education and skill level) of 250,000 current K-12 teachers:

- Summer institutes: Provide matching grants to state and regional one- to two-week summer institutes to upgrade as many as 50,000 practicing teachers each summer. The material covered would allow teachers to keep current with recent developments in science, mathematics, and technology and allow for the exchange of best teaching practices. The Merck Institute for Science Education is a model for this recommendation.

- Science and mathematics Master’s programs: Provide grants to universities to offer 50,000 current middle-school and high-school science, mathematics, and technology teachers (with or without undergraduate science, mathematics, or engineering degrees) two-year, part-time Master’s degree programs that focus on rigorous science and mathematics content and pedagogy. The model for this recommendation is the University of Pennsylvania Science Teachers Institute.

- AP, IB, and pre-AP or pre-IB training: Train an additional 70,000 AP or IB and 80,000 pre-AP or pre-IB instructors to teach advanced courses in mathematics and science. Assuming satisfactory performance, teachers may receive incentive payments of up to $2,000 per year, as well as $100 for each student who passes an AP or IB exam in mathematics or science. There are two models for this program: the Advanced Placement Incentive Program and Laying the Foundation, a pre-AP program.

- K-12 curriculum materials modeled on world-class standards: Foster high-quality teaching with world-class curricula, standards, and assessments of student learning. Convene a national panel to collect, evaluate, and develop rigorous K-12 materials that would be available free of charge as a voluntary
national curriculum. The model for this recommendation is the Project Lead the Way pre-engineering courseware.

Action A-3: Enlarge the pipeline by increasing the number of students who take AP and IB science and mathematics courses. Create opportunities and incentives for middle-school and high-school students to pursue advanced work in science and mathematics. By 2010, increase the number of students in AP and IB mathematics and science courses from 1.2 million to 4.5 million, and set a goal of tripling the number who pass those tests, to 700,000, by 2010. Student incentives for success would include 50 percent examination fee rebates and $100 mini-scholarships for each passing score on an AP or IB mathematics and science examination.

The committee proposes expansion of two additional approaches to improving K-12 science and mathematics education that are already in use:

- Statewide specialty high schools: Specialty secondary education can foster leaders in science, technology, and mathematics. Specialty schools immerse students in high-quality science, technology, and mathematics education; serve as a mechanism to test teaching materials; provide a training ground for K-12 teachers; and provide the resources and staff for summer programs that introduce students to science and mathematics.

- Inquiry-based learning: Summer internships and research opportunities provide especially valuable laboratory experience for both middle-school and high-school students.

SOWING THE SEEDS THROUGH SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH

Recommendation B: Sustain and strengthen the Nation’s traditional commitment to long-term basic research that has the potential to be transformational to maintain the flow of new ideas that fuel the economy, provide security, and enhance the quality of life.

Implementation Actions

Action B-1: Increase the federal investment in long-term basic research by 10 percent a year over the next seven years, through re-allocation of existing funds or if necessary through the investment of new funds. Special attention should go to the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and information sciences and to Department of Defense (DOD) basic-research funding. This special attention does not mean that there should be a disinvestment in such important fields as the life sciences (which have seen growth in recent years) or the social sciences. A balanced research portfolio in all fields of science and engineering re-
search is critical to U.S. prosperity. This investment should be evaluated regularly to realign the research portfolio — unsuccessful projects and venues of research should be replaced with emerging research projects and venues that have greater promise.

Action B-2: Provide new research grants of $500,000 each annually, payable over five years, to 200 of our most outstanding early-career researchers. The grants would be made through existing federal research agencies — the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Department of Energy (DOE), DOD, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration — to underwrite new research opportunities at universities and government laboratories.

Action B-3: Institute a National Coordination Office for Research Infrastructure to manage a centralized research-infrastructure fund of $500 million per year over the next five years — through reallocation of existing funds or if necessary through the investment of new funds — to ensure that universities and government laboratories create and maintain the facilities and equipment needed for leading-edge scientific discovery and technological development. Universities and national laboratories would compete annually for these funds.

Action B-4: Allocate at least eight percent of the budgets of federal research agencies to discretionary funding that would be managed by technical program managers in the agencies and be focused on catalyzing high-risk, high-payoff research.

Action B-5: Create in the Department of Energy (DOE) an organization like the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) called the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E). The Director of ARPA-E would report to the Under Secretary for science and would be charged with sponsoring specific research and development programs to meet the Nation’s long-term energy challenges. The new agency would support creative “out-of-the-box” transformational generic energy research that industry by itself cannot or will not support and in which risk may be high but success would provide dramatic benefits for the Nation. This would accelerate the process by which knowledge obtained through research is transformed to create jobs and address environmental, energy, and security issues. ARPA-E would be based on the historically successful DARPA model and would be designed as a lean and agile organization with a great deal of independence that can start and stop targeted programs on the basis of performance. The agency would itself perform no research or transitional effort but would fund such work conducted by universities, startups, established firms, and others. Its staff would turn over about every four years. Although the agency would be focused on specific energy issues, it is expected that its work (like that of DARPA or NIH) will have important spin-off benefits, including aiding in the education of the next generation of researchers. Funding for ARPA-E would start at $300 million the first year and increase to $1 billion per year over 5-6 years, at which point the program’s effectiveness would be evaluated.

Action B-6: Institute a Presidential Innovation Award to stimulate scientific and engineering advancees in the national interest. Existing presi-
dential awards address lifetime achievements or promising young scholars, but the proposed new awards would identify and recognize persons who develop unique scientific and engineering innovations in the national interest at the time they occur.

The funds may come from anywhere in an agency, not just other research funds.

One committee member, Lee Raymond, does not support this action item. He does not believe that ARPA-E is necessary as energy research is already well funded by the Federal Government, along with formidable funding of energy research by the private sector. Also, ARPA-E would put the Federal Government in the business of picking “winning energy technologies” – a role best left to the private sector.

BEST AND BRIGHTEST IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING HIGHER EDUCATION

Recommendation C: Make the United States the most attractive setting in which to study and perform research so that we can develop, recruit, and retain the best and brightest students, scientists, and engineers from within the United States and throughout the world.

Implementation Actions

Action C-1: Increase the number and proportion of U.S. citizens who earn physical-sciences, life sciences, engineering, and mathematics Bachelor’s degrees by providing 25,000 new four-year competitive undergraduate scholarships each year to U.S. citizens attending U.S. institutions. The Undergraduate Scholar Awards in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (USA-STEM) would be distributed to states on the basis of the size of their congressional delegations and awarded on the basis of national examinations. An award would provide up to $20,000 annually for tuition and fees.

Action C-2: Increase the number of U.S. citizens pursuing graduate study in “areas of national need” by funding 5,000 new graduate fellowships each year. NSF should administer the program and draw on the advice of other federal research agencies to define national needs. The focus on national needs is important both to ensure an adequate supply of doctoral scientists and engineers and to ensure that there are appropriate employment opportunities for students once they receive their degrees. Portable fellowships would provide funds of up to $20,000 annually directly to students, who would choose where to pursue graduate studies instead of being required to follow faculty research grants.

Action C-3: Provide a federal tax credit to encourage employers to make continuing education available (either internally or through colleges and universities) to practicing scientists and engineers. These incentives would
promote career-long learning to keep the workforce current in the face of rapidly evolving scientific and engineering discoveries and technological advances and would allow for retraining to meet new demands of the job market.

Action C-4: Continue to improve visa processing for international students and scholars to provide less complex procedures and continue to make improvements on such issues as visa categories and duration, travel for scientific meetings, the technology-alert list, reciprocity agreements, and changes in status.

Action C-5: Provide a one-year automatic visa extension to international students who receive doctorates or the equivalent in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, or other fields of national need at qualified U.S. institutions to remain in the United States to seek employment. If these students are offered jobs by United States-based employers and pass a security screening test, they should be provided automatic work permits and expedited residence status. If students are unable to obtain employment within one year, their visas would expire.

Action C-6: Institute a new skills-based, preferential immigration option.

Doctoral-level education and science and engineering skills would substantially raise an applicant’s chances and priority in obtaining U.S. citizenship. In the interim, the number of H-1B® visas should be increased by 10,000, and the additional visas should be available for industry to hire science and engineering applicants with doctorates from U.S. universities.

Action C-7: Reform the current system of “deemed exports.” The new system should provide international students and researchers engaged in funda-

®The H—IB is a nonimmigrant classification used by an alien who will be employed temporarily in a specialty occupation of distinguished merit and ability. A specialty occupation requires theoretical and practical application of a body of specialized knowledge and at least a Bachelor’s degree or its equivalent. For example, architecture, engineering, mathematics, physical sciences, social sciences, medicine and health, education, business specialties, accounting, law, theology, and the arts are specialty occupations. See http://uscis.gov/graphics/howdoi/hlh.htm

10 The controls governed by the Export Administration Act and its implementing regulations extend to the transfer of technology. Technology includes “specific information necessary for the ‘development,’ ‘production,’ or ‘use’ of a product” [emphasis added]. Providing information that is subject to export controls – for example, about some kinds of computer hardware – to a foreign national within the United States may be “deemed” an export, and that transfer requires an
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mental research in the United States with access to information and research equip-
ment in U.S. industrial, academic, and national laboratories comparable with the
access provided to U.S. citizens and permanent residents in a similar status. It
would, of course, exclude information and facilities restricted under national-secu-
rity regulations. In addition, the effect of deemed-exports regulations on the edu-
cation and fundamental research work of international students and scholars should
be limited by removing all technology items (information and equipment) from the
deemed-exports technology list that are available for purchase on the overseas open
market from foreign or U.S. companies or that have manuals that are available in
the public domain, in libraries, over the Internet, or from manufacturers.

INCENTIVES FOR INNOVATION AND THE INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT

Recommendation D: Ensure that the United States is the premier place in the
world to innovate; invest in downstream activities such as manufacturing and mar-
keting; and create high-paying jobs that are based on innovation by modernizing the
patent system, realigning tax policies to encourage innovation, and ensuring afford-
able broadband access.

Implementation Actions

Action D-1: Enhance intellectual-property protection for the 21st century
global economy to ensure that systems for protecting patents and other forms of
intellectual property underlie the emerging knowledge economy but allow research
to enhance innovation. The patent system requires reform of four specific kinds:

• Provide the Patent and Trademark Office sufficient resources to make intel-
lectual-property protection more timely, predictable, and effective.

• Reconfigure the U.S. patent system by switching to a “first-inventor-to-file”
system and by instituting administrative review after a patent is granted.
Those reforms would bring the U.S. system into alignment with patent sys-
tems in Europe and Japan.

• Shield research uses of patented inventions from infringement liability. One
recent court decision could jeopardize the long-assumed ability of academic re-
searchers to use patented inventions for research.

• Change intellectual-property laws that act as barriers to innovation in specific
industries, such as those related to data exclusivity (in pharmaceuticals) and
those which increase the volume and unpredictability of litigation (especially
in information-technology industries).

Action D-2: Enact a stronger research and development tax credit to en-
courage private investment in innovation. The current Research and Experi-
mentation Tax Credit goes to companies that increase their research and develop-
ment spending above a base amount calculated from their spending in prior years.
Congress and the administration should make the credit permanent,^! and it should
be increased from 20 percent to 40 percent of the qualifying increase so that the U.S. tax credit is competitive with that of other countries. The credit should be extended to companies that have consistently spent large amounts on research and development so that they will not be subject to the current de facto penalties for previously investing in research and development.

Action D-3: Provide tax incentives for United States-based innovation.

Many policies and programs affect innovation and the Nation’s ability to profit from it. It was not possible for the committee to conduct an exhaustive examination, but alternatives to current economic policies should be examined and, if deemed beneficial to the United States, pursued. These alternatives could include changes in overall corporate tax rates, provision of incentives for the purchase of high-technology research and manufacturing equipment, treatment of capital gains, and incentives for long-term investments in innovation. The Council of Economic Advisers and the Congressional Budget Office should conduct a comprehensive analysis to examine how the United States compares with other nations as a location for innovation and related activities with a view to ensuring that the United States is one of the most attractive places in the world for long-term innovation-related investment. From a tax standpoint, that is not now the case.

Action D-4: Ensure ubiquitous broadband Internet access. Several nations are well ahead of the United States in providing broadband access for home, school, and business. That capability will do as much to drive innovation, the economy, and job creation in the 21st century as did access to the telephone, interstate highways, and air travel in the 20th century. Congress and the administration should take action – mainly in the regulatory arena and in spectrum management – to ensure widespread affordable broadband access in the near future.

CONCLUSION

The committee believes that its recommendations and the actions proposed to implement them merit serious consideration if we are to ensure that our nation continues to enjoy the jobs, security, and high standard of living that this and previous generations worked so hard to create. Although the committee was asked only to recommend actions that can be taken by the Federal Government, it is clear that related actions at the State and local levels are equally important for U.S. prosperity, as are actions taken by each American family. The United States faces an enormous challenge because of the disadvantage it faces in labor cost. Science and
technology provide the opportunity to overcome that disadvantage by creating scientists and engineers with the ability to create entire new industries—much as has been done in the past.

It is easy to be complacent about U.S. competitiveness and pre-eminence in science and technology. We have led the world for decades, and we continue to do so in many research fields today. But the world is changing rapidly, and our advantages are no longer unique. Without a renewed effort to bolster the foundations of our competitiveness, we can expect to lose our privileged position. For the first time in generations, the Nation’s children could face poorer prospects than their parents and grandparents did. We owe our current prosperity, security, and good health to the investments of past generations, and we are obliged to renew those commitments in education, research, and innovation policies to ensure that the American people continue to benefit from the remarkable opportunities provided by the rapid development of the global economy and its not inconsiderable underpinning in science and technology.
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SOME WORRISOME INDICATORS

• When asked in spring 2005 what is the most attractive place in the world in which to “lead a good life,” respondents in only one of the 16 countries polled (India) indicated the United States.

• For the cost of one chemist or one engineer in the United States, a company can hire about five chemists in China or 11 engineers in India.

• For the first time, the most capable high-energy particle accelerator on Earth will, beginning in 2007, reside outside the United States.

• The United States is today a net importer of high-technology products. Its share of global high-technology exports has fallen in the last two decades from 30 percent to 17 percent, and its trade balance in high-technology manufactured goods shifted from plus $33 billion in 1990 to a negative $24 billion in 2004.

• Chemical companies closed 70 facilities in the United States in 2004 and have tagged 40 more for shutdown. Of 120 chemical plants being built around the world with price tags of $1 billion or more, one is in the United States and 60 in China.

• Fewer than one-third of U.S. 4th grade and 8th grade students performed at or above a level called “proficient” in mathematics; “proficiency” was considered the ability to exhibit competence with challenging subject matter. Alarmingly, about one-third of the 4th graders and one-fifth of the 8th graders
lacked the competence to perform basic mathematical computations.®

- U.S. 12th graders recently performed below the international average for 21 countries on a test of general knowledge in mathematics and science. In addition, an advanced mathematics assessment was administered to U.S. students who were taking or had taken precalculus, calculus, or Advanced Placement calculus and to students in 15 other countries who were taking or had taken advanced mathematics courses. Eleven nations outperformed the United States, and four countries had scores similar to the U.S. scores. No nation scored significantly below the United States.'^

- In 1999, only 41 percent of U.S. 8th grade students received instruction from a mathematics teacher who specialized in mathematics, considerably lower than the international average of 7 1 percent.®

- In one recent period, low-wage employers, such as Wal-Mart (now the Nation’s largest employer) and McDonald’s, created 44 percent of the new jobs, while high-wage employers created only 29 percent of the new jobs.®

- In 2003, only three American companies ranked among the top 10 recipients of patents granted by the United States Patent and Trademark Office.^®

4 Interview asked nearly 17,000 people the question: “Supposed a young person who wanted to leave this country asked you to recommend where to go to lead a good life — what country would you recommend?” Except for respondents in India, Poland, and Canada, no more than one-tenth of the people in the other nations said they would recommend the United States. Canada and Australia won the popularity contest. Pew Global Attitudes Project, July 23, 2005.

2 The Web site http://www.payscale.com/about.asp tracks and compares pay scales in many countries. Ron Hira, of Rochester Institute of Technology, calculates average salaries for engineers in the United States and India as $70,000 and $13,580, respectively.


4 For 2004, the dollar value of high-technology imports was $560 billion; the value of high-technology exports was $511 billion. See Appendix Table 6-01 of National Science Board’s Science and Engineering Indicators 2004.

®“No Longer The Lab Of The World: U.S. chemical plants are closing in droves as production heads abroad,” Business Week (May 2, 2005).


• In Germany, 36 percent of undergraduates receive their degrees in science and engineering. In China, the figure is 59 percent, and in Japan 66 percent. In the United States, the corresponding figure is 32 percent.^^

• The United States is said to have 10.5 million illegal immigrants, but under the law the number of visas set aside for “highly qualified foreign workers” dropped to 65,000 a year from its 195,000 peak.^^

• In 2004, China graduated over 600,000 engineers, India 350,000, and America about 70,000.13

• In 2001 (the most recent year for which data are available), U.S. industry spent more on tort litigation than on R&D.i^


12 Colvin, Geoffrey. 2005. “America isn’t ready.” Fortune Magazine, July 25. H-1B visas allow employers to have access to highly educated foreign professionals who have experience in specialized fields and who have at least Bachelor’s degree or the equivalent. The cap does not apply to educational institutions. In November 2004, Congress created an exemption for 20,000 foreign nationals earning advanced degrees from U.S. universities. See Immigration and Nationality Act Section 101(a)(15)(h)(l)(b).


Appendix B: Senate Letter to National Academy of Sciences

United States Senate

WASHINGTON, DC 20510

May 27, 2005

Dr. Bruce Alberts
President

National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20418

Dear Dr. Alberts:

The Energy Subcommittee of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee has been given the latitude by Chairman Pete Domenici to hold a series of hearings to identify specific steps our government should take to ensure the preeminence of America’s scientific and technological enterprise.

The National Academies could provide critical assistance in this effort by assembling some of the best minds in the scientific and technical community to identify the most urgent challenges the United States faces in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology. Specifically, we would appreciate a report from the National Academies by September 2005 that addresses the following:

• Is it essential for the United States to be at the forefront of research in broad areas of science and engineering? How does this leadership translate into concrete benefits as evidenced by the competitiveness of American businesses and an ability to meet key goals such as strengthening national security and homeland security, improving health, protecting the environment, and reducing dependence on imported oil?

What specific steps are needed to ensure that the United States maintains its leadership in science and engineering to enable us to successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21st century? How can we determine whether total federal research investment is adequate, whether it is properly balanced among research disciplines (considering both traditional research areas and new multidisciplinary fields such as nanotechnology), and between basic and applied research?

• How do we ensure that the United States remains at the epicenter of the ongoing revolution in research and innovation that is driving 21st century economies? How can we assure investors that America is the preferred site for investments in new or expanded businesses that create the best jobs and provide the best services?
• How can we ensure that critical discoveries across all the scientific disciplines are predominantly American and exploited first by firms producing and hiring in America? How can we best encourage domestic firms to invest in invention and innovation to meet new global competition and how can public research investments best supplement these private sector investments?

• What specific steps are needed to develop a well-educated workforce able to successfully embrace the rapid pace of technological change?

Your answers to these questions will help Congress design effective programs to ensure that America remains at the forefront of scientific capability, thereby enhancing our ability to shape and improve our nation’s future.

We look forward to reviewing the results of your efforts.

Sincerely,

Lamar Alexander
Chairman
Energy Subcommittee

Appendix C: House Letter to National Academy of Sciences
Dr. Bruce Alberts  
President  
National Academy of Sciences  
2101 Constitution Avenue  
Washington, DC 20418

Dear Dr. Alberts,

We understand that the National Academies, in response to a request from Senators Alexander and Bingaman, are in the early stages of developing a study related to the urgent challenges facing the United States in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology. Because the Science Committee considers ensuring the strength and vitality of the Nation’s scientific and technology enterprise an important part of its broad oversight responsibility, we are writing to endorse the request for this study and to encourage the National Academies to carry it forward expeditiously.

In addition, we would like to suggest some specific questions we hope to see addressed by the study:

• What skills will be required by the future U.S. science and engineering workforce in order for it to command a salary premium over foreign scientists and engineers? Are alternative degree programs needed, such as professional science masters degrees, to meet the needs of industry and to lead to attractive career paths for students?

• Are changes needed in the current graduate education system, such as: a different mix in graduate support among fellowships, traineeships, and research assistantships; more research faculty positions and fewer postdocs and graduate students in traditional graduate programs?

• Should a greater proportion of federal research funding be allocated to high-risk, exploratory research and should funding priorities among broad fields of science and engineering be readjusted?

• What policies and programs will help ensure the rapid flow of research results into the marketplace and promote the commercialization of research in a way that leads to the creation of good jobs for Americans?

The committee looks forwards to reviewing the results of this effort, and hopes that a draft response will be available by September 30, 2005. We hope that the new and innovative ideas you produce as the result of this effort will be able to translate into policies that will enhance U.S. prosperity in the 21st century. If you have any questions, please contact Dan Byers of the Majority Staff or Jim Wilson of the Minority Staff.
Chairman BOEHLERT. The hearing will come to order.

Before we start the official part of today’s hearing, I would like to take a moment to recognize a real person to illustrate the importance of the issues we are going to be discussing today. Neela Thangada, who is in the audience today. Neela, would you please stand?

Just yesterday, she won the Discoveri Channel Young Scientist Challenge. She got into the finals of this contest by doing an individual project on plant cloning and won by demonstrating leadership, teamwork, and scientific problem-solving on a series of experiments related to forces of nature, a very timely thing for this year’s contest. Now let me point out that Neela is 14. She is in the seventh grade. What she is doing is so exciting. She is accompanied by her mom. Where is mom, Neela? You know, when I first met Neela, this is not as a politician, this is just an observation, I didn’t know which one was the student and which one was the mom. Mom, please stand and be recognized. I want to thank you for the guidance you are providing.

Neela is what this whole hearing is about and what the whole Augustine report is about, so we are so pleased to see you, and thank you for joining us.

It is a pleasure to welcome everyone here this morning for our hearing on the new and vitally important National Academy report, “Rising Above the Gathering Storm.” This report is already getting an unusual amount of media coverage, and how refreshing that is to have the media concentrating on something that is not sensational but is critically important, a tribute, in part, to the reputations and work of our witnesses here today, and that is helping to jump-start, and in other quarters, to intensify, a national discussion on research and education and the Nation’s future.

The overarching message of the report is simple and clear, and it is one the Congress had better heed. And the message is this: complacency will kill us. “Where there is no vision, the people perish.” If the United States rests on its withering laurels in the competitive world, we will witness the slow erosion of our preeminence, our security, and our standard of living. That is a very sobering message. We used to be so far ahead of everybody else in the global enterprise that when we looked around, we couldn’t even find a
person in second place. Now we can’t even take a nanosecond to look over our shoulder, because they are breathing down our neck.

It is a message that this committee has been trying to send for many, many years, and now, joined by Chairman Wolf of the Appropriations Committee and some of our other friends over there who get it, indeed this committee has pressed, sometimes successfully and, unfortunately, sometimes not, for many of the specific proposals in the Academy report. So Mr. Augustine, you guys are really helping us, and I appreciate it.

We have authorized increased spending on basic research, including funding for research equipment and for more daring and cross-disciplinary research, and we have created programs like the Noyce Scholarships to try to attract more top students into teaching. And Neela, consider teaching as a career, will you please? And like Tech Talent to get more students who express interest in science, math, and engineering to complete majors in those fields.

We have pushed for greater funding for the education directorate at the National Science Foundation and for the basic and applied research programs at the Department of Energy.

But clearly, we haven’t done enough. We have all of the zeal of the most fervent missionary, and we are trying, but we haven’t done enough, and we haven’t succeeded nearly as much as we would like. That is why the Augustine report helps this. Science programs still have to scrounge around for every additional cent. Young scientists still have to beg for funds. Our education system is still producing too many students who can not compete with our counterparts around the world. And the Federal Government is still ignoring our fundamental energy problems while wasting money pandering to special interests.

So I urge our witnesses today, who are among the most prominent and respected leaders in the Nation, to redouble your efforts to get the word out about this report. We need a lot more missionary work, especially in this era of fiscal constraint. While Congress turns its attention to fixing the immediate problems caused by the literal storms that have hit our coasts, we can’t skimp on the funds needed to address the gathering storm described so starkly in your report.

There is an exchange in a Hemingway novel in which one character asks another how he went bankrupt. He answers, “Two ways.
First gradually and then suddenly.” As a nation, we are gradually going bankrupt now in the ways described in the Academy report. If we don’t act, we are going to wake up one day and find ourselves suddenly unable to compete.

I look forward to further guidance this morning on exactly what we should do to compete. And I hope we will have a spirited discussion about the details of the Academy report recommendations. But as we argue about the specifics, and it won’t be so much an argument, it will be sort of a debate, I hope we can all come away with an open and even greater commitment to address the problems that the report lays before us.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Boehlert follows:]

Prepared Statement of Chairman Sherwood L. Boehlert

It’s a pleasure to welcome everyone here this morning for our hearing on the new and vitally important National Academy report “Rising Above the Gathering Storm.” This report is already getting an unusual amount of media coverage — a tribute, in part, to the reputations and work of our witnesses today — and that is helping to jump-start (and in other quarters, to intensify) a national discussion on research and education and the Nation’s future.

The overarching message of the report is simple and clear, and it’s one the Congress had better heed. And the message is this: complacency will kill us. If the United States rests on its withering laurels in this competitive world, we will witness the slow erosion of our preeminence, our security and our standard of living. It’s a sobering message.

It’s also a message that this committee has been trying to send for many years, now joined by Chairman Wolf and some of our other friends on Appropriations. Indeed, this committee has pressed — sometimes successfully, sometimes not — for many of the specific proposals in the Academy report.

We have authorized increased spending on basic research, including funding for research equipment and for more daring and cross-disciplinary research; and we have created programs like the Noyce Scholarships to try to attract more top students into teaching, and like Tech Talent to get more students who express interest in science, math and engineering to complete majors in those fields.

We have pushed for greater funding for the education directorate at the National Science Foundation (NSF) and for the basic and applied research programs at the Department of Energy.
But we clearly haven’t done nearly enough. Science programs still have to scrounge around for every additional cent; young scientists still have to beg for funds; our education system is still producing too many students who cannot compete with their counterparts around the world; and the Federal Government is still ignoring our fundamental energy problems while wasting money pandering to special interests.

So I urge our witnesses today — who are among the most prominent and respected leaders in this nation — to redouble your efforts to get the word out about this report. We need a lot more missionary work, especially in this era of fiscal constraint. While Congress turns its attention to fixing the immediate problems caused by the literal storms that have hit our coasts, we can’t skimp on the funds needed to address the “gathering storm” described so starkly in your report.

There’s an exchange in a Hemingway novel in which one character asks another how he went bankrupt. He answers, “Two ways. First gradually and then suddenly.” As a nation, we’re gradually going bankrupt now in the ways described in the Academy report. If we don’t act, we’re going to wake up one day and find ourselves “suddenly” unable to compete.

I look forward to getting further guidance this morning on exactly what we should do to compete, and I hope we have a spirited discussion about the details of your recommendations. But as we argue about the specifics, I hope we can all come away with an even greater commitment to address the problems this report lays before us.

Chairman BOEHLERT. With that, it is a pleasure to turn to my partner in this venture, the Ranking Member from Tennessee, Mr. Gordon.

Mr. Gordon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Let me, once again, concur with your statements and also say that I have witnessed firsthand your passion for these issues. You are a leader in the area, and I appreciate working with you on it.

Let me also thank the Committee for the work you have done, Mr. Augustine. Once again, you have done a tremendous service for the country.

And let me say this, without diminishing what you have done. To a great extent, what you have done is just rehash what we already knew and brought it together from different sources. There is not a lot new here, and I don’t mean that as — I mean, I think it is good that we have brought it together. I think that it is good that we can look to your report and say these are leaders in academia, with the private sector, and hopefully get us more energy in trying to accomplish something here. But again, as our Chairman has pointed out, this committee has passed many of these things already.
And so really, what I would like to hear you talk a little bit about is how do we get the private sector, and what do you intend to do to help implement these proposals. I mean, again, you know, we have to have more energy. Clearly, what we are doing is not enough. And I would like to hear something about that.

The other thing that I noted reading through this report is that, with the exception of talking about R&D credits, there really wasn't much said about the private sector in this area. Now maybe you didn't think that was your charge, but I think the charge said what are some federal policies that deal with it. The R&D credit is one of those. And I pose this question that I would like to hear more about. There seems to be a growing disparity between top level CEO and other kind of salaries and the salaries of others in those companies in relationship to other countries. And is this leading us to a situation where those top executives are so pushed because of this type of compensation that they have to be so quarterly oriented to having results that the private sector is not doing its part in R&D? And is there some, I mean, I guess, one, is this accurate? And if it is not, then that is fine. If it is accurate, then is there a federal role in somehow trying to encourage looking beyond the quarter? Looking beyond. I mean, right now folks, in two or three years, can make all of the money they can spend the rest of their life. So you know, as long as they keep the stock up, why should I worry about five years from now? Why should I make these investments?

Again, if I am wrong, I would like to know.

The other thing is in your statement, and it was $10 billion, I hate to say, is a modest amount of money, but it is not, I think in terms of investment and in terms of our budget, it is a reasonable amount of money to spend. And you are talking about how we need to reallocate. We can get part of this by reallocating some funds within, I guess, our current budget. But I didn't see the section about what to allocate and what were those specifically. So if you have some suggestions in addition to reallocate, which ones we should reallocate, I would like to hear that today.

So with that in mind, again, I want to thank you. This is an important document. This is a document that we all need to wave and that we all need to charge forward with. It is important to our kids and our grandkids. So I thank you for it.
Again, my questions did not try to diminish what you did but to try to take this a step farther.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gordon follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Bart Gordon

I want to join Chairman Boehlert in welcoming everyone to this morning’s hearing.

I also want to thank our distinguished panel for not only taking the time to appear before us today, but for their time and effort in preparing this report.

The title of this report, “Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future,” summarizes the challenge before us.

There is a general uncertainty about our country’s future economic prospects and a desire for guidance on how to move forward. I think that the report provided by the Panel takes some steps towards providing that guidance.

A few disturbing facts from the report jumped out at me:

The large wage disparity between U.S. -based scientists and engineers and their competitors in China and India; and

The 110 chemical facilities that have closed or are slated for closure in the U.S. coupled with the 120 large chemical plants currently under construction globally – one new plant in the U.S. and 50 in China.

China is producing more than 600,000 engineers per year.

As the report notes, “Thanks to globalization, workers in virtually every sector must now face competitors who live just a mouse-click away, . . .” I’m left wondering where will the good high-paying jobs be for the next generation – in the U.S. or in some other country.

The report outlines a number of specific actions we can take to improve the innovation environment in the U.S. Many of these recommendations are familiar to us because they are what the Science Committee has advocated in legislation.

For example, substantial increases in funding for NSF and the Office of Science at DOE. In the area of science education, the Committee has authorized scholarships for math, science and engineering students to obtain teaching certificates as
well as the math and science partnership program to improve the training of new teachers.

There seems to be a broad consensus on what the U.S. should be doing, but the Administration has not followed through in its funding requests.

This report highlights that our current federal R&D investment strategies are not up to meeting the global competitive paradigm of the 21st century. The recommendations represent a challenge to the Administration and to Congress to take action now.

I am interested about one of the Panel’s statements which is that some of its recommendations “require funds that would ideally come from the re-allocation of existing funds.” What is not identified is what funds should be re-allocated or why. I hope our witnesses will provide some more detail into the Panel’s thinking.

We can all agree that more R&D will result in more innovation, but one issue not addressed by this report is will it really generate more and better jobs in the U.S.? Or will the exploitation of these innovations quickly move to countries with lower cost labor?

I hope the panel has some thoughts on how to ensure that the development of new technologies leads to the creation of new jobs in the U.S. One only has to look at most types of consumer electronics – the history of VCR technology as an example – to see that we have often lost the economic payoff from technology invented here.

In closing, it seems that we understand the challenges we face and we have agreement on how to address these challenges. What is lacking is the political will to make the investment.

I would like to point out that his report represents a consensus of panelists representing business, academic, and education leaders. I would challenge the Panel to press the Administration and Congress to fund their recommendations. As a nation, we cannot afford not to.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ehlers follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Vernon J. Ehlers

I am delighted with the Academy for producing this report, and am pleased that the Committee is taking the time to delve into the report’s recommendations and proposed implementation.

For many years, I have stressed the need to increase our national investment in fundamental research and education. Despite passing an authorization bill to double the budget of the National Science Foundation (NSF) by 2008, we are still falling
very short of that goal set by Congress in 2002. Each year, the chasm between the authorization and appropriation broadens, while at the same time the NSF education budget continues to diminish. But today there are an increasing number of voices joining the chorus recognizing the need for change. The voices are louder and clearer as the message begins to unify: build our science, technology, engineering and math skills, and we will maintain the strength and competitiveness of the United States. Business, industry and academic leaders are all drawing attention to the connection between our prosperity and a technically-skilled workforce. As we see the indications that our science and math education is slipping, we are jeopardizing our quality of life and national security, especially for our children and grandchildren. Without bolstering our science and technology infrastructure, we cannot expect these trends to change.

There are many challenging questions raised by the report; it will take the strong dedication of the Committee and Chair to share these recommendations with a variety of stakeholders. I thank the witnesses today for their good work, and encourage them and the others they represent to continue to publicize this problem and lobby Members of Congress to make national competitiveness a priority through their strong support of fundamental research and education. I commend the witnesses for being here today, and look forward to continuing to work with you to not only share your report recommendations, but to actively seek solutions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Costello follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Jerry F. Costello

Good morning. I want to thank the witnesses for appearing before our committee to discuss the report released by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) on October 12, 2005 entitled, Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future. I commend Chairman Boehlert and Ranking Member Gordon for holding this hearing today because the recommendations issued will provide our committee with good policy options to explore to ensure new ideas and innovation.

In June of this year, Chairman Boehlert and Ranking Member Gordon wrote to NAS to endorse the Senate request for a study of “the most urgent challenges the United States faces in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology,” to provide advice and recommendations for maintaining U.S. leadership in science and technology in the face of growing global competition. Today, Americans are feeling the effects of globalization because a substantial portion of our workforce finds itself in direct competition for jobs with lower-wage workers around the globe. It comes as no surprise that high-tech jobs are being out-sourced to foreign countries like China and India. Without high-quality, knowledge intensive jobs and the innovative enterprises that lead to discovery and new technology, our economy will suf-
fer and our constituents will face a lower standard of living. I am very concerned about the issue of off-shoring and out-sourcing and how these trends will affect current scientists and engineers, as well as the future employment opportunities and career choices of students.

A few months ago. Ranking Member Gordon and I hosted our first in a series of several bipartisan roundtable discussions to frame what is known and unknown about supply and demand for the Science and Technology workforce, outline factors that influence supply and demand, and explore policy options. From the first Roundtable, we learned that it is difficult to determine how many jobs we have lost because we do not have sufficient or accurate data on the problem. I believe we have to raise awareness of this issue — the federal research and development budget — in order to keep high wage science and engineering jobs here in the U.S.

Despite claims to the contrary by the Administration, the Federal R&D budget is not faring well, particularly the non-defense component which has been flat for 30 years. In FY06, the Administration proposed a 1.4 percent spending reduction in the federal science and technology budget. Reductions like this continue to chip away at the U.S. research base and jeopardize our economic strength and long-term technological competitiveness. Innovation does indeed drive our economic growth, but we must have the knowledge base to drive innovation. Encouraging more children in careers in math and science is a needed start but only the beginning. We must do better in understanding the global competition facing our science and engineering workforce.

I hope this hearing will draw us closer to an answer of how we can ensure the U.S. benefits from innovation, compete with foreign scientists and engineers without lowering salaries, increase funding for basic research in the physical sciences and engineering, and improve teacher recruitment and retention so we can increase student interest levels and their knowledge and understanding of these valuable subjects.

I welcome our panel of witnesses and look forward to their testimony.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Johnson follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Eddie Bernice Johnson

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member.

The United States has slashed its federal investment in scientific research. In 1966, in the Sputnik era, funding for federal research and development as a percentage of gross domestic product was slightly over two percent. In 2005, it is estimated to be 1.07 percent.

As a result, scientists are not getting the money they need and are pursuing alternative careers. Young people see the trend and opt not to study science.

Meanwhile, other nations have ramped up their technical infrastructure and workforce. The National Academies’ recent report on the United States and global
competitiveness found that in Germany, 36 percent of undergraduates receive their
degrees in science and engineering. In China, the figure is 59 percent, and in Japan
66 percent. In the United States, the corresponding figure is 32 percent.

I concur that these are “worrisome indicators” indeed. Our competitiveness is
quietly slipping. We are a net importer of high technology products, and soon we
will be a net importer of people with high technology expertise.

I am glad the National Academies published this report and hope the leadership
of this Congress will act on these recommendations. Progress is expensive, but decay
is intolerable.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Honda follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Representative Michael M. Honda

Chairman Boehlert and Ranking Member Gordon, I thank you for holding this im-
portant hearing today and for requesting that the study “Rising Above the Gather-
ering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Ilrighter Economic Euture”
be undertaken.

This report makes a many good recommendations in a number of areas. In the
area of education, for example, it suggests that we should recruit new science and
math teachers, that we should strengthen the skills of teachers the math, science,
and engineering subject areas, and we increase the number of students who take
math and science courses.

But what I do not see in the recommendations troubles me. What I think is miss-
ing is the idea of teaching innovation.

I’m worried that if we simply try to produce a bunch of new scientists and engi-
eers with the same skills as the ones who are unemployed back home in my dis-
trict today, things aren’t going to get any better here. China and India will be able
to produce more scientists and engineers than us, and if they are paid less, work
will still be done overseas.

We have been lucky in the past that a few people who were innately innovative
and inventive also had enough knowledge in math and science to make break-
throughs in these areas that started entirely new industries. Skilled scientists and
engineers have been able to sustain incremental progress in these new industries,
but the pressure from other nations is growing ever greater.

While some people are simply blessed with the special skills of innovation and in-
vention and they have prospered in the past, we need to realize that these skills
are teachable and bring them into our curriculum. An MIT-Lemelson/NSF study on
invention recognized this and suggested incorporating innovation into our curricu-

lum, and Singapore’s Minister of Education has begun to make such changes to his own country’s curriculum to prepare his country for the future.

I hope that the witnesses will address this shortcoming of their report during the hearing, and that the Committee will pay attention to this important issue in the future.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Carnahan follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Russ Carnahan

Mr. Chairman and Mr. Ranking Member, thank you for again bringing this im-

portant issue to our attention in the Science Committee.

For years, the U.S. has felt the backlash of an increasingly competitive global market, most sharply felt in the loss of jobs as they shift overseas. I applaud the effort to look beyond the problems and causes associated with competing in a global marketplace and to look toward solutions.

It is our duty as leaders of this nation to wisely consider options and vigorously advocate for the right changes. Our workforce, and thus many of our constituents’ livelihoods, depend on it.

Mr. Augustine, Dr. Vagelos, and Dr. Wulf, thank you for your efforts with this report and for appearing before us today. I look forward to hearing your testimony.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Jackson Lee follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Sheila Jackson Lee

Mr. Chairman, let me first thank you for holding this important hearing regard-

ing the recent report published by the National Academy of Sciences. I would also like to thank our witnesses, Mr. Augustine, Dr. Vagelos, and Dr. Wulf, for being here today.

The report being presented to us today highlights what is becoming more and more apparent in recent years, that the United States is losing footing as the domi-

nant knowledge, innovation, and business center of the world; our policies are re-

sulting in the deterioration of our economy. As highlighted in the testimony, an overwhelming amount of evidence points to this. Students today are less prepared to face the global market than they once were, and foreign students are becoming more and more prepared. The most glaring statistic to me contained in the testi-

mony was that in 2003, foreign students earned almost 60 percent of engineering doctorates awarded in U.S. universities!

Our children today are not being given the tools necessary to compete in the world of tomorrow. We are not giving them the proper training, the proper teachers or in-

centive to succeed. This is an issue that must cross party lines and rest at the heart
of all Americans because this is about the future strength of our nation. We became
the world’s greatest economic power through innovation and education, and today
we must renew that challenge to push the boundaries of discovery.

The importance of a strong scientific and technological enterprise is a primary fac-
tor in driving economic growth. Substantial and sustained U.S. investments in re-
search and education over the last 50 years spawned an abundance of technological
breakthroughs that transformed American society and helped the U.S. to become
the world’s dominant economy. Economists estimate that these technological ad-
vances have been responsible for half of U.S. economic growth since the end of
World War II. The relationship between innovation and economic growth has only
grown in recent years as the world shifts to an increasingly knowledge-based econ-
omy. In an age where information travels around the world at previously unimagi-
nable speeds, the United States must continue to stay steps ahead of everyone else.
This means that status quo policies on education will not work.

At the same time, other nations – particularly emerging nations such as China
and India – have recognized the importance of science and technology to economic
growth, and are pouring resources into their scientific and technological infrastruc-
ture, rapidly building their human capital and dramatically increasing their ability
to compete with U.S. businesses on the world stage.

As was mentioned in the testimony, there unfortunately will not be a Sputnik-
like event, where the United States gets a powerful wakeup call. Instead, our de-
cline in competitiveness is occurring slowly, and from a combination of many factors.
The foundation our mothers and fathers laid for us slowly crumbles around us. This
is why I find this hearing to be so important. We as the Federal Government must
ensure that our nation does not lag behind in innovation and discovery. We must
ensure that our children are properly prepared to face the increasingly challenging
global market. Finally, we must continue to ensure that we in the United States
continue to be the Nation that sets the bar for everyone else.

I would again like to thank our witnesses for being here today, and I look forward
to an open and enlightened conversation on the powerful suggestions made in this
report.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Baird follows:]

Prepared Statement of Representative Brian Baird

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and Ranking Member Gordon for raising
importance to the issue of math and science education as it relates to scientific and
technological competitiveness. I would also like to thank the witnesses – Mr. Augus-
tine, Dr. Vagelos, and Dr. Wulf – for testifying today on the recently released Na-
tional Academy of Sciences report entitled, “Rising Above the Gathering Storm: En-
ergizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future.” One of the recommendations made in this report is to vastly improve K-12 math and science education. I could not agree more. This should be one of the highest priorities of the Federal and State governments and I look forward to reviewing the testimony of our witnesses and the specific recommendations from this report to translate these recommendations into Congressional action.

With the topic of today’s discussion centering around science competitiveness, it could not be more appropriate to honor a guest visiting the Committee today, as she can speak directly to the importance of a quality science education — and she can do so quite well I might add. This honoree is Neela Thangada, the winner of the Discovery Channel Young Scientist Challenge, and her mother, Mrudula Rao Thangada. Neela was named “Top Young Scientist” at an awards ceremony yesterday evening for her project, “Effects of Various Nutrient Concentrations on the Cloning of the Eye of the Solanum Tuberosum at Multiple Stages” or, in la 3 Tnen’s terms, she set out to explore potato cloning.

I had the chance to meet with her and her mother before the hearing, and was impressed with her enthusiasm for science and discovery and her ability to effectively speak about her research. She is indeed an incredible young lady.

Her trip to the House Science Committee today from her home in Texas was the result of an important public-private partnership initiated by the Discovery Channel. Every year since 1999, Discovery has launched the competition in partnership with Science Service to nurture the next generation of American scientists at a critical age when interest in science begins to decline. The cutting-edge competition gives 40 of the Nation’s top middle school students the opportunity to demonstrate their scientific know-how and push the limits of their knowledge in the quest for the title of America’s “Top Young Scientist of the Year.”

More than 9,600 middle school students have formally entered the Challenge since its inception, and these students are drawn from an initial pool of 75,000 students annually. Previous winners have attained more than $500,000 in scholarship awards and participated in science-related trips that have taken them to the far corners of the globe, from the Galapagos Islands to the Ukraine.

This year’s finalists traveled to Washington, D.C., to compete in team-based, interactive challenges designed around the theme of “Forces of Nature.” In the wake of the recent natural disasters that ravaged the Gulf Coast of the United States and Southeast Asia, each student faced simulated challenges — from fog banks to hurricanes to tsunamis — that utilized their broad range of knowledge in order to understand the implications and scope of natural disasters.

Public-private partnerships such as these exist to challenge and engage our students and we must continue to support such programs. However, we must also bet-
ter prepare and inspire our math and science teachers to provide the highest-quality education for all students throughout the country. We can start by implementing some of the recommendations laid out here today.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you very much.

And you will notice the similarity in theme between, you know, this is not a division. The center of this committee separating the Democrats from the Republicans doesn’t separate us at all on the importance of the subject matter today. This is something that Mr. Gordon and I and every single Member of this committee, on both sides, believe passionately in and work, we think, hopefully, effectively on. And that is why we welcome what you bring to the table. And we want to give it as much attention as possible.

I would suggest that this probably, if we are looking on the grand scheme of things on the Hill today of what is going on, there is probably no more important discussion than the one we are having right here. And quite frankly, it doesn’t have a lot of sex appeal for a lot of the media. And so we don’t get a lot of coverage. I don’t care if they print what I say, but I darn sure care about printing what you guys are going to say to us. That message has to get out.

And the other observation I would make, and we have had it in private conversations, but I will make it again for the official record, I know that some of the captains of industry, in circles you travel, you know and they know and we know that we have got to do better. And in the polite conversation we have at these various functions, they will talk about such needs as getting back to the basics of greatly improving K-12 science and math education. There is no more basic building block for the foundation of the future development of this nation than that. And they will talk to me all of the time about it. Some of the great names in the captains of industry will talk to me about that. And then they will talk to me about the importance of our investment in long-range research, about how magnificent the National Science Foundation is, sponsoring university-based research, and why we need young scholars like I have been privileged to introduce here today to inspire them to greater heights. And I say to them, “You know what?” I have told these guys, “You people have got more lobbyists running around this Hill, high-priced lobbyists who know what they are doing, and they are very smart, and they are very effective, and they knock on the door and they come in. You know, they don’t come in to talk to me about the importance of K-12 science and math education or investing more in the science enterprise. They are in to discuss the latest tweaking needed in the tax policy or the adjustment necessary for trade policy. They are thinking of the moment and the bottom line for the next quarterly statement.” And
I understand that. But there is never enough time to get to the second part of their agenda, which is what we are discussing today.

So that is why I think this is very important, and that is why I applaud what you have done, and so does Mr. Gordon. I mean, we have had conversation about your work, and boy, we couldn’t be happier. And we just want to try to — we are going to play the role of dentist this morning and sort of pull from you some new ideas on what we can do beyond the report, because this town is filled with reports that have gone on for years and the libraries of the various Committee rooms and offices have reports that are gathering dust. They read them initially and say, “Oh, what a great report,” and then go on to the next thing and never go back to look at the report.

I pledge to you, and I think I can do it for both of us, that we are going to follow through, because some of the things that you have mentioned here we are already doing, but we are nickel-and-dimming the issue. We have got to make some substantial investments, and it is an investment that is going to pay handsome dividends.

With that, let me present our distinguished panel.

Mr. Norman Augustine, Retired Chairman and CEO, Lockheed Martin Corporation. Mr. Augustine is a frequent visitor to this committee and to Capitol Hill and has served in so many capacities in government and in the private sector with great distinction. Dr. P. Roy Vagelos, Retired Chairman and CEO, Merck & Company. And Doctor, you are preceded by your reputation, and we thank you for the great work you are doing. And a dear friend of long standing who is constant counsel for this committee. Dr. William Wulf, President of the National Academy of Engineering.

Every day, what good comes from government usually comes because government has the common sense, to work with leaders in the private sector to interact and to be guided and to develop an agenda that offers some positive approaches to some thorny problems. And we have before us three people who are always there to propose workable solutions. And for that, we are eternally grateful.

With that, let me say the general rule, and you know the ground rules, is don’t get nervous when the light comes on, but we would ask that you summarize your opening statement. And I’m not even going to put an arbitrary time limit on it, because this is so important and you are the only panel. And we will go right to it.
With that, Mr. Chairman, the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF MR. NORMAN R. AUGUSTINE, RETIRED
CHAIRMAN AND CEO, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Mr. Augustine. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee. And I thank you in particular for all of your efforts in this area in the past — really, it was by virtue of your committee and your colleagues in the Senate that gave us the opportunity to take on our study. And we, all 20 members, I can assure you, feel very compassionate about the topic.

Also, I would like to congratulate Neela. My congratulations and ours. She is an example to why we are here.

I would, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, like to submit a longer statement for the record and brief

Chairman BOEHLERT. Without objection, your entire statement will appear in the record. And summarize it in any manner you think is appropriate.

Mr. Augustine. Thank you very much.

The thrust of our committee’s findings are fairly straightforward. They would begin by saying that we conclude that individuals’ prosperity, the prosperity of individuals, depends very heavily upon the quality of the jobs they can hold. And collectively, our prosperity depends very heavily on the tax revenues that our government can acquire, which, in turn, depend upon the quality of the jobs our citizens can hold. So quality jobs are at the root of our discussions.

But there has been a major change brought about by technology largely in this scenario. That change some people refer to as the “death of distance”. And it has been brought about by the advent of advanced information processing, storage and transmissions that have made those functions almost free in today’s world. What that means is that jobs that used to have to be performed by people who are in near proximity to their work or to each other now can be performed by people all around the world. And that, in turn, means that Americans, when they compete for jobs, will no longer compete with their neighbors. They will compete with people throughout the globe. And that is true not only at the so-called lower end of the
job spectrum, it will be true throughout the job spectrum. This is in a world where there are three billion new capitalists who have appeared in the last 15 years since the end of the Cold War.

The United States operates at a considerable disadvantage today in this competition for jobs. You could — I was in Vietnam recently. You could hire 20 assembly workers for the minimum U.S. wage. In India today, you could hire 11 engineers for the cost of one in the United States. And they are very good engineers. Many of them trained at our universities.

And as I said, few jobs are safe. Today, if you go to many hospitals in this country and have a CAT scan or an X-ray, there is a fair chance it will be read by a physician in Bangalore. Similarly, there is an office very near to where we are now that, if you go in their building, they have a flat screen on the wall, and their receptionist there very pleasantly helps you find the person you are supposed to go see and controls access to the building. She is in Bangalore. I am sure you are familiar with many other examples of this type.

Is this not good that the rest of the world is prospering? And our committee’s conclusion is a resounding yes. It will make the world safer. It will create more customers for our products, and it will create less costly products for our consumers. But as with all times of tectonic changes, there are likely to be winners, and there are likely to be losers. And our committee’s goal is to help assure that America will be among the winners.

There is an enigma, and your quote from Hemingway, Mr. Chairman, summarizes it better than I am able to do it. But we are in an environment where we are not likely to see sudden warnings such as we had on 9/11, Pearl Harbor, Sputnik. It is more like the proverbial frog being gradually boiled. Thomas Friedman has summarized by saying, in his great book “The World is Flat,”
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globalization has “accidentally made Beijing, Bangalore, and Bethesda next door neighbors.” And indeed, when it comes to seeking a job, those jobs are just a mouse click away to many people throughout the world.

We operate at a severe disadvantage in the labor cost area, but there are other indicators that are not particularly good, either. One of the things that has been keeping us going, as this committee knows so well, in the area of science, has been the number
of very talented foreign-born individuals who have chosen to come
to America and live and work here. Today, 38 percent of the Ph.D.s
in America working in science and technology are foreign-born.
Fifty-nine percent of last year’s doctorates in engineering were for-
eign students, and that is at U.S. universities.

But if you look at how we are doing ourselves with our native-
born population, a recent test of mathematical understanding
among about tenth grade students conducted in various nations of
the world, the United States was in 27th place.

This sort of thing is propagating into the industrial world where
last year U.S. chemical companies closed 70 plants in the United
States. They have earmarked 40 more to close. At the same time,
there are 120 new chemical plants being built in the world, each
with a price tag of $1 billion or more. Of those, one is in the United
States and 50 are in China.

U.S. companies now spend more money on litigation and related
costs than they spend on research and development, Mr. Gordon,
to your point. These are trends that we can not long survive. And
as we know, once you lose your lead in R&D, it takes a very long
time to recover it, if, indeed, one can at all.

The committee that we assembled through the auspices of the
National Academies included 20 members, four or five CEOs or
former CEOs of Fortune 100 companies, three Nobel laureates,
presidents of five or six major universities, several former presi-
dential appointees, as far as I know, from both parties. We didn’t
ask that question. And they, as you said, Mr. Chairman, with re-
gard to your committee, come together in a spirit of unanimity on
each of the issues that we have discussed.

I will close my opening remarks by indicating that we have pro-
vided four recommendations. They tend to be rather broad. We
have backed them with 20 quite specific implementing actions,
things you can go do, some of which you are doing, some of which
we do need to do more of

Of the four general recommendations, the one that all 20 of us
agree is the highest priority, is to fix the K-12 science and tech-
nology education system in this country, public education. Secondly
is to put more money into basic research in specific fields, namely
into the physical sciences, mathematics, engineering, and computer
sciences. This should be done not to disinvest in the health and bio-
logical sciences, which are very important, but they have just seen
a period of major investment. Thirdly, to encourage more students
to study math and science and engineering and to make it easier
to attract foreign students to study and stay in our country in
those fields. And then lastly, to create an environment that makes
the United States an attractive place for innovation that will at-
tract companies from abroad as well as our own companies to in-
vest here rather than abroad.

So with that opening, I will turn to my colleagues and thank you
for this opportunity. And we look forward to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Augustine follows:]

Prepared Statement of Norman R. Augustine

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the National
Academies’ Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century.
As you know, our effort was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences, Na-
tional Academy of Engineering and Institute of Medicine (collectively known as the
National Academies). The National Academies were chartered by Congress in 1863
to advise the government on matters of science and technology.

The Academies were requested by Senator Alexander and Senator Jeff Bingaman,
members of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources to conduct an
assessment of America’s ability to compete and prosper in the 21st century – and to
propose appropriate actions to enhance the likelihood of success in that endeavor.
This request was endorsed by Representatives Sherwood Boehlert and Bart Gordon
of the House Committee on Science.

To respond to that request the Academies assembled 20 individuals with diverse
backgrounds, including university presidents, CEOs, Nobel Laureates and former
presidential appointees. The result of our committee’s work was examined by over
forty highly qualified reviewers who were also designated by the Academies. In un-
dertaking our assignment we considered the results of a number of prior studies
which were conducted on various aspects of America’s future prosperity. We also
gathered sixty subject-matter experts with whom we consulted for a weekend here
in Washington and who provided recommendations related to their fields of spe-
cialty.

It is the unanimous view of our committee that America today faces a serious and
intensifying challenge with regard to its future competitiveness and standard of liv-
ing. Further, we appear to be on a losing path. We are here today hoping both to
elevate the Nation’s awareness of this developing situation and to propose construc-
tive solutions.

The thrust of our findings is straightforward. The standard of living of Americans
in the years ahead will depend to a very large degree on the quality of the jobs that they are able to hold. Without quality jobs our citizens will not have the purchasing power to support the standard of living which they seek, and to which many have become accustomed; tax revenues will not be generated to provide for strong national security and health care; and the lack of a vibrant domestic consumer market will provide a disincentive for either U.S. or foreign companies to invest in jobs in America.

What has brought about the current situation? The answer is that the prosperity equation has a new ingredient, an ingredient that some have referred to as “The Death of Distance.” In the last century, breakthroughs in aviation created the opportunity to move people and goods rapidly and efficiently over very great distances. Bill Gates has referred to aviation as the “World Wide Web of the 20th century.” In the early part of the present century, we are approaching the point where the communication, storage and processing of information are nearly free. That is, we can now move not only physical items efficiently over great distances, we can also transport information in large volumes and at little cost.

The consequences of these developments are profound. Soon, only those jobs that require near-physical contact among the parties to a transaction will not be opened for competition from job seekers around the world. Further, with the end of the Cold War and the evaporation of many of the political barriers that previously existed throughout the world, nearly three billion new, highly motivated, often well educated, new capitalists entered the job market.

Suddenly, Americans find themselves in competition for their jobs not just with their neighbors but with individuals around the world. The impact of this was initially felt in manufacturing, but soon extended to the development of software and the conduct of design activities. Next to be affected were administrative and support services. Today, “high end” jobs, such as professional services, research and management, are impacted. In short, few jobs seem “safe”:
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• U.S. companies each morning receive software that was written in India overnight in time to be tested in the U.S. and returned to India for further production that same evening – making the 24-hour workday a practicality.

• Back-offices of U.S. firms operate in such places as Costa Rica, Ireland and Switzerland.

• Drawings for American architectural firms are produced in Brazil.

• U.S. firm’s call centers are based in India – where employees are now being taught to speak with a mid-western accent.

• U.S. hospitals have X-rays and CAT scans read by radiologists in Australia
and India.

- At some McDonald’s drive-in windows orders are transmitted to a processing center a thousand miles away (currently in the U.S.), where they are processed and returned to the worker who actually prepares the order.
- Accounting firms in the U.S. have clients tax returns prepared by experts in India.
- Visitors to an office not far from the White House are greeted by a receptionist on a flat screen display who controls access to the building and arranges contacts — she is in Pakistan.
- Surgeons sit on the opposite side of the operating room and control robots which perform the procedures. It is not a huge leap of imagination to have highly-specialized, world-class surgeons located not just across the operating room but across the ocean.

As Tom Friedman concluded in *The World is Flat*, globalization has “accidentally made Beijing, Bangalore and Bethesda next door neighbors.” And the neighborhood is one wherein candidates for many jobs which currently reside in the U.S. are now just a “mouse-click” away.

How will America compete in this rough and tumble global environment that is approaching faster than many had expected? The answer appears to be, “not very well” — unless we do a number of things differently from the way we have been doing them in the past.

Why do we reach this conclusion? One need only examine the principal ingredients of competitiveness to discern that not only is the world flat, but in fact it may be tipping against us.

One major element of competitiveness is, of course, the cost of labor. I recently traveled to Vietnam, where the wrap rate for low-skilled workers is about twenty-five cents per hour, about one-twentieth of the U.S. minimum wage. And the problem is not confined to the so-called “lower-end” of the employment spectrum. For example, five qualified chemists can be hired in India for the cost of just one in America. Given such enormous disadvantages in labor cost, we cannot be satisfied merely to match other economies in those other areas where we do enjoy strength; rather we must excel . . . markedly.

The existence of a vibrant domestic market for products and services is another important factor in determining our nation’s competitiveness, since such a market helps attract business to our shores. But here, too, there are warning signs: Goldman Sachs analysts project that within about a decade, fully 80 percent of the world’s middle-income consumers will live in nations outside the currently industrialized world.

The availability of financial capital has in the past represented a significant competitive advantage for America. But the mobility of financial capital is legion, as evi-
enced by the willingness of U.S. firms to move factories to Mexico, Vietnam and China if a competitive advantage can be derived by doing so. Capital, as we have observed, crosses geopolitical borders at the speed of light.

Human capital — the quality of our work force — is a particularly important factor in our competitiveness. Our public school system comprises the foundation of this asset. But as it exists today, that system compares, in the aggregate, abysmally with those of other developed — and even developing — nations . . . particularly in the fields which underpin most innovation: science, mathematics and technology.

Of the utmost importance to competitiveness is the availability of knowledge capital — “ideas.” And once again, scientific research and engineering applications are crucial. But knowledge capital, like financial capital, is highly mobile. There is one major difference: being first-to-market, by virtue of access to new knowledge, can be immensely valuable, even if by only a few months. Craig Barrett, a member of our committee and Chairman of Intel, points out that 90 percent of the products his company delivers on December 31st did not even exist on January 1st of that same year. Such is the dependence of hi-tech firms on being at the leading edge of scientific and technological progress.

There are of course many other factors influencing our nation’s competitiveness. These include patent processes, tax policy and overhead costs — such as health care, regulation and litigation — all of which tend to work against us today. On the other hand, America’s version of the Free Enterprise System has proven to be a powerful asset, with its inherent aggressiveness and discipline in introducing new ideas and flushing out the obsolescent. But others have now recognized these virtues and are seeking to emulate our system.

But is it not a good thing that others are prospering? Our committee’s answer to that question is a resounding “yes.” Broadly based prosperity can make the world more stable and safer for all; it can make less costly products available for American consumers; it can provide new customers for the products we produce here. Yet it is inevitable that there will be relative winners and relative losers — and as the world prospers, we should seek to assure that America does not fall behind in the race.

The enigma is that in spite of all these factors, America seems to be doing quite well just now. Our nation has the highest R&D investment intensity in the world. We have indisputably the finest research universities in the world. California alone has more venture capital than any nation in the world other than the United States. Two million jobs were created in America in the past year alone, and citizens of other nations continue to invest their savings in America at a remarkable rate. Total household net worth is now approaching $50 trillion.
The reason for this prosperity is that we are reaping the benefits of past investments—many of them in the fields of science and technology. But the early indicators of future prosperity are generally heading in the wrong direction. Consider the following:

- For the cost of one engineer in the United States, a company can hire 11 in India.

- America has been depending heavily on foreign-born talent. Thirty-eight percent of the scientists and engineers in America holding doctorates were born abroad. Yet, when asked in the spring of 2005, what are the most attractive places in the world in which to live, respondents in only one of the countries polled indicated the U.S.A.

- Chemical companies closed seventy facilities in the U.S. in 2004, and have tagged forty more for shutdown. Of 120 new chemical plants being built around the world with price tags of $1 billion or more, one is in the U.S. Fifty are in China.

- In 1997 China had fewer than 50 research centers managed by multi-national corporations. By 2004 there were over 600.

- Two years from now, for the first time, the most capable high-energy particle accelerator on Earth will reside outside the United States.

- The United States today is a net importer of high technology products. The U.S. share of global high tech exports has fallen in the last two decades from 30 percent to 17 percent, while America’s trade balance in high tech manufactured goods shifted from a positive $33B in 1990 to a negative $24B in 2004.

- In a recent international test involving mathematical understanding, U.S. students finished in 27th place among the nations participating.

- About two-thirds of the students studying chemistry and physics in U.S. high schools are taught by teachers with no major or certificate in the subject. In the case of math taught in grades five through 12, the fraction is one-half. Many such students are being taught math by graduates in physical education.

- In one recent period, low-wage employers like Wal-Mart (now the Nation’s largest employer) and McDonald’s created 44 percent of all new jobs. High-wage employers created only 29 percent.

- In 2003 foreign students earned 59 percent of the engineering doctorates awarded in U.S. universities.

- In 2003 only three American companies ranked among the top 10 recipients of patents granted by the U.S. Patent Office.

- In Germany, 36 percent of undergraduates receive their degrees in science
and engineering. In China, the corresponding figure is 59 percent, and in Japan it is 66 percent. In the U.S., the share is 32 percent. In the case of engineering, the U.S. share is five percent, as compared with 50 percent in China.

- The United States is said to have over 10 million illegal immigrants, but the number of legal visas set-aside annually for “highly qualified foreign workers” was recently dropped from 195,000 per year down to 65,000.

- At a time when the world’s nations are clamoring to obtain science and engineering talent, U.S. law will grant a visa for outstanding foreign students to attend U.S. universities only if they promise they will go home when they graduate.

- In 2001 (the most recent year for which data are available), U.S. industry spent more on tort litigation and related costs than on research and development.

As important as jobs are, the impact of these circumstances on our nation’s security could be even more profound. In the view of the bipartisan Hart-Rudman Commission on National Security, “. . .the inadequacies of our system of research and education pose a greater threat to U.S. national security over the next quarter century than any potential conventional war that we might imagine.”

The good news is that there are things we can do to assure that America does in fact share in the prosperity that science and technology are bringing the world. In this regard, our committee has made four broad recommendations as the basis of a prosperity initiative – and offers 20 specific actions to make these recommendations a reality. They include:

- “Ten Thousand Teachers, Ten Million Minds” – which addresses America’s K-12 education system. We recommend that America’s talent pool in science, math and technology be increased by vastly improving K-12 education. Among the specific steps we propose are:
  - Recruitment of 10,000 new science and math teachers each year through the award of competitive scholarships in math, science and engineering that lead to a Bachelor’s degree accompanied by a teaching certificate – and a five-year commitment to teach in a public school.
  - Strengthening the skills of 250,000 current teachers through funded training and education in part-time Master’s programs, summer institutes and Advanced Placement training programs.
  - Increasing the number of students who take Advanced Placement science
and mathematics courses.

- “Sowing the Seeds” – which addresses America’s research base. We recommend strengthening the Nation’s traditional commitment to long-term basic research through:
  - Increasing federal investment in research by 10 percent per year over the next seven years, with primary attention devoted to the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and information sciences – without disinvesting in the health and biological sciences.
  - Providing research grants to early career researchers.
  - Instituting a National Coordination Office for Research Infrastructure to oversee the investment of an additional $500M per year for five years for advanced research facilities and equipment.
  - Allocating at least eight percent of the existing budgets of federal research agencies to discretionary funding under the control of local laboratory directors.
  - Creation of an Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E), modeled after DARPA in the Department of Defense, reporting to the Department of Energy Undersecretary for Science. The purpose is to support the conduct of out-of-the-box, transformational, generic, energy research by universities, industry and government laboratories.
  - Establish a Presidential Innovation Award to recognize and stimulate scientific and engineering advances in the national interest.

- “Best and Brightest” – which addresses higher education. In this area we recommend:
  - Establishing 25,000 competitive science, mathematics, engineering, and technology undergraduate scholarships and 5,000 graduate fellowships in areas of national need for U.S. citizens pursuing study at U.S. universities.
  - Providing a federal tax credit to employers to encourage their support of continuing education.
  - Providing a one-year automatic visa extension to international students who receive a science or engineering doctorate at a U.S. university, and
providing automatic work permits and expedited residence status if these students are offered employment in the U.S.

- Instituting a skill-based, preferential immigration option.

- Reforming the current system of “deemed exports” so that international students and researchers have access to necessary non-classified information or research equipment while studying and working in the U.S.

- “Incentives for Innovation” — in which we address the innovation environment itself. We recommend:
  
  - Enhancements to intellectual property protection, such as the adoption of a first-to-file system.
  
  - Increasing the R&D tax credit from the current 20 percent to 40 percent, and making the credit permanent.
  
  - Providing permanent tax incentives for U.S.-based innovation so that the United States is one of the most attractive places in the world for long-term innovation-related investments.
  
  - Ensuring ubiquitous broadband Internet access to enable U.S. firms and researchers to operate at the state-of-the-art in this important technology.

It should be noted that we are not confronting a so-called “typical” crisis, in the sense that there is no 9/11, Sputnik or Pearl Harbor to alert us as a nation. Our situation is more akin to that of the proverbial frog being slowly boiled. Nonetheless, while our committee believes the problem we confront is both real and serious, the good news is that we may well have time to do something about it — if we start now.

Americans, with only five percent of the world’s population but with nearly 30 percent of the world’s wealth, tend to believe that scientific and technological leadership and the high standard of living it underpins is somehow the natural state of affairs. But such good fortune is not a birthright. If we wish our children and grandchildren to enjoy the standard of living most Americans have come to expect, there is only one answer: We must get out and compete.

I would like to close my remarks with a perceptive and very relevant poem. It was written by Richard Hodgetts, and eloquently summarizes the essence of innovation in the highly competitive, global environment. The poem goes as follows:

Every morning in Africa a gazelle wakes up. It knows it must outrun the fastest lion or it will be killed.

Every morning in Africa a lion wakes up. It knows it must outrun the slowest gazelle or it will starve.

It doesn’t matter whether you’re a lion or a gazelle — when the sun comes up, you’d better be running.
And indeed we should.

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to testify before the Committee. I would be pleased to answer any questions you have about the report.

Response to House Committee on Science Questions

1. How did the study panel arrive at the recommended 10 percent annual increase in federally-sponsored basic research over the next seven years? What other options did the panel consider and what led to the choice of 10 percent?

After reviewing the proposals for enhanced research funding that have been made in recent years, the committee concluded that a 10 percent annual increase over a seven-year period would be appropriate. This achieves the doubling that was in principle part of the NSF Authorization Act of 2002 approved by Congress and the President, but would expand it to other agencies and focus that increase on the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and the information sciences as well as DOD basic research.

The committee viewed enhanced funding in these fields as urgent. It chose the 10 percent level and seven-year time frame as the best way for these funds to be spent effectively. The base for this doubling (federal funding for the fields listed plus DOD basic research — not including the specified fields so there is no double-counting) was approximately $8 billion in FY 2004.

By taking this action, the balance of the Nation’s research portfolio in fields that are essential to the generation of both ideas and skilled people for the Nation’s economy and national/homeland security would be restored. That does not mean that there should be a disinvestment in such important fields as the life sciences (which have in fact seen growth in recent years) or the social sciences. A balanced research portfolio in all fields of science and engineering research is critical to U.S. prosperity.

As indicated in the National Academies Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy’s (COSEPUP) 1993 report Science, Technology, and the Federal Government: National Goals for a New Era

The United States needs to be among the world leaders in all fields of research so that it can

- Bring the best available knowledge to bear on problems related to national objectives even if that knowledge appears unexpectedly in a field not traditionally linked to that objective.
• Quickly recognize, extend, and use important research results that occur elsewhere.

• Prepare students in American colleges and universities to become leaders themselves and to extend and apply the frontiers of knowledge.

• Attract the brightest young students.

2. How did the study panel arrive at the recommended eight percent allocation within each federal research agency’s budget to be managed at the discretion of technical program managers to catalyze high-risk, high-payoff research? What other options did the panel consider and what led to the choice of eight percent?

The committee found that at many agencies approximately one to three percent of a program’s budget is to be managed at the discretion of the program managers. The committee believes, as shown through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) model, that more risky research that crosses disciplinary lines can be funded by using the “strong program manager” approach as is the case at DARPA. Some committee members believed that five percent was sufficient, others 10 percent — in the end a compromise was reached at eight percent. The committee is flexible about the specific number as long as the goal of catalyzing high-risk, high-payoff research (as opposed to incremental research) is achieved. Experience shows that research investments of this type are exceptionally highly leveraged.

3. Industry and government have both developed numerous energy production and energy efficiency technologies that have not been deployed. How did the study panel arrive at its implicit conclusion that technology development is the greater bottleneck (as opposed to policy) in developing energy systems for a 21st century economy?

The committee believes that both policy and technology play a role in responding to the Nation’s need for clean, affordable, and reliable energy.

While the implementation of some technologies, such as nuclear energy, is discouraged by policy, we still face environmental and safety challenges only science and engineering research can ameliorate — even if policy-makers were willing to deploy that technology today. There are no doubt questions of cost and policy that affect use of various energy technologies. When was the last nuclear plant commissioned? But those policy decisions are often directly linked to technical capabilities or the absence thereof. No ‘final’ solutions without serious problems are waiting in the wings for policy changes. Nuclear energy is an (the) important potential source of energy but it has security and waste disposal/storage problems that have not been handled satisfactorily. That is a prime example of a policy problem that requires research to unlock it.

Similarly, the Nation, as the report indicates, has made substantial strides in efficiency, but much more can be done. Yes there is existing efficiency technology that can be deployed, and, following market forces if oil prices do not return to recent
levels, will probably be used increasingly.

As a result, the Nation will not significantly decrease energy dependence without technology – policy changes alone are insufficient. The production of electricity and mobility on a worldwide basis cannot go on for ever in their present form. This country is running a significant risk of remaining substantially dependent on foreign oil.


The history of science and technology suggests that radical new solutions may well be available. The field of energy has not been viewed as exciting by a generation of engineering students. The time required to effect an energy solution from research to implementation is considerable. The rate of growth of the energy problem (usage) worldwide is likely to have profound effects.

We believe that the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA-E) proposed by the committee can jump start new approaches to high risk/high payoff research of the type that DARPA has historically performed to great effect for the military. It can capture the talents of outstanding young people in industry and academia. DARPA is a demonstrably effective approach to advanced research and development, and Energy is one of the most important challenges to our nation’s future.

4. Recent surveys of industry suggest that basic research performed at universities and transformational technological innovation have only a very limited impact on the success of individual companies. Is the impact of research and innovation different for the economy as a whole than it is for individual companies?

There is broad consensus among economists that for decades the growth of the U.S. economy has been driven by technological advances and innovation. These come almost exclusively from two sources – companies and universities. Companies are devoting fewer and fewer resources to longer-term research that contributes to the common base of technology that is available to all; i.e., work that improves our national capacity but doesn’t necessarily directly drive that company’s profits. Universities are increasingly the only avenue for the research that will lead to fundamentally new things and to a highly-educated workforce. Most large companies now strive for a large percentage of their products to have been developed within the last two or three years. This requires constant and focused innovation. The immediate crowds out the strategic.

Truly transformational technologies do not come along every day, and cannot be readily predicted. But one thing is certain – if we do not invest in research and advanced training for scientists and engineers, they will not occur at all – at least not
in the United States.

Because of this, the committee disagrees with the first premise in the question. Industry gains not only from the new knowledge generated as a result of academic research, but also from the skilled people generated as a result of research.

Although many industries as diverse as the pharmaceutical and banking industry understand the linkage of their business to science and technology, others do not always fully understand the linkages between its day-to-day activities and science and technology. For example, at one point, we thought that the trucking industry was not particularly sensitive to science and technology. But the trucking industry certainly has been able to enhance its competitiveness by using tools such as the global positioning system, advanced lightweight materials, the ability to use the Internet, and weather forecasting to enhance its ability to locate the best route to a destination thus lowering its operating cost. In addition, its competitiveness could be enhanced further if new ways are developed for the industry to be more efficient in its use of fuel and if more affordable fuels are developed.

As a result, when looking at its primary operations, a single company may not see direct use of basic research if it has not licensed a patent, contracted for studies or undertaken its own work. But slightly below the surface the substantial contribution of basic research to essentially every company is evident.

For some industries, research provides them with the talented people they need whose education is influenced in substance, thinking and methods by basic research experience/training. Talented graduates for corporate laboratories are a primary deliverable of basic research operations at universities. Many major companies, in addition, support basic research at universities first and foremost to gain access to these people.

Secondly, essentially every company buys technology whose function and cost are controlled by basic research conducted earlier. So companies that assemble products using others’ components may not be involved in basic research directly but their business remains dependent on the basic research behind the component technologies that they use.

Third, basic research creates the new technologies and new enterprises that these companies will sell to, or buy from or even become. Frankly, it is difficult to think of a company that does not use technology at some level, and that technology evolved from basic research.

Fourth, the people generated as a result of the higher education they receive, underpinned by basic research, create whole new industries and jobs. For example, in 1997, BankBoston conducted the first national study of the economic impact of
a research university. It found that graduates of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology founded 4,000 firms which, in 1994 alone, employed at least 1.1 million people and generated $232 billion of world sales. Further, if the companies founded by MIT graduates and faculty formed an independent nation, the revenues produced by the companies would make that nation the 24th largest economy in the world. Within the United States, the companies founded by MIT graduates employed a total of 733,000 people in 1994 at more than 8,500 plants and offices in the 50 states—equal to one out of every 170 jobs in America. Eighty percent of the jobs in the MIT-related firms are in manufacturing (compared to 16 percent nationally), and a high percentage of products are exported.
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Mr. Augustine served as Chairman and Principal Officer of the American Red Cross for nine years and as Chairman of the National Academy of Engineering, the Association of the United States Army, the Aerospace Industry Association, and the Defense Science Board. He is a former President of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the Boy Scouts of America. He is currently a member of the Board of Directors of ConocoPhillips, Black & Decker and Procter & Gamble and a member of the Board of Trustees of Colonial Williamsburg and Johns Hopkins and a former member of the Board of Trustees of Princeton and MIT. He is a member of the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology and the Department of Homeland Security Advisory Board and was a member of the Hart/Rudman Commission on National Security.

Mr. Augustine has been presented the National Medal of Technology by the President of the United States and has five times been awarded the Department of Defense's highest civilian decoration, the Distinguished Service Medal and has received the Joint Chiefs of Staff Distinguished Public Service Award. He is co-author of The Defense Revolution and Shakespeare In Charge and author of Augustine’s Laws and Augustine’s Travels. He holds eighteen honorary degrees and was selected by Who's Who in America and the Library of Congress as one of the Fifty Great Americans on the occasion of Who's Who's fiftieth anniversary. He has traveled in nearly 100 countries and stood on both the North and South Poles.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you very much.

Dr. Vagelos.

STATEMENT OF DR. P. ROY VAGELOS, RETIRED CHAIRMAN AND CEO, MERCK & CO.

Dr. Vagelos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members. I am delighted to be here to talk about my specific interest in this committee work.

And let me start with K-12 education since that was mentioned by both the Chairman and Mr. Gordon. Mr. Gordon made the statement that much of what is recommended is a rehash of old material. And to some degree, that is true. The problem is that if you go to the American public today, they will tell you that they are not pleased with the results of what we are doing in K-12 education, and therefore, the committee looked very hard. And as
Norm just mentioned, among the committee of 20 people, the unanimous number one priority was to do something in K-12 education.

So let me tell you a couple of things that we focused on. First of all, a recognition that if one is going to teach in science and mathematics, that one should have had some expertise and some courses in those fields that are going to be taught in K-12, especially in grades eight through twelve. What we have found is that many of the teachers have had no major, and not even a good course in the subjects that they are teaching. So you will have a teacher teaching physics or chemistry or mathematics never having had a major course in those areas. And so can we expect such teachers to turn on our young people to be able to enter these fields?

We decided not, and therefore, what are we recommending?

We are suggesting several programs that are aimed at just that kind of thing. For instance, there are students who are already majoring as undergraduates in mathematics, science, and engineering, and there is a program, for instance, it is called “U Teach” at the University of Texas in Austin, which selects these students and offers them scholarships if they will also take some courses in education and learn to teach during the four years that they are already majoring in these subjects that they are going to potentially teach. Now these are the people who really understand their subjects.

And so one of the recommendations is 10,000 students per year of that sort nationally who are going to be expert in their field and who are becoming teachers, and the payback is that they teach for five years.

Another program that we have. So that would cover 10,000 new teachers coming through the mill. If you take the large numbers of people who are already teaching in these subjects and say can we resuscitate them because they don’t really have the expertise. And we have a program, several programs for them.

The one I like best is those people who are willing to come back for a Master’s degree and spend two years, two summers and weekends to take a Master’s in subject matter, whether it is physics, chemistry, technology, or mathematics, and they end up, at the end of two years, as master teachers, really understanding deeply their
subject and being able to turn out other teachers and certainly to
recruit and excite students.

In addition to these Master’s programs, there are programs that
are summer institutes, large numbers of these, where teachers
come back for two to four weeks annually have their education in
specific subject matter improved. So these are the kinds of people
who can turn people on and students on.

Now we can do that for teachers. We can also increase the num-
ber of students that are going through middle and high schools who
go into science and math by inducing them to take advanced place-
ment courses and tests or international baccalaureate subjects. And
there is a program, again which was tested and has been going for
10 years in Texas, centered in Dallas in this instance, where both
the teachers are trained in the summer institutes to teach ad-
vanced courses, and students are induced by offering them scholar-
ships, and then if they pass the test, they get a bonus of $100. Not

only do the students get $100, but the teachers get $100. Now this
program has been going on for 10 years, and the number of stu-
dents taking these advanced placement courses and tests has gone
up tenfold, 10 times over the course of 10 years. Now the beauty
of that is that these students who are now taking advanced courses
are more likely to go into such courses when they go to college.

Okay. So those are two programs that I think are really impor-
tant and have been demonstrated to work. And so this is what we
would recommend.

We would also recommend a development of a curriculum, a na-
tional curriculum, that would be voluntary and available through
the Internet to, available to all teachers nationally and all school
districts that could be optimizing all of these subjects that we are
talking about.

To jump ahead, to get students then to go into science, engineer-
ing, mathematics, computer sciences, there would be scholarships,
undergraduate scholarships at the level of $25,000 per year, com-
petitive, picking the best students in the country to go into these,
also 5,000 fellowships for graduate study in such subjects to get our
students in there and in the same subjects, and finally, as Norm
just talked about the international students, we would like to have
a correction and improvement in both the visa and the immigration
policies so that we can continue to attract or attract again those
kinds of top students internationally who were coming to the United States and have been slowed down because of various problems since 9/11.

So I think, in summary, I think we all agree that K-12 is important. Certainly our higher education is also important. But it is not only important for competitiveness, it is important for the jobs, the high-knowledge jobs of the future that are going to dictate our economy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Vagelos follows:]

Prepared Statement of P. Roy Vagelos

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the National Academies’ Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. As you know, our effort was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering and Institute of Medicine (collectively known as the National Academies). The National Academies were chartered by Congress in 1863 to advise the government on matters of science and technology.

Mr. Augustine, Chair of the Committee, has discussed the overall concerns the Committee has about the future vitality of the United States economy. During my testimony, I will focus on the problems that we’re having in K through 12 education. The Committee believes the education issue is the most critical challenge the United States is facing if our children and grandchildren are to inherit ever-greater opportunities for high-quality, high-paying jobs — and our solution and recommendations to respond to the Nation’s challenge in K-12 science, mathematics, engineering, and technology education were the Committee’s top priority.

The Committee found that the American public is not satisfied with the K through 12 education available for their children. They are worried about the international comparative surveys that show that children outside the United States — even those in countries with far less resources than ours — rank higher than their own children in their understanding of mathematics or science.

The Committee then made the recommendation we call “10,000 teachers, 10 million minds” which proposes increasing America’s talent pool by vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education.

In developing its action steps to reach this goal, the Committee first focused on
what part of K-12 science, mathematics, engineering, and technology education was of greatest concern. The Committee immediately recognized that many of these teachers do not have sufficient education in these fields, and its recommendations respond to that concern.

Of all its action steps, the Committee's highest priority is a program that would annually recruit 10,000 of America's brightest students to the science, mathematics, and technology K-12 teaching profession. The program would recruit and train excellent teachers by providing scholarships to students obtaining Bachelor's degrees in the physical or life sciences, engineering, or mathematics to gain concurrent certification as K-12 science and mathematics teachers. Over their careers, each of these teachers would educate 1,000 students, so that each annual cadre of teachers educated in this program would impact 10 million minds.

The program would provide merit-based scholarships of up to $20,000 a year for four years for qualified educational expenses, including tuition and fees, and would require a commitment to five years of service in public K-12 schools. A $10,000 annual bonus would go to program graduates working in under-served schools in inner cities and rural areas.

To provide the highest-quality education for undergraduates who want to become K-12 science and mathematics teachers, it would be important to award matching grants, perhaps $1 million a year for up to five years, to as many as 100 universities and colleges to encourage them to establish integrated four-year undergraduate programs leading to Bachelor's degrees in science, engineering, or mathematics with concurrent teacher certification.

This program, modeled after a very successful program in Texas (and which is being replicated in California), takes advantage of those people who are already in science, mathematics, engineering, and technology higher education programs and offer them the ability to get into teaching. It also incorporates in-classroom teaching experiences, master K-12 teachers, and ongoing mentoring — the combination of which produces highly qualified teachers with the skills and support to remain effective in the classroom.

Our second action step focuses on strengthening the skills of 250,000 current K-12 science and mathematics teachers through summer institutes. Master's programs, and Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate (AP and IB) professional development programs. Each of these activities also builds on very successful model programs that can be scaled up to the national level.

In the case of the summer institutes, the Committee recommends that the Federal Government provide matching grants for state-wide and regional one- to two-week summer institutes to upgrade the content knowledge and pedagogy skills of as many as 50,000 practicing teachers each summer. The material covered would allow teachers to keep current with recent developments in science, mathematics, and technology and allow for the exchange of best teaching practices. The Merck Institute for Science Education is a model for this recommendation.

For the science and mathematics Master’s programs, the Committee recommends
that the Federal Government provide grants to universities to develop and offer 50,000 current middle-school and high-school science, mathematics, and technology teachers (with or without undergraduate science, mathematics, or engineering degrees) two-year, part-time Master’s degree programs that focus on rigorous science and mathematics content and pedagogy. The model for this recommendation is the University of Pennsylvania Science Teachers Institute.

In the case of AP, IB, and pre-AP or pre-IB training, the Committee recommends that the Federal Government support the training of an additional 70,000 AP or IB and 80,000 pre-AP or pre-IB instructors to teach advanced courses in mathematics and science. Assuming satisfactory performance, teachers may receive incentive payments of up to $2,000 per year, as well as $100 for each student who passes an AP or IB exam in mathematics or science. There are two models for this program: the Advanced Placement Incentive Program and Laying the Foundation, a pre-AP program.

The Committee also proposes that high-quality teaching be fostered with world-class curricula, standards, and assessments of student learning. Here, the Committee recommends that the Department of Education convene a national panel to collect, evaluate, and develop rigorous K-12 materials that would be available free of charge as a voluntary national curriculum. The model for this recommendation is the Project Lead the Way pre-engineering courseware.

Why are we doing this? Because, as Mr. Augustine mentions, many of the teachers who are teaching subjects have no background in the subjects that they are teaching. It is very hard for someone who does not have a physics education to turn students on to physics, because they have no basic feeling for the subject. Teachers with strong content knowledge, either through a Bachelor’s or Master’s program, who also have strong pedagogy skills and access to ongoing skills updates can be truly effective at encouraging students in science, mathematics, and technology fields. That is the thesis that we’ve built on.

The Committee also proposes a program that will enlarge the pipeline by encouraging more students to take AP and IB science and mathematics courses and tests through providing more opportunities and incentives for middle-school and high-school students to pursue advanced work in science and mathematics. The Committee suggests a national goal of increasing the number of students in AP and IB mathematics and science courses from 1.2 million to 4.5 million, and setting a goal of tripling the number who pass those tests, to 700,000, by 2010. Student incentives for success would include 50 percent examination fee rebates and $100 mini-scholarships for each passing score on an AP or IB mathematics and science examination.

The reason we are encouraging more students to participate in AP/IB courses is because we have found, through the Dallas-based AP Incentive Program, that those
students who take AP/IB courses are twice as likely to enter and complete college as those who do not. Of particular interest is the ability of programs such as the University of California College Prep Program to reach currently under-served areas or populations of students with specific learning needs through online access to teachers and tutors.

We also propose scholarships for American undergraduates who are willing to go into science and technology and engineering and fellowship programs for those pursing graduate science and engineering degrees in areas of national need.

In sum, the Committee is proposing a whole spectrum of recommendations that will enhance the quality of science, mathematics, engineering, and technology education for all American students and providing incentives for Americans to pursue higher education degrees in these fields. By taking the proposed actions, we believe that the United States will be better positioned to compete as a country for future high knowledge jobs.

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to testify before the Committee. I would be pleased to answer any questions you have about the report.
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Before assuming broader responsibilities of business leadership, Dr. Vagelos had won scientific recognition as an authority on lipids and enzymes and as a research manager. This followed a decision early in his career to put his principal energies into research rather than the practice of medicine.

Dr. Vagelos received a A.B. degree (1950) from the University of Pennsylvania, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, the academic honor society. He received his M.D. from Columbia University (1964) and was elected to Alpha Omega Alpha, the medical honor society. After internship and residency (1954-56) at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, he joined the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland.

At the NIH (1956-66) he served in the National Heart Institute, holding positions in cellular physiology and biochemistry – first as Senior Surgeon and then as Head of Section of Comparative Biochemistry, both in the Laboratory of Biochemistry.

In 1966, Dr. Vagelos joined Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, as Chairman of the Department of Biological Chemistry of the School of Medicine. In
addition, from 1973 to 1976, he assumed more extensive responsibilities as Director of the University's Division of Biology and Biochemical Sciences, which he founded.

Dr. Vagelos has received honorary Doctor of Science degrees from Washington University (1980) for his research achievements and important influence on national science policy; Brown University (1982) for distinguished contributions to the advancement of knowledge as a teacher, research scientist, and head of one of the Nation's outstanding laboratories; the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (1984) for outstanding leadership in biomedical research leading to drugs and other therapeutic agents of direct benefits to mankind; New York University (1989) for contributions in helping to discover and produce medicines that both extend and enhance life; Columbia University (1990) for an extraordinary range of accomplish-

ments in biological science, pharmaceutical research, and leadership in the pharmaceutical industry; the New Jersey Institute of Technology (1992) for his contributions to medical research; Pamukkale University in Turkey (1992); and the University of New York at Stony Brook (1994) for outstanding achievement; Mount Sinai Medical School (1997); and the University of British Columbia (1998). He received Honorary Doctor of Laws degrees for leadership in the battle to conquer diseases from Princeton University (1990), the University of Pennsylvania (1999) and Harvard University (2003). Rutgers University (1991) granted him honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree in recognition of his “ambitious agenda to develop effective cures for the most perplexing illness of our time.”
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Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you very much, Doctor.

Dr. Wulf.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. WULF, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

Dr. Wulf. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

I have to say I am particularly delighted to be here this morning with Norm and Roy. I would point out that Norm Augustine is a member of the National Academy of Engineering, and in fact, was its Chairman a few years ago.

Just echoing your comments before, I think the issue that we are talking about today is the most important issue facing our country. It may not be the most urgent, but I believe it is the most important.

I wasn’t a member of Norm’s committee, and so I can’t hope to represent the content of “Rising Above the Gathering Storm” as well as Norm or Roy, so I am not going to try, but I would like to make three points.

First, as Norm suggested, the problem is, itself, a creeping crisis. In fact, it is not a problem; it is a set of problems. And those set of problems I view as rather like tiles in a mosaic. Each one of them viewed up close, perhaps, doesn’t sound like a crisis and isn’t, perhaps, likely to provoke action, but if you stand back and you look at the overall mosaic, a pattern emerges. It is a pattern of short-term thinking, a pattern of lack of long-term investment. It is a pattern for preserving the status quo rather than reaching for the next big goal. It is a pattern that presumes that we in the United States are entitled to a better quality of life than others and
that all we have to do is to circle the wagons and defend that enti-
tlement. It is a pattern that does not balance the dangers and op-
portunities in current circumstances.

I don’t have time to talk about all of the tiles in this mosaic, and
I would largely be redundant with the report that is the subject of
this hearing if I did, but they include the dramatic decline in in-
dustry-based basic research, the flat-to-declining federal support of
research in the physical sciences and engineering, the increasingly
short-term risk averse nature of the research that is supported, the
discouraging effect on foreign students and scholars of our current
visa policy and its impact on our ability to get the world’s best and
brightest to come to the United States and to contribute to our se-
curity and prosperity, the draconian proposals for handling of
deemed exports in basic research, and their chilling impact on long-
term basic research at universities, and finally, the rapid growth
in the use of the category of sensitive but unclassified information
and its impact on the free flow of scientific information.

My second point is that although the problems depicted in “Ris-
ing Above the Gathering Storm” may not have a Sputnik-like
wake-up event, that does not mean they are unimportant. Quite
the contrary. In my view, collectively, they are the most important
issue currently facing the United States.

I am hardly alone in that view. There is an increasingly wide
recognition of it, I believe. In my written testimony, there are ref-
erences to some recent reports from a variety of sources that reflect
this deep concern, from the National Academies, from the private
sector, from government agencies, and from academia. Despite the
differing perspectives of the authoring organizations, there is sur-
prising consistency among this report.

As is said in the American Electronics Association report, and I
quote, “We are slipping. Yes, the United States still leads in nearly
every way one can measure, but that does not change the fact that
the foundation on which this lead was built is eroding. Our leader-
ship in technology and innovation has benefited from an infrastruc-
ture created by 50 years of continual investment, education, and
research. We are no longer maintaining that infrastructure.”

In my view, the erosion alluded to by the AEA, if unchecked, will
lead to a poorer quality of life for our grandchildren, and quite pos-
sibly to a world that is less secure and less free.

My third, and final, point is that it is all about innovation and
the multifaceted environment that supports innovation. There is
wide agreement in the reports cited in my written testimony that
the U.S. ability to innovate has been the source of its prosperity,
and hence that ensuring our ability to continue to innovate is cen-
tral to our future prosperity and security. Each of these reports proposes specific policy options to do this. Many of them are similar, few are identical. I think that is because there is no simple formula for innovation. There is, instead, a multi-component environment that collectively encourages, or discourages, innovation. Just to mention a few of the components of this environment: there must be a vibrant research base; there must be an educated work-force; there must be a culture that permits and even encourages risk taking; there must be a social climate that attracts the best and brightest to practice engineering, whether from within the country or outside it; there must be “patient capital” available to the entrepreneur; the tax laws must reward investment; there must be adequate and appropriate protection for intellectual property; and there must be laws and regulations that protect the public but also encourage experimentation.

To prosper in the future, we need to attend to all of these components of the innovation environment.

In summary, by almost any objective measure, the United States is doing very well at the moment. But, the prosperity and security that we now enjoy is the result of decades of investment, research, and education. We now see a pattern, a mosaic, of disinvestment, of a retreat from bold research, and of a declining interest of American youth in education in science and engineering. We see a pattern suggesting a shift from creating the new to protecting the status quo. No single tile in this mosaic is going to ruin the American economy, which perhaps makes it all the more dangerous. There is a chance that we won’t take action until the consequences become apparent in a decade or two, at which point it may be too late.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wulf follows:]

Prepared Statement of William A. Wulf

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is William (Bill) Wulf and, since 1996, I have been on leave from the University of Virginia to serve as President of the National Academy of Engineering (NAE).

Founded in 1964, the NAE provides engineering leadership in service to the Nation. It operates under the same congressional act of incorporation that established the National Academy of Sciences, signed in 1863 by President Lincoln. Under this
charter the NAE is directed “whenever called upon by any department or agency of the government, to investigate, examine, experiment, and report upon any subject of science or art [technology].” The NAE’s 1998 strategic plan, however, goes beyond this reactive, “whenever called upon,” role to one in which we are to “Promote the technological health of the Nation. . . .” It is much in the latter spirit that I am here today.

I am particularly delighted to be here in the company of Norm Augustine, former Chairman of the NAE, to testify on what I believe to be the most important (as opposed to urgent) issue facing our country. I was not a member of Norm’s Committee, but I participated in its initial meeting and tracked its progress closely, so I first want to acknowledge and thank all of the stellar committee members for the enormous energy and creativity that went into producing the report. I hope that the Science Committee will appreciate that the Academies’ committee’s willingness to spend countless hours on this report was the result of their depth of concern over our nation’s future.

I cannot hope to represent the content of “Rising Above the Gathering Storm” as well or as fully as Norm Augustine or Roy Vagelos, so I won’t try — but I would like to draw attention to three points.

First, unfortunately the problem is a “creeping crisis.”

Unfortunately the problems we are concerned about don’t have a Sputnik-like wake-up call.

You all know the storied procedure for boiling a frog. They say that if you drop a frog in boiling water, it will jump out. But, if you put a frog in cool water and heat it very slowly, the frog won’t jump out, and you’ll get a boiled frog. The theory is that each small, incremental rise in temperature is not enough of a crisis to make the frog react. I don’t know if this story is true, but it fits my purpose — the slowly warming water is a creeping crisis for the frog!

Our creeping crisis is not a slow, one-dimensional change like the frog’s water temperature. We are facing a number of problems — each one like a tile in a mosaic.

No one of these problems by itself creates the sort of crisis that provokes action. But if you stand back and look at the collection of problems, a disturbing picture emerges — a pattern of short-term thinking and a lack of long-term investment. It’s a pattern for preserving the status quo rather than reaching for the next big goal. It’s a pattern that presumes that we in the United States are entitled to a better quality of life than others and that all we have to do is circle our wagons to defend that entitlement. It’s a pattern that does not balance the dangers and opportunities in current circumstances.
I do not have the time to discuss all the tiles in this mosaic, and I would be largely redundant with the report that is the subject of this hearing if I did, but they include:

- The dramatic decline in industry-based basic research.
- The flat-to-declining federal support of research in the physical sciences and engineering.
- The increasingly short-term, risk-averse nature of the research that is supported.
- The discouraging effect on foreign students and scholars of our current visa policies, and its impact on our ability to get the world’s best and brightest to come to the U.S. and contribute to our security and prosperity.
- The draconian proposals for handling of “deemed exports” in basic research, and their chilling impact on long-term basic research at universities.
- The rapid growth in the use of the category of “sensitive but unclassified” information, and its impact on the free flow of scientific information.

Second, nonetheless the problem is both important and widely recognized.

Although the problems depicted in “Rising Above the Gathering Storm” may not have a Sputnik-like wake-up event, that does not mean they are unimportant. Quite the contrary; in my view collectively they are the most important issue currently facing the United States. I am hardly alone in that view; there is an increasingly wide recognition of it. Below are references to recent reports from a variety of sources that reflect this deep concern:

- From the National Academies\(^1\)
- From the private sector\(^2\)
- From government agencies,
- From academia\(^3\)

---


Despite the differing perspectives of the authoring organizations, there is surprising consistency among these reports. They all identify problems like the tiles in my mosaic as representing serious long-term problems for the country—problems that require action now! As is said in the American Electronics Association (AeA) reported:

“We are slipping. Yes, the United States still leads in nearly every way one can measure, but that does not change the fact that the foundation on which this lead was built is eroding. Our leadership in technology and innovation has benefited from an infrastructure created by 50 years of continual investment, edu-
cation and research. We are no longer maintaining this infrastructure.”

In my view, the erosion alluded to by the AeA, if unchecked, will lead to a poorer quality of life for our grandchildren – and quite possibly to a world that is less secure and less free.

Third and finally, it’s all about innovation and the multi-faceted environment that supports innovation.

There is wide agreement in the reports cited above that the U.S. ability to innovate has been the source of its prosperity – and hence that ensuring our ability to continue to innovate is central to our future prosperity and security. Each of these reports proposes specific policy options to do this – many of them are similar, but few are identical. I think that is because, in my view, there is no simple formula for innovation. There is, instead, a multi-component “environment” that collectively encourages, or discourages, innovation. Just to mention a few of the components of this environment:

- There must be a vibrant research base.
- There must be an educated workforce.
- There must be a culture that permits and even encourages risk-taking.
- There must be a social climate that attracts the best and brightest to practice engineering – whether from within the country or outside it.
- There must be “patient capital” available to the entrepreneur.
- The tax laws must reward investment.
- There must be adequate and appropriate protection for intellectual property.
- There must be laws and regulations that protect the public while also encouraging experimentation.

To prosper in the future we must attend to all the components of this innovation environment – and in particular we need to be sure that they are attuned to the current and future technologies rather than those of the past (when many of the components of the environment were first created).

In Summary

By almost any objective measure, the U.S. is doing very well at this moment. But, the prosperity and security that we now enjoy is the result of decades of investment, research and education. We now see a pattern, a “mosaic,” of disinvestment, of a retreat from bold research, and of a declining interest of American youth in education in science and engineering. We see a pattern suggesting a shift from creating the new to protecting the status quo. No single tile in this mosaic is going to ruin the American economy – which perhaps makes it all the more dangerous. There is
the chance that we won’t take action until the consequences become apparent in a decade or two, at which point it will be too late.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer any questions the Committee might have.
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Discussion

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you for leaving us with some degree of comfort by your closing statement, “By almost any objective, the United States is doing very well at this moment.” Guess what?

That is not good enough. That might make us feel better, we may be doing very well, but our competition is doing a lot better a lot quicker. So this is serious business.

And Dr. Vagelos, you know, you emphasized something that is so very important. Right back to the basics, K-12 science and math education. You know, I am sort of tired of appearing before business groups, as I do frequently, and to get some guy raising his hand, I will call on him, and you know, he starts moaning and groaning about K-12 education and the high schools are graduating students that we can’t hire because they can’t function, and we have to start training them. And I listen to them moan and groan, and I acknowledge that it is a serious problem we have got to address, and then I will say to him and all of the other representatives of business in the audience, and I did this a couple of times at a Chamber of Commerce meeting and a National Association of Manufacturers, “All right, you hot shots in business. Let me ask you a question.” All right. Well, that is sort of unusual. I say, “How many of your employees, Mr. President of this company, Mr. Manager of that company, how many of your employees serve on a local school board?” You know. The answer, usually the response is, “Gee, we don’t know.” “Go back and check, will you, please? And then, in a couple weeks, let me know.” And I never hear back. You know why? They check and they don’t run. Well, gee, we are in business to make a profit, and it is too important. And why not have them run for school boards?

And then the other thing is, and I am giving you some of my pet theories, but I want to work together, because I want to follow through on this and go forward on this. How many letters do you think the average Member of Congress gets from his or her constituents saying, ”’You know, we have got to invest more in basic research, as a government,” or, “We should do better by the National Science Foundation,” which is a primary funder of all university-based research? Do you know how many letters? Probably the average congressperson gets zero. And I doubt if there is a sitting Member of either the House or the Senate who campaigned on
You know, we have got to reform Social Security. We are going to get out of Iraq. We are going to do all of these things, but they don't talk about these things. And I say, once again, Mr. Augustine, I will say to people like the Chairman of the Board of Lockheed Martin, your former position, "Why don't you look at your Board of Directors?" It reads like a Who's Who in America. All well compensated, all very heavily influential in the political process, some Republican, some Democrat. They are all over the lot. I would suggest that if Board Member X from central Oklahoma or Board Member Y from northern Kansas called up his or her representative and said, "Look. Here is something that Congress is ignoring, and this is very important. You have got to do better by K-12 science and math education, and I don't see how the hell you propose to do so if you are cutting funding for the Education Directorate at the National Science Foundation, and I want you to do something about that." People would begin to take notice.

So I don't think this is too daunting a task, and I want to have some follow-through with you guys after this. You know, there are 56, 435. You get 435 master cards, and we can get a file on each Member of Congress. And then we can just sort of work them and figure out how we can get them to focus on this subject area.

So with that, a sort of preamble of my speech, let me ask you this. Help us prioritize your recommendations. And help us explain how you decided on a 10 percent increase. Can we go with those two?

Mr. Augustine.

Mr. Augustine. Thank you.

I will be glad to begin.

The question of prioritizing, we feel, quite strongly, that one has to view our recommendations as a package. We did single out as the highest priority K-12, because that seemed to underpin everything we are doing. If we don't solve that problem, we have lost.

Beyond that, the reason we view it as a package is, for example, to create more scientists and engineers but to not increase the research budget for them to work on just creates people without jobs. And so this is a closely-knit package that we have proposed. We
gathered 60 experts in various fields who came to Washington for two days with us, and they made recommendations as to what we should recommend to you. They made over 150 recommendations, which we boiled down and refined. So what you are seeing is our prioritized list of the very top ones. There were others we didn’t consider.

Your question of why 10 percent, and you are referring to the increase in basic research in the specific fields. Our motivation was to, rather quickly, increase the budget in those fields, which have been basically flat in real dollars for 20 years. That contrasts sharply with the progress in the biological sciences. So we wanted to do it as quickly as we could, but we also want to be sure the money is spent efficiently. And it is our view that about 10 percent per year, this is obviously judgmental, is about what you can increase and spend very efficiently. It might be 15 percent. It might be eight percent, but it would be in that range.

The question of why we put the seven-year limit on it; it turns out, of course, that 10 percent per year for seven years roughly doubles the existing $8 billion budget in this area. That is encouraging to us, and seems rational in the sense that the Congress, with your leadership, recently proposed that the NIH budget be doubled. And the Administration supported that. That was through the authorization process, unfortunately not through the appropriations process.

So that would be my answer to your question. I am sorry. Did I say NIH? I meant NSF.

Chairman BoEHLERT. Yeah. Yeah. It is NSF. Well, you know, we are following the NIH model, and everybody got nervous, because we doubled the NIH budget over five years, and I really think the basic reason is because it does so much in research in things like Alzheimer’s and cancer and everything else, and Members couldn’t vote fast enough, because they had looked out and said there, but for the grace of God, go I and vote aye. And we ought to do the same thing with the physical sciences and following that model. And a lot of people with biological sciences interested in NIH were concerned that I was trying to cut their funding. I don’t want to cut their funding one dime. It is important. But I want to elevate NSF.

But the basic problem is, and this is our problem on Capitol Hill.
We passed the legislation putting the NSF on a path to double its budget over five years. We had a big ceremony down at the White House. The president signed it, we patted each other on the back. Boy, we felt good. But that didn’t appropriate one dime. And while we put the agency on a path with authorization from this committee to double a budget over five years, you know, the percentage increase is a little better than flat, but not a heck of a lot better. You know what the total budget is? I bet you if you asked the board members of Merck or Lockheed Martin or anybody else, what do you think NSF gets. You know, they sponsor, basically, all university-based research in America. They wouldn’t know, $5 billion a year. You know what, they spend more than that in a coffee break over in the Pentagon. That is another place you are associated with. And I am for national defense, but we have got to get some priorities in order.

My time is expired.

Mr. Gordon.

Mr. Gordon. As I said earlier, I admire my Chairman’s passion for this issue. I am also the beneficiary of, hopefully, some extra time that could be allocated to me over the next few weeks because of all of his passion here. And I do admire it.

As the Chairman said, the National Science Foundation, we passed an authorization to double it. It was signed by the President, yet the President never has made those requests. I think one of the benefits of your proposal is that you went beyond flowery rhetoric and gave us some specific recommendations.

You also have specific recommendations for an action plan. You gave us an action plan on what to do. What about an action plan on how to get it implemented, how to get the President to make these proposals, how to get Congress to go forward? Or do you feel like your job is over? Have you given us the sheet and now you all are going home? Mr. Augustine, is there another step?

Mr. Augustine. No, we believe that our job has just begun, and we do have a plan. I should say that we are in a difficult position, because the National Academies don’t lobby, by policy. On the other hand, the National Academies do provide information, disseminate information, share views, and we intend to do a lot of that. And we would hope that we will have the opportunity to do that broadly with the Business Roundtable, with labor unions, with other organizations that are interested in this topic, with teachers. And indeed, we do plan to pursue this, and our members have

Mr. Gordon. Good.
Mr. Augustine. — in fact, been

Mr. Gordon. Well, I would hope that you would put together, around my office, I, you know, sort of have a, I don’t know whether it is a saying, but if it is not written down, it is not a plan. And we would hope that, not as extensively as this, but that you might put together an action plan for implementing, whether informally or formally, meet with us and tell us how we can help. And we would all like to work together on that.

The second question that I have, back when the original President Bush was President, he and Congress got together and passed something called PAYGO. We had a big deficit, and we wanted to do something about it, and we all know that the first thing you do when you are in a hole, you stop digging. And that is what PAYGO tried to do. Every time there was legislation that came to the Floor, it had to have a fiscal note to say what it cost. And you had to have either additional revenue or you had to have offsets for that. That was passed two more times under, again, under two Presidents and several Congresses. Unfortunately, it expired in 2002, and we can't get the current Congress to renew that.

But going back to that same type of idea, it is going to be hard to get additional funds. Nobody likes to talk about taxes, and maybe we will just say fee or something here. Do you have any suggestions as to a fee that might be appropriate on, maybe, the business sector somewhere that would be dedicated for this $10 billion? You know, and that it would be a, you know, somewhat of a tit for tat if we have, you know, one-eighth of a percent additional something here that would go to these various teaching programs? Do you have any recommendations on that?

Mr. Augustine. I am afraid I will have to disappoint you here, because our committee’s charter really didn’t include looking for offsets of

Mr. Gordon. Well, I am just asking you as informed individuals and

Mr. Augustine. As an individual, and not speaking for the committee, you know, kind of the way I look at it is that we have gross domestic product of $12 trillion. The Federal Government spends, as you know, $2 trillion a year. Last year, I am told that our citizens lost $7 billion betting on the Super Bowl. The cost of litigation to corporations in America is about 10 to 20 times what we have
asked for here. And so it is our belief that this kind of money can be found. Now I have my own personal list, as I am sure everybody else does, of, you know, where I would start looking for money, but it is not particularly relevant, because I have no expertise in the subject.

Mr. Gordon. Well, we are not voting on a budget today, because there wasn't the ability, the will, or whatever to go from a $35 billion reduction to $50 billion. So that was $15 billion that apparently couldn't be found. And it was a pretty hard effort. Now maybe they will find it next week, I don't know. So yes, there is probably, you know, there is enough money sloshing around. But if that is the answer, then we are not going to get this done.

Mr. Augustine. Well, you know, I, as an individual, feel, I can't speak for other CEOs. I feel so strongly that it is in the best interest of our companies that if it requires an additional tax of some kind to fix some of these problems, and it is not a huge amount of money in the grand scheme of things, I personally would support that kind of thing. But again, I can’t speak for the

Mr. Gordon. Well, I think that would be another, again, the follow-up, both in the action plan and implementing this, and if the business community thinks it is important, it would give a lot of credibility and a lot of cover for folks. And I think that we want it as small as possible. It needs to be dedicated so that you know

where it is going, and this old PAYGO kind of process. So I would hope that, again, with all of those big thinkers as you are around doing big thinking, that that might be added to the agenda.

And again, thank you all for your, well, let me add, does anyone else want to comment on any of those subjects?

Dr. Vagelos. Mr. Gordon, I haven’t really thought on the source, but there are sources, even within the current research budget of the government that I think could be reallocated. I would not like to discuss them at this time, because I — they just haven’t been generalized, but I certainly have ideas. And I certainly would support, also, an increase in taxes that would cover these subjects.

But let me say that although the statements that I have heard today that corporations are not doing enough is a general statement that doesn’t cover all corporations. And let me give you an example. At Merck, 15 years ago, we started what we called the
Merck Institute for Science Education and developed a program for K-6 students in the region around our locations in the United States, of which there are several. And we have a person who heads that. Carlo Parravano, who is previously a professor of physical chemistry at a university and with a passion for teaching young people. And the idea is to train teachers in the K-6 level to understand some level of hands-on science in order to excite and demystify science for young children, because it demystifies for those teachers who are exposed in summer institutes, and then they are followed by master teacher visitations during the course of a year to get the children excited about science. Merck started this program about 15 years ago, and it has continued. It is so good that the NSF actually is replicating some of it. And Merck continues to invest in that regard.

So some companies, at least, are doing that. And I know of other companies doing similar programs. So I would like not to leave with a negative thought of all corporations not being interested in K-12, because they are, indeed. And certainly in higher education, many research corporations invest in universities and in high schools to bring up the number of people who are going into technology because they are looking at their future workforce, frankly. It really benefits them to have better people coming through the pipelines.

Mr. Gordon. Yeah, I don’t think, hopefully no one overtly or insinuated that everyone is in that boat. What we want is to find incentives to increase that leadership.

But thank you very much.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you.

Mr. Gordon. I would also, in fact, I would like to request if you do have any kind of material on the Merck program

Dr. Vagelos. Yes.

Mr. Gordon. I would like to see that so we might be able to see how we could replicate it, also.

Chairman BoEHLERT. Well, just let me stress that what Merck has done, what Lockheed is doing, Westinghouse scholarships, corporate America is magnificent in its generosity in so many instances, so I don’t want anyone to go away from this with the impression that this committee, particularly, does not acknowledge the great contributions corporate America is making. But they need
to do a better job, and so do we. And you know, before we start
asking you to do a better job, we have got to look ourselves in the
mirror and say are we doing a better job. And I hope it — yes. Doc-
tor. Did you want to make an observation?

Dr. Vagelos. I just want to say something about the long-term
investment in research, because it is so crucial to what we are talk-
ing about. First of all, we have to have people who can do it, so
that is K-12 and higher education. But are corporations really
making a difference? And have we impacted health? Yeah, we have
spent, the Nation has spent, you know, billions in the last 25 years.
Has it been worth it? Well, I will give, as an example, what hap-
pened in 1981. There was the identification of a new thing called
AIDS. It turned out a couple years later, the virus was identified
through work at NIH and the Pasteur Institute, but then the un-
iversities and industry both focused on how do you handle this
virus, a virus which caused the disease which was 100 percent le-
thal. And within, you know, a decade, you have the development
of several different mechanisms of antiretroviral drugs that, in
combination, converted a 100-percent lethal disease to a disease,
which is a chronic infection where people leave hospitals, go back
to work, and live normal lives. Now that is the interaction between
basic research investing by government and research investment
by industry.

There are other things that are coming today. We heard in the
paper today an advance in breast cancer outcomes using Herceptin,
a drug that has been around for a while, but it is a monochromal
antibody. Here is a technology that has been essentially developed
in the United States over the last 25 years and is having an impact
now. There is a vaccine being developed both by Merck and by GSK
that will prevent cervical cancer. This is against human papilloma
virus. This has come from years of basic research now converted
to — do you know how long it takes to make a vaccine?

Chairman BOEHLERT. Oh, I know that.

Dr. Vagelos. And do you know the panic now over influenza,
avian flu?

Chairman BoEHLERT. Well, that gets into a different subject. Let
us get to Ms. Biggert, because she will get us back on course here,
because this is such an enthusiastic group that we all could talk
forever, but I hope it should not go unnoticed that we have a high-
er percentage of both sides of the aisle participating in this hearing
than I will bet you any other hearing on Capitol Hill, which is a
testament to the importance that we view the subject and to the
distinguished panel we have.

Ms. Biggert.

Ms. Biggert. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, I just wanted to mention that I did serve as President of my local high school school board, and I appreciate all that you are doing. The problem that we always had was, first of all, to find the teachers that were the best and the brightest for what we wanted in our school. And then the second was to keep up with technology and the equipment that changed so to have available for the students.

But I really wanted to talk about or ask questions to focus attention on energy and your proposal for the creation of a DARPA-like entity at the Department of Energy.

It has been my experience representing a DOE National Lab, and serving as the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Energy here in this committee, that the bigger problem is technology transfer, getting new technologies or the products of government-funded research from the lab to the market. And I know that so many times things, for example, right after 9/11, we found that the labs really had done the research, had the products that then could go, for example, to the subway to identify, you know, foreign chemicals in there and things like that that were there, but nobody had ever really processed that or gone further.

So my first question is what specific problem was the committee trying to address through this recommendation, recommendation B5?

Mr. Augustine. There you go. Your question is a very good one and touches on a number of points we have debated at length. Really, the problem we saw, maybe I should say, in the way of background, the company I had the privilege of serving has operated for the DOE a number of National Labs, and so we had some experience with the challenges. And the notion with ARPA-E was to do for the Department of Energy what DARPA has done for the Department of Defense, specifically to take high-risk, very high-payoff transformational research, support that research, and then to transfer it into industry, and to where it could produce products. There does seem to be a gap between the DOE’s ability to produce great new products, great new ideas, just as you have cited, and
to make something happen. And our hope was that this might pro-
vide that transformational mechanism.

The reason we think it could well work is that ARPA-E, the Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency-Energy that we have proposed,
would not do research itself It would support research that was
done in universities and done in industry and possibly in the labs
of National Labs themselves. It would be competitively awarded,
and so there would be a built-in involvement of industry and of
universities that you don’t have in the labs themselves. And part
of the reason we don’t have it in the labs is the well-meaning con-
flict of interest rules we have that makes it hard for companies to
access some of this information.

Ms. Biggert. I understand that there were a couple, one or more
members, that did not agree with this recommendation, and

Mr. Augustine. Yes, of all of the 20 recommendations we made,
one member disagreed with one recommendation, and it was this
one. And this particular individual felt, and I hope I can do justice
to his views, that we already are spending a great deal of money
on energy research in the government and that the industrial firms
in the field are also devoting a great deal of money to research.
And this individual believed that there was no more money needed
at this point and also that the government would be in a position
of picking winners and losers in terms of research and companies,
and that wouldn’t be healthy. Now I personally don’t share that
view, but I think I have done justice to his position.

Ms. Biggert. Well, it sounds like, then, that this really is a way
to move from the lab to market. Is that the major focus of it, or
just the basic research itself?

Mr. Augustine. Well, I think it is two things. The first is what
you said. It is a way to build a bridge to getting ideas and research
out and applied. The second is to be able to spend more money on
transformational, breakthrough, high-risk, long-term research that
companies just won’t perform and that the NSF and the NIH and
Defense Department are all doing much less of because of their
risk aversion.

Ms. Biggert. So much, particularly in the labs, it seems like, you
know, the basic research in physical sciences, so many times, what
might start out to be a project to work on one item will be able to
discover something else, and it will probably, you know, be much
more of the thing that is going to change the world or whatever. Will this destroy that at all by having to compete for these grants on specific types of research?

Mr. Augustine. Not at all. And your point is such a good one. And that is one reason, of course, why industry is reluctant to invest in basic research, because what you come up with may help your competitor more than it helps you, and whereas the ARPA-E idea would promote that.

In addition, we had another recommendation that you are familiar with, I am sure, that the government labs be provided latitude to spend eight percent of their budget at the discretion of the people in the lab that know better than the central managers where those other opportunities are popping up.

Ms. Biggert. I think some people have tried to cut that back, which is disturbing, because that is a very

Chairman BoEHLERT. The gentlelady’s time has expired. Thank you very much.

Ms. Biggert. Thank you.

Chairman Boehlert. Mr. Miller, the Floor is yours for 300 seconds.

Mr. Miller. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I rarely pass the chance to ask questions to amplify some point, but this panel has made all of the points that I think need to be made.

Mr. Chairman, I will disagree with you on one point. You said you thought no Member of Congress campaigns on the need to fund basic research to provide for science education and to try to move ideas, the product research, from the laboratory to the market. Mr. Chairman, I do. I represent a textile District. I represent a District that has lost a lot of jobs, and I voted against CAFTA, but I tell the folks who ask me all of the time not how are we bringing the jobs back, but where are the new jobs coming from, that our future can not be having low-skilled jobs in labor-intensive industries. It has to be the most innovative economy in the world, and that means research, funding research. It means science education. It means a commitment to community colleges where people learn new job skills throughout their lifetimes and will have to go back again and again. And it means efforts to move to provide the funding and the assistance to take research out of the laboratory to the marketplace.
So Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to be here, and my enthusiasm for this topic, I think, may be the equal of yours.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Dr. Ehlers.

Mr. Ehlers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And I will join Mr. Miller in the ranks of those who campaign for science. In fact, my very first election, I scored a coup on a live TV debate when all of the attorneys running against me were saying that they would come here and straighten out the laws, the business people were coming here saying they would come here to balance the budget. And I pointed out that if we elected an attorney, we would add one to the 175 already here, and I didn’t think that would make much difference. If we elected a businessperson, we would add one to the 137 already here, and I didn’t think that would make much difference. But if they elected me, they would double the number of scientists in the Congress, and that would make a difference, and it seemed to resonate with the people.

I also am in somewhat the same camp as Mr. Miller. When I read your executive summary, I haven’t had time to read the whole report yet, but I just checked them off, and virtually everything, with one small exception, is exactly what I have been advocating for 12 years here. And I want to thank you very, very much for an excellent report, not just because you agree with me, but because you make the case well, and it is what this country needs. And now it is up to us, as a Congress, to implement that.

So I congratulate you. I am afraid I have to go vote somewhere else, but let me just try to clarify one point.

We talked about ARPA-E. And by the way, I think it would be better to call it “DARPE,” and maybe you could have a stuffed doll named “DARPE,” you know, as a symbol. Come up with something catchy. But DARPA has been a powerful force in basic research in this country. All right.

Chairman BoEHLERT. Only a physicist would have his cell phone with Beethoven’s Fifth.

Mr. Ehlers. No, it is only a fourth. I don’t drink.

But DARPA has been extremely successful, but it has been very much a basic research agency. And yet, in the discussion I just
heard, it sounded like you are talking about this as much a tech transfer as a basic research entity. And I think the Department of Energy badly needs this sort of thing. I am not questioning that, but it is not clear to me precisely what you are trying to accomplish here. If the goal is to have the Department of Energy address, in a more direct way, the national problems that we face, I would heartily welcome that. We have huge energy problems here, and I would like to see that happen. But tech transfer, we have CRADAs. I don’t know if they are still around, but they were very successful. And we could address technology transfer through an MEP-like type of program or agriculture extension program, which I would also favor.

But could you just give me a little clarification, a little more clarification I would say? What are you really trying to achieve with the ARPA-E proposal?

Mr. Augustine. I am glad you asked to give us an opportunity to clarify, and I will call on my colleagues, with your permission, to add, and so I will be brief.
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The intent with the ARPA-E is, indeed, to focus on basic research of a specific kind, namely high-risk, high-payoff, long-term, generic applications. That is the focus. I think where I misled you is I was addressing the question of how, once you have done that, do you get that applied, get it out where it becomes useful. And my answer to that was that ARPA-E would not do research of its own, but rather, with funds, work by others, including universities, industry, and the National Labs competitively awarded. And that is the way I was suggesting that the knowledge could be transferred.

Mr. Ehlers. Yeah. I guess my response to that, and I heard that answer, but that, in itself, won’t transfer it unless you have industrial partners for each grant, or something of that sort. But NSE gives direct grants to universities, and that doesn’t guarantee the results get transferred. I think you really have to build in a specific mechanism to do it, and that is what I was trying to clarify.

Dr. Vagelos. May I add something to that. Norm, and that is there is the feeling on the committee, as the majority of the committee, that there are ideas and basic observations that are made at universities principally which are not mature enough to be picked up by either industry or the VCs. And these just will not be funded, because they are sort of falling in between the cracks. People are not yet recognizing that these can be applied, and there-
fore, there would be a committee that includes industry people, who are identifying these ideas that are otherwise not going to be funded, but the best of these to be brought along so that they would gain the visibility so that they would be either picked up by industry or capitalized in some other way.

Mr. Ehlers. So you basically want to bridge the valley of death?

Dr. Vagelos. Exactly.

Mr. Ehlers. Yeah. Well, thank you very, very much for an excellent report. I really appreciate what you have done. Thank you.

Mr. Hall. [Presiding] The Chair recognizes Mr. Green, the gentleman from Texas.

Mr. Green. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I thank the Ranking Member as well.

Mr. Augustine, your comments were quite shocking, and I appreciate the way you presented them. They were very much an awakening, to a certain extent. And I appreciate each member of the panel for what you have presented.

I would like to start, if I may, with Dr. Wulf.

Dr. Wulf, sir, your colleagues had indicated that they would support a tax increase, if you will. Do you have a similar view?

Dr. Wulf. Well, of course, I am not a captain of industry like the two gentlemen sitting to my right, but I have to say that more than one CEO has said to me that they can’t invest in research within their own company easily, because that detracts from the bottom line, and it is an optional cost. And so the market, Wall Street, will penalize them for doing that. And I think Norm has a marvelous story about that. But if they were taxed the same amount and that money was guaranteed to go into research, they would be happy.

Mr. Green. Thank you.

A quick comment. It appears that with reference to fixing, as it was articulated, K-12, it appears that many of our young people, and even their parents, don’t see education as the way out. And I think that is very unfortunate, but the Powerball, lottery, athletics,
rock stars, they seem to dominate the persona of the successful person. And unfortunately, there is this belief among too many young people that that is the way out for them.

So my first question is, is there a one-size-fits-all remedy for fixing K-12, because you have urban versus rural, you have inner city versus outer city, you have some cultural concerns that, in my opinion, will have to be addressed? How do we make sure that when we fix K-12, we fix it for all of the children, regardless of whether they are rural or they are urban, whether they are inner city or outer city? It seems that there is a little bit more to concern ourselves with, if we truly want to leave no child behind.

And I would like for each of you, if you would, to address the aspect of leaving no child behind. And I will start with you, Mr. Augustine, if you would, please.

Mr. Augustine. Well, thank you for that question. And I am very glad you asked it.

Certainly, there has been a change that today the students don’t look at education or being a physicist, by and large, as the way out. In my own case, I was the first in my family to go to college. I was the second to go to high school. But my parents made very clear to me that the way out, the way ahead, was education. And that was just fundamental. We have lost that, to a great degree.

The way I think that we address this question of the different backgrounds, different interests of students, is through the teachers, because the one thing that all of those students have in common is the teachers. And if we give them good teachers that show them that know their subject, that know what they are talking about, that inspire them, demand excellence, I don’t think it matters where you come from, that is going to make a difference in your life, I think. So that is why we focused on teachers.

Roy?

Dr. Vagelos. Yeah, well, you took the words right out of my mouth on focusing on teachers and getting them to understand the subjects that they teach.

Mr. Green, you come from the State of Texas, and you may have caught, I don’t know whether you have caught or were in the room when I mentioned that the advanced placement incentive program, which originated in Dallas, really introduces the concept that you can train teachers who are already teaching to be able to teach advanced placement. You can incentivize students to take that by offering them the courses and a $100 bonus, if they pass. And taking a school district, which is largely poor and has many immigrants
and under-served minorities, you can increase the number of students taking advanced placement courses and passing them by tenfold with such a program, it is those students, they won’t be stars, or they may not be all of the athletes, but you can increase, including minority students, the number of students taking these advanced programs and the advanced programs are in math and science. So that is one thing that can affect every city. And that is one of the programs we are recommending.

Dr. WULF. Just to answer your question very directly, no, I do not believe that one size fits all. I think all of my adult life we have been collectively, as a society, talking about the problems we have
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with K-12 education. And we have made, in my view, very, very little progress. We have this seminal event of “A Nation at Risk” being published and getting a lot of attention focused on the problem, and yet, I think if you objectively look at where we are relative to, what, 15 years ago, when that report was published, I would find it very hard to argue that we have made very much progress. And I think a lot of the reason is that people have advanced one silver bullet after the next and that is not just going to work. We have to attack it on a very broad front. I happen to concur that focusing on teachers is a very, very, very important piece of it, but that is not all of it, either.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you very much.

The gentleman’s time has expired.

Let me point out that we created a scholarship program, an incentive program, to get the best and the brightest in the undergraduate years majoring in science, math, and engineering, and agreed to give them a stipend each year and in exchange for an agreement to teach for two years, and we had that on the books authorized from this committee for several years before we got one thin dime. And now we are spending a grand total, I think, of about $5 million a year on it. That shows you where our priorities are, unfortunately.

Mr. Hall.

Mr. Hall. I thank you. And I thank this panel here. And I thank the very distinguished Mr. Chairman, you have mentioned the attendance here. It is no wonder when you read the array of men and women who are giving their time. And Norm Augustine is no
stranger here. The Augustine report was a bible for us for about 10 years in the ’80s. Thank you for that and others of you.

And I think it is very, very important that we seek ability to compete in this century with jobs and especially for older people. You know. Norm, I am the oldest guy in Congress, or in the House, and when that guy from West Virginia finally takes everybody’s advice and leaves, well, I will be the oldest in Congress. And jobs are important. Other than my opponents, my wife has even suggested that, you know, I should quit, but at 82, I checked with Wal-Mart, and they weren’t hiring any greeters. I didn’t have a cap and a pistol. I couldn’t be a crossing guard for anybody, but what a wonderful thing it is for you to give your valuable time, and your time to prepare to get here, to give us your time here, and your time staying here.

You know, with China calling us out on the world energy allocation and their end of the space program now, we have got so many, so many reasons to listen to this group here.

But let me ask you this, the 60 subject matter experts, are they of the same caliber? And how do you all work together? And when do the 20 and the 60 ever get together?

Dr. Vagelos. Well, sure. These were experts that were recommended largely by the committee. The committee was invited by the President of the National Academy of Sciences. Twenty-one people were called, as I understand it. Twenty people responded, which is an incredible response rate.

Mr. Hall. Right.

Dr. Vagelos. Now they were asked to suggest their priorities individually and other experts in the United States who would he able to speak to these subjects, and they also were asked to prioritize their recommendations. And then there was one major long weekend around-the-clock meeting, and then numerous conference calls and trading of tons of information through the Internet. That is the way we ran the thing.

Mr. Hall. Peter O’Donnell is a special friend of mine, and

Dr. Vagelos. He was right in the middle of it.

Mr. Hall. – a great and giving person in our part of the country.
And because I was late getting here, I have been on other committees, I don’t know what questions have been asked, but if I have any questions, I will submit them to you later, but I am sure that the Chairman and Ranking Member have asked, probably, the proper questions, and I can refer to the record for that.

And I thank you for your time. Very much I thank you for giving your ability to your country.

I yield back.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you very much.

Mr. Honda.

Mr. Honda. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I will be real quick and to the point, because we are going to be asked to vote.

I went through the report and just generally perused the recommendations and everything, and I was captivated by the term “innovation” running through the whole report, but you have never addressed the concept of teaching innovation creativity. And I think that is the piece that we are missing. And when I speak with some of the other folks in education and who have just recently retired from high tech or, you know that their main concern is that if we are talking about producing more science students and more folks adept at math and science, that we will still be outperformed by India and China, because they are going to do the same thing. When we talk about the history of Silicon Valley, we know that Silicon Valley is not only a geographic place, but it is a phenomena of a combination of folks or of factors. And one of the factors is the talent and the people. And one of the factors of the talent of the people is their innate ability to be creative and inventive. We don’t teach that, and it is a teachable skill to be able to teach innovation and creativity.

What is your opinion about making education a goal for this nation, the teaching of innovation and creativity? And what do you think the costs may be and with the insights you have from your own report?

Dr. WULF. One of the things that I have focused a lot of my attention on in the last nine years that I have been President of the Academy has been engineering education reform. And a strong theme running through that is that engineering is all about creativity. It is all about – as Theodore von Karman said, “creating what has never been.” And so making engineering education better adapted and suited to the actual environment that engineers are
going to practice in really involves teaching creativity and innovation.

Mr. Honda. But there

Dr. WULF. And so that is starting to happen.

Mr. Honda. Right. But there is no curricula that speaks to creativity or innovation, and in the discussion in the report, I don’t see that as being highlighted or important. It is mentioned, but you know, teaching math and science, if we keep teaching the way we have taught, we still teach youngsters and people a compartmentalized approach to math and science, and it should be multi-disciplinary and integrated and then teaching how to teach innovation and creativity. And if that is not a stated goal, how will we understand and know that that is going to be one of the outcomes?

Dr. WULF. There actually are a number of engineering schools around the country now, which make innovation and creativity central to the curriculum.

Mr. Honda. Would you be willing to have a long discussion on that?

Dr. WULF. I sure would.

Mr. Honda. — in your report?

Dr. WULF. Well, the report is the report.

Mr. Honda. Well, the report is a document that people look at to refer to from experts in the field, and if it is not specifically mentioned as a goal, but it is only mentioned as one of the things that we look for, but is not specifically addressed, I wonder whether it is going to have the impact that we are looking for.

Dr. WULF. I would be happy to share with you another pair of reports, which collectively have the title, “The Engineer of 2020”

Mr. Honda. Okay. Thank you.

Dr. WULF. — which focuses on that.

Mr. Honda. Dr. Vagelos, I thought maybe you might have a com-
Dr. Vagelos. Well, the teaching innovation, I think, is very difficult than you are suggesting. Because the innovators, you can have great scientists who make key observations and then someone else comes along and takes that observation to the next step. An example, the discovery of penicillin, which was about 1928, something like that, by Fleming, and it sat around in his lab for a couple of years, and he essentially gave up. This was taken up by a scientist about 10 years later who saw that it was important, and they took the step to make it in large amounts and discover what this substance was that was able to kill organisms and might be a drug. And so it takes certain kinds of people. And I don’t know that it is. A lot of it is innate. There were lots of people thinking about programming when Bill Gates came along. There is only one Bill Gates.

Mr. Honda. But to say that teaching innovation and creativity is difficult is to beg the issue of whether it should be taught or not, and it is a teachable skill. As a teacher, I know that processes are important. And to have our youngsters in our schools subjected to traditional instruction and not being challenged to think outside the box is, you know. We have a lot of Ph.D.s in my valley that are unemployed. And if we are going to be competitive, I think that, you know, to think out of the box and have them be able to grasp this concept or this ability to innovate

Chairman BoEHLERT. Point well taken.
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Mr. Honda. – we will lose

Chairman BoEHLERT. The gentleman’s time has expired. We have a vote on the Floor.

Mr. Carnahan, we would like to get you in. You have been faithful here all morning.

Mr. Carnahan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you. I share your passion for this, and Mr. Matheson, I guess I have join him, because I talked about this back home as well, research and innovation, and had a fascinating tour back home in St. Louis recently with the company there who is competing internationally, and not just competing, actually expanding their operations, and they are able to do that because of innovation in unique products. And so it was a great boost for me to see a local company doing
that, and to see the power of that innovation.

I also want to compliment all of you for your big ideas and for your frankness about how to really go to the next steps and what this is going to cost, but also talk about how you believe it is worth the cost, because it is so important to our future.

I really wanted to focus on a couple of questions in our short time here.

I think your idea about the scholarships for younger, newer teachers is a good idea. There are some of those out there, but I think we can do more there. I also like the idea of trying to get some of our scientists and engineers that may be laid off or retired to try to get them into teaching programs. But the bottom line is, our ability, I believe, to really improve our system is so much based upon our teachers. And salary levels, we all know, drive that. You know, what about including in these initiatives, you know, doubling the salaries of our teachers in our country? To me, that is fundamental, and I would like your comments about that.

Thank you.

Mr. Augustine. You have raised a point that was difficult for our committee in the sense that we were asked to address things that could be done at the federal level, and so we didn't spend a lot of time on teachers unions, on increasing teachers' salaries. But I think it would be safe to say there is not a one of us that wouldn't think that teachers' salaries should be substantially increased. But I suspect most of us would have added the footnote that the increase should be merit-based and performance-based, that we shouldn't just double every teachers' salary tomorrow. I am sure you didn't imply that. But I think that we would strongly support an increase in teachers' salaries, if it was based on performance. Yes.

Dr. Vagelos. And we did, in part, in some of our recommendations, suggested that the teachers who go through these programs go back with an additional salary increase of $10,000. This is a recommendation, but of course these school districts have to decide what they are going to pay. We can make these recommendations. And if the private sector gets in and buys into these programs, as they have done into the advanced placement incentive program in Texas, then the extra funds can come privately to complement what is being done otherwise.

Mr. Carnahan. I just want to say in closing, I came from our state legislature, where I had served on our Education Appropria-
tions Committee. Not once did we ever hear from anyone from the business community talking about education policy. So to me, it is another important thing. I know you are talking about federal level recommendations, but since the bulk of our education funding and policy is driven at the state level, I think it is vital that we engage policy-makers at the State level to begin some of these innovations and also address some of these key funding issues.

So thank you very much.

Chairman BOEHLERT. Thank you very much.

And unfortunately, time has run out. We have to get over to the Floor for a series of votes, and we are not going to ask you to remain. We understand your busy schedules. We will be submitting, Ms. Jackson Lee, Mr. Wu, and others will be submitting questions, and we would ask that you would consider them and respond in a timely manner.

Let me just conclude the hearing by saying how much we appreciate the service that all of you have contributed to the Nation. The compensation is not high in terms of material value. As a matter of fact, it is zero. But I always tell people that serve as well as you do and as effectively as you do, and Mr. Augustine, I am so familiar with your work over the years, and Dr. Wulf, too. Doctor, I don’t mean to exclude you, but I know you by reputation. Now I have had the privilege of meeting you. Your compensation is a rich and rewarding experience, and the satisfaction of knowing you have contributed something of significance.

And with that, the hearing will adjourn, but not before I remind Mr. Augustine of an outstanding invitation to participate in the December 6 conference summit on competitiveness, and we have just had confirmation this morning that Dr. Jack Marburger, the President’s Science Advisor, will be a participant.

And I will tell you what my goal is. Norm, for this summit. I want people to be madder than hell that they didn’t get an invitation, because we have got a small group, and you got one of them, and I want you to respond in a positive way.

With that, the hearing is adjourned.

Mr. Augustine. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 11:42 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
Appendix 1:

Answers to Post-Hearing Questions

Responses on behalf of Norman R. Augustine, Retired Chairman and CEO, Lockheed Martin Corporation; P. Roy Vagelos, Retired Chairman and CEO, Merck & Co.; and, William A. Wulf, President, National Academy of Engineering

Questions submitted by Representative Bart Gordon

Q1. Is there a mismatch between the skill sets of graduating scientists and engineers in the U.S. and industry’s needs? Did the NAS committee consider whether there is a need to rethink the Ph.D. degree, or the relative production of Ph.D.s versus professional masters degrees or some another type of advanced degree that would be more valuable to industry?

A1. This is a recurrent question about American universities that needs to be revisited periodically. In 1995, for example, the National Academies Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy (COSEPUP) released a report titled “Reshaping the Graduate Education of Scientists and Engineers.”

As part of that effort, COSEPUP surveyed employers and asked for their evaluation of Ph.D. training. In sum, these employers indicated that they were satisfied with the current structure and concept of Ph.D. training and affirmed U.S. superiority in graduate education, although there are some specific difficulties in the relationship between academe and the profession. Some specific comments include the need for an:

- Understanding of the nature of industrial research and an appreciation for applied programs;
- Faster response by graduate programs to changing national policies and industrial needs;
- Education with more breadth as opposed to narrow specialization;
• Expansion of educational experiences beyond the academic environment through hands-on experiences and in multi-disciplinary teams;

• Training in communication skills including teaching and mentoring.

This survey was conducted 10 years ago and conditions may have changed. It is also likely that some progress has been made on these issues since that point.

In terms of the need to rethink the Ph.D., we still support the recommendations in the COSEPUP graduate education report. This report recommended the following:

• Offer a broader range of academic options, while maintaining local initiative and not compromising the need to maintain research excellence, control time to degree, and attract women and minority-group members. Specific actions include:

  o Discourage students from overspecializing
  o Enhance communication skills and the ability to work in teams
  o Focus federal financial support mechanisms for graduate students on traineeships as opposed to research assistantships.

• Provide better information and guidance to graduate students and engineers and their advisers so they can make informed decisions about professional careers. Specific actions should include:

  o Development by the National Science Foundation, in concert with other federal agencies, a national database on employment options and trends;
  o Provision of career information and advice by academic departments to both prospective and current students in a timely manner;
  o Encouragement of students once they have met their qualifying requirements to consider the current job market and then reflect on three alternative pathways — Master’s degree, traditional Ph.D., or Ph.D. with a dissertation of high standards, but designed for non-academic career and which would take less time to complete.

• Devise a national human resource policy for advanced scientists and engineers that would involve examination of the goals, policies, conditions, and unresolved issues of graduate level human resources.

On the issue of the relative production of Master’s degree versus Ph.D.s, we have insufficient information to answer that question. In addition, the answer is likely to change over time. However, based on personal experience, it is the opinion of one of us (Augustine) that there is a need, from a industrial standpoint, to greatly in-
crease emphasis on the Master’s degree – not at the expense of the Ph.D. but rather at the expense of the Bachelor’s as a terminal degree.

Q2. In addition to sponsoring more basic research, should the Federal Government focus more resources on applied, pre-competitive research aimed at the gap between support for basic discovery and support for development up to the stage where the private sector is willing to assume the risk of commercialization? Did the NAS committee consider the need for greater federal support for this kind of bridge funding for applied research between basic research and proof-of-concept?

A2. The committee that developed the Gathering Storm report agrees that it is important to address this gap – which some have called the “valley of death.” It discussed many different options, and among those, placed priority on the establishment of the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E). If it proves successful, it could be replicated for other national goals as well.

Q3. During the past two years the Science Committee has heard from academic and industry witnesses about the need for bridge funding, and these witnesses have strongly urged funding for the Advanced Technology Program (ATP). Did the NAS committee consider the ATP program or other possible approaches for addressing this issue?

A3. The committee did discuss the ATP and other related programs. The strengths and weaknesses of ATP have been assessed in prior National Academies studies.

It did not re-evaluate these programs per se, but it did determine that they were insufficient to address the gap described above and so recommended ARPA-E.

Questions submitted by Representative Jerry F. Costello

Q1. I fully agree with your belief that we need better science and math education in our schools. The scholarship idea to provide math, science and engineering students with teaching certificates seems a good idea. But how attractive will teaching be to these students in the long-term? For example, how does the average teacher salary compare to that of a scientist or engineer? How do you think this issue will factor into a student’s decision on which track to pursue?

A1. Economic studies do indicate that the compensation paid to a teacher affects both the teaching pool and teacher tenure. Certainly, the committee would encourage any efforts to enhance compensation for effective science, mathematics, and technology teachers; however, the committee was asked to address actions that could be taken at the federal level not the State or local level where compensation issues are generally addressed. The committee did, however, develop several mechanisms to enhance teacher compensation through bonuses as opposed to salary increases. For example,

• New teacher recruitment program (action A-1) provides scholarships of up to $20,000 per year and $10,000 per year bonuses for those who teach in under-
served schools in inner cities and rural areas;

- Current teachers (action A-2) who participate in the continuing education programs (summer institutes, Master's programs, advanced placement/international baccalaureate (AP/IB) teacher training) would receive incentive stipends of $10,000 annually as long as they engage in classroom and leadership activities;

- AP/IB teachers receive a $100 bonus for each student who passes the AP or IB exam in mathematics or science.

Also important are mentoring programs, particularly for new teachers, which are also recommended as part of these programs.

Q2. The perception of many college students is that science and engineering jobs are not remunerative, important and exciting career options. How can careers in science and engineering be made more attractive to students who have the option of pursuing other well paid professional careers with shorter preparation time? Is it enough to offer new scholarships and fellowships as recommended in the NAS report?

A2. The excitement of science and engineering is best conveyed through inquiry-based education and teachers who have a science, engineering, or mathematics background themselves. The committee believes that by enhancing the science and engineering background of those who teach at the middle and high school level, the excitement of those careers can be conveyed to students. Those students will then take the classes necessary for them to pursue science and engineering careers.

The time for preparation at the Bachelor degree level is somewhat longer in engineering than that in other fields, but the starting compensation is also higher (it is not widely appreciated that the average salary in engineering is very close to that of lawyers, which involves an additional two years of study). Unfortunately, compensation for engineering tends to peak at a lower level than for those business, management, banking, or other such fields. At the graduate level there are also disparities. The National Academies have recommended in past reports that the time to Ph.D. be decreased.

In terms of compensation, salary is just one motivator of those interested in science and engineering careers. Perhaps a bigger influence than compensation on those deciding whether or not to pursue graduate level education is the potential for viable employment and interesting research opportunities. The committee's recommendations in the “Sowing the Seeds” section of the report are meant to address those concerns.
Q3. We know that other nations are increasing their science and technology capabilities and are developing large and very capable technical workforces. In addition, U.S. companies are moving, not only manufacturing, but R&D operations abroad. In light of these trends, what kinds of skills will U.S. scientists and engineers need to be able to command a premium in salary over foreign scientists and engineers? That is, how do we compete in the global economy without lowering U.S. salaries and standard of living?

A3. The United States will continue to be challenged to compete on a pure salary basis with developing countries such as India and China; the primary way to respond to that challenge is to increase the value of our engineers and scientists. The primary mechanism for this is improved education at all levels — which is what the committee suggests. Innovation has been a key U.S. national advantage, and enhancing our emphasis on it at all educational levels plays to our strength. When innovations occur in the United States, it is able to capture at least the near-term market in that innovation area. To maintain the Nation’s innovation capacity the Nation needs to invest regularly in its people and its research.

Question submitted by Representative David Wu and Representative Jerry F. Costello

Q1. The report contains convincing arguments and recommendations to foster a climate of innovation in the U.S. But an important question is whether innovations generated in the U.S. will be exploited in the U.S., or abroad. For example, VCR technology was developed in the U.S., but the market was taken over by Asian countries. Traditionally, it has been the exploitation of new technologies, producing products and delivering novel services, which created new, high-paying jobs. What do we need to do to ensure that the fruits of research and innovation result in the creation of substantial numbers of good jobs in the U.S.?

A1. As indicated in the question, traditionally it has been the exploitation of new technologies, producing products and delivering novel services, that have created high paying jobs. For the United States to benefit from the jobs created by that innovation, the research that led to that innovation needs to occur to the United States and the environment in the U.S. must be conducive to innovation in general. That research will only occur in the United States if there are economic incentives for companies to stay here as opposed to moving overseas and if the human talent is available to develop and implement the ideas.

In its report, the committee calls for a study that will focus on developing the best economic policies to enable the United States to be one of the most attractive places in the world for long-term innovation-related investment. As time passes, some industries will migrate overseas when the technical skills are adequate and the labor market is less expensive. But that does not happen immediately, and until it does the U.S. is able to benefit in terms of the jobs created by that innovation. This is less likely to be the case if the innovation occurs elsewhere.

The U.S. patent system is the Nation’s oldest element of policy on intellectual property. A sound system for patent enhances social welfare by encouraging inven-
tion and the dissemination of useful technical information. So, in addition, the United States should enhance intellectual property protection for the 21st century global economy to ensure that systems for protecting patents and other forms of in-

tellectual property underlie the emerging knowledge economy but allow research to enhance innovation. The patent system requires reform of four specific kinds:

• Provide the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office with sufficient resources to make intellectual property protection more timely, predictable, and effective.

• Reconfigure the U.S. patent system by switching to a “first-inventor-to-file” system and by instituting administrative review after a patent is granted. Those reforms would bring the U.S. system into alignment with patent systems in Europe and Japan.

• Shield research uses of patented inventions from infringement liability. One recent court decision could jeopardize the long-assumed ability of academic researchers to use patented inventions for research.

• Change intellectual property laws that act as barriers to innovation in specific industries, such as those related to data exclusivity (in pharmaceuticals) and those that increase the volume and unpredictability of litigation (especially in information-technology industries).

Questions submitted by Representative Eddie Bernice Johnson

Q1. Action A-1 of the NAS report’s recommendations suggests awarding “competitive four-year scholarships.” However, I am concerned that minority and under-served students will be at a disadvantage for these awards because they are already noncompetitive due to their circumstances. Why did the Academy not consider this issue?

A1. We share the Congresswoman’s concern; however, the committee did consider this issue and identified a wide range of existing federal and non-federal awards available for minority and under-served students should these students decide to become scientists and engineers. The challenge is not so much funding these students at the undergraduate level, but rather providing them with the resources they need at the middle and high school level — these students particularly need teachers with science and engineering backgrounds who will excite them about science and engineering and encourage them to pursue careers in these areas. Action A-1, therefore, provides a $10,000 bonus to teachers who graduate from this program and who teach in under-served schools in inner cities and rural areas. It is committee’s belief that strengthening the teaching of science and math in the early grades will benefit all students and better prepare all students to compete in life.
Q2. The total cost of the Academy’s Implementation recommendation is between $9.2 to $23.8 billion per year. The entire NIH budget is around $30 billion per year. How realistic is it that this plan will be implemented and how do we get the public to agree to such an expensive proposition?

A2. This proposal includes far more than research funding and should be viewed as an investment in the Nation’s future, rather than an expense. All four recommendations in the report are part of the fundamental building blocks for the Nation’s economy.

Supporting innovation is a cornerstone of the report’s conclusions and innovation requires much more than research. To be sure a vibrant research base is essential, but so are an educated workforce, a culture that supports risk-taking, a tax climate that encourages investment, and a host of other things. The report presents a package of proposals that revitalize many of these necessary components of the “innovation ecosystem.”

Without quality science, mathematics, and technology teachers, our students will not be prepared to be part of a highly technical workforce.

Without students who are well-educated and excited about science and engineering, too few Americans will pursue undergraduate and graduate education in science, engineering, and mathematics. And, if we discourage international talent from coming to the U.S., we will have even less talent available.

If the Nation lacks scientific and technical talent, it will not be able to generate the innovative ideas that create whole new industries. And, if industries relocate overseas because other countries offer better financial incentives, then we won’t have high-quality jobs for those in science and engineering or Americans in general. Americans may not fully appreciate the importance of research, but they do recognize the benefits that flow from such research and understand the importance of well paying jobs.

In short, if the Nation’s leaders assign as high a priority to the concerns which have been raised, as does this National Academies committee, the proposed funding will be able to compete very strongly with other demands on the federal budget.
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“Ninety-nine percent of the discoveries are made by one percent of the scientists.”

Julius Axelrod, Nobel Laureate

The prosperity the United States enjoys today is due in no small part to investments the nation has made in research and development at universities,
corporations, and national laboratories over the last 50 years. Recently, however, corporate, government, and national scientific and technical leaders have expressed concern that pressures on the science and technology enterprise could seriously erode this past success and jeopardize future US prosperity. Reflecting this trend is the movement overseas not only of manufacturing jobs but also of jobs in administration, finance, engineering, and research.

The councils of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering, at their annual joint meeting in February 2005, discussed these tensions and examined the position of the United States in today's global knowledge-discovery enterprise. Participants expressed concern that a weakening of science and technology in the United States would inevitably degrade its social and economic conditions and in particular erode the ability of its citizens to compete for high-quality jobs.

On the basis of the urgency expressed by the councils, the National Academies' Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy (COSEPUP) was charged with organizing a planning meeting, which took place May 11, 2005. One of the speakers at the meeting was Senator Lamar Alexander, the former secretary of education and former president of the University of Tennessee.

Senator Alexander indicated that the Energy Subcommittee of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, which he chairs, had been given the authority by the full committee's chair, Senator Pete Domenici, to hold a series of hearings to identify specific steps that the federal government should take to ensure the preeminence of America's science and technology enterprise. Senator Alexander asked the National Academies to provide assistance in this effort by selecting a committee of experts from the scientific and technical community to assess the current situation and, where appropriate, make recommendations. The committee would be asked to identify urgent challenges and determine specific steps to ensure that the United States maintains its leadership in science and engineering to compete successfully, prosper, and be secure in the 21st century.

On May 12, 2005, the day after the planning meeting, three members of the House of Representatives who have jurisdiction over science and technology policy and funding announced that a conference would be held in fall 2005 on science, technology, innovation, and manufacturing. Appearing at a Capitol Hill press briefing to discuss the conference were representatives Frank Wolf, Sherwood Boehlert, and Vern Ehlers. Representative Boehlert said of the conference: “It can help forge a national consensus on what is needed to retain US leadership in innovation. A summit like this, with the right leaders, under the aegis of the federal government, can bring renewed attention to science and technology concerns so that we can remain the nation that the world looks to for the newest ideas and the most skilled people.”

In describing the rationale for the conference. Representative Wolf recalled meeting with a group of scientists and asking them how well the United States was doing

in science and innovation. None of the scientists, he reported, said that the nation was doing “okay”. About 40% said that we were “in a stall”, and the remaining 60% said that we were “in decline”. He asked a similar question of the executive board of a prominent high-technology association, which reported that in its view the United States was “in decline”.

Later, the National Academies received a bipartisan letter addressing the subject of America’s competitiveness from Senators Lamar Alexander and Jeff Bingaman. The letter, dated May 27, 2005, requested that the National Academies conduct a formal study on the issue to assist in congressional deliberations. That was followed by a bipartisan letter from Representatives Sherwood Boehlert and Bart Gordon, of the House Committee on Science, which expanded on the Senate request. In response, the National Academies initiated a study with its own funds.

To undertake the study, COSEPUP established the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century: An Agenda for American Science and Technology. The committee members included presidents of major universities, Nobel laureates, CEOs of Fortune 100 corporations, and former presidential appointees. They were asked to investigate the following questions:

- What are the top 10 actions, in priority order, that federal policy-makers could take to enhance the science and technology enterprise so the United States can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21st century?

- What implementation strategy, with several concrete steps, could be used to implement each of those actions?

This study and report were carried out with an unusual degree of urgency – only a matter of weeks elapsed from the committee’s initial gathering to release of its report.

The process followed the regular procedures for an independent National Research Council study, including review of the report, in this case, by 37 experts. The report relies on customary reference to the scientific literature and on consensus views and judgments of the committee members.
The committee began by assembling the recommendations of 13 issue papers summarizing past studies of topics related to the present study. It then convened five focus groups consisting of 66 experts in K-12 education, higher education, research, innovation and workforce issues, and national and homeland security and asked each group to recommend three actions it considered to be necessary for the nation to compete, prosper, and be secure in the 21st century. The committee used those suggestions and its own judgment to make its recommendations. The key thematic issues underlying these discussions was the nation’s need to create jobs and need for affordable, clean, and reliable energy.

In this report, a description of the key elements of American prosperity in the 21st century is followed by an overview of how science and technology are critical to that prosperity. The report then evaluates how the United States is doing in science and technology and provides recommendations for improving our nation’s prosperity. Finally, it posits the status of prosperity if the United States maintains a narrow lead (the current situation), falls behind, or emerges as the leader in a few selected fields of science and technology.

We strayed from our charge in that we present not 10 actions but four recommendations and 20 specific actions to implement them. The committee members deeply believe in the fundamental linkage of all the recommendations and their integrity as a coordinated set of policy actions. To emphasize one or neglect another, the members decided, would substantially weaken what should be viewed as a coherent set of high-priority actions to create jobs and enhance the nation’s energy supply in an era of globalization. For example, there is little benefit in producing more researchers if there are no funds to support their research.

The committee thanks the focus-group members, who took precious personal time in midsummer to donate the expertise that would permit a highly focused, detailed examination of a question of extraordinary complexity and importance. We thank the staff of the National Academies. They quickly mobilized the knowledge resources and practical skills needed to complete this study in a rapid, thorough manner.
Norman R. Augustine

Chair, Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The United States takes deserved pride in the vitality of its economy, which forms the foundation of our high quality of life, our national security, and our hope that our children and grandchildren will inherit ever-greater opportunities. That vitality is derived in large part from the productivity of well-trained people and the steady stream of scientific and technical innovations they produce. Without high-quality, knowledge-intensive jobs and the innovative enterprises that lead to discovery and new technology, our economy will suffer and our people will face a lower standard of living. Economic studies conducted even before the information-technology revolution have shown that as much as 85% of measured growth in US income per capita was due to technological change.^

Today, Americans are feeling the gradual and subtle effects of globalization that challenge the economic
and strategic leadership that the United States has enjoyed since World War II. A substantial portion of our workforce finds itself in direct competition for jobs with lower-wage workers around the globe, and leading-edge scientific and engineering work is being accomplished in many parts of the world. Thanks to globalization, driven by modern communications and other advances, workers in virtually every sector must now face competitors who live just a mouse-click away in Ireland, Finland, China, India, or dozens of other nations whose economies are growing. This has been aptly referred to as “the Death of Distance.”

CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

The National Academies was asked by Senator Lamar Alexander and Senator Jeff Bingaman of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, with endorsement by Representative Sherwood Boehlert and Representative Bart Gordon of the House Committee on Science, to respond to the following questions:

What are the top 10 actions, in priority order, that federal policymakers could take to enhance the science and technology enterprise so that the United States can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21st century? What strategy, with several concrete steps, could be used to implement each of those actions?

The National Academies created the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century to respond to this request. The charge constitutes a challenge both daunting and exhilarating: to recommend to the nation specific steps that can best strengthen the quality of life in America — our prosperity, our health, and our security. The committee has been cautious in its analysis of information. The available information is only partly adequate for the committee's needs. In addition, the time allotted to develop the report (10 weeks from the time of the committee’s first gathering to report release) limited the ability of the committee to conduct an exhaustive analysis. Even if unlimited time were available, definitive analyses on many issues are not possible given the uncertainties involved.

This report reflects the consensus views and judgment of the committee members. Although the committee consists of leaders in academe, industry, and government — including several current and former industry chief executive officers, university presidents, researchers (including three Nobel prize winners), and former presidential appointees — the array of topics and policies covered is so broad that it was not possible to assemble a committee of 20 members with direct expertise in each relevant area. Because of those limitations, the
committee has relied heavily on the judgment of many experts in the study’s focus groups, additional consultations via e-mail and telephone with other experts, and an unusually large panel of reviewers. Although other solutions are undoubtedly possible, the committee believes that its recommendations, if implemented, will help the United States achieve prosperity in the 21st century.

For example, work by Robert Solow and Moses Abramovitz published in the middle 1950s demonstrated that as much as 85% of measured growth in US income per capita during the 1890-1950 period could not be explained by increases in the capital stock or other measurable inputs. The unexplained portion, referred to alternatively as the “residual” or “the measure of ignorance”, has been widely attributed to the effects of technological change.

Since the prepublication version of the report was released in October, certain changes have been made to correct editorial and factual errors, add relevant examples and indicators, and ensure consistency among sections of the report. Although modifications have been made to the text, the recommendations remain unchanged, except for a few corrections, which have been footnoted.
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FINDINGS

Having reviewed trends in the United States and abroad, the committee is deeply concerned that the scientific and technological building blocks critical to our economic leadership are eroding at a time when many other nations are gathering strength. We strongly believe that a worldwide strengthening will benefit the world’s economy — particularly in the creation of jobs in countries that are far less well-off than the United States. But we are worried about the future prosperity of the United States. Although many people assume that the United States will always be a world leader in science and technology, this may not continue to be the case inasmuch as great
minds and ideas exist throughout the world. We fear the abruptness with which a lead in science and technology can be lost – and the difficulty of recovering a lead once lost, if indeed it can be regained at all.

The committee found that multinational companies use such criteria as the following in determining where to locate their facilities and the jobs that result:

- Cost of labor (professional and general workforce).
- Availability and cost of capital.
- Availability and quality of research and innovation talent.
- Availability of qualified workforce.
- Taxation environment.
- Indirect costs (litigation, employee benefits such as healthcare, pensions, vacations).
- Quality of research universities.
- Convenience of transportation and communication (including language).
- Fraction of national research and development supported by government.
- Legal-judicial system (business integrity, property rights, contract sanctity, patent protection).
- Current and potential growth of domestic market.
- Attractiveness as place to live for employees.
- Effectiveness of national economic system.

Although the US economy is doing well today, current trends in each of those criteria indicate that the United States may not fare as well in the future without government intervention. This nation must prepare with great urgency to preserve its strategic and economic security. Because other nations have, and probably will continue to have, the competitive advantage of a low wage structure, the United States must compete by optimizing its knowledge-based resources, particularly in science and technology, and by sustaining the most fertile environment for new and revitalized industries and the well-paying jobs they bring. We have already seen that capital, factories, and laboratories readily move wherever they are thought to have the greatest promise of return to investors.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The committee reviewed hundreds of detailed suggestions — including various calls for novel and untested mechanisms — from other committees, from its focus groups, and from its own members. The challenge is immense, and the actions needed to respond are immense as well.

The committee identified two key challenges that are tightly coupled to scientific and engineering prowess: creating high-quality jobs for Americans, and responding to the nation’s need for clean, affordable, and reliable energy. To address those challenges, the committee structured its ideas according to four basic recommendations that focus on the human, financial, and knowledge capital necessary for US prosperity.
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The four recommendations focus on actions in K-12 education (10,000 Teachers, 100 Million Minds’), research (Sowing the Seeds’), higher education (Best and Brightest), and economic policy (Incentives for Innovation) that are set forth in the following sections. Also provided are a total of 20 implementation steps for reaching the goals set forth in the recommendations.
Some actions involve changes in the law. Others require financial support that would come from reallocation of existing funds or, if necessary, from new funds. Overall, the committee believes that the investments are modest relative to the magnitude of the return the nation can expect in the creation of new high-quality jobs and in responding to its energy needs.

The committee notes that the nation is unlikely to receive some sudden “wakeup” call; rather, the problem is one that is likely to evidence itself gradually over a surprisingly short period.

10,000 TEACHERS, 10 MILLION MINDS,

AND K-12 SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Recommendation A: Increase America’s talent pool by vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education.

Implementation Actions

The highest priority should be assigned to the following actions and programs. All should be subject to continuing evaluation and refinement as they are implemented.

Action A-1: Annually recruit 10,000 science and mathematics teachers by awarding 4-year scholarships and thereby educating 10 million minds. Attract 10,000 of America’s brightest students to the teaching profession every year, each of whom can have an impact on 1,000 students over the course of their careers. The program would award competitive 4-year scholarships for students to obtain bachelor’s degrees in the physical or life sciences, engineering, or mathematics with concurrent certification as K-12 science and mathematics teachers. The merit-based scholarships would provide up to $20,000 a year for 4 years for qualified educational expenses, including tuition and fees, and require a commitment to 5 years of service in public K-12 schools. A $10,000 annual bonus would go to participating teachers in underserved schools in inner cities and rural areas. To provide the highest-quality education for undergraduates who want to become teachers, it would be important to award matching grants, on a one-to-one basis, of $1 million a year for up to 5 years, to as many as 100 universities and colleges to encourage them to establish integrated 4-year undergraduate programs leading to bachelor’s degrees in the physical and life sciences, mathematics, computer sciences, or engineering with teacher certification. The models for this action are the UTeach at the University of Texas and California Te
ach at the University of California.

Action A-2: Strengthen the skills of 250,000 teachers through training and education programs at summer institutes, in master’s programs, and in Advanced Placement (AP) and International Baccalaureate (IB) training programs. Use proven models to strengthen the skills (and compensation, which is based on education and skill level) of 250,000 current K-12 teachers.

- Summer institutes: Provide matching grants to state and regional 1- to 2-week summer institutes to upgrade the skills and state-of-the-art knowledge of as many as 50,000 practicing teachers each summer. The material covered would allow teachers to keep current with recent developments in science, mathematics, and technology and allow for the exchange of best teaching practices. The Merck Institute for Science Education is one model for this action.

- Science and mathematics master’s programs: Provide grants to research universities to offer, over 5 years, 50,000 current middle school and high school science, mathematics, and technology teachers (with or without undergraduate science, mathematics, or engineering degrees) 2-year, part-time master’s degree programs that focus on rigorous science and mathematics content and pedagogy. The model for this action is the University of Pennsylvania Science Teachers Institute.

- AP, IB, and pre-AP or pre-IB training: Train an additional 70,000 AP or IB and 80,000 pre-AP or pre-IB instructors to teach advanced courses in science and mathematics. Assuming satisfactory performance, teachers may receive incentive payments of $1,800 per year, as well as $100 for each student who passes an AP or IB exam in mathematics or science. There are two models for this program: the Advanced Placement Incentive Program and Laying the Foundation, a pre-AP program.

- K-12 curriculum materials modeled on a world-class standard: Foster high-quality teaching with world-class curricula, standards, and assessments of student learning. Convene a national panel to collect, evaluate, and develop rigorous K-12 materials that would be available free of charge as a voluntary national
curriculum. The model for this action is the Project Lead the Way pre-engineering courseware.

Action A-3: Enlarge the pipeline of students who are prepared to enter college and graduate with a degree in science, engineering, or mathematics by increasing the number of students who pass AP and 16 science and mathematics courses. Create opportunities and incentives for middle school and high school students to pursue advanced work in science and mathematics. By 2010, increase the number of students who take at least one AP or IB mathematics or science exam to 1.5 million, and set a goal of tripling the number who pass those tests to 700,000./* Student incentives for success would include 50% examination fee rebates and $10,000 mini-scholarships for each passing score on an AP or IB science or mathematics examination.

Although it is not included among the implementation actions, the committee also finds attractive the expansion of two approaches to improving K-12 science and mathematics education that are already in use:

- Statewide specialty high schools: Specialty secondary education can foster leaders in science, technology, and mathematics. Specialty schools immerse students in high-quality science, technology, and mathematics education; serve as a mechanism to test teaching materials; provide a training ground for K-12 teachers; and provide the resources and staff for summer programs that introduce students to science and mathematics.

- Inquiry-based learning: Summer internships and research opportunities provide especially valuable laboratory experience for both middle-school and high-school students.

SOWING THE SEEDS THROUGH SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH

Recommendation B: Sustain and strengthen the nation's traditional commitment to long-term basic research that has the potential to be transformational to maintain the flow of new ideas that fuel the economy, provide security, and enhance the quality of life.

Implementation Actions

Action B-1: Increase the federal investment in long-term basic research by 10% each year over the next 7 years through reallocation of existing funds or, if necessary, through the investment of new funds. Special attention should go to the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and information sciences and
Department of Defense (DoD) basic-research funding. This special attention does not mean that there should be a disinvestment in such important fields as the life sciences or the social sciences. A balanced research portfolio in all fields of science and engineering research is critical to US prosperity. Increasingly, the most significant new scientific and engineering advances are formed to cut across several disciplines. This investment should be evaluated regularly to realign the research portfolio to satisfy emerging needs and promises — unsuccessful projects and venues of research should be replaced with research projects and venues that have greater potential.

Action B-2: Provide new research grants of $500,000 each annually, payable over 5 years, to 200 of the nation’s most outstanding early-career researchers. The grants would be made through existing federal research agencies — the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Department of Energy (DOE), DOD, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) — to underwrite new research opportunities at universities and government laboratories.

This sentence was incorrectly phrased in the original October 12, 2005 edition of the executive summary and has now been corrected.

^ The funds may come from anywhere in government, not just other research funds.
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Action B-3: Institute a National Coordination Office for Advanced Research Instrumentation and Facilities to manage a fund of $500 million in incremental funds per year over the next 5 years — through reallocation of existing funds or, if necessary, through the investment of new funds — to ensure that universities and government laboratories create and maintain the facilities, instrumentation, and equipment needed for leading-edge scientific discovery and technological development. Universities and national laboratories would compete annually for these funds.

Action B-4: Allocate at least 8% of the budgets of federal research agencies to discretionary funding that would be managed by technical program managers in the agencies and be focused on catalyz...
high-risk, high-payoff research of the type that often suffers in today's increasingly risk-averse environment.

Action B-5: Create in the Department of Energy an organization like the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) called the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E). The director of ARPA-E would report to the under secretary for science and would be charged with sponsoring specific research and development programs to meet the nation's long-term energy challenges. The new agency would support creative “out-of-the-box” transformational generic energy research that industry by itself cannot or will not support and in which risk may be high but success would provide dramatic benefits for the nation. This would accelerate the process by which knowledge obtained through research is transformed to create jobs and address environmental, energy, and security issues. ARPA-E would be based on the historically successful DARPA model and would be designed as a lean and agile organization with a great deal of independence that can start and stop targeted programs on the basis of performance and do so in a timely manner. The agency would itself perform no research or transitional effort but would fund such work conducted by universities, startups, established firms, and others. Its staff would turn over approximately every 4 years. Although the agency would be focused on specific energy issues, it is expected that its work (like that of DARPA or NIH) will have important spinoff benefits, including aiding in the education of the next generation of researchers. Funding for ARPA-E would start at $300 million the first year and increase to $1 billion per year over 5-6 years, at which point the program’s effectiveness would be evaluated and any appropriate actions taken.

Action B-6: Institute a Presidential Innovation Award to stimulate scientific and engineering advances in the national interest. Existing presidential awards recognize lifetime achievements or promising young scholars, but the proposed new awards would identify and recognize persons who develop unique scientific and engineering innovations in the national interest at the time they occur.

“One committee member, Lee Raymond, does not support this action item. He does not believe that ARPA-E is necessary, because energy research is already well funded by the federal government, along with formidable funding by the private sector. Also, ARPA-E would, in his view, put the federal government into the business of picking "winning energy technologies"— a role best left to the private sector.
Recommendation C: Make the United States the most attractive setting in which to study and perform research so that we can develop, recruit, and retain the best and brightest students, scientists, and engineers from within the United States and throughout the world.

Implementation Actions

Action C-1: Increase the number and proportion of US citizens who earn bachelor’s degree in the physical sciences, the life sciences, engineering, and mathematics by providing 25,000 new 4-year competitive undergraduate scholarships each year to US citizens attending US institutions. The Undergraduate Scholar Awards in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (USA-STEM) would be distributed to states on the basis of the size of their congressional delegations and awarded on the basis of national examinations. An award would provide up to $20,000 annually for tuition and fees.

Action C-2: Increase the number of US citizens pursuing graduate study in “areas of national need” by funding 5,000 new graduate fellowships each year. NSF should administer the program and draw on the advice of other federal research agencies to define national needs. The focus on national needs is important both to ensure an adequate supply of doctoral scientists and engineers and to ensure that there are appropriate employment opportunities for students once they receive their degrees. Portable fellowships would provide a stipend of $30,000 annually directly to students, who would choose where to pursue graduate studies instead of being required to follow faculty research grants, and up to $20,000 annually for tuition and fees.

Action C-3: Provide a federal tax credit to encourage employers to make continuing education
available (either internally or though colleges and universities) to practicing scientists and engineers. These incentives would promote career-long learning to keep the workforce productive in an environment of rapidly evolving scientific and engineering discoveries and technological advances and would allow for retraining to meet new demands of the job market.

Action C-4: Continue to improve visa processing for international students and scholars to provide less complex procedures and continue to make improvements on such issues as visa categories and duration, travel for scientific meetings, the technology alert list, reciprocity agreements, and changes in status.

Action C-5: Provide a 1-year automatic visa extension to international students who receive doctorates or the equivalent in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, or other fields of national need at qualified US institutions to remain in the United States to seek employment. If these students are offered jobs by US-based employers and pass a security screening test, they should be provided automatic work permits and expedited residence status. If students are unable to obtain employment within 1 year, their visas would expire.

Action C-6: Institute a new skills-based, preferential immigration option. Doctoral-level education and science and engineering skills would substantially raise an applicant’s chances and priority in obtaining US citizenship. In the interim, the number of H-1B visas should be increased by 10,000, and the additional visas should be available for industry to hire science and engineering applicants with doctorates from US universities.

' An incorrect number was provided for the graduate student stipend in the ordinal October 12, 2005 edition of the executive summary.

® Since the report was released, the committee has learned that the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2005, signed into law on December 8, 2004, exempts individuals that have received a master’s or higher education degree from a US university from the statutory cap (up to 20,000). The bill also raised the H-1b fee and allocated funds to train American workers. The committee believes that this provision is sufficient to respond to its recommendation — even though the 10,000 additional visas recommended is specifically for science and engineering doctoral candidates from US universities, which is a narrower subgroup.
Action C-7: Reform the current system of “deemed exports”. The new system should provide international students and researchers engaged in fundamental research in the United States with access to information and research equipment in US industrial, academic, and national laboratories comparable with the access provided to US citizens and permanent residents in a similar status. It would, of course, exclude information and facilities restricted under national-security regulations. In addition, the effect of deemed-exports regulations on the education and fundamental research work of international students and scholars should be limited by removing from the deemed-exports technology list all technology items (information and equipment) that are available for purchase on the overseas open market from foreign or US companies or that have manuals that are available in the public domain, in libraries, over the Internet, or from manufacturers.

INCENTIVES FOR INNOVATION

Recommendation D: Ensure that the United States is the premier place in the world to innovate; invest in downstream activities such as manufacturing and marketing; and create high-paying jobs based on innovation by such actions as modernizing the patent system, realigning tax policies to encourage innovation, and ensuring affordable broadband access.

Implementation Actions

Action D-1: Enhance intellectual-property protection for the 21st-century global economy to ensure that systems for protecting patents and other forms of intellectual property underlie the emerging knowledge economy but allow research to enhance innovation. The patent system requires reform of four specific kinds:

- Provide the US Patent and Trademark Office with sufficient resources to make intellectual-property
protection more timely, predictable, and effective.

- Reconfigure the US patent system by switching to a “first-inventor-to-file” system and by instituting administrative review after a patent is granted. Those reforms would bring the US system into alignment with patent systems in Europe and Japan.

- Shield research uses of patented inventions from infringement liability. One recent court decision could jeopardize the long-assumed ability of academic researchers to use patented inventions for research.

- Change intellectual-property laws that act as barriers to innovation in specific industries, such as those related to data exclusivity (in pharmaceuticals) and those that increase the volume and unpredictability of litigation (especially in information-technology industries).

Action D-2: Enact a stronger research and development tax credit to encourage private investment in innovation. The current Research and Experimentation Tax Credit goes to companies that increase their research and development spending above a base amount calculated from their spending in prior years. Congress and the Administration should make the credit permanent,* and it should be increased from 20% to 40% of the qualifying increase so that the US tax credit is competitive with those of other countries. The credit should be extended to companies that have consistently spent large amounts on research and development so that they will not be subject to the current de facto penalties for having previously invested in research and development.

Action D-3: Provide tax incentives for US-based innovation. Many policies and programs affect innovation and the nation’s ability to profit from it. It was not possible for the committee to conduct an exhaustive examination, but alternatives to current economic policies should be examined and, if deemed beneficial to the

® The controls governed by the Export Administration Act and its implementing regulations extend to the transfer of technology. Technology includes “specific information necessary for the development, production, or use of a product”. Providing information that is subject to export controls – for example, about some kinds of computer hardware – to a foreign national within the United States may be “deemed” an export, and that transfer requires an export license. The primary responsibility for administering controls on deemed exports lies with the Department of Commerce, but other agencies have regulatory authority as well.

The current R&D tax credit expires in December 2005.
United States, pursued. These alternatives could include changes in overall corporate tax rates and special tax provisions providing incentives for the purchase of high-technology research and manufacturing equipment, treatment of capital gains, and incentives for long-term investments in innovation. The Council of Economic Advisers and the Congressional Budget Office should conduct a comprehensive analysis to examine how the United States compares with other nations as a location for innovation and related activities with a view to ensuring that the United States is one of the most attractive places in the world for long-term innovation-related investment and the jobs resulting from that investment. From a tax standpoint, that is not now the case.

Action D-4: Ensure ubiquitous broadband Internet access. Several nations are well ahead of the United States in providing broadband access for home, school, and business. That capability can be expected to do as much to drive innovation, the economy, and job creation in the 21st century as did access to the telephone, interstate highways, and air travel in the 20th century. Congress and the administration should take action — mainly in the regulatory arena and in spectrum management — to ensure widespread affordable broadband access in the very near future.

CONCLUSION

The committee believes that its recommendations and the actions proposed to implement them merit serious consideration if we are to ensure that our nation continues to enjoy the jobs, security, and high standard of living that this and previous generations worked so hard to create. Although the committee was asked only to recommend actions that can be taken by the federal government, it is clear that related actions at the state and local levels are equally important for US prosperity, as are actions taken by each American family. The United States faces an enormous challenge because of the disparity it faces in labor costs. Science and technology provide the opportunity to overcome that disparity by creating scientists and engineers with the ability
ity to create
entire new indi^tries — much as has been done in the past.

It is e^y to be complacent about US competitiveness and preeminence in science and technology. We have led the world for decades, and we continue to do so in many research fields today. But the world is changing rapidly, and our advantages are no longer unique. Some will argue that this is a problem for market forces to resolve — but that is exactly the concern. Market forces are already ar worA: moving jobs to countrie s with less costly, often better educated, highly motivated workforces and friendlier tax policies.

Without a renewed effort to bolster the foundations of our competitiveness, we can expect to lose our privileged position. For the first time in generations, the nation’s children could face poorer prosp ects than their parents and grandparents did. We owe our current prosperity, security, and good health to the investments of past generations, and we are obliged to renew those commitments in education, research, and innovation pol icies to ensure that the American people continue to benefit from the remarkable opportunities provided by the rapid development of the global economy and its not inconsiderable underpinning in science and technology.
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SOME COMPETITIVENESS INDICATORS

US Economy

- The United States is today a net importer of high-technoloS)^ products. Its trade balance in high-technology manufactured goods shifted from plus $54 billion in 1990 to negative $50 billion in 2001 }

- In one recent period, low-wage employers, such as Wal-Mart (now the nation’s largest employer) and McDonald’s, created 44% of the new jobs while high-wage employers created only 29% of the new jobs.^
• The United States is one of the few countries in which industry plays a major role in providing health care for its employees and their families. Starbucks spends more on healthcare than on coffee. General Motors spends more on healthcare than on steel.

• US scheduled airlines currently outsource portions of their aircraft maintenance to China and El Salvador.

• IBM recently sold its personal computer business to an entity in China.

• Ford and General Motors both have junk bond ratings.

• It has been estimated that within a decade nearly 80% of the world’s middle-income consumers would live in nations outside the currently industrialized world. China alone could have 595 million middle-income consumers and 82 million upper-middle-income consumers. The total population of the United States is currently 300 million and it is projected to be 315 million in a decade.

• Some economists estimate that about half of US economic growth since World War II has been the result of technological innovation.

• In 2005, American investors put more new money in foreign stock funds than in domestic stock portfolios.

Comparative Economics

• Chemical companies closed 70 facilities in the United States in 2004 and tagged 40 more for shutdown. Of 120 chemical plants being built around the world with price tags of $1 billion or more, one is in the United States and 50 are in China. No new refineries have been built in the United States since 1976.

• The United States is said to have 7 million illegal immigrants," but under the law the number of visas set aside for “highly qualified foreign workers,” many of whom contribute significantly to the nation’s innovations, dropped to 65,000 a year from its 195,000 peak.

• When asked in spring 2005 what is the most attractive place in the world in which to “lead a good life”, respondents in only one (India) of the 16 countries polled indicated the United States.

• A company can hire nine factory workers in Mexico for the cost of one in America. A company can hire eight young professional engineers in India for the cost of one in America.
• The share of leading-edge semiconductor manufacturing capacity owned or partly owned by US companies today is half what it was as recently as 2001."

• During 2004, China overtook the United States to become the leading exporter of information-technology products, according to the OECD."

• The United States ranks only 12th among OECD countries in the number of broadband connections per 100 inhabitants."

K-12 Education

• Fewer than one-third of US 4th grade and 8th grade students performed at or above a level called “proficient” in mathematics; “proficiency” was considered the ability to exhibit competence with challenging subject matter. Alarmingly, about one-third of the 4th graders and one-fifth of the 8th graders lacked the competence to perform even basic mathematical computations.\(^\ast\)

• In 1999, 68% of US 8th grade students received instruction from a mathematics teacher who did not hold a degree or certification in mathematics.\(^\uparrow\)

• In 2000, 93% of students in grades 5-9 were taught physical science by a teacher lacking a major or certification in the physical sciences (chemistry, geology, general science, or physics).\(^\ast\)

• In 1995 (the most recent data available), US 12th graders performed below the international average for 21 countries on a test of general knowledge in mathematics and science.\(^\ast\)

• US 15-year-olds ranked 24th out of 40 countries that participated in a 2003 administration of the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) examination, which assessed students’ ability to apply mathematical concepts to real-world problems.\(^\uparrow\)

• According to a recent survey, 86% of US voters believe that the United States must increase the number of workers with a background in science and mathematics or America’s ability to compete in the global
economy will be diminished.\textsuperscript{*}

- American youth spend more time watching television\textsuperscript{*} than in school.\textsuperscript{*}

- Because the United States does not have a set of national curricula, changing K-12 education is challenging, given that there are almost 15,000 school systems in the United States and the average district has only about 6 schools.

Higher Education

- In South Korea, 38\% of all undergraduates receive their degrees in natural science or engineering. In France, the figure is 47\%, in China, 50\%, and in Singapore 67\%. In the United States, the corresponding figure is 15\%.\textsuperscript{1}  

- Some 34\% percent of doctoral degrees in natural sciences (including the physical, biological, earth, ocean, and atmospheric sciences) and 56\% of engineering PhDs in the United States are awarded to foreign-born students.\textsuperscript{1}

- In the U.S. science and technology workforce in 2000, 38\% of PhDs were foreign-born. \textsuperscript{2}

- Estimates of the number of engineers, computer scientists, and information technology students who obtain 2-, 3-, or 4-year degrees vary. One estimate is that in 2004, China graduated about 350,000 engineers, computer scientists, and information technologists with 4-year degrees, while the United States graduated about 140,000. China also graduated about 290,000 with 3-year degrees in these same fields, while the US graduated about 85,000 with 2- or 3-year degrees.\textsuperscript{3} Over the past 3 years alone, both China\textsuperscript{4} and India\textsuperscript{5} have doubled their production of 3- and 4-year degrees in these fields, while the United States’\textsuperscript{6} production of engineers is stagnant and the rate of production of computer scientists and information technologists doubled.

- About one-third of US students intending to major in engineering switch majors before graduating.\textsuperscript{7}

- There were almost twice as many US physics bachelor’s degrees awarded as in 1956, the last graduating class before Sputnik than in 2004.\textsuperscript{8}

- More S&P 500 CEOs obtained their undergraduate degrees in engineering than in any other field.\textsuperscript{8}
Research

- In 2001 (the most recent year for which data are available), US industry spent more on tort litigation than on research and development.

- In 2005, only four American companies ranked among the top 10 corporate recipients of patents granted by the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

- Beginning in 2007, the most capable high-energy particle accelerator on Earth will, for the first time, reside outside the United States.

- Federal funding of research in the physical sciences, as a percentage of GDP, was 45% less in FY 2004 than in FY 1976. The amount invested annually by the US federal government in research in the physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering combined equals the annual increase in US health care costs incurred every 20 days.

PERSPECTIVES

- "We go where the smart people are. Now our business operations are two-thirds in the U.S. and one-third overseas. But that ratio will flip over the next ten years." – Intel spokesman Howard High
• “If we don’t step up to the challenge of finding and supporting the best teachers, we’ll undermine everything else we are trying to do to improve our schools.” — Louis V. Gerstner, Jr., Former Chairman, IBM

• “If you want good manufacturing jobs, one thing you could do is graduate more engineers. We had more sports exercise majors graduate than electrical engineering grads last year.” — Jeffrey R. Immelt, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, General Electric

• “If I take the revenue in January and look again in December of that year 90% of my December revenue comes from products which were not there in January.” — Craig Barrett, Chairman of the Intel Corporation

• “When I compare our high schools to what I see when I’m traveling abroad, I am terrified for our workforce of tomorrow.” — Bill Gates, Chairman and Chief Software Architect of Microsoft Corporation

• “Where once nations measured their strength by the size of their armies and arsenals, in the world of the future knowledge will matter most.” — President Bill Clinton

• “Science and technology have never been more essential to the defense of the nation and the health of our economy.” — President George W. Bush
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NOTES for SOME COMPETITIVENESS INDICATORS AND PERSPECTIVES

* For 2001, the dollar value of high-technology imports was $561 billion, the value of high-technology exports was $511 billion. See National Science Board. 2004. Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB 04-01). Arlington, Virginia. National ScienceFoundation. Appendix Table 6-01. Page A6-5 provides the export numbers for 1990 and 2


As of 2000, the unauthorized resident population in the United States was 7 million. See US Citizensh
Section 214(g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (Act) sets an annual limit on the number of aliens that can receive H-1B status in a fiscal year. For FY 2000 the limit was set at 115,000. The American Competitiveness in the Twenty-First Century Act increased the annual limit to 195,000 for 2001, 2002 and 2003. After that date the cap reverts back to 65,000.

H-1B visas allow employers to have access to highly educated foreign professionals who have experience in specialized fields and who have at least a bachelor's degree or the equivalent. The cap does not apply to educational institutions. In November 2004, Congress created an exemption for 20,000 foreign nationals earning advanced degrees from US universities.


The interview asked nearly 17,000 people the question: “Suppose a young person who wanted to leave this country asked you to recommend where to go to lead a good life—what country would you recommend?” Except for respondents in India, Poland, and Canada, no more than one-tenth of the people in the other nations said they would recommend the United States. Canada and Australia won the popularity contest.


Available at http://www.oecd.org/document/60/0, 2340, en_2649_201 185_35834236_l_l_l_l,00.html. The main categories included in OECD's definition of ICT (information and communications technology) goods are electronic components, computers and related equipment, audio and video equipment and telecommunication equipment.


American Academy of Pediatrics. "Television- How it Affects Children." Available at http://www.aap.org/pubed/ZZZGF8VOQ7C.htm?&sub_cat=1 The American Academy of Pediatrics reports that “Children in the United States watch about four hours of TV every day”; this works out to be 1460 hours per yea


Analysis conducted by the Association of American Universities. 2006. National Defense Education and Innovation Initiative, based on data in National Science Board. 2004. Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB 04-01). Arlington, VA: National Science Foundation. Appendix Table 2-33. For countries with both short and long degrees, the ratios are calculated with both short and long degrees as the numerator.


William Jefferson Clinton. 'Commencement Address at Morgan State University in Baltimore, Maryland.' May 18, 1997

Government Printing Office. 1 997 Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, Books I and I I. Available at http://www.gpoaccess.gov/pubpapers/wjclinton.html
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A DISTURBING MOSAIC*

In The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century^ Thomas Friedman asserts that the international economic playing field is now “more level” than it has ever been. The causes of this “flattening” include easier access to information technology and rising technical competences abroad that have made it possible for US companies to locate call centers in India, coordinate the complex supply chains and work flows that enable manufacturing in China, and conduct “back office” service functions abroad. It is not uncommon for radiologists in India, for example, to read x-ray pictures of patients in US hospitals. Architects in the United States have their (i'awings made in Brazil. Software is written for US firms in Bangalore.

Ireland has successfully put into place a set of policies to attract companies and their research activities, as has Finland. The European Union is actively pursuing policies to enhance the innovation environment, as are Singapore, China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and many other countries.

Friedman argues that, despite the dangers, a flat world is on balance a good thing – economically and geopolitically. Lower costs benefit consumers and shareholders in developed countries, and the rising middle class in India and China will become consumers of those countries’ products as well as ours. That same rising middle class will have a stake in the “frictionless” flow of international commerce – and hence in stability, peace, and the rule of law. Such a desirable state, writes Friedman, will not be achieved without problems, and whether global flatness is good for a p^icular country depends on whether that country is prepm'ed to compete on the global playing field, which is as rough and tumble as it is level.

^ Major portions of this chapter were adapted from an article of the same name by Wm. A. Wulf, president of the National Academy of Engineering in the fall 2005 issue of The Bridge, a journal of the National Academies.


^ An alternative point of view is presented in Box 1 - 1
Some believe that although the world is certainly a more competitive place, it is not “flat”. It is more competitive because access to knowledge is easier than ever before, but the rise of scientific competence and the apparent flight of high-technology jobs abroad is no more likely to dislodge the United States from its science and technology leadership than were previous challenges from the Soviet Union in the 1950s and 1960s or from Japan in the 1980s.

For example, Americans are alarmed to read of the large numbers of well-educated, English-speaking young people in India vying with US workers for jobs via the Internet. In fact, only about 6% of Indimi students make it to college; of those who do, only two-thirds graduate. Just a small fraction of India’s citizenry can read English; of these, a smaller fraction can speak it well enough to be understood by Americans. In China, where the numbers of engineers and other technically trained people are rising, government skepticism about the Internet and aspects of free markets is likely to hinder the advance of national power.

China and India indeed have low wage structures, but the United States has many other advantages. These include better a science and technology infrastructure, stronger venture-capital markets, an ability to attract talent from around the world, and a culture of inventiveness. Comparative advantage shifts from place to place over time and always has; the earth cannot really be flattened. The US response to competition must include proper retraining of those who are disadvantaged and adaptive institutional and policy responses that make the best use of opportunities that arise.

Friedman asks rhetorically whether his own country is proving its readiness by “investing in our future and preparing our children the way we need to for the race ahead”. Friedman’s answer, not surprisingly, is no.

This report addresses the possibility that our lack of preparation will reduce the ability of the United States to compete in such a world. Many underlying issues are technical; some are not. Some are “political” – not in the sense of partisan politics, but in the sense of “bringing the rest of the body politic along”. Scientists and engineers often avoid such discussions, but the
stakes are too high to keep silent any longer.

Friedman’s term quiet crisis, which others have called a “creeping crisis”, is reminiscent of the folk tale about boiling a frog. If a frog is dropped into boiling water, it will immediately jump out and survive. But a frog placed in cool water that is heated slowly until it boils won’t respond until it is too late.

Our crisis is not the result of a one-dimensional change; it is more than a simple increase in water temperature. And we have no single awakening event, such as Sputnik. The United States is instead facing problems that are developing slowly but surely, each like a tile in a mosaic. None by itself seems sufficient to provoke action. But the collection of problems reveals a disturbing picture — a recurring pattern of abundant short-term thinking and insufficient long-term investment. Our collective reaction thus far seems to presuppose that the citizens of the United States and their children are entitled to a better quality of life than others, and that all Americans need do is circle the wagons to defend that entitlement. Such a presupposition does not reflect reality and neither recognizes the dangers nor seizes the opportunities of current circumstances. Furthermore, it won’t work.

In 2001, the H^Rudman commission on national security, which foresaw large-scale terrorism in America and proposed the establishment of a cabinet-level Homeland Security organization before the terrorist attacks of 9/11, put the matter this way:*

The inadequacies of our system of research and education pose a greater threat to U.S. national security over the next quarter century than any potential conventional war that we might imagine.

President George W. Bush has said that

“Science and technology have never been more essential to the defense of the nation and the health of our economy.”*

A letter from the leadership of the National Science Foundation to the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology put the case even more bluntly: *

Civilization is on the brink of a new industrial order. The big winners in the increasingly fierce global scramble for supremacy will not be those...
who simply make commodities faster and cheaper than the competition.

They will be those who develop talent, techniques and tools so advanced that there is no competition.

This chapter addresses the relevant issues in three related clusters. Later chapters examine each cluster in more detail and recommend ways to address the problems that are identified.

CLUSTER 1: TILTED JOBS IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY

Is the world flat, or is it tilted? Many people who once had jobs in the textile, furniture, apparel, automotive, and other manufacturing industries might be forgiven for saying that world is decidedly slanted. They watched their jobs run downhill to countries where the workforce earns far lower wages. The movement of jobs has accelerated sharply in the last 5 years, surprising many employee and employees and disrupting the lives of those who have been underbid by “hungry”, skilled job-seekers abroad.

Large companies use various criteria in making a decision to relocate administrative, production, or research and development (R&D) facilities, and they often have a number of options. Some reasons cited for relocations in past studies include capitalizing on:

- Foreign R&D personnel (scientists, engineers, and programmers/ who are highly skilled and eager to work.^


^Remarks by the President in Meeting with High-Tech Leaders, March 28, 2001,

^The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Sustaining the Nation’s Innovation Ecosystems, Report on Information Technology Manufacturing and Competitiveness, January 2004
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• New science and technology in fresh environments.^®

• Technological developments abroad.^^
- Joint and cooperative research products.
- Proximity to offshore manufacturing.
- Lower costs of conducting R&D, particularly labor costs.
- Reduced labor costs associated with employing foreign workers.
- Proximity to growing markets.
- US regulation and R&D climates, including strict regulatory regimes, high risks of legal liability, and technology transfer limitations.
- High-technology centers with skilled personnel, world-class R&D infrastructure, vibrant research cultures, government incentives, and intellectual-property protection.
- Lower corporate tax rates and special tax incentives.
- Increasingly high-quality research universities.

The global forces that affect employment have swirled into the service sector, once thought secure from international competition. First, there was outsourcing, which allows employers to reassign some jobs by contracting them to specialty firms that can do the jobs better or more cheaply. At first, jobs were outsourced within the United States, but “offshoring” soon sent jobs overseas, beyond the reach of US workers. That practice has become especially controversial, and there has been an outcry for measures to protect those jobs for the domestic market. In some states, legislation has been proposed to curb outsourcing through such initiatives as Opportunity Indiana, the Keep Jobs in Colorado Act, and the American Jobs Act of Wisconsin.

Offshoring has become established, however, and it is merely one logical outcome of a flatter world. Furthermore, protectionist measures have historically proved counterproductive.

For several years, US companies that outsource information-technology jobs have all but ordered their contractors to send some portion of the work overseas to gain hiring flexibility, cut employment costs — by 40% in some cases — and cut overhead costs for the home company. Employers also hire offshore workers to gain access to better-trained workers or those with specialized skills, to move the workforce closer to manufacturing or production facilities, or to gain access to desirable markets. In India, US companies can hire insurance-claims processors,

“Dalton, 1999.'
medical transcriptionists, accountants, engineers, computer scientists, and other English-speaking workers for, on average, about one-fifth the salaries those employees would earn here. Because about three-fourths of all US jobs are now in the service sector, millions of US employees are at risk of losing their jobs to overseas workers.

Offshoring also could place downward pressure on wages at home. Fewer than a million jobs have been sent overseas so far, but even that number could be broadly affecting the economy as displaced workers seek jobs held by others or are forced to accept lower wages to keep their existing jobs.

Because offshoring of service-sector jobs is a recent phenomenon, few analysts offer predictions about its long-term effects on the US economy. The classical view of free trade, as articulated nearly 2 centuries ago by British economist David Ricardo, states that if a nation specializes in making a product in which it has a comparative cost advantage and if it trades with another nation for a product in which that nation has a similar cost advantage, both countries will be better off than if they had each made both products themselves. But does that theory hold in a world where not only goods but many services are tradable as well? Will wages merely fall worldwide as more knowledge workers enter the jobs arena?
Most economists believe that Ricardo is still correct — that there will be gains for all such nations. They acknowledge that there might be a transition phase in which wages for lower-skilled workers in a rich country like the United States will fall. Some say that there is, however, no reason to believe that wages for highly skilled workers will fall in either the short run or the long run.^^ Economist Paul Romer argues that technological change continues to increase the demand for workers with high levels of education.^^ As a result, wages for US workers with at least a college education continue to rise faster than wages for other workers. The low wages for highly skilled workers seen in such countries as China and India are not a sign that the worldwide supply of highly skilled workers is so large that worldwide wages are now falling or are about to fall, says Romer. In those economies, wages for skilled workers are low because these workers were previously cut off from the deep and rapidly growing pool of technological knowledge that existed outside their borders. As they have opened up their economies so that this knowledge can now flow in, wages for highly skilled workers have grown rapidly.

With the collapse of the high-technology bubble, some highly skilled workers in the United States have experienced a fall in their wages from the values that prevailed at the peak. Moreover, at every level of education, there is wide variation in compensation and career paths. Some engineers and scientists, even now, are unemployed or underemployed, just as some physicians, MBAs, and lawyers are unemployed or underemployed. It would be a mistake,


E-mail communication from P. Romer to D. Stine, Sept 22, 2005.
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according to Romer, for public policy to limit the training of new physicians only because some of them end up with careers that are not as lucrative or rewarding as they had hoped. In the same way, public-policy decisions about the supply of scientists and engineers should not be guided by an attempt to provide a guaranteed high level of income for every recipient of an advanced degree. It is also important that scientists and engineers tend, through innovation, to create new jobs not only for themselves but also for workers throughout the economy.

Some economists believe that there might be a transition phase in some fields during which wages fall, but they assert that there is no reason to believe that such a dip would be permanent, because the global economic pie keeps growing.^^

It has also been argued that in a period of tectonic change such as the one that the global community is now undergoing, there will inevitably be nations and individuals that are winners or losers. It is the view of this committee that the determining factors in such outcomes are the extent of a nation’s commitment to get out and compete in the global marketplace.

New generations of US scientists and engineers, assisted by progressive government policies, could lead the way to US leadership in the new, flatter world — as long as US workers remain among the best educated, hardest-working, best trained, and most productive in the world.

That, of course, is the challenge.

CLUSTER 2: DISINVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE

The most effective way for the United States to meet the challenges of a flatter world would be to draw heavily and quickly on its investments in human capital. We need people who have been prepared for the kinds of knowledge-intensive occupations in which the nation must excel. Yet the United States has for a number of decades fallen short in making the kinds of investments that will be essential in a global economy.

Loss of Human Capital

An educated, innovative, motivated workforce — human capital — is the most precious resource of any country in this new, flat world. Yet there is widespread concern about our K-12 science and mathematics education system, the foundation of that human capital in today's global economy. A recent Gallup poll^^ asked respondents, “Overall, how satisfied are you with the quality of education students receive in kindergarten through grade twelve in the U.S. today — would you say you are completely satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied or completely dissatisfied?” More than 50% were either “completely dissatisfied” or “somewhat dissatisfied” with our schooling. According to the poll results, the critical required change would be to produce better educated, higher-quality teachers. This committee shares that view,
particularly in connection with education in science and mathematics. By far the highest leverage


Gallup Poll, August 8-11, 2005, ± 3% margin of error, sample size = 1,001. As found at

Gallup Poll, August 9-11, 2004, ± 3% margin of error, sample size = 1,017. As found at on 14 Sept. 2005.

Students in the United States are not keeping up with their counterparts in other

countries. In 2003 the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Programme
for International Student Assessment” measured the performance of 15-year-olds in 49
industrialized countries. It found that US students scored in the middle or in the bottom half of
the group in three important ways: our students placed 16th in reading, 19th in science literacy,
and 24th in mathematics." In 1996 (the most recent data available), US 12th graders performed
below the international average of 21 countries on a test of general knowledge in mathematics
and science.

After secondary school, fewer US students pursue science and engineering degrees than
is the case of students in other countries. About 6% of our undergraduates major in engineering;
that percentage is the second lowest among developed countries. Engineering students make up
about 12% of undergraduates in most of Europe, 20% in Singapore, and more than 40% in
China. Students throughout much of the world see careers in science and engineering as the path
to a better future.

Higher Education as a Private Good

Our culture has always considered higher education a public good — or at least we have
seemed to do so. We have agreed as a society that educated citizens benefit the whole society;
that the benefit accrues to us all and not just to those who receive the education. That was a
primary reason for the creation in the 1860s of the land-grant college system; it is why early in
the 20th century universal primary and secondary schooling was supported; it is why a system of
superior state universities was created and generously supported and scholarships were given to
needy students; and it is why the Serviceman’s Readjustment Act of 1944 — ^the GI Bill — was
established and why the National Defense Education Act was passed in 1958 shortly after the
launch of Sputnik.
Now, however, funding for state universities is dwindling, tuition is rising, and students are borrowing more than they receive in grants. These seem to be indications that our society increasingly sees higher education as a private good, of value only to the individual receiving it. A disturbing aspect of that change is its consequences for low-income students. College has been a traditional path for upward mobility — and this has been particularly true in the field of engineering for students who were first in their family to attend college. The acceptance of higher education as a personal benefit rather than a public good, the growth of costly private K-12 schooling, and the shift of the cost burden to individuals have made it increasingly difficult for low-income students to advance beyond high school. In the long run, the nation as a whole will suffer from the lack of new talent that could have been discovered and nurtured in affordable, accessible, high-quality public schools, colleges, and universities.
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Trends in Corporate Research

The US research structure that evolved after World War II was a self-reinforcing triangle of industry, academe, and government. Two sides of that triangle — industrial research and government investment in R&D as a fraction of GDP have changed dramatically. Some of the most important fundamental research in the 20th century was accomplished in corporate laboratories — Bell Labs, GE Resem’ch, IBM Research, Xerox PARC, and others. Since that time, the corporate research structure has been significantly eroded. One reason might be the challenge of capturing the results of research investments within one company or even a single nation on a long-term basis. The companies and nation can, however, capture high-technology discoveries at least for the near term (5-10 years) and enhance the importance of innovation in jobs. For example, the United States has successfully capitalized on research in monoclonal antibodies, network systems, and speech recognition. As a result, corporate funding of certain applied research has been enhanced at such companies as Google and Intel and at many biotechnology companies. Nonetheless, the increasing pressure on corporations for short-term results has made investments in research highly problematic.
Funding for Research in the Physical Sciences and Engineering

Although support for research in the life sciences increased simply in the 1990s and produced remarkable results, funding for research in most physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering has declined or remained relatively flat—in real purchasing power—for several decades. Even to those whose principal interest is in health or health care, that seems short-sighted: Many medical devices and procedures—such as endoscopic surgery, “smart” pacemakers, kidney dialysis, and magnetic resonance imaging—are the result of R&D in the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics. The need is to strengthen investment in the latter areas while not disinvesting in those areas of the health sciences that are producing promising results. Many believe that federal funding agencies—perhaps influenced by the stagnation of funding levels in the physical sciences, mathematics and engineering—have become increasingly risk-averse and focused on short-term results. For example, even the generally highly effective Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has been criticized in this regard in congressional testimony.

Widespread, if anecdotal, evidence shows that even the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have changed their approach in this regard. A recent National Academies study revealed that the average age at which a principal investigator receives his or first grant is 42 years—partly because of requirements for evidence of an extensive “track record” to reduce risk to the grant-makers. But reducing the risk for individual

'^'^COSEPUP: 1999, Capitalizing on Investments in S&T. National Academy Press, Washington DC,

See House Science Committee, http://www-house.gov/science/hearings/full05/mavl2/ - The current direct or of DARPA, however, points out that DARPA’s job has always been to mine fundamental research, looking for those ideas whose time has come to move on to applied developmental research.


Other observers note that part of the reason for this is the length of the biomedical PhD and postdoctoral period and the difficulty of young biomedical researchers in finding initial tenure-track positions, for which many institutions require principal investigator status on an NIH grant proposal. These trends, which are occurring in spite
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research projects increases the likelihood that breakthrough, “disruptive” technologies will not
be found — ^the kinds of discoveries that often yield huge returns. History also suggests that young researchers make disproportionately important discoveries. The NIH roadmap”^** established in FY 2004, recognizes this concern, but the amount of funds devoted to long-term, high-payoff, high-risk research remains very limited.

CLUSTER 3: REACTIONS TO 9/11

Three other pieces in the mosaic also appear to provide short-term security but little long-term benefit. These relate to the events of 9/11, which profoundly changed our world and made it necessary to re-examine national security issues in an entirely new context. This re-examination led to changes in visa policies, export controls, and the treatment of “sensitive but unclassified” information. There appears today to be a need to better balance security concerns with the benefits of an open, creative society.

New Visa Policies

Much has been written about new immigration and visa policies for students and researchers. Although there have been improvements in the last several months (at this writing, the average time to process a student visa is less than 2 weeks), there is still concern about response times in particular cases. Some promising students wait a year or more for visas; some senior scholars are subjected to long and sometimes demeaning review processes. Those cases, not the shorter average processing time, are emphasized in the international press. The United States is portrayed less as a welcoming land of opportunity than as a place that is hostile to foreigners.

Immigration procedures implemented since 9/11 have discouraged students from applying to US programs, prevented international research leaders from organizing conferences here, and dampened international collaboration. As a result, we are damaging the image of our country in the eyes of much of the world. Although there are recent signs of improvement, the matter remains a concern.

This committee is generally not privy to whatever evidence lies in the government’s library of classified information, but it is important to recognize that our nation’s borders have been crossed by more than 10 million people who are still residing illegally in the United States. Set against this background, a way is needed to quickly, legally, and safely admit to our shores the relatively small numbers of highly talented people who possess the skills needed to make major contributions to our nation’s future competitiveness and well-being.

Some observers are also concerned that encouraging international students to come to the United States will ultimately fill jobs that could be occupied by American citizens. Others worry of the recent doubling of the NIH grants budget, suggest an imbalance between demand for and supply of recent PhDs.
The purpose of the roadmap was to identify major opportunities and gaps in biomedical research that no single
MH institute could tackle alone but that the agency as a whole must address to make the biggest impact on the
progress of medical research.

The Use of Export Controls

Export controls were first instituted in the United States in 1949 to keep weapons
technology out of the hands of potential adversaries. They have since been used, on occasion, as
an economic tool against competitors.

The export of controlled technology requires a license from the Department of Commerce
or from the Department of State. Since 1994, the disclosure of information regarding a controlled
technology to some foreign nationals — even when the disclosure takes place inside the United
States, a practice sometimes called “deemed export” — has been considered the same as the
export of the technology itself and thus requires an export license.

Some recent reports suggest that implementation of the rules that govern deemed
exports should be tightened even further — for example, by altering or eliminating the exemption
for basic research and by broadening the definition of “access” to controlled technology.

The academic research community is deeply concerned that a literal interpretation of
these suggestions could prevent foreign graduate students from participating in US-based
research and would require an impossibly complex system of enforcement. Given that 55% of
the doctoral students in engineering in the United States are foreign-born and that many of these
students currently remain in the United States after receiving their degrees, the effect could be to
dramatically reduce our talent pool.

The United States is not the world’s only country capable of performing research; China
and India, for example, have recognized the value of research universities to their economic
development and are investing heavily in them. By putting up overly stringent barriers to the exchange of information about bioc research, we isolate ourselves and impede our own progress. At the same time, the information we are protecting often is available elsewhere.

The current fear that foreign students in our universities pose a security risk must be balanced against the great advantages of having them here. It is, of course, prudent to control entry to our nation, but as those controls become excessively burdensome they can unintentionally harm us. In this regard, it should be noted that Albert Einstein, Edward Teller, Enrico Fermi, and many other immigrants enabled the United States to develop the atomic bomb and bring World War II to an earlier conclusion than would otherwise have been the case. In addition, immigrant scientists and engineers have contributed to US economic growth throughout

Reports from the inspectors general of the US Departments of Commerce, Defense, and State. As an example, see
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d the nation's history by founding or cofounding new technology-based companies. Examples include Andrew Carnegie (US Steel, born in Scotland), Alexander Graham Bell (AT&T, born in Scotland), Herbert Henry Dow (Dow Chemical, born in Canada), Henry Timken (Timken Company, born in Germany), Andrew Grove (Intel, born in Hungary), Davod Lam (Lam Research, born in China), Vinod Khosla (Sun Microsystems, born in India), and Sergey Brin (Google, born in Russia).

Similarly, it has been noted that

- Many students from abroad stay here after their education is complete and contribute greatly to our economy.

- Foreign students who do return home often are our best ambassadors.

- The United States benefits economically from open trade, and our security is reinforced by rising living standards in developing countries.

- The quality of life in the United States has been improved as a result of shared scientific results. Some foreign-born students do return home to work as competitors, but others join in international collaborations that help us move faster in the development and adaptation of new technology and thereby create new jobs.
Yet, Section 214b of the Immigration and Nationality Act requires applicants for student or exchange visas to provide convincing evidence that they plan to return to their home countries—a challenging requirement.

Sensitive but Unclassified Information

Since 9/11, the amount of information designated sensitive but unclassified (SBU) by the US government has presented a problem that is less publicized than visas or deemed exports but is a complicating factor in academic research. The SBU category, as currently applied, is inconsistent with the philosophy of building high fences around small places associated with the traditional protection of scientific and technical information. There are no laws, no common definitions, and no limits on who can declare information “SBU”, nor are there provisions for review and disclosure after a specific period. There is little doubt that the United States would profit from a serious discussion about what kinds of information should be classified, but such a discussion is not occurring.

THE PUBLIC RECOGNIZES THE CHALLENGES

Does the public truly see the challenge to our prosperity? In recent months, polls have indicated persistent concern not only about the war in Iraq and issues of terrorism but also, and nearly equally, about jobs and the economy. One CBS-New York Times poll showed security leading economic issues by only another.** showed that our economy and job security are

"'^CBS News-New York Times poll, June 10-15, 2005; 1,111 adults nationwide; 19% found the war in Iraq die most important problem, 18% cited the economy and jobs. Available at: htq://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/CBSNews_polls/bush616.pdf-
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of slightly greater concern to respondents than are issues of national security and terrorism. On the eve of the 2004 presidential election, the Gallup organization asked respondents what issues concerned them most. Terrorism was first, ranked “extremely important” by 45% of respondents; next came the economy (39%), health care (33%), and education (32%)."^^ Only 35% say that now is a good time to find a high-quality job; 61% say that it is not."^^ Polls, of course, only provide a snapshot of America’s thinking, but presumably one can conclude that Americans are generally worried about jobs — if not for themselves then for their children and grandchildren.

Investors are worried, too. According to a Gallup poll, 83% percent of US investors say job outsourcing to foreign countries is currently hurting the investment climate “a lot” (61%) or
“a little” (22%). The numbers who are worried about outsourcing are second only to the numbers who are worried about the price of energy, according to a July 2005 Gallup poll on investor concerns.”^^

DISCOVERY AND APPLICATION:

KEYS TO COMPETITIVENESS AND PROSPERITY

A common denominator of the concerns expressed by many citizens is the need for and use of knowledge. Well-paying jobs, accessible health care, and high-quality education require the discovery, application, and dissemination of information and techniques. Our economy depends on the knowledge that fuels the growth of business and plants the seeds of new industries, which in turn provides rewarding employment for commensurately educated workers. Chapter 2 explains that US prosperity since World War II has depended heavily on the excellence of its “knowledge institutions”: high-technology industries, federal R&D agencies, and research universities that are generally acknowledged to be the best in the world.

The innovation model in place for a half-century has been so successful in the United States that other nations are now beginning to emulate it. The governments of Finland, Korea, Ireland, Canada, and Singapore have mapped and implemented strategies to increase the knowledge base of students and researchers, strengthen research institutions, and promote exports of high-technology products – activities in which the United States has in the past excelled.”^^ China formally adopted a pro-R&D policy in the middle of the 1990s and has been moving rapidly to raise government spending on basic research, to reform old structures in a fashion that supports a market economy, and to build indigenous capacity in science and technology.”^^

The United States is now part of a connected, competitive world in which many nations are empowering their indigenous “brainware” and building new and effective performance

ABC News-Washington Post poll, June 2-5, 2005, 1,002 adults nationwide. Of those polled, 30% rated the economy and jobs of highest concern, 24 % rated Iraq of highest concern.

Dennis Jacob, Gallup chief economist, in “More Americans see threat, not opportunity, in foreign trade: Most investors see outsourcing as harmful.” Available at: http://www.gallup.com/poll/content/default.asp?ci=14338.


Gallup poll, June 24-26, 2005, ± 3% margin of error, sample size= 1,009. Available at ht^://www.gallup.com/poll/content/?ci=17605&pg=1 on 14 Sept. 2005.

OECD. Main Science & Technology Indicators, 2005. Available at: http://www.oecd. org/document/26/0,2340,en_2649_34451_1901082_1_1_1_1,00.html

China ’s Science and Technology Policy for the Twenty-First Century– A View from the Top, Report from
the US Embassy, Beijing, November 1996.
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Partnerships—and they all doing so with remarkable focus, vigor, and determination. The United States must match that tempo if it hopes to maintain the degree of prosperity it has enjoyed in the past.

ACTION NOW

Indeed, if we are to provide prosperity and a secure environment for our children and grandchildren, we cannot be complacent. The gradual change in England's standing in the world since the 1800s and the sudden change in Russia's standing since the end of the Cold War are but two examples that illustrate how dramatically power can shift. Simply maintaining the status quo is insufficient when other nations push ahead with desire, energy, and commitment.

Today, we see in the example of Ireland how quickly a determined nation can rise from relative hunger to burgeoning prosperity. In the 1980s, Ireland's unemployment rate was 18%, and during that decade 1% of the population—mostly young people—left the country, largely to find jobs. In response, a coalition of government, academic institutions, labor unions, farmers, and others forged an ambitious and sometimes painful plan of tax and spending cuts and aggressively courted foreign investors and skilled scientists and engineers. Today, Ireland is, on a per capita basis, one of Europe's wealthiest countries. In 1990, Ireland's per capita GDP of $12,891 (in current US dollars) ranked it 23rd of the 30 OECD member countries. By 2002, Ireland's per capita GDP had grown to $32,646, making it 4th highest among OECD member countries. Ireland's unemployment rate (as a percentage of the total percentage of total labor force) was 13.4% in 1990. By 1993, it had risen to 15.6%. By 2004 unemployed declined to 4.5%. Since 1995, Ireland's economic growth has averaged 7.9%. Over the same time period, economic growth averaged 2% in Europe and 3.3% in the United States.

History is the story of people mobilizing intellectual and practical talents to meet demanding challenges. World War II saw us rise to the military challenge, quickly developing nuclear weapons and other military capabilities. After the launch of Sputnik in 1957, we accepted the challenge of the space race, landed twelve Americans on the moon, and fortified our science and technology capacity.

Today's challenge is economic—no Pearl Harbor, Sputnik, or 9/11 will stir quick action. It is time to shore up our basics, the building blocks without which our leadership will surely decline. For a century, many in the United States took for granted that most great inventions would be homegrown—such as electric power, the telephone, the automobile, and the airplane—and would be commercialized here as well. But we are less certain today who will create the next generation of innovations, or even what they will be. We know that we need a more secure Internet, more-efficient transportation, new cures for disease, and clean, affordable, and reliable
sources of energy. But who will dream them up, who will get the jobs they create, and who will profit from them? If our children and grandchildren are to enjoy the prosperity that our forebears

—William C. Harris, director general. Science Foundation Ireland, personal communication, Aug. 15, 2005.


OECD, OECD Factbook 2005. Available at: http://puck.sourceoecd.org/vl=2095292/cl=23/nw=l/rpsv/factbook


^'"The fall 1957 launch of SpuUiiikl, the first artificial satellite, caused many in the United States to believe that we were quickly falling behind the USSR in science education and research. That concern led to major policy reforms in education, civilian and military research, and federal support for researchers. Within a year, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and DARPA were founded. In that era, science and technology became a major focus of the public, and a presidential science adviser was appointed.
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earned for us, our nation must quickly invigorate the knowledge institutions that have served it so well in the past and create new ones to serve in the future.

CONCLUSION

A few of the tiles in the mosaic are apparent; many other problems could be added to the list. The three clusters discussed in this chapter share a common characteristic: short-term responses to perceived problems can give the appearance of gain but often bring real, long-term losses.

This report emphasizes the need for world-class science and engineering — not simply as an end in itself but as the principal means of creating new jobs for our citizenry as a whole as it seeks to prosper in the global marketplace of the 21st century. We must help those who lose their jobs; they need financial assistance and retraining. It might even be appropriate to protect some selected jobs for a very short time. But in the end, the country will be strengthened only by learning to compete in this new, flat world.
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WHY ARE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CRITICAL TO AMERICA’S PROSPERITY IN THE 21st CENTURY?

Since the Industrial Revolution, the growth of economies throughout the world has been driven largely by the pursuit of scientific understanding, the application of engineering solutions, and continual technological innovation.* Today, much of everyday life in the United States and other industrialized nations, as evidenced in transportation, communication, agriculture, education, health, defense—and jobs—is the product of investments in research and in the education of scientists and engineers. One need only think about how different our daily lives would be without the technological innovations of the last century or so.

The products of the scientific, engineering, and health communities are, in fact, easily visible—the work-saving conveniences in our homes; medical help summoned in emergencies; the vast infrastructure of electric power, communication, sanitation, transportation, and safe drinking water we take for granted. To many of us, that universe of products and services defines modern life, freeing most of us from the harsh manual labor, infectious diseases, and threats to life and property that our forebears routinely faced. Now, few families know the suffering caused by smallpox, tuberculosis, polio, diphtheria, cholera, typhoid, or whooping cough. All those diseases have been greatly suppressed or eliminated by vaccines (Figure 2-1).

We enjoy and rely on world travel, inexpensive and nutritious food, easy digital access to the arts and entertainment, laptop computers, graphite tennis rackets, hip replacements, and quartz watches. Box 2-2 lists a few examples of how completely we depend on scientific research and its application—from the mighty to the mundane.

Science and engineering have changed the very nature of work. At the beginning of the 20th century, 38% of the labor force was needed for farm work, which was hard and often dangerous. By 2000, research in plant and animal genetics, nutrition, and husbandry together with innovation in machinery had transformed farm life. Over the last half-century, yields per acre have increased about 2.5 times,* and overall output per person-hour has increased fully 10-fold for common crops, such as wheat and corn (Figure 2-2). Those advances have reduced the farm labor force to less than 3% of the population.
Similarly, the maintenance of a house a century ago without today’s labor-saving devices left little time for outside enjoyment or work to produce additional income.

The visible products of research, however, are made possible by a large enterprise mostly hidden from public view – fundamental and applied research, an intensively trained workforce, and a national infrastructure that provides risk capital to support the nation’s science and engineering innovation enterprise. All that activity, and its sustaining public support, fuels the steady flow of knowledge and provides the mechanism for converting information into the products and services that create jobs and improve the quality of modern life. Maintaining that vast and complex enterprise during an age of competition and globalization is challenging, but it is essential to the future of the United States.
Another Point of View: Science, Technology and Society

For all the practical devices and wonders that science and technology have brought to society, it has also created its share of problems. Researchers have had to reapply their skills to create solutions to unintended consequences of many innovations, including finding a replacement for chlorofluorocarbon-based refrigerants, eliminating lead emissions from gasoline-powered automobiles, reducing topsoil erosion caused by large-scale farming, researching safer insecticides to replace DDT, and engineering new waste-treatment schemes to reduce hazardous chemical effluents from coal power plants and chemical refineries.

FIGURE 2-1 The 20th century saw dramatic reductions in disease incidence in the United States.

Note: SIDS rate is per 100,000 live births. AIDS definition was substantially expanded in 1985, 1987, and 1993. TB rate prior to 1930 is estimated as 1.3 times the mortality rate.
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BOX 2-2

Twenty Great Engineering Achievements of the 20th Century

Electricity: steam turbine generators; long-distance, high-voltage transmission lines; pulverized coal; large-scale electric grids

Automotive: machine tools, assembly line, self-starting ignition, balloon tire, safety-glass windshield, electronic fuel injection and ignition, airbags, antilock brakes, fuel cells

Aeronautics: aerodynamic wing and fuselage design, metal alloys and composite materials, stressed-skin construction, jet propulsion, fly-by-wire control systems, collision warning systems, Doppler weather radar

Water supply and distribution: chlorination, wastewater treatment, dams, reservoirs, storage tanks, tunnel-boring equipment, computerized contaminant detection, desalination, large-scale distillation, portable ultraviolet devices

Electronics: triodes, semiconductors, transistors, molecular-beam epitaxy, integrated circuits, digital-to-optical recording (CD-ROM), microprocessors, ceramic chip carriers

Radio and television: alternators, triodes, cathode-ray tubes, super heterodyne circuits, AM/FM, videocassette recorders, flat-screen technology, cable and high-definition television, telecommunication satellites

Agriculture: tractor, power takeoff, rubber tires, diesel engines, combine, corn-head attachments, hay balers, spindle pickers, self-propelled irrigation systems, conservation tillage, global-positioning technology

Computers: electromechanical relays; Boolean operations; stored programs; programming languages; magnetic tape; software, supercomputers, minicomputers, and personal computers; operating systems; the mouse; the Internet
Telephony: automated switchboards, dial calling, touch-tone, loading coils, signal amplifiers, frequency multiplexing, coaxial cables, microwave signal transmission, switching technology, digital systems, optical-fiber signal transmission, cordless telephones, cellular telephones, voice-over-Internet protocols

Air conditioning and refrigeration: humidity-control technology, refrigerant technology, centrifugal compressors, automatic temperature control, frost-free cooling, roof-mounted cooling devices, flash-freezing

Highways: concrete, tar, road location, grading, drainage, soil science, signage, traffic control, traffic lights, bridges, crash barriers

Aerospace: rockets, guidance systems, space docking, lightweight materials for vehicles and spacesuits, solar power cells, rechargeable batteries, satellites, freeze-dried food, Velcro

Internet: packet-switching, ARPANET, e-mail, networking services, transparent peering of networks, standard communication protocols, TCP/IP, World Wide Web, hypertext, web browsers

Imaging: diagnostic x-rays, color photography, holography, digital photography, cameras, camcorders, compact disks, microprocessor etching, electron microscopy, positron-emission tomography, computed axial tomography, magnetic-resonance imaging, sonar, radar, sonography, reflecting telescopes, radiotelescopes, photodiodes, charge-coupled devices

Household appliances; ranges, electric ranges, oven thermostats, nickel-chrome resistors, toasters, hot plates, electric irons, electric motors, rotary fans, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, sewing machines, refrigerators, dishwashers, can openers, cavity magnetrons, microwave ovens

Health technology: electrocardiography; heart-lung machines; pacemakers; kidney dialysis; artificial hearts; prosthetic limbs; synthetic heart valves, eye lenses, replacement joints; manufacturing techniques and systems design for large-scale drug delivery; operating microscopy; fiber-optic endoscopy; laparoscopy; radiologic catheters; robotic surgery

Petroleum and petrochemical technology: diermal-cracking oil refining; leaded gasoline; catalytic cracking; oil byproduct compounds; synthetic rubber; coal tar distillation byproduct compounds, plastics, polyvinyl chloride, polyethylene, synthetic fibers; drilling technologies;
drill bits; pipelines; seismic siting; catalytic converters; pollution-control devices
Lasers and fiber optics: maser, laser, pulsed-beam laser, compact-disk players, barcode scanners, surgical lasers, fiber optic communication

Nuclear technology: nuclear fission, nuclear reactors, electric-power generation, radioisotopes, radiation therapy, food irradiation

High-performance materials: steel alloys, aluminum alloys, titanium superalloys; synthetic polymers, Bakelite, Plexiglas; synthetic rubbers, neoprene, nylon; polyethylene, polyester, Saran Wrap, Dacron, Lycra spandex fiber, Kevlar; cement, concrete; synthetic diamonds; superconductors; fiberglass, graphite composites, Kevlar composites, aluminum composites
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U.S. Farm Labor Productivity

Source: Autbon' calculanoos from data m L WeUeld. fThtre IT# IA« (New York: Simon and Schuster. 198 5).

FIGURE 2-2 From 1800 to 2000, there was a hundredfold increase in US farm labor output, much of it brought about by advancements in science and technology.
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ENSURING ECONOMIC WELL-BEING

Knowledge acquired and applied by scientists and engineers provides the tools and systems that characterize modern culture and the raw materials for economic growth and well-being. The knowledge density of modern economies has steadily increased, and the ability of a society to produce, select, adapt, and commercialize knowledge is critical for sustained economic growth and improved quality of life. Robert Solow demonstrated that productivity depends on more than labor and capital. Intangible qualities — research and development (R&D), or the acquisition and application of knowledge — are crucial. The earlier national commitment to make a substantial public investment in R&D was based partly on that assertion (Figure 2-3).

Since Solow’s pioneering work, the economic value of investing in science and technology has been thoroughly investigated. Published estimates of return on investment (ROI) for publicly funded R&D range from 20% to 67% (Table 2-1). Although most early studies focused on agriculture, recent work shows high rates of return for academic science research in the aggregate (28%), and slightly higher rates of return for pharmaceutical products in particular (30%). Modem agriculture continues to respond, and the average return on investment for public funding of agricultural research for member countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development is estimated at 45%.

Starting in the middle 1990s, investments in computers and information technology started to show payoffs in US productivity. The economy grew faster and employment rose more than had seemed possible without fueling inflation. Policy-makers previously focused almost entirely on changes in demand as the determinant of inflation, but the surge in productivity showed that changes on the supply side of the economy could be just as important and in some cases even more important. Such data serve to sustain the US commitment to invest substantial public funds in science and engineering.


http://www-sussex.ac.uk/spru/documents/review_for_ost_final.pdf

R. E. Evensoa Economic impact of agricultural research and extension. In Handbook of Agricultural Economics

E. L. Andrews. The doctrine was not to have one; Greenspan will leave no roadmap to his successor.
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Grojs Domcitk Pniactic
In the 20th century, US per capita gross domestic product (GDP) rose almost sevenfold.


Of equal interest are studies of the rate of return on private investments in R&D. The return on investment to the nation is generally higher than is the return to individual investors (Table 2-2). One reason that knowledge tends to spill over to other people and other businesses, so research results diffuse to the advantage of those who are prepared to apply them. Those “social rates of return” on investments in R&D are reported to range from 20% to 100%, with

throughout the world since the industrial revolution began has been driven by continual technological innovation through the pursuit of scientific understanding and application of engineering solutions” (p. 1).


They state, “One can think of knowledge as an ‘asset’ purchased by society, held for a short period of time to re^ a dividend, and then sold. The return can then be thought of as a sum of a dividend and a capital gain (or loss) ... The dividend associated with an additional idea consiste of two components. First, the additional knowledge directly
an average of nearly 50%. As a single example, in recent years, graduates from one US university have founded 4,000 companies, created 1.1 million jobs worldwide, and generated annual sales of $232 billion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Rate of return to public R&amp;D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gnliches (1958)</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid corn</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson (1967)</td>
<td>21-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultr.'</td>
<td>21-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmilz-Seckler (1979)</td>
<td>37-46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato harvester</td>
<td>37-46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenson (1968)</td>
<td>35-40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agricultural research
28-47\%.
Dans (1979)

Agricultural research
37\%
Evenson (1979)

Agricultural research
Dans and Peterson (1981)

Agricultural research
37\%/o
Mansfield (1991)

All academic science research
28\%/<.
Huffman and Evenson (1993)

Agricultural research
43-67\%/b
Cockbum and Henderson (2000)

Pharmaceuticals
30\% +

Scott AH et al (2001) compiled following Salter and Martin (2001). [Sources: Grill ches (1995), OTA (1986). and further additions by Scott et al. Salter and Martin point out that many of these authors caution about the reliability of the numerical results obtained.]

SOURCE: A. Scott, G. Steyn, A. Geuna, S. Brusoni, and W.E. Steinmueller. The economic returns of basic research and the benefits of university-industry relationships. Report for the UK Government Office of Science
 rais the productivity of capital and labor in the economy. Second, the additional knowledge changes the productivity of future R&D investment because of either knowledge spillovers or because subsequent ideas are more difficult to discover" (pp. 6-8).
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TABLE 2-2 Annual Rate of Return on Private R&D Investment

Researcher

Estimated Rate of Return %

Private
Social
Nadiri (1993)
20-30
50
Mansfield (1977)
25
56
Terleckyj (1974)
29
48-78
Sveikauskas (1981)
7-25
50
26
80
Bemstein-Nadiri (1988)
10-27
11-111
Scherer (1982, 1984)
29-43
64-147
Bemstein-Nadiri (1991)
15-28
20-110
Although return-on-investment data vary from study to study, most economists agree that federal investment in research pays substantial economic dividends. For example, Table 2-3 shows the large number of jobs and revenues created by information technology manufacturing and services—a industry that did not exist until the recent past. The value of public and private investment in research is so important that has been described as “fuel for industry”.^ The economic contribution of science and technology can be understood by examining revenue and employment figures from technology- and service-based industries, but the largest economic influence is in the productivity gains that follow the adoption of new products and technologies.
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TABLE 2-3 Sales and Employment in the Information Technology (IT) Industry, 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAICS&quot; Code</th>
<th>Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>NAICS Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Manufacturing</td>
<td>3341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications equipment</td>
<td>3342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>3112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors and other electronic components</td>
<td>3344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Services</td>
<td>5142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Creating New Industries

The power of research is demonstrated not only by single innovations but by the ability to create entire new industries—some of them the nation’s most powerful economic drivers.

Basic research on the molecular mechanisms of DNA has produced a new field, molecular biology, and recombinant-DNA technology, or gene splicing, which in turn has led to new health therapies and the enormous growth of the biotechnology industry. The potential of those developments for health and health care is only beginning to be realized.

Studies of the interaction of light with atoms led to the prediction of stimulated emission of coherent radiation. That, together with the quest for a device to produce high frequency microwaves, led to the development of the laser, a ubiquitous device with uses ranging from surgery, precise machining, and nuclear fusion to sewer alignment, laser pointers, and CD and DVD players.

Enormous economic gains can be traced to research in harnessing electricity, which grew out of basic research (such as that conducted by Michael Faraday and James Maxwell) and applied research (such as that by Thomas Edison and George Westinghouse). Furthermore, today’s semiconductor integrated circuits can be traced to the development of transistors and integrated circuits, which began with basic research into the structure of the atom and the development of quantum mechanics by Paul Dirac, Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg, and Erwin Schrödinger and was realized through the applied research of Robert Noyce and Jack Kilby.

In virtually all those examples, the original researchers did not—or could not—foresee the consequences of the work they were performing, let alone its economic implications. The fundamental research typically was driven by the desire to answer a specific question about nature or about an application of technology. The greatest influence of such work often is...
removed from its genesis, but the genius of the US research enterprise has been its ability to afford its best minds the opportunity to pursue fundamental questions (Figures 2-4, 2-5, 2-6).

Patents Granted by the United States


Scmrecs: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. 1 790- 199!‘< |Wa!(hin|itun; CiCT'cmnKn1 I’nmlng OlVic c. 1999): and

loisiana State Unn’cnsity. loif/artsK} HistoKal! luvnilloNs am InvfKlon. w'iii'tt'.liKUu.cdui'sci/hcn!'pqlcnt.'snn6.hlnII.

FIGURE 2-4 Examples of critical technologies patented by US rese^chers.


IV1ecab'tc Prices and Microprocessor Speeds

FIGURE 2-5 Moore’s law maintained: megab 5 d;e prices decrease as microprocessor speeds increase.
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FU*ur* t Percentage of Children Ages 3 to 17 Who Have Access to a Home Computer and Who Use the Internet at Home,

Selected Years. 1984-2001

FIGURE 2-6 Many US children have access to and use computers and the Internet.

SOURCE: Child Trends Data Bank. Available at http://www.childtrendsdatabank.org/figures/78-Figure-2.gif.

PROMOTING PUBLIC HEALTH

One straightforward way to view the practical application of research is to compare US life expectancy (Figure 2-7) in 1900 (47.3 years) with that in 1999 (77.0 years). Our cancer and heart-disease survival rates have improved (Figure 2-8), and accidental-death rates and infant and maternal mortality (Figure 2-9) have fallen dramatically since the early 20th century.

Improvements in the nation’s health are, of course, attributable to many factors, some as straightforward as the engineering of safe drinking-water supplies. Also responsible are the large-scale production, delivery, and storage of nutritious foods and advances in diagnosis, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and treatment methods.

Medical research also has brought economic benefit. The development of lithium as a mental-health treatment, for example, saves $9 billion in health costs each year. Hip-fracture prevention in postmenopausal women at risk for osteoporosis saves $333 million annually. Treatment for testicular cancer has resulted in a 91% remission rate and annual savings of $166 million.
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Life Expectancy at Birth, This Millennium

FIGURE 2-7a Life expectancy has increased, particularly in the last century.
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FIGURE 2-7b Life expectancy has increased in the United States, particularly in the last century.

SOURCE: Center for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics, National Vital Statistics System.
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FIGURE 2-8a Relative cancer survival rates.


FIGURE 2-8b Heart disease mortality.

SOURCE: National Center for Health Statistics, United States, 2005, Table 29 http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/hus05.pdf
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FIGURE 2-9a Infant mortality.


FIGURE 2-9b Maternal mortality.
CARING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Advances in our understanding of the environment have led to better systems to promote human health and the health of our planet. Weather satellites, global positioning systems, and airborne-particle measurement technologies also have helped us to monitor and mitigate unexpected environmental problems. Unfortunately, some of these problems have been the consequence of unexpected side-effects of technological advances. Fortunately, in many cases additional technological understanding was able to overcome unintended consequences without forfeiting the underlying benefits.

Water Quality

Early in the 20th century, when indoor plumbing was rare, wastewater often was dumped directly into streets and rivers. Waterborne diseases — cholera, typhoid fever, dysentery, and diarrhea — were rampant and among the leading causes of death in the United States. Research and engineering for modern sewage treatment and consequent improvements in water quality have dramatically affected public and environmental health. Water-pollution controls have mitigated declines in wildlife populations, and research into wetlands and riparian habitats has informed the process of engineering water supplies for our population.

Automobiles and Gasoline

In the 1920s, engineers discovered that adding lead to gasoline caused it to burn more smoothly and improved the efficiency of engines. However, they did not predict the explosive growth of the automobile industry. The widespread use of leaded gasoline resulted in harmful concentrations of lead in the air, and by the 1970s the danger was apparent. New formulations developed by petrochemical researchers not requiring the use of lead have resulted in vastly reduced emissions and improved air quality (Figure 2-10). Parallel advances in petroleum
refining and the adoption and improvement of catalytic converters increased engine efficiency and removed harmful byproducts from the combustion process. Those achievements have reduced overall automobile emissions by 31%, and carbon monoxide emissions per automobile are 85% lower than in the 1970s.

Refrigeration

In the early 1920s, scientists began working on nontoxic, nonflammable replacements for ammonia and other toxic refrigerants then in use. In 1928, Frigidaire synthesized the world’s first chlorofluorocarbon (CFC), trademarked as Freon. By the 1970s, however, it had become clear that CFCs contribute to losses in the atmosphere’s protective layer of ozone. In 1974, scientists identified a chain reaction that begins with CFCs and sunlight and ends with the production of chlorine atoms. A single chlorine atom can destroy as many as 100,000 ozone molecules. The consequences could be long-lasting and severe, including increased cancer rates and global warming.

In 1987, the Montreal Protocol began a global phase-out of CFC production. That in turn provided the market force that fueled the development of new, non-CFC refrigerants. Although the results of CFC use provide an example of the unintended negative consequences of technology, the response demonstrates the influence of science in diagnosing problems and providing effective solutions.

As noted in Unlocking Our Future, “Pursuing freedom requires confidence about our ability to manage the challenges raised by our increasing technological capabilities.”
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Agricultural Mechanization

Advances in agriculture have vastly increased farm productivity and food production.

The food supply for the world’s population of more than 6 billion people comes from a land area that is 80% of what was used to feed 2.5 billion people in 1950. However, injudicious application of mechanization also led to increased soil erosion. Since 1950, 20% of the world’s topsoil has been lost – much of it in developing countries. Urban sprawl, desertification, and over-fertilization have reduced the amount of arable land by 20%^* Such improvements as conservation tillage, which includes the use of sweep plows to undercut wheat stalks but leave roots in place, have greatly reduced soil erosion caused by traditional plowing and have promoted the conservation of soil moisture and nutrients. Advances in agricultural biotechnology have further reduced soil erosion and water contamination because they have reduced the need for tilling and for use of pesticides.


Improvements attributable to declining mortality and better environmental monitoring are compounded by gains made possible by other advances in technology. The result has been a general enhancement in the quality of life in the United States as viewed by most observers.

Electrification and Household Appliances

Advances in technology in the 20th century resulted in changes at home and in the workplace. In 1900, less than 10% of the nation was electrified^ now virtually every home in the United States is wired (Figure 2-1). ^^ Most of us give little thought to the vast array of electrical appliances that surround us.
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Improvement in U. Home

Electrical of U. Home

FIGURE 2-1 The number of US homes with electricity, plumbing, refrigeration, and basic appliances soared in the middle of the 20th century.

SOURCE: S. Moore, J. L. Simon and the CATO Institute. The greatest century that ever was: 25 miraculous trends
Transportation

As workers left farms to move to cities, transportation systems developed to get them to work and home again. Advances in highway construction in turn fueled the automotive industry. In 1900, one-fourth of US households had a horse, and many in urban areas relied on trolleys and trams to get to work and market. Today, more than 90% of US households own at least one car (Figure 2-12). Improvements in refrigeration put a refrigerator in virtually every home, and the ability to ship food across the country made it possible to keep those refrigerators stocked. The increasing speed, safety, and reliability of aircraft spawned yet another global industry that spans commercial airline service and overnight package delivery.

Communication

At the beginning of the 20th century slightly more than 1 million telephones were in use in the United States. The dramatic increase in telephone calls per capita over the following decades was made possible by advances in cable bundling, fiber optics, touch-tone dialing, and cordless communication (Figure 2-13). Cellular-telephone technology and voice-over-Internet protocols have added even more communication options. At the beginning of the 21st century, there were more than 300 million telephone communication devices and cellular telephone lines in the United States.

Radio and television revolutionized the mass media, but the Internet has provided altogether new ways of communicating. Interoperability between systems makes it possible to use one device to communicate by telephone, over the Internet, in pictures, in voice, and in text. The “persistent presence” that those devices make possible and the eventual widespread availability of wireless and broadband services will spawn another revolution in communication. At the same time, new R&D will be needed to reduce the energy demands of the new devices and their sensor-net support infrastructures.

Disaster Mitigation
Structural design, electrification, transportation, and communication come together in coordinating responses to natural disasters. Earthquake engineering and related technologies now make possible quake-resistant skyscrapers in high-risk zones. The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake in central California caused 60 deaths and more than $6 billion in property damage, but occupants of the 49-story Transamerica Pyramid building in San Francisco were unharmed, as was the building itself, even though its top swayed from side to side by more than 1 ft for more than a minute. In December 1988, an earthquake in Georgia in the former USSR of the same magnitude as Loma Prieta led to the deaths of 22,000 people – illustrating the impact of the better engineered building protection available in California.
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A US Geological Survey radio system increases safety for cleanup crews during aftershocks. After Loma Prieta, workers in Oakland were given almost a half hour notice of aftershocks 50 miles away, thanks to the speed differential between radio and seismic waves.

Weather prediction, enabled by satellites and advances in imaging technology, has helped mitigate losses from hurricanes. Early warning systems for tornadoes and tsunamis offer another avenue for reducing the effects of natural disasters – but only when coupled with effective on-the-ground dissemination. As is the case for many technologies, this last step of getting a product implemented, especially in underserved areas or developing countries, can be the most difficult. Furthermore, as hurricane Katrina in New Orleans demonstrated, early warning is not enough – sound structural design and a coordinated human response are also essential.
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FIGURE 2-13 More telephones than ever are used to make more calls per capita, thanks to enormous technological advances in a host of disciplines.

Energy Conservation

The last century saw demonstrations of the influence of technology in every facet of our lives. It also revealed the urgent need to use resources wisely. Resource reduction and recycling are expanding across the United States. Many communities, spurred by advances in recycling technologies, have instituted trash-reduction programs. Industries are producing increasingly energy-efficient products, from refrigerators to automobiles. Today’s cars use about 60% of the gasoline per mile driven that was used in 1972. With the advent of hybrid automobiles, further gains are now being realized. Similarly, refrigerators today require one-third of the electricity that they needed 30 years ago. In the 1990s, manufacturing output in the United States expanded by 41%, but industrial consumption of electricity grew by only 11%. The introduction and use of energy-efficient products have enabled the US economy to grow by 126% since 1973 while energy use has increased by only 30% (Figure 2-14). Those improvements in efficiency are the result of work in a broad spectrum of science and engineering fields.

The U.S. Economy is More Energy Efficient

(Energy Intensity)

Primary Energy Use

Quadrillion Btu

Improvements in energy efficiency since the 1970s have had a major impact in meeting national energy needs relative to new supply. If the intensity of U.S. energy use had remained constant since 1972, consumption would have been about 70 qua-

FIGURE 2-14 The efficiency of energy use has improved substantially over the last 3 decades.
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UNDERSTANDING HOW PEOPLE LEARN

Today, an extraordinary scientific effort is being devoted to the mind and the brain, the processes of thinking and learning, the neural processes that occur during thought and learning, and the development of competence. The revolution in the study of the mind that has occurred in recent decades has important implications for education. A new theory of learning now coming into focus will lead to very different approaches to the design of curriculum, teaching, and assessment from those generally found in schools today.

Research in the social sciences has increased understanding of the nature of competent performance and the principles of knowledge organization that underlie people's abilities to solve problems in a wide variety of fields, including mathematics, science, literature, social studies, and history. It has also uncovered important principles for structuring learning experiences that enable people to use what they have learned in new settings. Collaborative studies of the design and evaluation of learning environments being conducted by cognitive and developmental psychologists and educators are yielding new knowledge about the nature of learning and teaching in a variety of settings.

SECURING THE HOMELAND

Scientific and engineering research demonstrated its essential role in the nation's defense during World War II. Research led to the rapid development and deployment of the atomic bomb, radar and sonar detectors, nylon that revolutionized parachute use, and penicillin that saved battlefield lives. Throughout the Cold War the United States relied on a technological edge to offset the larger forces of its adversaries and thus generously supported basic research. The US military continues to depend on new and emerging technologies to respond to the diffuse and uncertain threats that characterize the 21st century and to provide the men and women in uniform with the best possible equipment and support.

Just as Vannevar Bush described a tight linkage between research and security, the Hart-Rudman commission a half-century later argued that security can be achieved only by funding more basic research in a variety of fields. In the wake of the 9/11 attacks and the anthrax mailings, it is clear that innovation capacity and homeland security are also tightly coupled. There can be no security without the economic vitality created by innovation, just as there can be no economic vitality without a secure environment in which to live and work. Investment in R&D for homeland security has grown rapidly; however, most of it has been in the form of development of new technologies to meet immediate needs.

Human capacity is as important as research funding. As part of its comprehensive overview of how science and technology could contribute to countering terrorism, for example, the National Research Council recommended a human-resources development program similar


to the post-Sputnik National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958. A Department of Defense proposal to create and fund a new NDEA is currently being examined in Congress.”^^

CONCLUSION

The science and technology research community and the industries that rely on that research are critical to the quality of life in the United States. Only by continuing investment in advancing technology – through the education of our children, the development of the science and engineering workforce, and the provision of an environment conducive to the transformation of research results into practical applications – can the full innovative capacity of the United States be harnessed and the full promise of a high quality of life realized.


HOW IS AMERICA DOING NOW IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY?

By most available criteria, the United States is still the undisputed leader in the performance of basic and applied research (see Box 3-1). In addition, many international comparisons put the United States as a leader in applying research and innovation to improve economic performance. In the latest IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook, the United States ranks first in economic competitiveness, followed by Hong Kong and Singapore. The survey compares economic performance, government efficiency, business efficiency, and infrastructure. Larger economies are further behind, with Zhejiang (China’s wealthiest province), Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany ranked 20 though 23, respectively. An extensive review by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) concludes that since World War II, US leadership in science and engineering has driven its dominant strategic position, economic advantages, and quality of life.

Researchers in the United States lead the world in the volume of articles published and in the frequency with which those papers are cited by others. US-based authors were listed on one-third of all scientific articles worldwide in 2001. Those publication data are significant because they reflect original research productivity and because the professional reputations, job prospects, and career advancement of researchers depend on their ability to publish significant findings in the open peer-reviewed literature.

The United States also excels in higher education and training. A recent comparison concluded that 38 of the world’s 50 leading research institutions — those that draw the greatest interest of scient
e and technology students — are in the United States. Since World War II, the United States has been the destination of choice for science and engineering graduate students and for postdoctoral scholars choosing

IMD International. World Competitiveness Yearbook. 2005: Lausanne, Switzerland, 2005. The United States leads the world (with a score of 100), followed in order by Hong Kong (93), Singapore, Iceland, Canada, Finland, Denmark, Switzerland, Australia, and Luxembourg (80).

^ Mainland China ranks 31st.


^Shanghai’s Jiao Tong University Institute of Higher Education. Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2004. Available at http://ed.sjtu.edu-cn/rMTk/2004/2004Main.htm. The ranking emphasizes prizes, publications, and citations attributed to faculty and staff, as well as the size of institutions. The Times Higher Education Supplement need cite has provided similar results in comparing universities worldwide.
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to study abroad. Our nation — about 6% percent of the world’s population — has for decades produced more than 20% of the world’s doctorates in science and engineering.

Because of globalization in the fields of science and engineering, however, it is difficult to compare research leadership among countries. Research teams commonly include members from several nations, and industries have dispersed many activities, including research, across the globe.

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ADVANTAGE

The strength of science and engineering in the United States rests on many advantages: the diversity, quality, and stability of its research and teaching institutions; the strong tradition of public and private investment in research and advanced education; the quality of academic personnel; the prevalence of English as the language of science and engineering; the availability of venture capital; a relatively open society in which talented people of any background or nationality have opportunities to succeed; the US custom, unmatched in other countries, of providing positions for postdoctoral scholars; and the strength of the US peer-review and free-enterprise systems in weeding out noncompetitive academic and business pursuits.

In addition to such tangible advantages, US leadership might also be attributed to many favorable public policy priorities: research activities funded by public and private sources that have led to new industries, products, and jobs; an economic climate that encourages investment in technology-based companies; an outward-looking international economic policy; and support for lifelong learning.

However, things are changing, as noted in Innovate America, a 2004 report from the Council on Competitiveness.

- Innovation is diffusing at an ever-increasing rate. It took 55 years for automobile use to spread to a quarter of the US population, 35 years for the telephone, 22 years for the radio, 16 years for the personal computer, 13 years for the cell phone, and just 7 years for the World Wide Web once the Internet had matured (through technology and policy developments) to the point of takeoff.

- Innovation is increasingly multidisciplinary and technologically complex, arising from the intersection of different fields and spheres of activity.

- Innovation is collaborative. It requires active cooperation and communication among scientists and engineers and between creators and users.
• Innovation is creative. Workers and consumers demand evermore new ideas, technologies, and content.

• Innovation is global. Advances come from centers of excellence around the world and are prompted by the demands of billions of customers.

Central to the strength of US innovation is our tradition of public funding for science and engineering research. Graduate education in the United States is supported mainly by federal grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to faculty researchers, buttressed by a smaller volume of federally funded fellowships. One study reported that 73% of applicants for US patents said that publicly funded research formed part or all of the foundation for their innovations.

Much of the nation’s research in engineering and the physical sciences is performed in federal laboratories, whose mission is to assist the commercialization of new technology.

OTHER NATIONS ARE FOLLOWING OUR LEAD— AND CATCHING UP
It is no surprise that as the value of research becomes more widely understood, other nations are strengthening their own programs and institutions. If imitation is flattery, we can take pride in watching other nations eagerly adopt major components of the US innovation model. Their strategies include the willingness to increase public support for research universities, to enhance protections for intellectual property rights, to promote venture capital activity, to fund incubation centers for new businesses, and to expand opportunities for innovative small companies.^^

Many nations have made research a high priority. To position the European Union (EU) as the most competitive knowledge-based economy in the world and enhance its attractiveness to researchers worldwide, EU leaders are urging that, by 2010, member nations spend 3% of gross domestic product (GDP) on research and development (R&D).^^ In 2000, R&D as a percentage of GDP was 2.72 in the United States, 2.98 in Japan, 2.49 in Germany, 2.18 in France, and 1.85 in the United Kingdom.^^

Many nations also are investing more aggressively in higher education and increasing their public investments in R&D (Figure 3-1). Those investments are stimulating growth in the number of research universities in those countries; the number of researchers; the number of papers listed in the Science Citation Index; the number of patents awarded; and the number of doctoral degrees granted (Table 3-1, Figures 3-2, 3-3, 3-4).”


^^For another point of view, see Box 3-2.


Hicks. 2004. Asian countries strengthen their research. Issues in Science and Technology Vol.20No. 4 (Summer 2004):75-78. The author notes that the number of doctoral degrees awarded in China has increased 50-fold since
The writers of this report, like many others, faced a semantic question in the discussions of different kinds of research. Basic research, presumably pursued for the sake of fundamental understanding but without thought of use, generally is distinguished from applied research, which is pursued to convert basic understanding into practical use.

But that classification quickly breaks down in the real world because “basic” discoveries often emerge from “applied” or even “developmental” activities:

Basic research

Applied research

Development

Production and operation

In his 1997 book, Pasteur’s Quadrant,* Donald Stokes responded to that complexity with a more
nuanced classification that describes research according to intention. He distinguishes four types:

- Pure basic research, performed with the goal of fundamental understanding (such as Bohr’s work on atomic structure).

- Use-inspired basic research, to pursue fundamental understanding but motivated by a question of use (such as Pasteur’s work on the biologic bases of fermentation and disease).

- Pure applied research, motivated by use but not seeking fundamental understanding (such as that leading to Edison’s inventions).

- Applied research that is not motivated by a practical goal (such as plant taxonomy).

In Stokes’s argument, research is better depicted as a box tlian as a line:

Consideration of use?

Quest for fundamental understanding?

No Yes

Pure basic research (Bohr)

Use-inspired basic research (Pasteur)

Pure applied research (Edison)

In contrast to the basic -applied dichotomy, Stokes’s taxonomy explicitly recognizes research that is simultaneously inspired by a use but that also seeks fundamental knowledge, which he calls “Pasteur’s quadrant”.

“Americans having another Sputnik moment”, writes Robert J. Samuelson, “one of those periodic alarms about some foreign technological and economic menace. It was the Soviets in the 1950s and early 1960s, the Germans and Japanese in the 1970s and 1980s, and now it’s the Chinese and Indians.”

Sputnik moments come when the nation worries about its scientific and technological superiority and its ability to compete globally. And, according to Samuelson, the nation tends to be overly concerned.

Sputnik led to the theory of a “missile gap that turned out to be a myth. The competitiveness crisis of the 1980s suggested that Japan would surge ahead of us because they were better savers, innovators, workers, and managers. But in 2004, per capita US income averaged $38,324 compared to $26,937 for Germany and $29,193 for Japan.”

Similarly, Samuelson argues that our current fears are unfounded, another “illusion” in which “a few selective happenings” are transformed into a “full blown theory of economic inferiority or superiority.” He argues that low wages and rising skills in China and India could cost us some jobs, but that US gains and losses in response to the rising economic power of those countries will tend to balance out.

Samuelson indicates that he believes “the apparent American deficit in scientists and engineers is also exaggerated.” He notes that only about one-third of our science and engineering graduates work in science and engineering occupations and that if there were a shortage, salaries for those jobs would
increase
and scientists and engineers would return to them. Of greater importance, Samuelson concludes, is that the United States must continue to draw on the strengths that overcome its weaknesses: “ambitiousness; openness to change (even unpleasant change); competition; hard work; and a willingness to take and reward risk”.


**TABLE 3-1 Publications and Citations Weighted by Total Population and Number of University Researchers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>European Union</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>1,265,608</td>
<td>1,347,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications/population</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications/researcher</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Number of publications, citations, and top 1% publications refers to 1997-2001. Population (measured in thousands) and number of university researchers (measured in full-time equivalents) refers to 1999. Each cited paper is allocated once to every author. European Union totals are adjusted to account for duplications by removing papers with multiple EU n
ditional authorship to give an accurate net total,


---

FIGURE 3-1 R&D expenditures as a percentage of GDP are beginning to rise worldwide
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FIGURE 3-2 US patent applications.


FIGURE 3-3 Total science and engineering articles with international coauthors. Note: Internationally coauthored articles were counted more than once for each country where work was performed represented on the author list. So if an article was written by authors from the US and Switzerland, it would be included in the count for both countries.

FIGURE 3-4 Disciplinary strengths in the United States, the 15 European Union nations in the comparator group (EU 15), and the United Kingdom. The distance from the origin to the data point is proportional to citation share.


China is emulating the US system as well. The Chinese Science Foundation is modeled after our National Science Foundation, and peer review methodology and startup packages for junior faculty are patterned on US practices. In China, national spending in the past few years for all R&D activities rose
from $14 billion in 1991 to $65 billion in 2002. US R&D spending increased 140%, from $177 billion to $245 billion, in the same period.

The rapid rise of South Korea as a major science and engineering power has been fueled by the establishment of the Korea Science Foundation — funded primarily by the national sports lottery — to enhance public understanding, knowledge, and acceptance of science and engineering throughout the nation.\(^\text{4}\) Similarly, the government uses contests and prizes specifically to stimulate the scientific enterprise and public appreciation of scientific knowledge.

Other nations also are spending more on higher education and providing incentives for students to study science and engineering. To attract the best graduate students from around the world, universities in Japan, Switzerland, and elsewhere are offering science and engineering courses in English. In the 1990s, both China and Japan increased the number of students pursuing science and engineering degrees and there was steady growth in South Korea.\(^\text{2}\)

Some consequences of this new global science and engineering activity are already apparent — not only in manufacturing but also in services. India’s software services exports rose from essentially zero in 1993 to about $10 billion in 2002.\(^\text{3}\) In broader terms, the US share of global exports has fallen in the past 20 years from 30% to 17%, while the share for emerging countries in Asia grew from 7% to 21%.\(^\text{4}\) The United States now has a negative trade balance even for high-technology products (Figure 3-5). That deficit raises concern about our competitive ability in important areas of technology.

Although US scientists and engineers still lead the world in publishing results, new trends emerge from close examination of the data. From 1988 to 2001, world publishing in science and engineering increased by almost 40%,\(^\text{5}\) but most of that increase came from Western Europe, Japan, and several emerging East Asian nations (South Korea, China, Singapore, and Taiwan). US publication in science and engineering has remained essentially constant since 1992.\(^\text{6}\) Since 1997, researchers in the 15 EU countries have published more papers than have their US counterparts, and the gap in citations between the United States and other countries has narrowed steadily. The global increase in the production of scientific knowledge eventually benefits all countries. Yet trends in publication could be a troubling bellwether about our competitive position in the global science community.

\(^\text{4}\)OECD. Science, Technology and Industry Outlook 2004. Paris, France: OECD, 2(X)4, p. 190. The United States spends significantly more than China on R&D in gross terms and in percentage of R&D. However, if China’s US $65 billion in R&D spending were adjusted based on purchasing power parity, it would approach US $300 billion.


"For 2004, the dollar value of high-technology imports was $560 billion; the value of high-technology exports was $511 billion.


"Ibid., Table 5-30.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOR TALENT
The graduate education of our scientists and engineers largely follows an apprenticeship model. Graduate students and postdoctoral scholars gain direct experience under the guidance of veteran researchers. The important link between graduate education and research that has been forged through a combination of research assistantships, fellowships, and traineeships has been tremendously beneficial to students and researchers and is a critical component of our success in the last half-century.

One measure of other nations’ successful adaptation of the US model is doctoral production, which increased rapidly around the world but most notably in China and South Korea (Figure 3-6). In South Korea, doctorate production rose from 128 in 1975 to 2,865 in 2001. In China, doctorate production was essentially zero until 1985, but 15 years later, 7,304 doctorates were conferred. In 1975, the United States conferred 59% of the world’s doctoral degrees in science and engineering; by 2001, our share had fallen to 41%. China’s 2001 portion was 12%^.

Another challenge for US research institutions is to attract the overseas students on whose talents the nation depends. The US research enterprise, especially at the graduate and postdoctoral levels, has benefited from the work of foreign visitors and immigrants. They came first from Europe, fleeing fascism, and more recently have come from China, India, and the former Soviet Union, seeking better education and more economic opportunity. International students account for nearly half the US doctorates awarded in engineering and computer science^%^ (Figure 3-7). Similarly, more than 35% of US engineering and computer science university faculty are foreign-born.^® According to US Census data from 2000, the proportion of doctoral-level employees in the science and engineering research labor force is about equivalent to the percentage of doctorates produced by US universities.

---


^Ibid.

---
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FIGURE 3-6 US doctorate production in science and engineering is decreasing; EU and Asian production is rising but is still well below US levels.


Many nations are seeking to reap the benefits of advanced education, including strong positive effects on GDP growth. They are working harder to attract international students and to encourage the movement of skilled personnel into their countries.

• China implemented an “opening-up” policy in 1978 and began to send large numbers of students and scholars abroad to gain the skills they need to bolster that country’s economic and social development.

• India liberalized its economy in 1991 and started encouraging students to go abroad for advanced education and training. Since 2001, the Indian government has been providing money ($5 billion in fiscal year 2005) for “soft loans”, which require no collateral, to students who wish to travel abroad for their education. In 2002, India surpassed China as the largest exporter of graduate students to the United States.*

• The United Kingdom’s points-based Highly Skilled Migrant Programme, which began in the mid-1990s, has increased the number of work permits issued to skilled workers.

• The Irish government permits relatively easy immigration of skilled workers in information technology and biotechnology through intra-company transfers from non-Irish to Irish locations.


Several EU countries and the EU itself have programs that facilitate networking among students and researchers working abroad, providing contact information, collaborative possibilities, and funding and job opportunities in the EU. The German Academic Exchange Service has launched GAIN (German Academic International Network); the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs has launched DAVINCI, an Internet database that tracks the work of Italian researchers overseas; and the EU has its Researcher’s Mobility Portal.

Nigeria and other oil-producing nations use petroleum profits to support the overseas education of thousands of students.
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US citizens and permanent residents earn about 62% of the doctorates in all fields of science and engineering, about 60% in the physical sciences, and 41% of those awarded in engineering and the combined fields of mathematics and computer sciences.
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In addition to sending students abroad for training, emerging economic powers, notably India and China, have lured their skilled scientists and engineers to return home by coupling education-abroad programs with strategic investments in the science and engineering infrastructure— in essence sending students away to gain skills and providing jobs to draw them back.^^

The global competition for talent was already under way when the events of September 11, 2001, disrupted US travel and immigration plans of many international graduate students, postdoctoral researchers, and visiting scholars. The intervening years have seen security-related changes in federal visa and immigration policy that, although intended to restrict the illegal movements of only a few, have had a wider effect on many foreign-born graduate students and postdoctoral scholars who either were already in the United States or were contemplating studying here. Many potential visitors who in the past might have found the United States welcoming them for scientific meetings and sabbaticals now look elsewhere or stay home.^^ Much of this is to our detriment: Hosting international meetings and visiting researchers is essential to staying at the forefront of international science.

The flow of graduate students and postdoctoral researchers is unlikely to be curtailed permanently, at least as long as the world sees the United States as the best place for science and engineering education, training, and technology-based employment (Table 3-2). If that perception shifts, and if international students find equally attractive educational and professional opportunities in other countries, including their own, the difficulty of visiting the United States could gain decisive importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3-2 Change in Applications, Admissions, and Enrollment of International Graduate Students, 2003-2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-25% (-5%)  
-36% (-7%)  
-24% (-1%)  
-26% (-3%)  

Admissions  
-18%  
-24%  
-19%  
-17%  

Enrollment  
-6%  
-8%  
-10%  
+6%  

NOTE: There have been large declines in applications and admissions and a more moderate decrease in enrollment. The admissions data for the 2005 academic year are shown in parentheses.


A large fraction of all those with doctorates in science and engineering in the United States — more than half in some fields — find employment in industry (Figure 3-8). There they make major contributions to innovation and economic growth. US industry has traditionally excelled at innovation and at capitalizing on the results of research. For decades after World War II, corporate central research laboratories paid off in fledgling technologies that grew into products or techniques of profound consequence. Researchers at Bell Laboratories pursued lines of groundbreaking research that resulted in the transistor and the laser, which revolutionized the electronics industry and led to several Nobel prizes.

FIGURE 3-8 The majority of people with science or engineering doctorates obtain nonacademic jobs. About equal numbers work in academic and industrial settings, and about 15% work in government or other sectors.


Although industry-funded R&D has increased steadily overall (Figure 3-9a), that new money has gone overwhelmingly to activities that are near-term and incremental rather than to long-term or discovery-oriented research and R&D as a share of gross domestic product has declined (Figure 3-9b). Several explanations are offered for industry’s turn away from fundamental research. First, the Bell Laborato
The authors note the following advantages of industry: rapid responses, flexibility and adaptability, efficiency, fast entry and exit, smooth capital flows, and mobility.

Model was supported by funding from a monopoly that now is dismantled and no longer relevant to the organization of science and engineering research in the United States. Second, Wall Street analysts increasingly focus on quarterly financial results and assign little value to long-term (and therefore risky) research investments or to social returns. Third, companies cannot always fully capture a return that justifies long-term research with results that often spill over to other researchers, sometimes including those of competitors. Fourth, private-sector research is more fragmented across national boundaries in the era of globalization. Capital follows opportunity with little attention to geopolitical borders — this may lead more multinational companies to pursue opportunities outside the United States.

The National Science Board has made the following observations:

- Two-thirds of the R&D performed overseas in 2000 by US-owned companies ($13.2 billion of $19.8 billion) was conducted in 6 countries: the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, Japan, France, and Sweden. At the same time, emerging markets — such as those in Singapore, Israel, Ireland, and
China — were increasingly attracting R&D activities by subsidiaries of US companies. In 2000, each of those emerging markets reached US-owned R&D expenditures of $500 million or more, considerably more than in 1994.

- Three manufacturing sectors dominated overseas R&D activity by US-owned companies: transportation equipment, computer and electronic products, and chemicals and pharmaceuticals.

The same industries accounted for most foreign-owned R&D in the United States, implying a high degree of R&D globalization in those industries.

As some large companies reduce their investment in basic research, smaller research-based enterprises often assume risk as the only way to break into a competitive market. Those startup companies commonly rely on the initial capital provided by their investors to finance early research, coupled with the granting of potential future financial gains in the form of stock options to compensate employees. If the money runs out, they can seldom interest venture capital firms until they have grown considerably larger. Many of those companies thus expire before reaching commercialization.^^

The overall amount of venture capital invested also has collapsed since the stock market decline of 2000, sinking in 2002 to one-fifth the amount invested in 2000^^ (Figure 3-10). Venture capital investments in US companies have since stabilized at around $20 billion in 2003 and 2004''', just one-fifth of their 2000 peak but well above 1998 funding. Led by a resurgence in late-stage financing, total venture capital investment rose 10.5% to $20.9 billion in 2004, according to the MoneyTree Survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers, Thomson Venture Economics, and the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA).'' With stock values rising, the climate for initial public offerings and acquisitions has improved, attracting capital from investors considering exit opportunities.


Billions of constant 1996 dollars


Another positive sign is a recent increase in capital raised by venture funds, suggesting an improving attitude toward risk taking. According to NVCA and Thomson Venture Economics,'**^ venture funds raised $17.6 billion in 2004, more than in the prior 2 years combined (albeit at just one-sixth their 2000 peak).
There is a strong funding pipeline to support venture capital investments in 2005, especially early-stage investments with particular emphasis on biotechnology.

In addition to private venture capital, small companies can obtain federal tax incentives and other help through the research and experimentation (R&E) tax credit (Table 3-3) and the federal Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program and Advanced Technology Program"^" (Table 3-4).

The US workforce faces the additional pressure of competing with workers in nations with lower wage structures. A US company can hire five chemists in China or at least that many engineers (depending on the field) in India for the cost of one employee of equivalent training in the United States."^"^ The upshot has been the growing trend of corporations moving work offshore because of wage disparities (Figure 3-11). Wage differences at the factory and clerical levels are even more pronounced.

A recent McKinsey and Company study reported that the supply of young professionals (university graduates with up to 7 years of experience) in low-wage countries vastly outstrips the supply in high-wage countries. There were 33 million people in that category in 28 low-wage countries, and 15 million in 8 high-wage countries, including 7.7 million in the United States.'** With opportunities to study or work abroad or to work at home for a multinational corporation, workers in low-wage countries increasingly will be in direct competition with workers from developed nations.


"^The other two programs are the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) in the Department of Commerce and the Manufacturing Technology Program in the Department of Defense. The ATP was nearly eliminated this year, before Congress restored its modest level of funding in a last-minute effort

The website http://www-payscale.com/about.asp tracks and compares pay scales in many countries. R. Hi ra, of the University of Rochester, calculates average salaries for engineers in the United States and India as $70,000 and $13,580, respectively.


"@Ibid.
### TABLE 3-3: R&E Tax Claims and US Corporate Tax Returns, 1990-2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Current Dollars (millions)</th>
<th>2000 Constant Dollars (millions)</th>
<th>Returns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1,547</td>
<td>1,896</td>
<td>8,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>1,754</td>
<td>9,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>1,754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>7,750</td>
<td>1,857</td>
<td>9,607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2,423</td>
<td>2,684</td>
<td>5,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1,422</td>
<td>1,544</td>
<td>2,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>2,134</td>
<td>2,274 i</td>
<td>4,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>4398</td>
<td>4,609</td>
<td>9,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>10,668</td>
<td>5,399</td>
<td>16,067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTE: Data exclude IRS forms 1 120S (S corporations), 1 120-REIT (Real Estate Investment Trusts), and 1 120-RIC (Regulated Investment Companies). Constant dollars based on calendar year 2000 GDP price deflator. The R&E credit is designed to stimulate company R&D over time by reducing after-tax costs. Companies that qualify may deduct or subtract from corporate income taxes an amount equal to 20% of qualified research expenses above a base amount. For established companies, that amount depends on historical expenses over a statutory base period relative to gross receipts; startups follow other provisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Federal SBIR</th>
<th>Federal ATP</th>
<th>Private Early-Stage Venture Capital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>718</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,581</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>835</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>2,143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>916</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,658</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3373</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1,067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>SBIR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>20,260</td>
<td>1,294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>764</td>
<td>1,813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ATP, Advanced Technology Program; NA, not available; SBIR, Small Business Innovation Research

Data reflect disbursements funded publicly through federal SBIR and ATP and privately through US venture capital fluids.

National Science Foundation. 2004. p.6-31
^R' c ygjiii Sr LuTBiAbD !k*leri Xauawn u kip • vw I'iak0ibJ-xip nSA, a uTa^ ^ht1
tpWL A^^OCh-rtc I in' L^pnfMH mrrnn Iv^kd h n J d
doripaliv^ adiiAIf1 hma ta"« id^* a^ liCk liu m aiun.i ArriUI paufuri
^Kdmrbnm Anficvisid^iU*m^iVikdra^ iT-Wf l'^CblM-i.dl .Mti^n. E^mJ Mmn
nardHiffi Till Auaja TiNk ?'3V|ljiMi tu filhwi^gEiwmdykJ4rtri LkM Amm Friandni^"n
UI VX Imf'EI I ^1 mii;i I I: L ifMi l^asn IH VV iMd (Wti- S^nkalpjiX /i^da 1P3-;>. laWklJF JO-PuHifl TL Ufwt^l il.Mw 7jaliHrli.iu KbIwV^-4$ >1 Cdm^ |4TV. |.dur^u TLAaraM^ K ^
■Jlam:r''4 41.e.0BC«-^>Mfeau(UXU)Fa^P!l.aaii> V:i.nlbwICPIJ Arirr1^i-VA hhlc^ Ikvu
W 1
1-2T

TKI''^P1. H1.KA''>'' VEKSIOS

FtFIU^ 2KK lHltidA
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uLa4T' rr hJi^Kerai^ rrn^iH bSHr^dcd i in inc Lhraif 'ndLa^^^duA^ uhi oj1 lul «r
L^m: fail^raih Ini srArii'ilik^ iiufon ur i/kn umi^ die wnl L|ulirifiij ilmJici^ n0iDli.^^iiiJ LIkit
ur dD|fliJ^bi^AdV 'Aui'A'i ^bJ ^limlctiii uT luKh'. TIpj ui||I^iHii ■ iml1 ^'knlitJ nippncilrq.
Oiqm bxiinK ■ii4^n^1K-3J nell bcTM Ary lib fuin Uk: 'AiitLd'mM.^
mift. non- F'F'

IKII'HK J Ttrcftiist- ol wniJ nm unfunny n -Ae iwuny 4r
irvii44rRE. n9m\f4 ^ 4?1 Ikv ini'-''^ary m^ip^nh m nm\ n^rw. ^wji1-nIp^^
^ L<iAh^i(Jh;i'hirr ABa44f1KC14C AiTi^fi^ I Yfv^fiui. )lXi .VuaiuTy^M f ^ iirt Liy,\iw4iAM
iMum bBAJ^mdu Irai AfncrdRLUli ^}9 □ h-'iuad Zieme U^H 3CPM Vtmk* ra^ifcimw^T W j; ro^ciitJivW
Oige-iinu;

"L. k feninn. 3. C'wkuv ^inn . mrliLC Hd.WiEt [^ipiijIT 9«ink"!i l!^!^ Ikiinw^ FMmnii" dUnli
1 Vttn 1Bi"«4iih FUbj m Pmmhu tml Anumum WRf K1 1*- ft'vJwipdl. TT. TiamJ r«wGF
bdifliiuun SwMr. I!4€-. T ^Ui The Rijhitm nJ 0 tpJw4m L^^i^-1Kd'EHirr''SMnwr. hUmbn.
niT^JyuAlg:;i'i\'mii ITI indHiAMnF DK rjiurhvTrau^UdViKTTau «bl
Lcjvdnjqv-ij UMvnn. 3HI
tn/Wl ^v4>. -1e^vq Ardvim^TiftT Tktjt1<^ P^nev'.hiiz^wiiiiufi i^AT'.I
Si#iTiaB i^K llwn TAl^> Abx IjUAI^ Vpip lYa jg yi i hMUi l^r<4u buflou riukuCCi TkMniH' nwE. hH?
N. W UtinL-U Z1^i. ij 1'bvTm^L nd T J UrkJc-l^tKArer^-. I'kv^ b*
SMittti Uvng-ll^imf^ Ji^b aXS-IBEE Fr0iV<4^ll BAKiAH ^MiCifKl.I MT. Ka>4 prnn^ViMT^
"hi F F« nj P ■.'■■'na Bl']fTui.KKriin hefnmm nnpnili nlmbh*^ inki nJ Tckl £ 9 ^
:^^"m\ii\inari|)>Hi|Eri L Tm {i | MURtn^-l
1Abma □ \cmntrtE ird Ijfituuui h'awaa. OH K.'rwftimrjt ot VMMwwm, 3«Z Ambi^k■
bVF *'FPavrijueOunkBdkfK'HhlerdDr'ta pdT Ebki^ & i,w i . i n. Bd Skuner TtJerli.'1LE^Tl TTc Idni
lilwAri rfrwuyj^jinciu e hrfu ihJ n^imrWf,Whftf\d RaaP^j n lii|wim.n bjfanyrd,

nl3Uid& ^kiidr nl Kb KiwTHirKlacd bdKfjAovfTi mni ufcni Jbm^-id L^'bnfriifid Misdei nHcioM
ir.1Tr4W" W'?\1id^'
I'FU^PI =ia JLVvm VRF15101^ 5-2S HKKi rJilim
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cxT'uUb Milii rtn< lunchnv Jcj^rrui In Ai: iiilumi bl'Bsuoi ur
tnene^rini to ill m IflOS vr mnl mvni jtw r'jilihli.

Mivu: Muurbi <fw»Hf Ing IncWF iJm fliswil. blbkidifdL uhL^iinal ii^nyHJitf . wd
mJ1}lJ^^^:Jl a^ilciun u>J

WVRjCE 14iM#lSwtof-B«rd WBI»»-I MfiiH.'i'rt KnioflilSMffBt

Knnkim 3IH

PER^PMHJIJC'ATK1S VETHWSWS

3-M

Ki^nani- 1 AM- 1-JiliiBi

186

UC bKMBFYi^VW, bf UKlaJ •fmMik, 
1^TP-MM

4m f W T* Au J ii

WTTL GKHMEMntLoia
TICIJHJ J-1 tsmim- iTid d^ IPTifir^ ixLidor'ri defSHi^ tv
Vv n v i rw Af Vf’'n^ Mrt-n

hk*w.lk|nM pivADiAAfiran^ 57Elil diUj uEiuM^Md E4c^pu^ uhA^h luMivd b 2UI. Eii inpAi ta ihk^DJOcr^ tv iVm iM p^tr.

>JD

PHU-PllBLK'ATMM "VISRIiLUn

Kit^njo? IQ» Edibn
boomiiB dic^cfni-. 'bm. m did'NJiH'k* •klllidd In ihr evtl!- fin of dk pf<-Min *ki:.id('. wrlo roi.u
rric **
icl^vj A ip^r pinimi a^'ikki oirmn -if-wfifi mwf-- 'o h#

LfdiviH'd in fjiKiupiri ^ool In my. prri|ln!-m m m ffr^dvpH ind 4fipnwms.pi]iEriw^i
in ill'lirni hi|hh pjing mir Bid V'a nvir lli [wmBin ^ik >^ur Ibnun^3y. ih^ rww
ilakdi .we 1.^ Lilii'Ert-.ir p'rmviEri reiidlaif cimifwd ■Arib hTF<k in —

inj dKir prch^di MfM goni: In ^9(11 , ihu xIe'e 4riifi 1 rili^m iTiTvH nm ihu LlnJaair kkUofij R^im
^pnJiiJiJi.'ir »Jik (ilwr 754| iKhijhJi.'kh iTBdiiaf uluoJ im Lbr ru^uiJ hiuili wd ni^iruj'bi^ v^u J
1^ pos:^ iJibi id IMR. 11 k< ||pt4j^ InJ ■Jn.HimJ 23*» ri Ac fi^ ic4ii G |rw ^
'Tbrrc ii ^ill Bif4r mALU Fiv L'umnn ■|J^i Iie Ildar. %. nunl^ uF cift>_l Cu >cr i

kii'etr^dTUF Ck- nudbcl ^TL'S-born iiucldic> ta M'lhc- ipJlY^ix-i

Bf-iAiw- ^itddil^ ihdnhHOF -H- u-diJ iowd ui 1 ^iiHi'->! UTW^'otnlorL ilv- nfiMFi o:4ld lUL-d aifh'id iy

HTdlinj. to- Mod fiT » 0 ldnji!H dff# dH^llOOn-.

11.^1, bVl^tr sif i H.ITv h S ^*

^lOoKK Anvis m Ac cfu ufirrunalkin. «n iU Ilibfn1 ion. mi$n Lk: -jpiHTlImLY Ln

buikJ oil |nnuifl n«Fk. The L'likd Hli^ ffrKIKJ ■Jj naijAnicd ill pvmrniEri.i: in hLirrirY: Bid
ci^nccrp In pjiil hv crHbimii^ i^r v^ua uF-jf>WM _nd b^ ikkmin^ rinksli aid nn^n'n.'hc'n Foib
ill p^jli ■JTLbr lACcld iOJ .|jbdiiici'a hluin. (^fcaciCA Itei dcSia 'hcni ui^uJinl. id'LMi^c. uiJ ArK
jiijii
riiH1ldfy ID prdlolllli Hi Fhilfn a-qMFilfi i^'kl11lk iKtUnThKion ifd 'YsEm\OSS llm i?Mli bo

bMd in Iki- id liAli bdcFiab- ii'J dl^luOofi- iTO dllIMITI IMu ipTj Adek MfliniHLJlhhn Fn-Onpl^d hXJl Adl
F
rHF-H9Fhhliy ind dkir <n<niriHi]i','' IKf' pro<om liM l"nrrk4 -k iho> bi'v m lFm pitT TTIh- Iw boon
*mi bv hiriBwint Ai w*onp^ -Tiri miipwnpfi lo Nip = wrf^r kfwi"m »n<^Ni'H»Jionp|

*tknm. Clin ih« onpiH rrHLa 4^Cip|vin|. liPiNiRfH vy Tii^pixti -fid ik dHAin^npi^ ^

FUC rum. i^fKBTWv. irr pwAin^Aij ?jit>e pid b jjinr in iKc df K^inAcr I ^ipi

BcmiE liaiCluiuiujjrilv. will be nclI^i\a.'T^ M bcc< and^c4jU a Ful hairprc 1!^ nKOftana'
cm^lli'. 'nKb uij pTrepaiU'' ^'Hla 'rba nalridimi hiL'r lad Ac inrticnMJj craKqcw id*
Akwi^I^I; iliiricular kre'n ilvJiai aid tsibulai bmi Lmjr^irrr Lli vnutl ibi^ . lb ^abiifuk bi
B 1dliiiliiku l1IMlIKBiIpljik KvulUiUclyr Lk* Ihkid ajtoitukh luvpimbfcr Hji dnr 10ffaklkiPi hoI-nriT
ih^ ctit.i'kni^nJ L^uHci ^ Opfrahji^ oaiomi iwlA no 14J»»a Furtta wT liaimmlimo.
^iBKtaadli rhctisd vd hi br^mn la^Bm.ii.LhTE i pi^Bka hcn^ki bwiaKwi lUEj n'iv
Tikin i dixit i i in it f pu isubuk inmation, a Kxim kHhphcilam mk irrijyua, a i moi on cisco r i i -cii Mial Ec arm i

Hfivu Hun nud^ K bkr r^i buy JKikba
h^C'cKlcr La- Stwi>cnJ hiovliul^kBfca 'hnrt^ ftEnhlK; htamriui ■iJ'lc L'cbMd d'Dkwriibc

^m^:-^l'Cll.lCAT^()^ vnsnw

Fdmiarv EJk^Mi

Edmiarv EJk^Mi
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335

Hfivu Hun nud^ K bkr r^i buy JKikba

"C{cker La- StwicnJ hvovlul^kBfca 'hnrt^ ftnhK; htamriui ■iJ'lc L'cbMd d'Dkwriibc"
K\^uan }U06liJ1lwii
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^IKTIIOD

1l1e-dKrii\« lu\'lht L'unmiitMF on ho\{innEnlhf(jk4ijl l^ootHmy oft1M S3il Cwury'
cimriilidcF. ■ Jnllni^ hiifa Juilliiif .iiid c^iiiihiTding hj mijiiiri\TKTiiil In hiii ■odiim Rfmirii: :C
=fn
l\^u CQA best >4rctii;thcti 1Ik qiulliiv ^ lib in i^nkiidd our piospcreh. our IkuIiIl our dso^urav.
rrhn (iirgHiujr u ai E|^«^\'v^e\'leu. al'tliot CHTuniiHt''! nxxrlhKl!. foroiinvinR j1 iil; hxomiTMndali^ni'
Rif 1JLTdirVilii^ ilrp^ il pn.'FMDuq Fur ^jjr impIcTii^afnliim di^bTi S Jt i Jcnlifjj' Lhi:
jommiro's liss al\'hJUun nenic. .^[Mndic I: ie in HETuvitoiE -of ilu L^niminoo\'uuihKuicMooEi.
^rilipiofHtdirlioni mdivoif^ii^ .-Hppmdix T prv'EidH iKicnak I'oriho K>ll piogrom^
pngKi^ ^ rii^o" ^
ITApn- 0 (kmuMjiq iiHic^biJd iar toinpituoi r>r dK- siudE'. iiiMiborE bKrjiurc
ind one nudiilifi. sluditd IIh roEulu cd «hor r-jtjMr1 piiKli. wd ooiri\'Vriod fkU: ignyLco with
LTp^rijK Ip K~ I J ^\^K^IPn. hlEil^ ^11kllJBjp, PIHWlJBm UP I TflTda-f^1P: PTij
[UJiuiiil uJ bodteUiid i^uny lo i«VVt ur i tliei «]' iti^limmcfdviiliulibi
I\'hi'tooui. icrrupi. invilvinEO^'irUHidividulioxpoiti^woio iskidld itdnliry. uEHTiui
Ihcjir Fnp^: aruu, l|fc Ihfu^ rvcipfTTIKniTljprp llja;y ur^ iif fch^ "Fh*
ndEu'kbooiu'rru duifiililtix ilr LuiiimiiiiEC'i dlbcUiiVldnOdrioiMKiiidK1ldiarE' ThouiuMMc
luEr nm nnlvHrous limti' vii ooabpjit;)' oill lo lolIrK- lu r'\<i>:<iinwndlii\iE\ is il ronsulltd unfa
ulilitiiii)|^ cyprErL" Finl npirdiniikn ini-T\^iirf f rti\iPiL-M r-upil inki^Eii^i »ihi Etimminw
H>i^ll lili lE'\ill il^Oirul'lliL bpHuiOlO^ niul 1 ^ |HrE'.jd^ Iih^LpI diliuOH-OdakiriJ ud riikinj
[lle
work ]"niYl'. in ilio TEOri' arilioakiE I'ludiuB (hc- rTiirior }}.
KKVIKlf UJ' l.n KK.VrL HJ->.AT^1J HAfL'tLOMMJ1Ty:!!: JtM KJMM J:
Ikiuioi Uiiwidi^ ^1laUTViBy. 1C idu^jn Lx: hiunoil iruididiA, jUOd.

■ T<"*' Fiio<"i'i)t f Rnw nt fmnim hiF'Mion. T*t C'hoi-Iff^' tirntn<--A lo^nt
difer' ■A"t!Jil<nil 'DC. im

Tic PtEuikrt'i CluiciurAikim m ^ib« ud Ta-tinku. laumuFliir hytlor^ iVwuKiiim fn^ulrm.
k^ivl m inl'tE<>^i:tf Ludwulo^ nlt'iisificiUpuaau Injivy 3ILH

' bi«iml SoiHKt Bout fniiif laurfvdxtipv jpod. (Mij .^lufiKU. I'tl bLnoret Sum


3I«

■' Noiiml .-ludnnto FiMt ■Virtirtfim'W.jyiHyiitiitwiJi Divitiw Frviti*? f^fP'Rrontf itAliys m rfit
CkiW 'A'udivy loL DC Ac^biT ^eb

"* KadjmJ .'-'mkiinci jirim-4dAr. irjTrh I'mC-uunLiym nbCKiCnTX lCrndn^oi DC bCdnxI Aomloiy
PiKi.jiRK

rHE-rt.'DLIC.'CTTON VERSION

4-2

FAnHiTl'' KKT Edhiim
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aiDfTTKHIQM AND

11ir C<ftuiiilli:c ilif-lfiik1 11 ^ []Ei] MiiK U:i:elVciiJ ^id dsM h ■i'lnii^nlulu:

Uhiik ih: r<K«'j^up rKummcodauiri ■» i ilnlini; ponL luU ooomiillw ^velop<d I'"Hij kc'}
rucimmiHiilliirm ^I'h: 'lii 4 Illiii|^ m [h». rvpirTl^, ii hkhi il :tnj ^illiMhiil jn
iiiipkiienl llicm. [[ iccoj^o] rKluir^ -fd* nl^n ix^r iiu;j^ 1 -M [imi.lt iiil'ljir tew

[QtdnrwnikiliinK 'ILKj'drc nimmarindlvi? !4>«cifK impkmenlinE tcDcni-Drif dinuistd in
ItMLBM Mliidii tni K 12 Kt^ninjad Mtlbni*lb 4 MunyikKL IiKKisd
nl h], -L^lv kr^rcn^mE. ft- I J wknw .srn1 mklhyirvili# ylwi1inn

Nijkla ihe i^rtds ihniuf1h Mid KnfIntfihiKnHn'h'i ^uvlun uid -i^mMllitfl Ihe-
njllii'' Irmilllilim niftITiiiiLt^l In ktn^lin^ bmk nimurch Ihml hmm. Ihm piilmnllml tn hr
iTiUuliiiiiiuciflul to lUAincun ihj ri4iv' df ikm i J etu I'ut] Ac e^anuri',, pMvith SMrwilv. ind
fnhinct- b <)UBlpiv of lil'o.

I'r^liC

B11J ubJ Erslhsbtr b KtHiili' jnii h'a^brLTlni; EU^rr h'mJwalhia Mmkri lilir E.Tra:d Am:

nkrii jnrd;I''Y' xoilioin^ m wboh to iUldy 4nd pMliorm iiHiSdMh 10 dm vre i.'oit dctit^kfl rMfun,
md m-in iIM h xl Nrd ftnEkkl Tlmkini^. Kf^liii^l^ Mid t neinMi^ fnm t^ithn tk I'nhid hlaKi
util Idrnu''nnd 1)k: ii'muirU

Inof nMvftft Pir Inn«A Rihm. iHun Ihil Ihl ( '■wed .Slilion b rncnnik plboe in b uprU Ip

iiifTK'" iiil'cil ill JuiimLmmin i.-tll'iliEi iwa M mwjmrmlijjiiii^ iinul iiimrL:iili|^, mnd i.'Tiul
r iiigli-

piyirtE jobs liii ■re hisod an andvilian tiy niodeniMiinin du- pecant s^sconL mJi^wi^ In.
p«lki« Ip inooinct innonistik* Mid Ihe Ipritkn of nwllinE rnrillieei in die United Sinbs 4nd
namnl^ mJTiinlijIlb: InimJilmiid .AlSiajfl

Unless Ihe niUan has 13u sciiiaoe md enRinoeriiq! avpefls md the recowies. Lo f^nenlp
ikmv idM"'. and unl«« il pikVimEES' Ihc IrNi'iiilin ef itKee idkii ihn.xjex piiliirHi thal odimop Iht
iiiffFjiot Aun. nll iii.miniRiJ. He Ttl oul Lulinuc 1u prilEH^fs in mn ijje' Lirj])iijliiiji.ej[[iHi. Rn
iiii
reO'Htinkdjiipiinepmeiilli ■MMeleBKikod'sn inhi4a[meiKloni?iissieBiweieiiiiiiilfii'L|iir]irr «taTt>.^tmyotl4inmmillip'iippip''^ilsrtk'(ii MtdiTiJEFW*ins'nlii-MPhjnBJ' in thy lpw

hint'ic itufimme- mLitbAmpjilliel als emldtCiJ J-'IuidiT^ HOMdil ide-jIK ilnd'm: Icdefi rHillitamliumL
I'Lp ejnU''

TuntKhul ifnoeeHvy. i-u hu- fwid.s. UicoonmijkDT helieiyItk1 knivsmlens m small raiikkie
Ip Ihy Tvlim the nsllium phi expert ■ Iho ymlinm of imu hiu)i-`J'i''liil> Jphs. inenwch m
nuiiidriir liluibel stioH iliu iliriiim;milnific lyT reiuni lu Ctddeed dalprum: iiivumuricin iiriiei'iri;i l

is idton .td*e pr mcio (Tahles 2^1 Mid Thi eiammitlepp fully rKpcikxi the erlrnl domnnndt
pn ihy fpiorr1 hiplplfl. hd ii IWHe'iyy' ihfi I'y w prnhliTO. |ipy»e. ih< ndain hs'-.i miFT pr^pimnJ
illlim^1Iv iri ifttrUft mJcr~UiiJin iIaIid, L:x:uurK m: rik: li:^ Qj
:iligftii [KhiintkuU't'.

tod^' lh<r1! E Hidd ii ^rhicilily ^itli[i#d K-1] l«dKr« Ih^ mstiv -fif Ih;

I Ji'I riKJ i^ImhiI iliTtlkli"* haiif Iffrd. niijiirtiJ nr uniiijiiiiibn^iiJ ^■^ll^v^r.

liiLddl^ Ud hi^ kijkHji niidltr^dititTi liAj bJ^tcivJd- Oiik-lLfb Edurc llklc): lliui itiA Uiik-hi

iiuLssik Ihd.r^nn rlnkboffeB'CTiMc i'U A US- high Khoit ^hjikn1 hutTU'UKflihiwdf

hdDGlHnch1 UnEliih hi'atcKLKirt'niiih ■ drgrdcin biflidi hirijhnKa *^1 ^hucn of-^-rdhinE

Lk-HlInln u EcaMilkir whti ITkk a uKniilrilrii iri'K.

Tiudti pruhleiiiis irt' i^ooipduid^d Erhr'^jii: ihjcmigtj in ihd Itching uarUbfain:.

l^i0'hir^ nh'tk liiitnn'i k Lz 'le^lKb an k> rebn- << htiit' du piritalan nwr

LximinE no Itw rt i"m'i « "chnn> -n ill nthjd to nil hdw^cn I 7MUnn nirf 2,7 niillinn

[irfailluibi UiiC jMdml. ibriiil uk Attfi kl bil-tolk:^ Kid iiiiilliciritolilh

LlutnMnii.'

S1p^fn*' In I'is I'phlb-N-hiHii lapriM bi Irarfrfpi'iJlh Nn Mpsiirtnt-
r'LTlV11L-Jlil_ Jil Ihr HurhjNri TyiiE.hl. l'Nq-2l11HI

1 iuv^na

^TbL ' *» i

i^ndu M-l J

Wi

MiFistMulu

Am

>r.

PhiKi1 wMK^
67%

ISS

30C!R^ Nihu^-Ccfftte tij- E^ilui rhhk' Sl-tuwJ Hit Mi^ia:

f^-rvwiuar ^i.A^-cf^iaW'iWackMij^ rM^-J-Mjl'ib JW^LJIYL 1^ I, bjmjiicil id'fuknlu].

mnj

W( tkviltonsviuil. fi'rth. hij rvftin <7ini|lai li-13 If-iirlKr' i*hn rundjmfnhally
iiii^njjind hiidiiEy. dKirkEfliy,. ph .M'to^_. aiiEucrincip niPlhipnuilim '^-Il^ iriliiial IpA iif
to:hrudd]y[t tatodp<4(lltMlJtol 'niUd SlMdL Ildp b^- Vtodd di/b^lly id [Udr K- I7dfalhid'illiiit
md icbfiKt' milmk'lion rc>' fkntcn irii mnr? Inuxnlinl IhNi Ihii if dhr T.lnil<4 bUI» it to
ovnfKto 'WRn^iilly in htil lilll ^firhio.

Hil: OnPmlld m1 Pl1x^>CTill|^ id dki: lliICddUirh rcixiniil^li apPi1i^ ril'K-ll

programs Oul ii budd dnKSIiddmaddls, indlujing brimful iiKdKiVLS for miilton md sludjmc

''Nhkkiii cfffa brldiKdUdri andiiit {TfXKd Tit4< Elerfmay Kg iffordiyy Eoidtriia. Eliir. Stlods. iViJ
3ii>Gl DitokJli !ik-lujl Y-ar rklri i''eoojJ pn-.nu'b^CiM6i]lXibM7 pdf''

'' Mduul IL'jTiar (sg IflPKia Ihc^^E^ llind Icvln Uidic Lhud lflaia.Di
Smi-Tf VTEi IBFl^ TREr*n(»t K": t3! Gniwainiai Pimis Ompf. I9W .iniJIbJlf w
tiy Zk80ErT'jxtc9^]Fm2^p4r^ cr^w^ig 10 Du'nu cf LAcf a« 05. ».4: onKYiuuIKS ^ K-SS*
iBA-nhi ura- L]v 10 ivdl Vivy fiifi pjuJ l^-shdkil AlJv k^ihf.iiiHk' bid,

Lrj^h qfKKn^will he BlnhiA^ IT''^ MpcCuJ rruoio'J ath ruhcrcrol' Icicckn bailiiiof^  
vflriqi^l} hyl TMM rf UTF^T. Mrir(¥ lypwnfi i^wJyfi FI p«P. »dri PfeJ-'MLI  

IAjJ MfiMiilittajcB OpdfFihU CIC UFAkti Cv^pniMCir ^lJAlnoJ LMphtf3-4rilv4 kCilMd- M\ llld^  
nrtiiBC. vIni aifmub Lri^ (« 4rn Cran iMlcT'Mmka mJ ikMiixta NiU bonaa wJ k^xr fv^ lloc  
Hif- tla |jiv.«Ndâ'rKfm>W Lln^anfsly  
P.«Mr<ComJ 2m fr.\D.t  

DC httifotmJ Awioyi fV-m 3)00. ApuUl r dChl^ -''h^ V knl  
PHF-PL:mJCA710S ^2 HHiruun Fikiin
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uiikS hJ^ lUT, uhJ TTKKO'ijtJt: ui^ri^=iiiE:riC by, LELK-hixi, ilUdciili, ini ]lrimudrklbn.  

'ilif pniJi.;rt(i^ will d^jic- hvijd-t^Md imdenHC leiuknJi^ tw K.- 13 mididmiUL't inJ uifiM''.  
ond niO rriiivitk for ^M^kul^ SinxHl for the kiiint il<[[Tt] in Ihii [W'Mnnifnjdalion  

■jitnild hiYf the hudic^ riirivrl redtrel K^^'e^T\TH[Tl4] itnddtiM^ .H^1m^'■]'tdhilit> 14  
uimiiicl^ fVrr i|ild'' jp Ihi: fiilliiri:

Hit' nt'dU: f4ii|HHed tifiU: ^il^i3|+]r0iIt[lUlrfElkeili au - llluM- ho liA:

ercrin^i flu [uoKifiidiid uid Uhiue wbo twToivik' ituili jnJ iikiihihtiilil 't uud ent nAi^  

ladcnii J\ty v/U nock 'Jlw rv foniniedidili'jrK catr IktK speim nrk ll leiAen^ Bed K^iernl  
pnjBTiBB nra "wurnnKnihiT In InilnT ciA><::nli>wi fW diUn'ciil pnpiiiilili'm' torh K^i^m^iKLilinn  
hi''j'windin.m.iihhk iihiJvliivw Al Iik limf. wv mn'l  
uiiI LV^iijjdHca bj c LH Ji KvidMi^ b limi^ in K- I 2 di^llicabJlIti :jjk l uiiMue tib3l^'liiiii.  

In pinkuldf, A bcfixOf undjenrundin^ df iihiic o^ltoiis tji lu uLm [» dbiiid ohildnunj flKia  
Hfcifliis:. mihtcjhlicx. Jhil ceeulagy 'Hadl J he iilHt'ul Bfl«i^iii,';''illiuE<iiexih[uI [tfo^nnis.  
Ihn fM ni|lirn iltn^ fncua tm K- 1 2 hKher ddiuHkI mnnd ErCrrn^iOml  
ilil'Liiipruuill. ifiif: ikuy'ilil lu- [^vc iiLn+ iiKnic. EiEdlwinidici. Xkt lucInH'hip

ILKlumj 11'lliIj ncicn^ md luhrKkifjy rduidiiri'i nn pnni'Bh: leiihliiium^
Vi'rrr

TIOIJRE S-l-pn rK^rr#r>df 4 be *mf4Ky ^ctiirq. ?f rtfieiitiTfi in kMijfffinfccp ind
hueu:-r H LTT, Aiuba

&OfJ>oEE Lf^rikv Eiid Sw U<kirl Mb>>i of CTTfii^ IwIf^A StwfuH EthrwWv » . DOM

"^Tbr h^widj^tifiirD dn anpat n -ifnnR^ifi Fn^j9~ni Cv HiD K-1Znvfr
rt^nd Hcicnh L'vB^.'Td.Yif A

MoftnuAzj ix^ W'njm SC: NhbbI AcskuKi \'na. 3 m
Fii}=-H.'RiinAni:]itj vfiil 1 k >>}9 . 1 -^ p^nun^ jikje f^Uiihi

uTmoa

LTT-Hth Hnrrl

!!- kh r.T^lijlUt UlilluW' C:rtfulUlli^ qllldV d ikkli^gr-><liii]C' Id [lid ttU,
iliidml Kl^iiiai Bwlpcl'orm'incci.tni>|j[iiid 'nilh allmidcmat.lTiK'jTiivcf Tcku. .'\ujlin
Coll^fic Df VdlunI SiTmnfi?
A^JHI X Iriiwmmriinn hvTdTvI Ihml hon UichHf ltnW ^IrFMcIi Lo-S^tmil dud WId

!-7

ruH-HruiJCJAmn` vkhkhjw

Fcbrilin' 2IMH lidihuul
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'.mi AMJI-liuN J Jitt IIKItW
pa y-w Fi I r- 1 ICT fi 1 l Mmi u e .

"D. K CohfiiliivIK C H1u I0mntilpohiidiiflwiowiiMironiirua Th nrtuiHimrriimi u
E. Wliv Tlle llnu^ riininEaiiiii WhAiiicce iiiftf be k* Fipdr preitiilEdij. he 3449 aAeuI HMIat oC h
.AMBfiTi ^Ijriini1 liTiJuiil Rdoii^ OnaKi. £^idlaic riOiJvTTnf
JEnaarji. .'itinJba M icx. iMia'ifdmlap: 3ifir }Vw^ciii far a 4Ara Irtlinann 10Whrpe-e DC- rbarnI
AsainiiElAam. 3Q OI,naiff^ n n - 1 i^jadtaErI'iil^aiuiiiai aid<nAdiauli^ rauiinMl
■-IlhiVfl'i'iriilWhIVeH'reT'A'KIIaja-SAfiKhivI Aa^qisi. IVtUB Yin. IX !iJmk» 1 | .npajHlf PrMl.
I«T.

'\* In kS{IO-3j40. [tc IrteiE yeu fir Irliiiii ke hare fljim aFlieiAd mrHiET bF pi^K K-13 Lruhni. 141
JODO
La^FfiaCMRE (niukrai hokaiT. rhyaoi udehcdnijdjyj aaij lrioAJ^laialf nlbcnaID
PP H.-PC^g.ICADH'IH VFHfiinIN S-K Hehnsy IFHM HJiiiliim
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Li I 111 I A >2 Puri I;; SuHiiiet ]hijlJljl-f»
Eli ihK Uni uhfiikiiklllAIIira LfJ1ki^ iir: rcl-oiiiiiiBa^ i LuiiJlKr cdlJlilMl
[m1^m fnr dnnmifin i;;iri |.'iijr Mnkhn^ irraU he p^irkri j -rfiir-
liK'ftu Mui 1^ injn -uid KEKniJ siBHieef nililmH 1 d jnd pni.vit' I ' lo
KuifBfl. The CTFucIciJ fcJ^iil invotiaeni per pulipjrrl ^ dbiili ^1 ,')3U per rreek, iiuclihdng
pinx'Qyiill ilip^nA. which ui^iid r< uiiivrdd ^ Ikji Kho4t dtnrins.
SLUKliCr Ibliailh ulhXiJ Ickiluai d/jUltiUd- M J htfvt- tuiltd
in iTriH* 1-ma il Ita^ lindc- tlt otftm i:oiikmil.f ^'nraciry" IIie NrnriiJi SdWTKV
Fd>iliililiijli3d Osln ilMIil l1uKlIj^ U:iCni xtfillluUi Irt I 9!^. hl-fi ld' iileijiddly
Iniim^ pcnjinrul m idioilirK ind Ik'uiinil'al HdLDi Kuitk iruniiurT-Y gd`1di31].^ In IIK
^K Mdlh old I'd0JIdf^Tk^l' te^ lllildiy;; lUJidi lilldr A lldW IHyj^ndL TfiAjlur
I'Gl^KU yi 47i'"lTlT>H19{i4KtiinTKr"w'w4m Kti#' eitmuI w '; mk 4. rtw<4^4r

plot t1Hwii 4 < PP tfidw; {icul piv4<<^Ai ith^irodiMi hw p<f IW'Huf't'fiM' prr^HM 'i-^ta
IwFM « <k iMcAKn ol jiti STAtn'MH uc4{ Ai In ipnnfi jnoMI t.'.(iv-NWI wn Hw iwrunHaP
'i Kutknn aln ii4i ih ^'n'l.^'). vmiirtt. Ivk nfm'nn- » Kt>c>rI. 'ItHn > g ir-ilud iik[«jm In iIH
IHmgnr-vf c( ^Ip'nwi nwiR\.llw>?[i4?[4'H1|HF1t;i<ridiIM[Kr^t> Hi* Ih r^ni
rKWi4 4Aig|fiTfiiid 4^gr lu(tm) nhIe*iil g v'nniul nl' |iFrtpgiEijing| 4"v'M|i]ignni. gihnt^ ilw
iyyifl pntnl ■ IK* ((ur^ ■'•'ujKrf ? JIIH* Iv I1irii lliipiri uiihna KWV 1 " dja^nnrMfi'l
»)1 ihf ^IH]j- In Ih^ fm^njvrvgi 0^E1r^mm nC ifv I^E^icn liudcrn
The i*bli4iilp lictTr«n frr^nJmaj dcrEl^rrEl jwl i1uIet^ xhicLTmEi^ lulA-Evn Ji'Iet aJJrialacnbi
fir Ike ird1Kn" of pcncnLi| ^ nr.duJalIe eM^Ie fir frs ind rcdiuJ-pfiEr liMiEho. and I'nrihE
p!?>?EfE^ aj -kaim
SDURCi. [X S(4dL D IvDntf. ^ P. D FiMb raafetaEtAin ëten iJSER - f"\kubd^jbVb [ta prEfrimiu;

S-l I

PUP-THW.H'- 'kTi" VFSSTOM

pEhniniy fOM- pjjftifn
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Ik ako c-ui ht L4F^eJ I'ix *.loctBuini; oducaliMi itil 12
ICKtv.TI. ThCl^HH^iXy *initi: TEiuhtT T^irLMjiHul l:"VLkf?Tncnl pne|;:mi wjj liy
ItK 01!(l« of in dw IhpirlnMni of l-ntfc 1K)L L4 a cndre of raiundine nIkidIc'
■ ptl KiEh i^"h'1 Jnd 1f>;h<p wTih uIH Kfiv^ pa. l^nflarK in il>iir isv*! jnH
n^lpMUI itJlhirML-onimuUK.L." 'IbiaUJfihiIe J-iilifirpiojffim. eiit/bli^ long.-K[iH,
TV'ljljmdifpa lailli []OF. mcnlrrr :wi Icacfiinp Ta^furK :rv ^apndlal -hi
li Ical A lJ irfh -^IIK: Df li^ji'khiEri diiui^ fh: filiiJ )i'Etu bj iJ In^ 1 ^-EElj jI
oiKicf^ l11vhnlnmt fwochkcd^ >"n ■AFrdnl If Mh'h -■ pTi|rHn u initi^ua^d Inma Lwo
ViBhi^B Fiub aladi iiPU'ie I iJ[Hw uAhjiI ikAIE-L. id llx- cuiijuy •yit J ID-yiar fcaiid. lAvUI
UiKJ LciEhcnc CKfe yedf u-duld Ik- brouet* ^ ihd 17 DiXi libonJorKS. tEiemully nKhiu *
ijf ^KfnH'-'linE <lvir 4f ppc" in fTjin^rniE !<t»1 ^ T^hk
S3 1 lliil Li ^luinH tbln'i fiUhb -jti AP t^iiiiilLh-iji IiJd. it 'hllIn i-kOUL- rt^ Jll:^ od' edukjHy ^'LLinikipiiifijahi'Lhdx'ijd^ u'1katya;^ T.VltLK 9 i ^<irCrimHBIHI-in' kitif «l'!'liidi:inkVii'h«r4fHHl aP J-AnnknvIKM^Lisi i sii»iiiri U'tiiii t'tltd NaF'JHLf APK?tiinitaii>ins

Eihncil]
hreeed AP P^nmiiliLm
l!Hd AP I'lmmnnlii^n
MUii

Ji»i

TTW

Rbcki

ITS

Z'^OFTBS. I]UiI HE fM kiatulnrij pipJa^U IIwi T^mi r^li. ky^H-fiAjk m 1094 mJ cmEkrv ■ A TLui ptijlit
ail^ ^mipcnlVf^tT^ udiTm) jHf' oxnrmibau vov prnL n Lk oon EBiiBcta.drfjiQjBk nltHnKci

WHiim. ori Wiliil xudKi U' nikiTTB w OwLM' 13 llk[>frL4ny£itH^>'nU'4)rprop«iAar'HbiJtfiiM>fh> uiiufTaJ hdiyhsr'a ikuicca m h'bia milki d iima jijkIlaIioc.

KDliKI :i. SMi-mj L'jnvr I'rr lutoJioHl A^NmNliy c ktjb '«■-' u-ki n'

'iiliiiii^lkifi ii hiilll i.m'itsndvtK. k'lint-ind itKJrniil-g'In^diHb^ itivknn

jnd mlhcTTUliii'K Tkc APTP ^ji liocn LULUiiiriJI ultim ^iidr, cltrnicil'hl mi aiiipcvm^
212

TABi.i: ^-JAllit^TiiiiW Ilf Aft'.d4Hi1U] tni Siudijvii FulMpiMinJ ta ihn

I'T^ndH in InrirraaillifiAi \tlhrmalki Hni HririKn hriiidi In hhl1 4* iim^nJ irldi

liilrmultttkJ1 fWW ITfiF

MalhrmcIn

AjICT^FE ^CIK

1 Fl??*ci

i

A"ct^ 3mjt^

1'S|$ 'W rdleihc-imdHHi

3L4."r«

S4|i

! YMjtvf}??1

.V rjktiM.rn|M1|hH
iv riH lltwtirih

Fi

PT

Fraarr
3iplc AiKnckdpBcnalcocjol ■ li'franl ^dc, I Bi^n^tonJ i r^nlf uok b)* Ac ■.'joA^c bnnl dv
o^iauBEdi ilvi ■dniraui iJv eunu. LMJul^<R.ad inbDmiin^tBVfiJ^ rv^ura i i»fi k k S- fea
^pdilv ^lanini enln

HHTK.HI Ki.iCA'illl>?^ VIJ!!iKKV

3 .IK

Hdiru^- 2LH4 >:diiHU
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TL^:i Hrmr rtv T:-:n" AITP inKmutrili iM '-■imhininB ■FV*nii' p< nml Um^itcr

Dlijitut fhjiUi|iiE4K4 APiP liM* ulixdkEiife.iilk:^V"'ficilijliifuJh:i:iur

nuiijn^' iiinulaTH in bij^ sfHl. 'iI k DuIIss 4toait.1 is ihe- nukn's ]2dh IL hu j
iijViniiii-irit^"^nrQIntaKnt ind l<t*i«rih'Sl^eaaa>iT>j fhitn h^uMtijIdi. ¥d

DiHbi riiK^nh Mhuvf i.Mi[tinndiinE. AP rv'iiH-i. .'Urrii^ivi /\nHrieniimJ1]iip?ni';^*"d«nlirjinii aP
cuiiinil.H.TTh ill iiitfkmzinAjiHn, ^hJ Tn^lnli Jl ■ hMjZ IJur Iitticl lili|ii:r cYuui llic iiinin:n:4l
iiiiiriiitf i.' hlojian^'. :iid fcnnmil^ hliiilmr^'. pK«i [fat: -zuiTiiniairmH I'A'ki: Am: iiimJuiii]
riu:.'
The text is not legible due to the quality of the image. It appears to be a page from a book or a document, but the content cannot be accurately transcribed.

I 4 <?im ii rK4 <a Wirf|-dfi.-4Jr^rf llWTPmv m th ^k44d'-'4MpK e4 K-tl lurmq. and

baJhi. imtn cririu. il ■ -^bl1capn^ In rajinrmrf [wrtfT'nu wilh lig> Emridmac Ikr Eunjtc, i0FTH! Haw* ITlIdJed iiV]1 ^\K iPoddribHbfid BbUukkird^d- prORrSi fus i''fflrtMiscMJ KflbJr Idhkhdr LjuilifkiCun air xLm3v'tti els' rajiAli Jiid Ui^ lliir ^xE^au.'ud H^jciinil LunilijIi^ iiel\^A

■kimf diHlily ^ CHkn h^" lueaeii^ Aai wmh» iMC^MndttMJilm piiwnM 4\t iierdy

tdNdiiM ih* lدمb4C4< ■^nhHldt-. Otidfl .VJU? ihJI ifi> Mu'kfVdUCJd'\^i frOfTimi- ifD atfAUM d>p"a^-ITvtfisin--;lf'l'"^4T1 irf1N'ngB^rFonrs wprwHHHTi

^ lHMaiEClDrjKraiwi v>d L^wck^ad {-.duiluB d hdilMU Xid l^u HCF-
ApiiaNi E hiqi I'-KwvfOMad rfi^diwiMd^ll '1 1*111413 Wpdl

"^n C Tl^lrlp-^fide J tlrtdk

"IW

* hhfaaj Kocv.'ti'Ciiijn.il J.t4i!i h Aj| zed JerrvKtq.di^^Bnrd'thlp'tyiknrArTHlk'a tr^ifiifDKw n LUL A:4uAil Wi^ciAn K .•tuftknj 11n

PFLF-PI=EirJCAT10>: VliRSK^1X ^-12 Tdbnuiy HdiliU
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E

H1lKKARni T()

rKfJSrKKjLH ■* I S TIIK 2 IM CT^Cl l llVT

ti"n i#nnic"4x1h)n It: and' ifir flvmwr'j c-iininimiHtimio

^uj' rr^TFjrrrh ibKjmiFn^uJ fif iir tnml^fimnaiitniii Tu M/rBnhmu ihyfluiff^

Mh> itAUL rToJlMcfc Jfl< IriTUHTh'. Oiid ^>/Nf^.
people Ihr the nujoi^i i <i.' 0 (uniy ind nuuiiiiil and luuiioluid senril,. . htou otutfoih.. ihtt dtK ^
nol mean ilul Ihtre dwuld h< a dminiHtmnii in inch iinpininl fields oi Ihc life ■'cimoei' nr the
iwidicknoM. A Ndinci] rr»r}i[eh pnifniin mall rittkknfKicnH nnd cncin==rii^ reikAr^h b
Vi Tii prit^T^n

iiiklraoiHL III iliM' XiieeiiBJ Aiideruji^ nofon rdAeArurq'), ,^'iubiiiiir

(JatwjiHiein'.l^i:i;riot(arejiaiird^'a.VfVlt>'a Om I mud liufuii nee^ i» ba- omoBg Uio worU
!kk(kn in idl rields cd' p)Map.'h lo Ihnt h m

* Iking ihe- hm dyubhle- knemLod' I 0 hecr m prothrm relelied 1 p luiidnil ehjclel^\]
4i''<n irovil kiKivrlKti^ appiijnri iinexpiKiKlidy in a fuLd nni Iрадili|}n4}'' Indeed to Ihni
otiix\lP-Ti
a (3uidUw r^oogjiH. axidd. lUd UEa- dHponnU raji:iuy:h nuwilb tiui oeeiiir

^ Piil^l ilUiiKiila ill ^\nk:iblm t-ullei^ mafi Uiiiiy-ciriiliibi b bc^miic- luiicri iAlUj luj'i eKinid
Ek I'roinkn cd knowldcl^ uid apply luu' ceeceplic.
V iVlrHjlhc lin[h^i::il y 4 ui|^ iliidciili IhiII] ^'ni 2 iliil':ill^ imj jincriplmifidillvJ^v

'J k1 muihtdW JLPyiyy ^jniTHhmjvAAAdAlityiT litw Vuk TlHei. Apr. I ] . ^!i. P
" AAA^ L'ukta rjarrh a. dMJ ■ iVmrLauJjAciiiTip'-^ltD m itu Ariiydf :ri.

h?p .nil'"m

"CG 3 EPJP. fLirmjt. yin.-kmdci<jji^ .igaPAP .RiArtidoViiiiMh i i T- ilArhMwGwui].^ u U-i- fra. A'ulwidl
i^L
IF SibofmJ AuJuuiit E'\kb, IW3

HRF:-P1 'M.CAnON 6-h ychrtnJV 3UW Kdiliuiii
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R 4 i nuWi^triei-v^tini^
duf. $"^'HiinH'':n
nd P."{(i
Jbpji*, tjyl-Twjitttt
L^ n^iicukTd
Lihofilimpic wiMild i,ufTifuLa ^riHlh.' for thf AnHc

Adi-TK^d rfr*cM%h nViwTMn1lirm ^ ^ ailirnil v> nwHaiMl

dhCJVl1 llui tiUAC:1lk (Wk1)*. Fuf rUllipk. <lj^ rT'Jbd ptf1Atii dl p&Vikt ythh MMikd dl ]j^ la'l Ji. ^vpm:ln 1 ^'nwdrTIip^-rfiwiT rT»inrt<nl 1 idirHJ!*B\in^iHfrB1Jwi?hi^T0 pnH^wiinB iidiKlir\l t ^ 1 1l:n 3 iil^ 4 fMG. liwr Md kwtml p>mii-k -dch^Ldr^ md did- inwBJWd

Liruii.'' Five hliilk1 ph'i'f in clurndn* ^lth.' un lor hULiu«nc |j,rTKrj1kiiife rtg Tracer

nfrnrofTrsu^ irBU'iiietis uid^iplkttfcfis.

.^lAunuf in^iInkmu^rina unJ^^ihriBT^ ii iLHiiclJ ji n^LnoicnUJuii iobjJ

fiwililif i hw>!:nB. clrnily nliiml inkractinE YiPlrvm<rTtc iiKliifci!- rwl'.ifkp- ^ ^^n^pniv

*ildaluKi, uni L'y'hniilirluLjlJL'GUri: /ARIF uc ifiilili^iilKd fiiiiiiii -I ki' Eipci -bf hrJriBioiili Biiiti
tn- iM hnj « Ihil H pB^iiiRi^d ^ Ipr^ic^k ^ITTlfm- itt iwiiivh pn^ip^i

^ MtfOid lirktKi Bwd A.'krkV JFjf TTn'A^-^ih' hWMdl

^^rMH'FPin^Gvi.iAiUqllkn. Va MKhP^I 2(K)iIp E.

^ i\ufJrjtn .fi^ibii^JkinnA'MjE'Ininrfvunjn m1FdnEHrx DC: A'ri'HnilAf'iaAnr

JWj3.2x15

■li^-^

MRH.-PI iRI 2CATW\K VHFNKUK

>.^nEcr.- 1]iWi VJkJHxt
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r.^k.Tliii oiUviikcj1 iifAJilFtL ui u^Arrm: nlAriiifii oAni

rc^KS-i'bsluiliili malilibuloruJi^flHniiiiwnl ind4l^p<diofi hi^k'i' ^CLsian-miklnjnn
Imni ijk irDcf litfjii jjhJ fc3crj1 .-U! IFJi HiikiikirK iixUiiimii jil uCIm nuruivd th'i'
ACTDV B-di Kmnjii

lean Pi Ilf die' biK]^^ breeder Jl reMfirdh d$±k'li" (TiHJld be ua dude for
jhireCimUn.' fuilir^ niuili^d In' li:li:l¥ii:i:il [riigjxrn mim^RK in 'Aku a^aixiei bi leilibi''
**UL rc^irch.

'.^n TTTpiirInrt iJihVI •*€ ivuaiah m Ih^: •i:r1rW'4'mTuliw;
KV ITWLhE-€, W iDTfa LlliC Bfd- DltCA dt1 eijp<q feed IJ1h'«11111H1 Ad-^l^p
domiin^IT^ rrufJ likch In ndJiiTil •fi>u:•n'iEi -iv ncu IculwijilnpiFl TK:«
OppMIUMiet ale Trill Id^nili^d dl Uld- Id^dl, \HC b<y [JlllRilf:^ UUnflL
Ymliv, l|in-r ii hk^JliJ in iilcTicx' liU mml harricn fn'.'u rrdiurd nlliiirfil CAFi
kkMi iritll hifjfTHpj^'dl' wi<&;
1 Fl^ lie dcelhraf^ Fundnfj. in mKV 3i^gAxufii niakjt^ il huidLT In juJify Hily iir
LUilltauduo IHIdjeiXl

■ Tlirpeu rEleKW lllllCMl Id rd^di C^L^UkiJ iiis^eeii^en WlklllieVixll'IkJiiAiii
ITH11K>jl.
■ Indfi^r^. unii-igiilly. ind rienenl librITid'H'hui 4iv mder prvredrc lb rrbduce- ihiAl-4eiTn
cifkeiidlll' Dno. Whie-fii ddee Wdii dir Hilih'k. 1ir^l MUDide -uj luiiii-ieyearlli
fuiKtillt
■ ln'TieiiiiM4 pilWif ■'ihWulirTj' ^^^'II11^■^Tm;i^1 lift D '7ix<inE rnniici'i ii hiniT Ijpjnlrfy nim-
porr-periewbd eni ej4^ end ^exr irieIEWob leidi jiliix -edidUK^k In bidet. cli 1 eJ'lalll8k^d
muirchera'.
■ I liEb-rirl. hidiriv4e<ili-]l rrwd! hv innH to f-iiluib. ;iid B^emncril peigmEhi -ind
incdii uhJ puliHc tenrimy 'nt^E Auir pniicd nuKtijidv vilniid'dc Lu- ihct^i:
'r(T5«Hit* fnr Ihe mU-.ork.
A^a1idlH] Kx.'H4Khl'-3finieiil iludo'ii>bi.'iiei'lihi ihe ikipliirlnienl dl IXd'enir'i hfidjtbb
Tur liuir niim'li luhe -^Mliliid jjhJ EHU. '^^flnr hu hecn e Lreid W iki FX^Il Fiijr redLietiJ
illenlinn l» iiifet<VTbjexp<?7illiiHi m dir biaib measr [hevnn.'^^ Ihe DetviiH -Idi-iiliKvd

" l^ml he^udi L'uuJ Amnnrnd^XVpwiiEMj llejundt Wuki^ui, UC rtaeiö«l
PKi/HJ1LLK'ATHJS VKHSIOS

5-}$. 

Febmuy aodb lidiUcm
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.J[. ARP A^M leinisofid"^ik'-h']u>kt3'iMr fedeni ckyllar invalie

lfHfuvxJI Ittw .in* liMilifv nn nffri^n~^linn It* .^RPA-E t rnrni n^F Vfd (Bo't 6-
J], Ik uOdlUlrirUc AU ri xi MI fik> Hi xA^hirCii^ iult- In iMilh lilj Ar lilkuii'i
flnllalbi^: in idi-'wrui M'(*nh in*mjnwnnB. 'Nr' hjw*l iwi)f*p. finlmtM^'inli'; wJ m
Jjctck' Mg k: k^L ^niETjliiHi -itf rcMiflnlEn. nlttnl repeal -Pf Ihe 'ilf FjioBy
AdiiiaMO' Lau'ds 11^ torM H.lU'tuUiri^of'i^iimLic n Ik UdpuvKn. of kncijo-
mria, %^ 2 iiicm:i -ch m:\ci: ih no^ iiinly if me miAc j Tkrr^ ui J .iMjirrud Hi'nIiicnl in

ft^untilu |klL^ ^Iehl-e. cib^JiiefIrI^ CML ^{iplkdile Jitiuiif]llk:^hik'. adJ ikuy^ifiMi^ldi:
•vHTP4TTS.wi*i^dif knswhidB* ininpr^iy* 'IIit \^titi(ili mi;i(3'«)[D' .«)view*1ni:<
•jKiri.iijj^ d Uie- UIn$ ntl" ^ S^iiiiiiib will khi^iK -fUMdUuned -f ITdnj Mtun$ dididuiiil
a'adcnuh'.iHl Rin nnnKm libcnldrKi. ^lltK^fit 1 mdu.ir^ pnTKnildlcd'lht entrE'

mifNed^iklun: jiil Ik Hljlvuty ilrLEk:pin|^ Bi-n tfL'hjHikrpa^ n iiuiiy fIcUK, Tullinul -zliiiihl jiii

Hf iBii>' lotKcnv dioaLE Au Ifu- E^^nniTKA -WnuloH rc«uvh to mH< ulmuJ Kied!: Thne
Nn.- 1 >lJj? nciiriri^n|ilkj|rni'»ifi'i:f 'mnrfy n i mijA' nf npiy»m*l xiwily
i3diEi:nis. ARFA-b'would ln>EM to d brood pMiA>lio al'tt'ukliiiHuJ n:Mir';li thoii uiifrIdEdco
np .1 *nl inn'FmminE iw;hr»jti 113 ^ 1 . ih\i in IIk prrt m' rrs irfi^ ii^plud tiy -mir ei">i imltJjh-

IjIKtHuiki (led F^^JC Funki^ uf n3^lIlJ1:ll tindcipmim^ Uir |n> VHKn. nl'iiicW

MHT.'ys is mai; pailiyvykiiry (cinptx by Vk ioh ivA. hsh nik vid ImE-1fTTii yhiroedcr nf sikH
lyiak - ull -rd* iklli'li iiiejia: 11 kki midcd to iJnih^vuly in' liiitotli y fIiMi Jliij^
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« .Atcdliiieit Hiiim'jiirih ii h«L iriiiluDFuJ ud ahhfifiui^^ ud u

(flitvnp irwfuni'rm'

- r^irfcnintucf^invccb^-. foBeB^-indullii^iKlK^-ind l^rateri» Iq' u-nrk <Tn
cnint rcHumJi pniilernK^ ?«.li »c ihi: ilfn dsfriTun1 ^ riirl tri^lli.
Ilif t>i^ k ndrnrnrnKTi'V 'iuikklur? and emIs 'nnih miimr Iho' «f 1>AIU'.^,
rh: mlHiic uiilHn15Bj JilTn^il'l'n. DAFTPA iiiininly'hj pfw ii1r u lii;i^lnsi
"frMt.-ihromdi" p<i^4clivE' fvrfe amioJ form. DoS alnudy ha; sdr1M [iMrhuiiimr for lorit
^rTp nsWHfch.fc^j ji iirn^iIIIrTHj [k, p.i[r rrNidin^ri" fnr irvi'HiminE du t^i\. jnin
uihnola^y &! mmis iIm enutMcA auch II.HEF'A Jlw dtwlnp tct
piivIcliH hy ihf itni.vTTtmwnl fur milriiwy ■pfti xiintrea. tiw.rt' ■'ruru liUNiiiiiy i' jli[iiiivj
ujj1 dc]iiiiluhdm I1k jai i ai: :-:ur. iMuu^ Wj#* duo. iilVr' ■|KL'ril1' jirikiuviitiiil il[:Elii. Uk"c

[>AllP.A. iHBt A-E would luvu t vtry imill ilndV. *^^'Ould t^Tloion » kA [> Hirl'd'. w«|d liim ui.in'
^ hliirtmciy ^ I? d ycaiSr uad lAuukJ lu^r dk' paiiwiicl uxl Luiili:«ulliiiy ficclkiu iivA
tranidd 4n Ihix tllvttnlo^ mitk durff.' Icv'1BijInEki idnalint by d» If^ilidirul
C'Hnni''k^ nq ^n^rny Pull^ ^ uui nP rc wrf| uhcpc inv.£ilniEnl jq
winidtuEd diM a. Ill [iMuuin:h ortoi u vibch ladikBy u wldcdt> m «L

'b'lH

RE-PL™.IC.ATKIN VULISXiN

r<bniiry 2tKn KIIiDr
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complex MiA (Ikiil^jl, otttnKilinTul.l^Invkoll iKiiii. :h)J hi!;lrv^l [WMrher^-UKl^neinf^nl

ud iht- tuircflnictti (juinf hmird usotsms. disuicr wjiniii^ ^luniiC'

'iriibiiii -ind v'fvutBi. oo^ins. rfofb1 niifilin. n^i-vl mjlfriah. luid [ndwton

iim'hisuhnib lur b^djvgcn

'Hw pnp«^ TTwld hi idiurtt' Jdlw 1tw irm>^j(«fi' <v:"r. h 'tifliii'Jn-

Uid c0jplUMfb III iddlKin'. Ikitdeille. Ud ^Li'reid:ii:ll Uhd lUii^i: ididIliSjOiUi]

inhM^I. 'nid> v.^-.HJld illiniiw Ihi linVaj^ hlu'wn -inJ oriiifint^N^E -ind rutmiia

mil Mil cqnnfidi: ki Bliiiiml^ IIk nifibri^IIjiiIP! din- ixviliil xrnti: In In cnli:>illC

ilu f^Mlu i»d prnlbn^i.

Si3iL:ip:h HdOAM ^uilji ■id' imuYilwn. 'life mrhmxEc iiiriil:ilcrally ruifikd rrfEinA ia

WfjiilkTvijii^xiuiTt iiiltN-CKiodn dfnt^ ndikTiKundu Ihd dfiitiutKnccdCold diki; u
-clNrit)'- ihji I'ffdnRj fiindiic ^n^r«)?-][vh•nl[lt4'K]l!m^v: l^rodE'^imwI ii

xifflUciUialni III A ILU TkiiIIiA Httlllldullici ujiuu -df-niul^unril [H#:iilliJ IsiijjficA liblAZmJ, Ih:

Unikd StJk] ikcdl 1 n tr -udhie 1 In ^^drtd Iniki? u ill mpnLHi Hitdi df KHznce Mid

^nchfidTni: Bид. in^-^diEfl'n. fiivl h mei^^tuBlj' ■^IFkiill In wiw finiJnE to prnuiK

UMiH 1uf d hlb Ilfi rhd^"h. UlplULi^ dd Jldn-ld-fd giMll dh erh JIUMLjilll lidm: Ili^r-E^.

khur. with £14*1 pfTnliil Ihitt itm).' Idt« nnn liim In mlra ihn ndiiKLRirluin n^'enliid hr
deEinn^ uki fiir ihc ir^diin iiT iic-n Ici-faniiliiii^jf -n ■toCermriJmE.fcu-iMMr iiflkiilirc In fnmle;

itu lunih tUfKkd H> niiNUdin dbl upside- il

h32

PPF-Pt'HI Jf1fliTi™ 'ITlimrt\"
pidfnrin 3 ^IW Filillun
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T

1^]3AT AC.T1Oy.H !illlCH T.D AMK3th A TAKK }N Kf[E%fk A Sn KEMMi
e[h: m kk ro huiaj>

I3EH1 AM»

]tn`qHlimdyiri« C: .Wub jAi- rAd MdiF^Kl^rH' iiiUiLi^ iM W illuTc

fx^f^>>v1 re.iaiich n? iaJi f-iua dewhp. rccnm. -aaJ ri/m/j} (he -twir anJ iv/gliresi jiu'nji. ictfmiiti. cnn~^f^=iHOd^rs htt^ rAo L Stares and rArDiQ^ir rtf ■t-trrld.

Vtfz ll^'t iA n Mutld "'Ik fi'ir

prMfKrjiy luf kf-cnif kiaMi'Jddef iluilf B ihf fanu of i:diKiMJ p«o{ilf and dioir idauj'' os Jim Diidor^uil md Fanil WamAt k^md il- In IhoL h'MHxI. Ihf eIhKiI fi.mipftHiofi iiT»

Icnef rmlry fn mnnjfp<ririnE and Indf hui ihc- ii n Iha pnrduiti^ nf kno''kdEt m>1 Ihf

dd^\:lapinj lujiira Jlikf oTl La^'Okllllg. in Iii;^ oSaiaioioi, nlnb:n od Uia oaadal <d A xullc^oi an d

luuvtfill^E. IlkA' Oft: vjinin$ iBidft^ruduJie' and ^dluin: uicncuui and eiiginear^ Summer u fiafavidd [bd o;(|Krliif iby n< d lo compttd in crvMinjoilw for iKv po^jlion; in thd i Id'Otnlnu' otHnumj` 'NiimarijM; nnlinrol iiidiliviwJ.pri'.Jlf ■ifEinif^innK^hfi'=-x n£OtAmn^ariWaiwiiMiii o[T"r* lii *VTV*»Y fhp npnibi'f" m'd'h'ih linntiil^ Jinl irtlirm'li"md rfwlfniK pur^uin. IAlanw. Oil-tliitiilliggy. Lii^"diiriiliiy, jiid nullnmidIK in tJi: LTDo0U Kiatn.'^

'I'htn- 1b ixruam olul. in ^narii our midfffpiadCbiH ori: i»l kaoping ^ with iJKdtd in odo' nukuiv IIm L uiod lilAms hkr uiiwisod Itu- prapodion 1b populam

oikmipE fiitTl WEvnI)' dojTifo in the nilural lokniAii pnd anEiK<«int n'-'or IA£ oowldr-

L"CTpiirii", kill il hmt hEll [piHiiHj, njivi' Tvavn^ n IHh^ indiojliir ^

'IlicTT am: ijvni ii:iiiiii: •jiinoimii aknnl ^p'.Hjiulr udiuluT. k du: 1k£ 3miiiiinil iif
And the hammer, etc., were made in the same way. I should think, however, that the hammer was made by the Egyptians, as they were the most skilled smiths in the world. The hammer was made of bronze, and it was used to shape the metal into various forms.

The Egyptians were also skilled in the art of metalworking. They made beautiful and intricate objects from gold, silver, and other metals. They were also skilled in the use of copper and brass, which they used to make tools and weapons.

The hammer was important in the construction of buildings and monuments. It was used to shape the stones and to hold them together. The Egyptians were skilled in the use of the hammer, and they were able to create beautiful and intricate objects.

The hammer was also used in the production of jewelry and other decorative objects. The Egyptians were skilled in the use of gold and silver, and they were able to create beautiful and intricate pieces of jewelry.

The hammer was an important tool in the work of the ancient Egyptians, and it was used in many different ways. It was a symbol of skill and craftsmanship, and it was an important part of the art and technology of the ancient world.
Incrcuini; panic^iaiid Of undircpicipHtood nimnnlloi. x cnlicTj Id ditvipi i hiRh'
inp||yiyr^fik'iiifK^iunlii| i red ifTiBiKen infcl'nitid HlpiyK ijv'tr iisi: fc^ie **nn iHi- mrncrhrs'

^KHJpi lllCtediD ii 1 pCiojIVI^ d' l Ud ID LS ipdpillidiDl UlififiitLng IlkiiT piniDipiliOn liDF In
•TWDPii HiilnnpnpnymiE. Pviikidif'n'q HTS jiii -fn qi'kiin >n^nl p'd^ipali'in tNFd
il'KmiA: ■limfj. IiK r.s pipididiiin**' Prili|l» men Mun: iiffniCud. k iinid jh:

undcmiTolcwc n hickd nd cnfncreriE ■ mr iDiely, arc ncl iiITiiclibe u muny of to
iiiDa LjInilNJ pcellFLV: lli jii loqHEilaiii ic^ncil id* iiv LniiULM* D:\:inuniy

In ponMOMidiTh' edikiiion. ton: jjE aiixTy pnntiplcj dix lie^ miunv^up ^dcnu

■ iKcyuil. riE^nft* if [icU Thi# IbiildinE t'npi'i'-'rinE ■'nd Fiilifoi T'tto<'' (BKSTj ■-miniiIIiY; DUL tod ci^ k'yi princiiple* id ixpoixl Kpifb'nuiiDn:

* IniiniiiiDiill kidink^K 'iniimm*i In tolibkn,vtooii aces to .tmiiiih oomniiton'.

* I'lrBdled 1OLPtitniiI hnmntok in and suptpaionE. i ti.-- 1 Z Litidcr E^Ttot.

* Kn^^dflddr. RiViinblp to'uH'iMtoEMLDptodLDraiaddnililDiJL

- Pnujiill. iELdyEHin. .^-^SdiiHTtioi IIDui^i iiKia*iiff f mil lUILnui^ dit: I ■itoi[y n^:ll df
dPch JlUd^lt

* Pnt -wppDn: (Ha inp etudebn DEfiDilminorit KtACUDn diM tniilds Mipporl 1trDSF

inAiirb ihil pniincltdi dlluYiun^ in :ni mililuliin diil^iiic; ind piiTcwim
» Kniiitoid miFiWi CTpiirwn^ tlllfttrnE Iwjil-nrkiK^lwiFjTKini hin*'!! iippiptpuiii^ and iiuAtOTo livMnAdii|i ei toil CDiitoi 1D to viocld of yi mV.

■ l^idje ic ihc- iirAl lei c1. I'ixduuii|^ KOiliniiiiiiil rclijjiuiEdi^ lu Htoiiii ^Uiiknibi ^DidLV

the pntliwiy! to camr dci ctopnMffl

" Vtaitid. ^Tfificcorid T.DL'hiCilDE^ Qitoi fitilMbf tSiKtit LtJiiDHTllbi TniMinL IndfrEHEmiitf
il\jT.^|Ijra- H to- i^nanr. WnLixiJtjn. D C Euuelnc-OdLR clto heiki ri uFTo rinlaj Slln ZDDO.
L-uv-aasrmJ finniaui m Lie. -.^mmieTj E^la'sram HiJ k-kmiln id LcIull, viL

CDecel|^niri. : r^mnnii.'aeiiiilneD ^Cimpniivi dlldyii eiemec DJefini^ny^ isd

T#etnili^i. "k'A MnumJ Kunci KetoiDM. Hfo

"' K'dnfl-nf rtiDHITitiBii liHiit tiBWD An -'uiVflipinHamDn h m ndKam ornkn ilm h nci tcpkiwd id ri
LUKM pDUUId Suhimfoun32JKKH. whkheDi fiid intainnibj> >ldi EtoiDdi.ri'.iilyiitoiM. lepteMHiD
enilu mimm* B neU u loto eitoieAMh e iIDc prito '' .ill- Fejiie wj Hj TcLteflwiiii A frCdi ^piDliJID
j ine-fpXioi. dmin Lnii7m.Y nireetmi^jli- 1.h[k^1MJj.^31

lluile L^eilau^ Eia..EcKraE Tlcraii'dli: y diyn^id: dii^WifitoDasfl'liuiynJ'cu^i
null
NCnl iIF lk:K ijtntf »nE pnm'iifid cillifT Ln- indJidiiirv. irr diroJly In K&uirfef by tk SI^F'i

^KQimiof ^paiDtfi I %virmM. H .'luMoA' AJlujcrojidiiM^uvui'

Awni IC.F'f'HiiU'MibaA^x'bUui^rix.ta ^/trrnnTV' W jeAv^wi nr AJUMhDM ApiMiUm
I v^ .'Vn M^ 4Ai

' ' \luhul l'rujIL 3<^i, '1li[jvi U^nfWiVJu* ■Aic4b' !^cbJ nixm.' Thd nnwiEh-cTPI^w l1kuim
2-1f^ 1131 AxiihMfl K bip .'.clnwl1A unc'^DkiiiVhly Vh1.1];L'^2b0aDD1 Ieji
\^'sml'bcftFE^UimB» ^ldtar^ud^^hlHu'UlAt'ri AfiiU4«k
hifi '-'n ikTiEjyli^ vil^ii.i*u'^Y1VjI._T1Rlimi#;

'\^SHbqi -vtnr bimuhnb niLaw.'idiiz hin irJ II R 1 119. S^iiW^r rwnf1 Aahuviiln A^j-tn- nKtl
Yar:3!319. Sic I Idl Itml METwIDU, udSaArzh TiUEfivuuviC33.'1ART| IUimc l'iiicizivinvffui-
hMuMIELamilLiumiciAdi^1KAL Thmil
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li<«wi[vh n(tk:^<hin FTf'fivn hhI rnl^j^ntP'^ tind'Kik IdiKPttini'

TrdiIK^Jl^ hni^BTL fDIJ'Tl ur h Uir TuLiuiirf IndiilllrK iiirikyUi 'Hulh E.. I^in+jIhlnn.
iNiluiliiii] itihcymb !IEn'ii: Avrirjd [Muj^uiui. Ike Uii' Ihfirunenl KdusJillioi, ifwy"u^ ia
(JntdhHih ."L^nnce .'.XiymI nCXelionil Ntid prueiani. J1]n|I17^''>dc;1^ei[M<1hip] ind haii
muilliiiliMt ntifclnllR llij|J.mw ffiT i^rP-ni^IDfj. Ip JLiuiiiiiir pn.'^jm^ Thi<k liiippirlr^re

f uirrMIS ariuppoTL hi. die' " meei Mitv ^ fruciotL af Ae seed. Hie pii^sedi 3.D09 iiie'^
feIimbvmd eidi ^VB' e^raniallp iniitliiuh I 0 ZZIHH) 4u iiMnifaertd' RrdaiU sludenis
uiipwtTj 4 qnj-..'tk iTiWi:. fct hirVmii 1 u rvivMf ih^ n*MiMr ^ I.IS tilleryF! <ndpiiiiJiN..3e
retideei^ iiiru^ dh-ihiJH iii iiuuuuuYuuiiiiMiuuifiekh.

i)nile ^Jduwe j'eftldwthfr.; 4ii>ikl inrdei hj^H.|iiiAff^ iuuielii^ nuJ dl'Ctf dwm leoets
i» Ih: Ik' S «t£«i'1T(i SlikhTTk "■hn Miif i«wviiiiAynvd finriKi'I iiit"^rt f iniH wNv*

lile l'II H S:uiCt1w iUdiiirA.. dud lull Shirt djub inlieulii ujll Ihrt udIlr Uil* busE u*iirduiiill-M
CU
bhxkddii their expEiu.-fh:e before they lejd l'^uiii^ on ipeeile reenvh 'The IbluuuidHpt uuulJ
4ft^Ti)iihunuill a^dld^dv"^lllll^h^1 riinwIdurinEdldeirlv'yiw'efOhtHyte illidty. »rHhdH

iccmnpIlliiti tkil life ibihjkJ HiiF frum. idher xrujjj, yiiu u TieMHi.'k

iferbitMjilliili|Ei. hieu ■erum.li ed^ieih iieieiUuuh 'Ocre ideiUIJlnl
.tB ahii^live pdm cd view is fiul Ihe siippen imvided under Ihis lecnTwirHllidn

hhiiuid he phufJicd nid - rr pre mjr. - TP hill jIim |ii iKiJ urnAE me ihp

funlh iHdh b dt'luli' j %7irTT^eeliEHii\c i^ipniH.'K In ikhilml eduerthTL xal In ji^nnE hbsloibv
ihrc'h VdJIKeikips. Kuri insliumMnii ^iims cauld be used by rederdl lluideits ■» diertlv
rcp'iw Twir? pfTp^mnHiv f hniESS- w "lit They ■ uiild -jI'p ^JII'.iw wlikinH' I" -nffmi
prewnhjHlf. iliulndi ulni miph rnd i'ly Hir phllilile

Uui. mte s'lesT' dfihe runiminee. pens'iditijIJIii^tipe^dipeed^'ieeiudenisi'f'eeaat 1
EieideTtimlnus lp enrsH - tkI dLTi[r< ?n Htdili'iiul ppshire drEikl :n)prnLI?TTN[il'id' iduralknul
U,i»lft Tlv fulli.iwiipp creidiiid ■eiimp^iii''^ immnE ir»*iliid'i«-iM;"'tipHtAiiJ in\nlvinpd.

^iilujie pru^unt .|iieeieoeioi^ ulTeein leieiiuh d^ijtiemiiiiiea. odj feulhiesit iiid

prweuf^ (lime 14 deEke. career giuidini.'e. jilsanMid assisloKt J. Tp he sine, insliculims m
nnd. ihpiiild utiderbrk mmyrihpjr impww(nKipfr:->Eratbitlcl piet'->iii'e''sii '^ilbwl ihii-
blBiilUI, UhdlTUnh luhii: aJrWJi3i nnIniililid ledierm In niike prjJicjle iiiibi: L'liirvl~

JiKinmiiidul etTbns to prepere pTIidiuui sludenis Ihr Ihd jdHE iky wilt dNiiui in iiddidlry «r
bChdciuk ind fc p vp cerihi ^ hnnethi ind 'r•pik cyndrl-i-in.s far ['^ldKl'.n3l scblplin als" tpuld
midL dH Lli pruphnq Tner trlbrl lil-c.

Ibe IKU ptui|ruii prupOHid hert: jjid led tiy NKT' siwuU draw ethtee llom eefeeseucjilves.
of lerkrd ledbielel diEenies 4 p eVhitmbe hi ireu ol''faau. idn Ihe bun- of Ail idme. MKP
mndL^ rpikd dltIifullllive nuM-iili ejihdr pj> prl -nriil yyiillllPC. E'embliev P;<isn;h KellnwKhip-
prvigrini oriiiiiiMi^ j LejiBeiie'peeiprMBi.'^hlielied spel-dlejIly lo jjirriIAMeF the IblloMiSliiips.

'Ihe Ibi'iiis en ieren nl'ulipiul need b inipeeunnr ik> diture ni KhKfiJle suffli' dl'suileibh' liued
dw:i(K'1 hwilTiiili. aiEirK<..9nileTrThl(mievii)is^ jjppt'rvelceTH'Nnytncni '.ippiTliinhifi. ftr
Ihiere htt'u'rtti i^n rcOe^ ul''kii de:p'et:i

Aikito^ied d IhSj1 T- I , «se e^e^UOB Li Whlhef theM pib'lldh Ttl1 idttqpy phJduee
hienod mp epijkvriq; u-hri .ne umhie to fto1 jslle.. HKwrd nri illu que'iens dtil Ihe
gliil of bimrriit^ Ih: niihern diinieilil tluiJerdI Lh Lilreewy In dl Liiiiimiiii'i'k edu.T lihicttt
dhxjle dtelecclu ti:c' deedwn^ iiujhn>n>. of hnuundn^ eiccmieioaeJ -siikliEi1. ..ti pisl \ilionil
.'toadernks repdits hdse ndic-iled. pnfecInE. supply Mid demaid m science 1Uid enEimerihj;
yn^iyTinii ii piiu: hi- melhiidnle^ial ileeffiendliQi piH* ciruT^e, Lho repnri p'rime-TuJiru^
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lb: fnJnal. J^ranobaf ^Jhi^L Linniiur Qj- iiiii^ivc 'hikA pruwimB^ 1^ nUsiiiiiiiiul ruJcnli
ilkl xiihian pfyiiihih Iks iiHvifli!: piy3i<hivM. oM ^rmiinue co nikkd impfoti"cnwim sn iMcB
iMikii M Lvd wL Umlum. Lji.'i d TcrMikiiilil^ TTUziiii^ IIk Inbiilli^ dal liil,
redipnxn' tinumems. aid rbwets in sjiuf.

Sbfi^ WL I . Cb utixii ilu III bnpfiyi t dutth ii.'fyiKiiii
inliiKCTliw^ vuilnr^i '|l1\lwd wH iriniKpt Tlw f^flipl t'unmii^ ■. nmt
lig'^iiiiiiii;^ LviOnili ralling iiE:ru Ikjl b^niiAuffiJ illlkiabuiii J 113\1:Afl;}{:rX Iil 1« In [0\liih:d
inromKnim HiriiMiuinnKr d ing ciTir^cim e ihri lliiv.vr rif lix tml inwirutKiid khMiI!: rkJ
CTn||ittopi LBt dfcb CO Lthiiic- Iu 1 'irtcd SUlK. in J il Uny dJj dHir Ad I'nicd Sljic:^ llidii
inldlclcluil ind moiiK^' e cuuiuldd.

TK: pill-9' I L jf^-iui:li riicni Ok iiiii iiFiIK I'nileKi !iljii:li ki kj ku ilun vr^illiHiiii^ plicd fdr fixtien ididlm. rm A! umc Iiitk. A? h^nw njlicoa of muiy pddlnlial inimiffmi
iikrfi III Cbpri TnUiii TauiHi, UHLaNih firrm - Hnlrun^hininp Lchir-mrri IucIhijji^ indwsiriid! uid unusimlli oaj olKdini; icti ind ibKiiic'di 'Iuk ii'Knuii'H and diiKiDODin id-niiliMn ki llm* HdKni' iiF hnrltli. dbllrr lifmlrkii ki'c Ldiin ikli iiPiilm' ll|jlA:rkid rciIrKdliini

Id otKii ilikr diHMC AXd mdd^, jrd Uid> idddm iiitny vrlu nil^ dlHfmuk hi.^d cdivM id ik
F'nilcd- in iluiK' nr ikirHliiid

A f hiM *iny fior poFdiyamalodis ii Id iidixiicile Hcum' rKdtd: m Ui nhu I'tiu or
PdnpIg ami mliTnrtrini iTiw n Ti^dricimii cn lydi'" in mfiri(»3ilkil i anil -hdiolviicy -
mii'b dh'd dlللدل^' tiddll' dldAihkii kuUujd uddmdud- did fiEdilikliul ddkdlddll tbl kddlllk-td
Eiy*lli fnim riAim^MfIpI pwli=iipiJinn cliw«*i| ha llixilwi irirEn ibai
lliinf.InFd1, bjiJ-l^l ikcl'fii'Loi lijndiaiiln.^ iHj^HilmJ idiiull^ nul umudliiiii ■ii|ilinuii
51iIE^, yAuUjiJ riimkr 1 1 iiuibir For j^ViiuuA: iJudntU' mj j^ikldi.11J^n'ij HliidMii" Likd^ llj

bvmnc'oannonMmrdle'WifelhfirpK'SraiTU^ vm4i tiiil^url<^f'4'^>i:n.

tk Tiuicl fif1 S1-Xeticifil- ^lcfllilij|h. SUndta iIMjId h fiixiid k iAM uUn-itilkMul ^jiildc
'hii(Hii^qnip<<ldne|nr|x|4|M|pr'whii hie illtwHinf tvippn'nlfjri [.tS iiiJju'li'im' In
jneid "L'kicilli' iiicAxIi ijtjl ixti: udlkk th: T 'hLi:d SiiIn lAlIjuid Ltm" m'lijUdh
44aciri in r-f-ml<inrf IH'e L'nUd tn- ETint^(*i ilwr iiinlk' Jini Ir'inmj.
}. 'I'tiblkd Akre Lisi: Ldli lisLw'hichaiiiridumiiieefilm Viim hliraix piu'iim, slKuld
Ik ivKviArv^ tii' wijniiii jnri S'krticililb' irwn«H [VTinirf* 'iitntd

h- iiK:llt m du- uciiiyiKVuku piyK^xk

jlljiludk: XMdtuis ind ppfldxidrdl idhokn. 'Yk ciu^nirj. ilwbl be excnhixed nuMd

die 2 1-Ui-|^ieE Elne 7-) pruviikn ijihcrehv d^IIIcbU rmnEj. iIkttt td l^n hive m
midEfKe in t Inmip cniatr' ttiiK di'^ luvie no imfnlim nf ibwidminE In iddHin* In
pf^idin^ m IIeiIIIlt nuclimbH 1 ^^ciifecM. uid ecnulir efTliixt! Ul Inkl xledciil jjiJ
H.'b'liu' iiH ivpliondx. IIikk< [anT^He9 unioi -] iK-in^ EbrccnllKtnE v dalp

utixiuinhfai Midiyeilh df^xJlIl^d=IIUKiilC :ukl piAldiUMLtibChdLM Viu ip^ULMb
« RncipTvifii) .''EiiWiT:Hm' Xlilihi[it«=~nlr].''MidTHllirlk\<-svr3xv<knix'ijH.9lKVjld(uTxif hiEli

(KKhIn' d feelfin:H:i\ \rE=eixnkiik.

f -nf Killin' fyDha t ^b|ii iaxiiIi In hpiip di'* hcil iluJoili -mui 1hi:i'

fMONI-eb-n luT df Lllllll Ijli'iUU tk CldripilIud iIMd ilplhilhlclid.

"hkluniAuknia Pxvx i^Lxxflxvi^JWirtschaftliina! iris^nli in^^ndii.kl'WAC^Wriaia"

UnkdJda^u. VX'idid^>sn. DC. F^lmd iXodoiia I^CUD
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I'k Jll^p^^4l3^ll«f4hl'l1l1l1l1l1l1l'AllpJ> i»i Nulliitun)' .kich KMTUbOtOtdnEdtrlnrnni »
Ik: lmm|ri.r*i'In ujd XdliuTELKlh \l:i:1 ^[NA*! Hk- KTkcii u ilk: yr lmi rt ludk ul'l*'

EjiwnB*. iiITpiisrilkkii md v *ini# 1 951. A p'knlirf l^rrir«rto 'mjh' ty finvt'en

[k.iuillr kliido^ u Kedui 114[b] uI'UK HM.V, ■ fcJiIEiilii^ willj il^likli jji ^IIllimI Iih
■iiulfpi nf f >-1!^ m"" pf""'i^V ^i^'irvine fvrjrfinM ilpi h> -it pNn' to- rt>Tn 'o i>'
ih iiHn' pramiiii. i' if il liu bu^eii 1u ^i: IviI fikiiii n:yiinlu« ufiBiliiiKil mH][m btoimdhs'Vdl

ETjiuido fluidiiii9 onl ppTtoofToril tohdtlirsiyi toupn1 to Uie diiiility uiclFfeirTiii'ciMsscj'itM UK
Pftd inEi4'";ripi:(KAЕ')>4[Tl<nTi!i. I^1^KI md whnlM^imTi

dillirildl' iVdimlEd. ^rI MIU3Eiiliiil ^-ijvk UuUK] lUIIEe UCi] jii ^IEi'rLili \ t iixMi:^ i ^fliluU.

i^iiw fijimd. Ihdif wcudd hd 4 fiirt' immEdiu miifiTcf in wi'i'-tpfic' Endinh dEphlmriToT^ 4nd
UvrBjim^! jnJ ■ bin* -jiirmhliivi: Efrb1:m l lirnn^ in mn cnilin, iniiaadi'. nsl ^.iimiicrrKpl
IlKto S U 'EVIEdEKE- Ebl UMDK L ^HKlLEl dlhk$Efb ■ ULE ttoll IlLM llttoM ^Mpd1UtoJEd IP b
[Kir^ri: poRl wfiiflj h^-vc n s^eiik

I li[[li-L^ iito ^b^Bi b i. fitojei fui Lk- bjiuru rd llir iixiuivMI^ Iu. Tu- iiuuubui

E-iDEVlItTKV in n ra^Hvli. uhilh Tu'k high^- irrun irriion. iht Unil^ SkJKE mii^ Ihi dbk to
nriUul Imulijid pcvpto. A hult^uili.m. pnr^kn iiiriiiiHi: bl^i^ [fci:jl]l iluktoil. [HEN4^T^Til
SEidIm. jnJ retEdfi-kis drur-Edik' diuu In^u ulur ituwirridi.

Ili fiiHlH to rv'iTitlo irK 4 ikii*C' pfl^uni ri jiiii^tpqb^i niih [>i<ii<bii[VIH

I^kJh di:^!>Edd ill bfj: ^ dii i H(ipIV df UlfcrlHiliddii] jjiiddiile ilUdeEilU EAd puHdoOlon]
sritollirs. itoiukl bd dto HlbjEii cd' 1 . mudr lUidy

^ddLM 1 rtkm^ dll |HBFf kfu \IKOi)iEfn lnliexiuniuji ■iniirr'jvivFfiifTn Ui- II k
dulpual'uniwraiivi"'iiirjdrhuH uid posldd^ldrjj pidpiinis. 'lltoptoFhHODn Erf m1Emntorul

MSFTi.'hEto in lire? HiScCr f immnd MbXk rrpncfkh itofmliiml dKYnh>

ill ILKii ■EMLjjiji'h xdirl 'Hicy jiyy findijd-lk1^ unJ EKMbsJk icfcdiBL-lvT:i Ilk uiiik liliiliilEsi. ^]
iii:i:li
m bifiFdd nn AypEd. KtoOl. uid bENiduiindi a ih:- indiEiiny .

| l il nEilh<yop^ul>l( narr tbiirabb hi [iktrivi 1 >5 SjEf lujiiJfinfri in fi? cjliiTietPi. ftk iifu[i

todiiito mdidUIEiE' Jind unU'4ikEiEE' EkEdi^ to nii>:h odfhE ueHU'-i ieJeil ruid niinon'E n ^eimiiiii
I
fknKnl -rf dillxfraf fi"ni ow "mwly

rhir iludy uf A'lkiiii Vid1:y iTludEMK! Ak ■i^irCuer iip biieviiiiJuuiiil iduC bih hiki

EFlijiinEEn to eik UK EOHMY. li rouip] ihic
toi' ULE El^ AI dl l'99Di, -LlliMhk uid I1kbu'l LEl.^lMEi:rV inKEc pEEE^L dPSlIkuil'l

IWImlNey Nrrztwito!. lilj' SOW. Ihofo I'mpfniE*" «ihctiiiv (j' n;ry>irnkrd Tit
If pulpkipjlr XI in inmixjiinifii ^WirJunnimr'

Hiliron Vifc"'s'l'efuimMM'tBEi[Mtn.b]<UTTP'k:.hji''cbuill irilniil

tridlp- fjnikilimy 1k:m wIlli Tmuui'i Ici^Hik^j^ ■cuTmiiiiillli' TTkiir IhJihi LULH^Tpu^uition

bn-t  tk^fllie- kTy middicflidit linkup L'.ik hicdicicie> 14 lclTr-);^r}1 snitvr u\; rikpr^uc' ii

Irr^r rm-H-Pil^ifir rKl4Vifrke.x ikilMil Tnnii^irBii^ ■ hi^j fil^ nvrr maiiijKVTi

'laiifutitiora w1' rrAn laCL itir- skilli. nimirnl i»QV,*afit. ud <£ θ «WEl: Ir; tuild

r«i Jliwipt: in Aiin Hh kiiE-rliiliHiE*n4^'k''i[w»liin1ini.lh<

fbtuliimillIM ei1 liihr iiiijlicu .mj mhukui^ ir])po[iiiici fi>r tnircpftiwuuijip,

Hi qirrini, ind Irab hftiv in ^ VnHdil sn1 in ly inuruf^jnE ncEt"* 'n i*iil^

In Fi[ipr]m4 1kr Ib»i4 'fiiKliliej. 4 h ^<wniI4«. i'hi' iiriip.<i.'dd Kivrn. p ovekinE ?

Kevrvum:ir^eJiiiii n'liit ti'> ilk C.'miil'Ii uh CotufkiiliIII tiuij in » itftuti I'MidiYUR JmvnHr' in

^vu^nd I I -jf EE rululwik vi^i ^khnk* In bwmiHflH ]ludn» ^din rnuiiYt- dhiHKn^ or Ebr

1AfLji^ 1ml ill ]ieJiJieJ ciipivjmiijj KjtluriLJiiLi, i^bts lic^ urnnlMitj iKn1 iJ.

qiHril'Mdu:° imITK4i« 44 remain indK InmK^rrri^j^'wni IflhH^shHlOTPi

iiifTm: J }-3bi hi l'^hnc J ^mpAcivcn »kI pui l hculv^ hLrcniili An ihfuJiJ K: pemrKi »ind nr^dhdt Ef Tlirilmii- m luviAz Io aNun

i^iliivntinJ I 113V. Uicir bCkB* 'A- juI J

C'-ri: Ernmlpralhwi

'1lk r^Aml [iJK'irniniinnl >^iiiitd milluir ■ i*iVi Kklili-t>u^, pT^fmcrlillil: Imrnilp'alliin |
ly1lHTid la rocrtrii ht^lf skilled v^iorkara. 'PhiCzKli FCepiiibilL mup ipilal praj«l ihilsIzl^ in aXH.

Fn llic iiuunjftcm E 'nifwt Juilll: uiiJ jiiilcnuJiHiMjJ AFFura Liuiiji: il ulipIcd l

KLtximeiiiiHi 10 I'uluiBac' reieAidKf^ fnoni noiiHUIlii «fiu[icm]. i^hihe uks ivMiiitKf fuieii woivregeubxaons'farr^id<cc penniisor1D issikshom lulanulbcll) arUrion^-i lliis1'V<kk
prn^Hira nnJ in- 1 ( 1 , [HI -qii-ii" Cal KiHilil Ti^v1 IIKf mtinijnp^ P«dTiiiiit itwi*J Fhi rcnfwppli lo
1^ luumiiil^ ^uillieidlU finllil-^d. Ilirr l!uu'|R:nL Ci' jinn'nidikjd. Ilfc] w3|uiieie h iliniASVe lul A
Epet-ii dJilisEIouI fraeuirkid 1^ihtnJAialU iiit^jiiibailiuiujunF: tu ia pdid'anu bMieiuidi

irKi^diido Hill (w in friw in WM.

-• lui [vr Ma plkiid » pninii-i>nniisd mmad -il MjiilIm: ill pplky

nlfslcikui Hit mi^jliiiiiii, fuliiiiilmlH' nzliidiIH L? Uic LihHT^riHikd x^IA^im 'Fk:
uliiiiuii iuf iljkiij licfkmnh nunc Ufl liubui Li^iiiiul )4ilbi jatJ
dipkwus. pudeMHnd AiMl and adapubilll>) Aon on spcfiFlU' jbililiei ^ iJ jnadi. hu
p|gv iniiiiiiiiipd n Inimsnu"^iiiiiniB™i' wkrtioff pp-Tiirim Ir Mllr-Pd ^iiyideri. onlrvirfnari.
uiil :ulf-UT(p4Krk^ wurk^m

■ I'c/TTynipi' fuwilod -i noo. ihniiifilion liy oa July 10Vd .-inicirE Hi pravisims. ia
ifte rcikfc iiii'mi^fel1ni rnr ^:nrpkn.T^E. A ^nfiir^=i s:1llaiurTd in lii^ji ^llkiil ihiirkm,
uhd tr-e- unuiMdlialy lor pcnujetiet roiideIU'E juntn^ I'omily iuunTy:r> vi lu
i^icompony thitIn 'if i^!^<beou.uIIiit' j'ljin Iheni hive- noii'r^ 4o Iho hbfr mucjecj. ljii<
C'wiidbi.<UrnHnydn;niirib lilli inrrTifTtwn nrMIP-cmpIniwFiipnyin-i.Hhujw o-Hiiod
ICTilpiniity Oijidcic<e" uiiilin if IFuE Imii'iuiU u iiiiiiiiiiiii uf I iiiiiDMt db-Lei u/id mule 01
leilUl IQjobs. Issuiiieo li Vl^sl. petmils ul nislihiue pemills his beon oofuoldelod IIk
O ffim hr boroiElKipi will ii-if boih ikiniily eoncwrylw. md Ihe lA bor .-iiiteBarFilkfi
jmhupifKTdli- ujffn.-':! ik: imifk pt-nnil.

-• [‘A' Ik Uk I liEHly ^Skilled (IISMPj ii- i* immierolion ^ilyBwy

C Tirn III IIk L.'K rcr ^nkJi.'BKfiil juiipic vrih nlilh. Il (k in iirnu umi'i
-liriiiltf iii Ota ^IIH migFiMiDri uiu |ix ^nn.’ jjvd 'JTri rx hu
idded HI :hllJapoHiSiun 4ci thi tlifXIF. tlii^ihilll^ Tor hlSkMP s^riiiEiB u- od a puum
^v^n m-pih mw r«hi- ^riwTkd in Ow iiiiiw#k^
Pielcic^rftf s^filecfl'ild uiden IK |h(:dix ill J.
SDCH ■ijuinl h^vrii T^ie 0^uMicn fir Ranmic L'Ei-q^sHjrwi nd r^taicIcfncH ^jEjCl^avrhihTi
En^niMn^MM PnNfrf. Fw^.

Ø^4. Hoiw. X-4tahl Irdii Qiij. Jdttfi. Xor4«. Lidtttnb4<J4. y^ftHbrpik him Nofwv-
l\jbin htaM^L Lie £4n^ kipdibL ^^inkn Srinihr^ Ttilry, Lie LtHpJ >!u|ikjm mJ Llc lTnleJ
^kiiJE

" ESI 41.1 k litair^utm ro^Mlii^ Ccr ra^ncbn io<<a$U m powts wm is

uistanliil"^ riHi'hirl likInTArtarnfeT EOC'mb uria lie SLiltaJ ^'ulvrr Edqjj;i^ Ctintlvi
Inni^ntui K^utiil\aUi«r A'ffya laI HUp i''wvn' wwtgpGmiiESB--sim^'[aTli^_^-ciini' liia
lliiWi|i S0IW M{piii K^a|a?n?ini 'A'pjiijnP rtlwhMipamf*|aiiiff
hqf.i.'www FHtqcHfini.i'iin-yieii^t ^]JJlItd.iritfiiK.jMaiiiivw hn
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o Skill«J iniEP«*i wjih bcti jjp. iiliiliFic*ii-^i
eCi^-fcYri
- ^pnimn

■a- Eb ■ Ic4' rvr Lsc^i, I lfi\9P jHiBiK irt; LibKi Liih vil J if HKK: Iw Jii

fc:hi<w[T>n inoo^ s^hown lllrtt

nun nbn ujHi: hcvuii juwli if imr ■. ■ bkilluj niiyjnrt h^Lir^ lu- lniij]j
■ ^ fulUlf^ Uliu lliil h n k^1-k'^'1 lljlli jjkI

* liiiimha ^ntatHMrt mniigrJi&n af ThiltYtI niunni--:. who tat- aMwed ai t n^iinct
sniliJW with miinli jw:mjL~ii thirrk r^p^rkinLr, ijiulifknjkwii, uhJ luipn^
p^riiTKrKV ^ .'^ppIkiaU' musn dcnuisujie' skills in jq< 7 :il'V; jiA fiit^orKS.

.kf'rn}> C.'-Ti HitCllititNIIl'Yuriii'MCTjin'ni iir''dL'<'niliL
'ITht liVtl1l dl 'likui'nciJ llkTUlJ Ik: rLLumUil. Ilf ddll :^Mld

; prdk'idi inhnvsk<txt] ^kiOiIs- md iv^>>rilH[^ antSUH] ii rwubmcn1r rc-wciiv^ hi Iht L'nii.«d
( RL^drii u11h. u:em^ III Irifinmikdik suj 'uuumrc* -^iirfifuNkn a m 'nJiEdml, jL^TTm:. jihJ
niUanil IthirjicHiH fonilMTiJilt' wnh ifc jL^ 4 tt Li US I'n^ss ihi J ptnmntn.

[ Uiid^rii m I hnlir [li^' ll pT ntTiiniilvnl mil T^ililii^ ri;nlriid>>d

' UIIIU njllllijimJ-nc^tJrCY rcjjj,ulliiuin. ![■ ■ ic cdll^-l i*i i'I'd coiled- ck] Hr l« ni^nluiiun H un Ui:

; ediiKkmMid fndiiNmii Kseadi ul'iraninMnli sludcirls uvd Ktiol on shmld hi
. limilcj hv miiliilim^ frnHn hihi: ■A: ^:illilJ-JSfurt 1 k-lillilkil: ^illl 1 dl li^lni>Ililyli"^rilH ^iilll Hnulilim
' ^il dquipotoHfi itiit] di kLilflC' lly piT'Clust' un [lid HHU o(Mii rviukci jfuni liNi:liUi or kls
; riHnpnir' rr ihM hwnr mwiiiflk ihd' ift Hf-iiild'ia m IIh pid] v rtmMi. in libWH?! n'-iar ilW
, [illuliei. or flVillll

'hir LiHpwdk gliMmKij hyidl'kiip^ ikdiiiiinBA A:n Aid uklA Al
roirHitlpn ojdoftkl Lo Ibj IrnnYl'erof 'li^YITMldia'". TiioAihdmv ■ roruidrod "spMIT
it^prainiipn fpT Ihr dij'-^akTriKni.' 'priHivlipn.' -w 'hw' -pf ^ ppididi"i. W pT"'iiHri5.

[Kh Lnl[Iilllll.]41 Id I 1'ordl^ rUliOillid Wllllui [bj L'lliliitd. liiltii HlUY bd OMsidMed t 'Ykhllld
(Tpfwl" whpw nidiwr wqirirw Mt avpnii hMnIt^ iitditk kIMI. 'IIIM pTimiry iwppnrJlnitj'

^rw ponii iiitMntr [i hrrpA'irM wntvpcttn tm'iwrAfIniTi.rdwhirr hn

limrok i^dikd by lw EijXd Adiiufiinpri ivIMd In nplHHliuit ryJiHru rtundw iht uiwkr t/f
tkt't^hsf Tklkku+ik UKltdty 'Sp'eir idbontUMnarntti' br'Jk ddrIIIttffKfii.' 'promduri' <i uk' pli
pbkkl" [ u ih i-d [kkdd FiiMiAim; nbirddDN ^ nuisRl krtkiiT cukk-eb-li^ tud^k-. ^woi pM-kn-
eT onufukr Imidiwr - Lu ■ Qrnni utarcj witin Lkc Unikd ^da.nB^ be "ikmoj a ml Liji bmdn

n^KEm UJUL hEorr I In fvrmvilifuuejiiblE ■ ukiinuirjyri orkkii in 'aniniEil -charts In mill k
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Today, with just 5% of the world’s population, the United States employs nearly one-third of the world’s scientific and engineering researchers, accounts for 40% of all R&D spending, publishes 35% of science and engineering articles, and obtains 44% of science and engineering citations. If the United States comes out at or near the top of global rankings for competitiveness, the International Institute for Management Development ranks the United States first in global competitiveness; the World Economic Forum puts us second (after Finland) in overall competitiveness and first in technology and innovation.*

Leadership in science and technology has translated into rising standards of living. Technology improvements have accounted for up to one-half of GDP growth and at least two-thirds of productivity growth since 1946.* Business Week chief economist Michael Mandel argues that, without innovation, the long-term growth rate of the U.S. economy would have been closer to 2.5% annually rather than the 3.6% that has been the average since the end of World War II. If our economy had grown at that lower rate over the last 50 years, he says, it would be 40% smaller today, with corresponding implications for jobs, wages, and the standard of living.*
The dominant position of the Ignited States depended substantially on our own strong commitment to science and technology and on the comparative weakness of much of the rest of the world. But the age of relatively unchallenged US leadership is ending. The importance of sustaining our investments is underscored by the challenges of the 21st century: the rise of emerging markets, innovation-based economic development, the global innovation enterprise, the new global labor market, and an aging population with expanding entitlements.

Emerging Markets

Over the last 2 decades, the global economy has been transformed. With the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, China’s entry into the World Trade Organization in 2001, and India’s recent engagement with international markets, almost 3 billion people have joined the global trading system in little more than a decade.

In the coming years, developing markets will drive most economic growth. Goldman Sachs projects that within 40 years the economies of Brazil, Russia, India, and China (the so-called BRICs) together could be larger than those of the G6 nations together—the United States, Japan, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and Italy (Figure 9-1). The BRICs currently are less than 1/5 the size of the G6.* But India’s economy could be larger than Japan’s by 2032.

---


'Goldman Sachs Dreaming with the BRICs: The Path to 2030 Global Economics Paper No: 99 New York, NY

Goldman Sachs. Oct 2003

---
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China could surpass even one nation other than the United States by 2016 and reach parity with the United States by 2041.


*The enormous populations of the HRICs (China's population is now 4.4 times and India's is 3.6 times the size of the US population') mean that even though per capita income in those nations will remain well below that in the developed world, BRICs will have a growing middle class of consumers. Within a decade, nearly 80% of the world's middle-income consumers could live in nations outside the current industrialized world. China alone could have 595 million middle-income consumers and 82 million upper-middle-income consumers*, a combined number that is double the total projected population of the United States in that period. China's domestic market is already the largest in the world for more than 100 products. With 300 million subscribers and rising, China already is by far the biggest mobile-telephone market in the world. Only a small fraction of its population has Internet access, but China still has 100 million computer users, second only to the United States. China has become the second largest market for personal computers, and it will soon pass the United States.' Many US companies including Google, Yahoo, eBay, and Cisco - expect China to be their largest market in the next 20 years.'*

For decades, the United States has been the world's largest and most sophisticated market for an enormous range of goods and services. US consumers have stimulated productivity around the world with our apparently insatiable demand. Foreign multinational companies have invested in the United States to gain access to our markets, giving this nation the largest stock of foreign


Dan Gillmw Noh' Is Time to Face Facts, Make Needed Investment San Jose Mercury News March 14. 2004
direct investment in the world and employing 5.4 million Americans. New products and services are designed, marketed, and launched here. Technical standards are set here. But as other markets overtake us, we could lose these advantages.

**Innovation-Based Development**

Inning the rapid growth in developed economies and in emerging markets is a new emphasis on science and technology. A report of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) notes, “other countries are striving to replicate the US innovation ecosystem model to compete directly against our own.” Through investments in R&D, infrastructure, and education and aided by foreign direct investment, many nations are rapidly retooling their economies to compete in technologically advanced products and services.

One sign of this new priority is increased R&D spending by many governments. The European Union (EU) has stated its desire to increase total R&D spending (government and industry) from less than 2% of GDP to 3% (the United States currently spends about 2.7%). From 1992 to 2002, China more than doubled its R&D intensity (the ratio of total R&D spending to GDP), although the United States still spends significantly more than China does both in gross terms and as a percentage of GDP. Other nations also have increased their numbers of students, particularly in science and engineering. India and China are large enough that even if only relatively small portions of their populations become scientists and engineers, the size of their science and engineering workforce could still significantly exceed that of the United States. India already has nearly as many young professional engineers (university graduates with up to 7 years of experience) as the United States does, and China has more than twice as many.

Multinational corporations are central to innovation-based development strategies, and nations around the world have introduced tax benefits, subsidies, science-based industrial parks, and worker-training programs to lure the owners of high-technology manufacturing and R&D facilities. China uses those tools and its enormous potential market to encourage technology transfer to Chinese partner companies. Most of the world’s leading computer and telecommunication companies have R&D investments in China, and they are competing with local high-technology enterprises for market share. High-tech goods went from about 5% of China’s exports in 1990 to 20% in 2000. Foreign enterprises accounted for 80% of China’s exports in capital- and technology-intensive sectors in 1995, but they were only responsible for
50\(^0\) by 2000. The Ignited States now has a S30 billion advanced-technology trade deficit with China.

There was once a belief that developing nations would specialize in low-cost commodity products and developed economies would focus on high technology, allowing the latter to maintain a higher standard of living. Developing nations – South Korea, Taiwan, India, and China – have advanced so quickly that they can now produce many of the most advanced technologies at costs much lower than in wealthier nations. Most analysts believe that the United States, Europe, and Japan still maintain a lead in innovation – developing the new products and services that will appeal to consumers. But even here the lead is narrowing and temporary. And while the United States does currently maintain an advantage in terms of the availability of venture capital to underwrite innovation, venture capitalists are increasingly pursuing what may appear to be more promising opportunities around the world.
Among the most powerful drivers of globalization has been the spread of multinational corporations. By the end of the 20th century, nearly 63,000 multinationals were operating worldwide.** Over the last few decades, corporations have used new information technologies and management practices to outsource production and business processes. Shifting from a vertically integrated structure to a network of partners allows companies to locate business activities in the most cost-efficient manner. The simultaneous opening of emerging markets and the rapid increase in workforce skill levels in those nations helped stimulate the offshore placement of key functions. First in manufacturing, then in technical support and back-office operations, next in software design, increasingly sophisticated work is being performed in developing economies. Innovation itself is being both outsourced and sent offshore.*^ This is all part of the process that Thomas Friedman calls "the flattening of the world".^

In 1997, China had fewer than 50 research centers that were managed by multinational corporations; by mid-2004, there were more than 600.^^ Much of the R&D currently performed in developing markets is designed to tailor products to local needs, but as local markets grow, the most advanced R&D could begin to migrate there. If that said, it should be noted that the United States also benefits from offshore R&D — the amount of foreign-funded R&D conducted here has quadrupled since the mid-1980s. In fact, more corporate R&D investment now comes into the United States than is sent out of the country."^*


^ K. Walsh. Foreign High-Tech R&D in China: Risks, Rewards, and Implications for US-China Relations
The three trends discussed already — the opening of emerging markets, innovation-based development and the global innovation enterprise — have created a new global labor market with far-reaching implications.

In the last few years, the phenomenon of sending service work overseas has garnered a great deal of attention in developed nations. The movement of US manufacturing jobs offshore through the 1980s and 1990s had major consequences for domestic employment in those sectors, although many argue that productivity increases were responsible for most of the reported job losses. In recent years, it seemed that jobs in the service sector were safe because most services are delivered face-to-face and only a small fraction is traded globally. But new technologies and business processes are opening an increasing number of services to global competition, from technical support to the reading of x-ray to stock research to the preparation of income taxes and even to the ordering of hamburgers at drive-through windows. There is a US company that uses a receptionist in Pakistan to welcome visitors to its office in Washington via flat-screen television. The transformation of collaboration brought about by information and communications technologies means that the global workforce is now more easily tapped by global businesses. It is important to note, however, that a recent McKinsey Company report estimates that only 13% of the potential talent supply in low-wage nations is suited for work in multinational companies because the workers lack the necessary education or language skills.

But that is 13% of a very large number.

Forrester Research estimates that 3.4 million US jobs could be lost to offshoring by 2015. Ashok Biirdhan and Cynthia Kroll calculate that more than 14 million US jobs are at risk of being sent offshore. The Information Technology Association of America (ITAA), Global Insight, and McKinsey & Company all argue that those losses will be offset by net gains in US employment presuming that the United States takes the steps needed to maintain a vibrant economy. Many experts point out that the number of jobs lost to offshoring is small compared with the regular monthly churning of jobs in the US economy. McKinsey, for example, estimates that about 225,000 jobs are likely to be sent overseas each year, a small fraction of the total...
annual job churn. In 2004, the private sector created more than 30 million jobs and lost about 29


^ ITAA The Impact of Offshore IT Software and Services Outsourcing on the US Economy and the IT Industry.
Lexington, Mass. : March 2004
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million; the net gain was 1.4 million jobs. Once again, this suggests that the US economy will continue to create new jobs at a constant rate, an assumption that in turn depends on our continued development of new technologies and training of workers for the jobs of the 21st century'. Economists and others actively debate whether outsourcing or more generally, free trade with low-wage countries with rapidly improving innovation capacities will help or hurt the US economy in the long term. The optimists and the pessimists, however, agree on two fundamental points: in the short term, some US workers will lose their jobs and face difficult transitions to new, higher skilled careers; and in the long term, America's only hope for
continuing to create new high-wage jobs is to maintain our lead in innovation.

Aging and Employment

The enormous and growing supply of labor in the developing world is but one side of a global demographic transformation. The other side is the aging populations of developed nations, where working-age population is already shrinking in Italy and Japan, and it will begin to decline in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada by the 2020s. More than 70 million US baby boomers will retire by 2020, but only 40 million new workers will enter the workforce. Europe is expected to face the greatest period of depopulation since the Black Death, shrinking to 7% of world population by 2050 (from nearly 25% just after World War II). East Asia (including China) is experiencing the most rapid aging in the world. At the same time, India’s working-age population is projected to grow by 335 million people by 2030 – almost equivalent to the entire workforce of Europe and the United States today. These extreme global imbalances suggest that immigration will continue to increase.

Population dynamics have major economic implications. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) projects that the scarcity of working-age citizens will hamper economic growth rates between 2025 and 2050 for Europe, Japan, and the United States. The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) estimates that the average cost of public pensions in the developed world will grow by 7% of GDP by 2050 and the middle of the century; public health spending on the elderly will grow by about 6% of GDP. There are US Bureau of Labor Statistics: Business Employment Dynamics: First Quarter 2005. “November 18 2005- Available at: http://www.bls.gov/rofod3640.pdf.


P. A. Laudicina IWorld Out of Balance: Navigating Global Risks to Seize Competitive Advantage. New Yor
now 3 pension-eligible elders in the developed world for every 10 working-age adults. Thirty-five years from now, the ratio will be 7 to 10. Here in the United States, the ratio of adults aged 60 and over to working-age adults aged 15-59 is expected to increase from .26 to .47 over the same period.*

These trends have profound implications for US leadership in science and technology:

- The US science and engineering workforce is aging while the supply of new scientists and engineers who are US citizens is decreasing. Immigration will continue to be critical to filling our science and engineering needs.

- The rapidly increasing costs of caring for the aging population will further strain federal and state budgets and add to the expense columns of industries with large pension and health care obligations. It will thus become more difficult to allocate resources to R&D or education.

- Aging populations and rising health care costs will drive demand for innovative and cost-effective medical treatments.

Taken together, those trends indicate a significant shift in the global competitive environment. The importance of leadership in science and technology will intensify. As companies come to see innovation as the key to revenue growth and profitability, as nations come to see innovation as the key to economic growth and a rising standard of living, and as the planet faces new challenges that can be solved only through science and technology, the ability to innovate will be perhaps the most important factor in the success or failure of any organization or nation.

A recent report from the Council on Competitiveness argues that “innovation will be the single most important factor in determining America's success throughout the 21st century.” The United States cannot control such global forces as demographics, the strategies of multinational corporations, and the policies of other nations, but we can...
To highlight the choices we face, and their implications, it is useful to examine three scenarios that address the changing status of America's leadership in science and engineering.

Scenario 1: Baseline America^ Narrowing Lead

What is likely to happen if we do not change our current approach to science and
The US lead is so large that it is unlikely that any other nation would broadly overtake us in the next decade or so. The National Intelligence Council argues that the United States will remain the world's most powerful actor economically, technologically, and militarily— at least through 2020. But that does not mean the United States will not be challenged. Center for Strategic and International Studies concludes, “although US economic and technology leadership is reasonably assured out to 2020. disturbing trends now evident threaten the foundation of US technological strength.”

Over the last year or so, a virtual flood of books and articles has appeared expressing concern about the future of US competitiveness. The identify trends and provide data to show that the relative position of the United States is declining in science and technology, in education, and in high-technology industry. All of this leads to a few' simple extrapolations for our global role over the next 30 years, assuming that we change nothing in our approach to science and education.

The US share of global R&D spending will continue to decline.

- US R&D spending will continue to lead the world in gross terms, but R&D intensity (spending as a percentage of GDP) will continue to fall behind that of other nations.
- US R&D will rely increasingly on corporate R&D spending.
- Industry spending now accounts for two-thirds of all US R&D.
- Total government spending on all physical science research is less than the $5 billion that a single company — IBM spends annually on R&D, although an increasing amount of IBM's research, like that of most large corporations, is now performed abroad.
- Most corporate R&D is focused on short-term product development rather than on long-term fundamental research.
- US multinational corporations will conduct an increasing amount of their R&D overseas, potentially reducing their R&D spending in the United States, because other nations offer...
lower costs, more government incentives, less bureaucracy, high-quality educational systems, and in some cases superior infrastructure.

The US share of world scientific output will continue to decline.

• The share of US patents granted to US inventors is already declining, although the absolute number of patents to US inventors continues to increase.

• US researchers' scientific publishing will decline as authors from other nations increase their output.

• The number of scientific papers published by US researchers reached a plateau in 1992."

• Europe surpassed the United States in the mid-1990s as the world's largest producer of scientific literature.

• If current trends continue, publications from the Asia Pacific region could outstrip those from the United States within the next 6 or 7 years."

The US share of scientists and engineers will continue to decline.

• Other nations will have larger numbers of students receiving undergraduate degrees in science and engineering. In 2000, more than 25 countries had a higher percentage of 24-year-olds with degrees in science and engineering than did the United States."*

• The number of graduate degrees awarded in science and engineering will decline.
• The number of new doctorates in science and engineering peaked in the United States in 1998.

• By 2010, China will produce more science and engineering doctorates than the United States does.*^

• The US share of world science and engineering doctorates granted will fall to about 15%^ by 2010, down from more than 50% in 1970**(Figure 9-2).^^

• International students and workers will make up an increasing share of those holding 1's science and engineering degrees and will fill more of our workforce.

• In 2003, foreign students earned 38% of all US doctorates in science and engineering, and they earned 59% of US engineering doctorates.^^

• In 2000, foreign-born workers occupied 38% of all US doctoral-level science and engineering jobs, up from 24% just 10 years earlier.^^


^ National Science Foundation Science and Engineering Indicators 2004. NSB 04-1 . Arlington VA: NSF, 2004, Appendix Table 2-33


** Ibld.. p. 5.
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FIGL'RE 9-2 International production of science and engineering doctorates compared with US production.
Our ability to attract the best international researchers will continue to decline.

- From 2002 to 2003, 1,300 international students enrolled in US science and engineering graduate programs. In each of the 3 years before that, the number had risen by more than 10,000.

- A decline of 6% from 2001 to 2002. First-time, full-time enrollment of students with temporary visas fell 8% in 2003.

- Snapshot surveys indicate international graduate student enrollments decreased again in 2004 by 6% but increased by 1% in 2005.

- In the early 1990s, there were more science and engineering students from China, South Korea, and Taiwan studying at US universities than there were graduates in those disciplines at home. By the mid-1990s, the number attending US universities began to decline and the number studying in Asia increased significantly.

PC.AST observes that “While not in imminent jeopardy, a continuation of current trends could result in a breakdown in the web of ‘innovation ecosystems’ that drive the successful US innovation system. Economist Richard Freeman says those trends foreshadow a US transition “from being a superpower in science and engineering to being one of many centers of excellence”.


Ibid


** PCAST. Sttsfaming the Wation 's Inn(n'ation Ecosystems. Information Technology Manuafetttring a}td Competitis'eness. Washington, DC; WTeiite House Office of Science and Technology Policy'. Dec. 2004. p 13
He adds that ‘The country faces a long transition to a less dominant position in science and engineering associated industries.

The United States still leads the world in many areas of science and technology, and it continues to increase spending and output. But our share of world output is declining, largely because other nations are increasing production faster than we are, although they are starting from a much lower base. Moreover, the United States will continue to lead the world in other areas critical to innovation – capital markets, entrepreneurship, and workforce flexibility – although here as well our relative lead will shrink as other nations improve their own systems.

The biggest concern is that our competitive advantage, our success in global markets, our economic growth, and our standard of living all depend on maintaining a leading position in science, technology, and innovation. As that lead shrinks, we risk losing the advantages on which our economy depends. If these trends continue, there are several likely consequences:

• The United States will cease to be the largest market for many high-technology goods, and the US share of high-technology exports will continue to decline.

• Foreign direct investment will decrease.

• Multinational corporations (US-based and foreign) will increase their investment and hiring more rapidly overseas than here.

• The industries and jobs that depend on high-technology exports and foreign investment will suffer.

• The trade deficit will continue to increase, adding to the possibility of inflation and higher interest rates.

• Salaries for scientists, engineers, and technical workers will fall because of competition from lower-wage foreign workforces, and broader salary pressures could be exhibited across other occupations.

• Job creation will slow.
• GDP growth will slow.

• Growth in per capita income will slow despite our relatively high standard of living.

• Poverty rates and income inequality, already more pronounced here than in other industrialized nations, could increase.

Today's leadership position is built on decisions that led to investments made over the past 50 years. The slow erosion of those investments might not have immediate consequences for economic growth and job creation, but the long-term effect is predictable and would be severe. Once lost, the lead could take years to recover, if indeed it could be recovered. Like a supertanker, the US economy does not turn on a dime, and if it goes off course it could be very difficult to head back in the right direction.

Given that they already have a commanding lead in many key sectors, it is likely that US multinational corporations will continue to succeed in the global marketplace. To do so, they will shift jobs, R&D funds, and resources to other places. Increasingly, it is no longer true that what is good for GM (or GE or IBM or Microsoft) is good for the United States. What it means to be a US company is likely to change as all multinationals continue to globalize their operations and ownership. As China and other developing nations become larger markets for many products and services, and as they maintain their cost advantages, US companies will increasingly invest there, hire there, design there, and produce there.

This nation's science and technology policy must account for the new reality and embrace strategies for success in a world where talent and capital can easily choose to go elsewhere.

Scenario 1 is the most likely case if current trends in government policies continue both
here and in other nations and if corporate strategies remain as they are today. Two other scenarios represent departures from recent history. As such, they are more speculative and less detailed.

Sceianu2: Pessimistic Case
America Falls Decisively Behind

In Scenario 1, the United States continues to invest enough to maintain current trends in science and technology education and performance, leading to a slow decline in competitiveness. Scenario 2 considers what might happen if the commitment to science and technology were to lessen. Although that would run counter to our national history, several factors might lead to such an outcome:

- Rising spending on social security, Medicare, and Medicaid (now 42% of federal outlays compared with 25% in 1975) limit federal and state resources available for science and technology. In 2005, Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid accounted for 8.4% of GDP. If growth continues at the current rate, the federal government’s total spending for Medicare and Medicaid alone would reach 22% of GDP by 2050.

- The war on terrorism refocuses government resources on short-term survival rather than long-term R&D.

- Increasingly attractive opportunities overseas draw industrial R&D funding and talented US scientists and engineers away from the United States.

- Higher US effective corporate tax rates discourage companies from investing in new facilities and research in the United States.

- Excessive regulation of research institutions reduces the amount of money available for actual research.

These possibilities would exacerbate and accelerate the trends noted in Scenario 1:

- The availability of scientists and engineers could drop precipitously if foreign students and workers stop coming in large numbers, either because immigration restrictions make it more difficult or because better opportunities elsewhere reduce the incentives to work in the United States.

- US venture capitalists begin to place their funds abroad, searching for higher returns.

- Short-term cuts in funding for specific fields could lead to a rapid decline in the number of students in those disciplines, which could take decades to reverse.

— W B Bonvillian Meeting the new challenge to US economic competitiveness: Issues in Science and Technology 21(IxFall 2004) 75-82
• If they were faced with a lack of qualified workers, multinational corporations might accelerate their overseas hiring, building the capabilities of other nations while the US innovation system atrophies.

• Multinationals from China, India, and other developing nations, building on success in their domestic markets and on supplies of talented, low cost scientists and engineers, could begin to dominate global markets, while US-based multinationals that still have a large percentage of their employees in the United States begin to fail, affecting jobs and the broader economy.

• Financing the US trade deficit, now more than $600 billion or about 6% of GDP, requires more than $2 billion a day of foreign investment. Many economists argue that such an imbalance is unsustainable in the long term. A loss of competitiveness in key export industries could lead to a loss of confidence in the US ability to cover the debt, bringing on a crisis.

• As innovation and investment move overseas, domestic job creation and wage growth could stall, lowering the overall standard of living in the United States.

The rapid pace of technological change and the increasing mobility of capital knowledge and talent mean that our current lead in science and technology could evaporate more quickly than is generally recognized if we fail to support it. The consequences would be enormous, and once lost our lead would be difficult to regain.

Scenario 3: Optimistic Case

The relative competitive lead enjoyed by the United States will almost certainly shrink as other nations rapidly improve their science and technology capacity. This means greater challenges for the United States, but it also presents an opportunity to raise living standards and improve quality of life around the world and to create a safer world. If the United States were to have a smaller share of the world’s economy, but the economy itself would be larger. For that reason, the success of other nations need not imply the failure of the United States. But it does require that the United States maintain and extend its capacity to generate value as part of a global innovation system.

If we increase our commitment to leadership in science and technology, there are several likely results:

• Although the US share of total scientific output continues to decline, the United States maintains leadership across key areas.

• US researchers become leaders of global research networks.
The US education system sets the standard for quality and innovation, giving graduates a competitive edge over the larger number of lower wage scientists and engineers trained in the developing world.

Cir universities and national laboratories act as centers for regional innovation, attracting and anchoring investment from around the world.
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Our economy generates sufficient growth to reduce our trade imbalances, reduce the federal budget deficit, and support an aging population.

Investors continue to find it attractive to place their funds in US firms seeking to innovate and generate jobs in America.

US leadership in science and technology supports our military leadership and addresses the major challenges of homeland security.

The rapid worldwide development that has resulted from advances in science and technology has raised global standards of living, but it also spawned a range of challenges that, paradoxically, will have to be solved through appropriate investments in research:

To maintain its current rate of growth, by 2020 China will need to boost energy consumption by 150% and India will need to do so by 100% It will be essential to develop clean, affordable and reliable energy.

The increased movement of people around the world will lead to more outbreaks of communicable diseases. Meanwhile, aging populations will require new treatments for chronic diseases.

As the means to develop weapons of mass destruction become more widely available, security measures must advance.

In an increasingly interconnected economy, even small disruptions to communications, trade, or financial flows can have major global consequences. Methods to manage complex systems and respond quickly to emergencies will be essential.

The strains of managing global growth will require global collaboration. Around the world, the growing scale and sophistication of science and technology mean that we are much
more likely to be able to solve those juid other problems dial will confront us. Advances in information technology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology will improve life for billions of people. The leadership of the United States in science and technology will make a critical contribution to those elTorls and w ill benefit the li\ es of .Americans here at home. Kach challenge otTers an opportunity for the United States to position itself as the leader in the markets that w il be created for solutions to global challenges in such fields as energy, health care, and security.

It is important to recognize that all nations in the global economy are now inextricably linked. Just as global health, environmental, and security issues alTect everyone, so are we all dependent on the continued growth of other economies. It is clearly in .America’s interest for China, India, the EU, Japan, and other nations to succeed. Their failure would pose a far greater threat to US prosperity and security than would their success. In the global economy, no nation can prosper in isolation. I lowever, it is the thesis of this report that it is important that such global prosperity be shared by the citizens of the I’nited States.
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It is easy to be complacent about L^S competitiveness and pre-eminenre in science and technology. We have led the world for decades, and we continue to do so in many fields. But the world is changing rapidh , and our advantages are no longer unique. Without a renew ed elTort to bolster the foundations of our competitiveness, it is possible that we could lo.se our privileged position over the coming decades. For the first time in generations, our children could face poorer prospects for jobs, health care, security, and overall standard of living than have their parents and grandparents. We owe our current prosperity, security, and good health to the investments of pa.st generations. We are obliged to renew those commitments to ensure that the US people w ill continue to benefit from the remarkable opportunities being opened by the rapid development of the global economy.
NORMLVM Al'CrsTINE (NAE) (Chair) retired in 1997 as chair and chief executive officer of Lockheed Martin Corporation. Previously, he served as chair and chief executive officer of the Martin Marietta Corporation. On retiring, he joined the faculty of the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Princeton University. Earlier in his career, he had served as undersecretary of the Army and as assistant director of defense research and engineering. Mr. Augustine has been chair of the National Academy of Engineering and served 9 years as chairman of the American Red Cross. He has also been president of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and served as chairman of the Jackson Foundation for Military Medicine.

I have been a trustee of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Princeton. I am a trustee emeritus of Johns Hopkins University and serve on the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology and on the Department of Homeland Security's Advisory Council. He is a former chairman of the Defense Science Board. He is on the boards of Black and Decker, Lockheed Martin, Procter and Gamble, and Phillips.
Petroleum, and he has served as chairman of the Business Roundtable Taskforce on Education. He has received the National Medal of Technology and the Department of Defense's highest civilian award, the Distinguished Service Medal, five times. Mr. Augustine holds a BSE and an MSE in aeronautical engineering, both from Princeton University, and has received 19 honorary degrees. He is the author or coauthor of four books.

CR. IG R. BARRETT (N.AE) is chief executive officer of Intel Corporation. He received a BSc in 1961, an MS in 1963, and a PhD in 1964, all in materials science from Stanford University. After graduation, he joined the faculty of Stanford University in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering and remained through 1974, rising to the rank of associate professor. Dr. Barrett was a Fulbright Fellow at Danish Technical University in Denmark in 1972 and a North Atlantic Trade Organization Postdoctoral Fellow at the National Physical Laboratory in England from 1964 to 1965. He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 1994 and became N.AE chair in July 2004. Dr. Barrett joined Intel in 1974 as a technology-development manager. He was named a vice president in 1984, and was promoted to senior vice president in 1987 and executive vice president in 1990. Dr. Barrett was elected to Intel's Board of Directors in 1992 and was named the company's chief operating officer in 1993. He became Intel's fourth president in May 1997 and chief executive officer in 1998. Dr. Barrett is a member of the boards of directors of Qwest Communications International Inc., the National Forest Foundation, Achieve, Inc., the Silicon Valley Manufacturing Group, and the Semiconductor Industry Association. In addition to serving as cochairman of the National Alliance of Business Coalition for Excellence in Education, Dr. Barrett served on the National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 21st Century.
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(also known as the Glenn Commission). Dr. Barrett is the author of over 40 technical papers dealing with the influence of microstructure on the properties of materials and of a textbook on materials science. Principles of Engineering Materials. He was the recipient of the American Institute Mining Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers Hardy Gold Medal in 1969.

I. Vlk CASSKI/H (1OM) is vice president of scientific affairs and Distinguished Hilary Research Scholar for Infectious Diseases of Eli Hilly and Company. She was previously the Charles H. McCauley Professor and chairman of the Department of Microbiology at
the University of Alabama Schools of Medicine and In'tistr.' at Birmingham, a department that ranked first in research funding from the National In.stilutes of Health under her leadership. She is a current member of the Director's Advisory Committee of the National Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. She is a past president of the American Society for Microbiology (ASM), a former member of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Director's Advisory Committee, and a former member of the Advisory Council of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases of NIH. Dr. Cassell served 7 years on the Bacteriology-Mycology 2 Study Section and as chair for 3 years.

She also was previously chair of the Board of Scientific Councilors of the Center for Infectious Diseases of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Dr. Cassell has been intimately involved in establishment of science policy and legislation related to biomedical research and public health. She is the chairman of the Public and Scientific Affairs Board of ASM, a member of the Institute of Medicine, has served as an adviser on infectious diseases and indirect costs of research to the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, and has been an invited participant in numerous congressional hearings and briefings related to infectious diseases, antimicrobial resistance, and biomedical research. She has served on several editorial boards of scientific journals and has written over 250 articles and book chapters. Dr. Cassell has received several national and international awards and an honorary degree for her research in infectious diseases.

STE'N CHI' IN.AS] is the director of E.O. Havvrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and a professor of physics and cellular and molecular biology* at the University of Californiiia, berkeley. Previously, he held positions at Stanford University and AT&T Bell Laboratories. Dr. Chu's research in atomic physics, quantum electronics, polymer physics, and biophysics includes tests of fundamental theories in physics, the development of methods to laser-cool and trap atoms, atom interferometry, the manipulation and study of polymers and biological systems at the single-molecule level. While at Stanford, he helped to start Bio-X, a multidisciplinary initiative that brings together the physical and biological sciences with engineering and medicine. Dr. Chu has received numerous awards and is a co-winner of the Nobel Prize in physics (1997). He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the Academia Sinica and is a foreign member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Korean Academy of Science and Engineering. Dr. Chu also serves on the boards of the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the University of Rochester, NVIDIA, and the (planned) Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology. He has served on numerous advisory committees, including the Executive Committee of the National Academy of Sciences Board on Physics and
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Asironony, the National Institutes of Health Advisory Committee to the Director, and the National Nuclear Security Administration Advisory Committee to the Director. Dr. Chu received his AB and AB degrees in mathematics and physics from the University of Rochester, a PhD in physics from the University of California, Berkeley, and a number of honorary degrees.

Robert M. Gates has been the president of Texas A&M University, a land-grant, sea-grant, and space-grant university, since August 2002. Dr. Gates served as interim dean of the George Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M from 1999 to 2001. He served as director of central intelligence from November 1991 until January 1999. In that position, he headed all foreign-intelligence agencies of the United States and directed the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Dr. Gates is the only career officer in CIA's history to rise from entry-level employee to director. He served as deputy director of central intelligence from 1986 to 1989 and as assistant to the president and deputy national security adviser at the White House from January 1989 to November 1991. Dr. Gates joined the CIA in 1966 and spent nearly 27 years as an intelligence professional, serving six presidents. During that period, he spent nearly 9 years at the National Security Council, serving as member of the board of directors of N.ACCO Industries, Inc., Brinker International, Inc., and Parker Drilling Company, Inc. Dr. Gates received his bachelor's degree from the College of William and Mary, his master's degree in history from Indiana University, and his doctorate in Russian and Soviet history from Georgetown University.

N. V. A. S. (R. SMK 'K is Maryland's first female state superintendent of schools. She has served in that post since 1991. Dr. Grasmick's career in education began as a teacher of deaf children at the William S. Baer School in Baltimore City. She later served as a classroom and resource teacher, principal, supervisor, assistant superintendent, and associate superintendent in the Baltimore County Public Schools. In 1989, she was appointed special assistant for children, youth, and families, and in 1991, the state Board of Education appointed her state superintendent of schools. Dr. Grasmick holds a PhD from the Johns Hopkins University, an MS from Gallaudet University, and a BS from Foxswon University. She has been a teacher, an administrator, and a child advocate. Her numerous board and commission appointments include the President's Commission on Excellence in Special Education, the US Army War College Board of Visitors, the Toxson University board of visitors, the state Planning Committee for Higher Education, and the Marxland Business Roundtable for Education. Dr. Grasmick has received numerous awards for leadership, including the Harold W. McGrady, Jr. Prize in Education.
CIIARLKS O. HOII, |, II\( ) A', .IK, \[ NAE\] is the chairman of the I)oard and chief executive officer of DuPont. He became chief executive officer in 1998 and chairman in 1999. He started at DuPont in 1970 at DuPont's Old Hickory' site after receiving a BS in industrial engineering from the University of Tennessee. He is a licensed professional engineer. In 2004, he was elected a member of the National Academy of Engineering and became chairman of the Business Roundtable's Task Force for Environment, Technology, and Economy the same year. Mr. Holliday is a past chairman of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), the Business Council, and the Society of Chemical Industry - American Section. While chairman of WBCSD, Mr. Holliday was coauthor of Walking the Talk, which details the business case for sustainable development and corporate responsibility. Mr. Holliday also serves on the board of Directors of HCA, Inc., and Catalyst and is a former director of Analog Devices.

SHIRI.EV ANN JAC KSON [NAE] is the 18th president of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the oldest technologic research university in the United States, and has held senior leadership positions in government, industry, research, and academia. Dr. Jackson is immediate past president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (A.A.A.S) and chairman of the A.A.A.S Board of Directors, a member of the National Academy of Engineering, and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the American Physical Society, and she has advisory roles in other national organizations. She is a trustee of the Brookings Institution, a life member of the Massachusetts Institute Technologic Corporation, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, and a member of the Executive Committee of the Council on Competitiveness. She serves on the boards of Georgetown University and Rockefeller University, on the Board of Directors of the New York Stock Exchange, and on the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, and she is a director of several major corporations. Dr. Jackson was chairman of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1995-1999: at the Commission, she reorganized the agency and revamped its regulatory approach by articulating and moving strongly to risk-informed, performance-based regulation. Before then, she was a theoretical physicist at the former AT&T Bell Laboratories and a professor of theoretical physics at Rutgers University. Dr. Jackson holds an SB in physics, a PhD in theoretical elementary particle physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and 31 honorary doctoral degrees.

VINNT.V K. JONES [N.AE] is Lawrence R. Quarles Professor of Engineering and Applied Science. She received her PhD in computer science from Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) in 1973. She left CMU as an associate professor when she cofounded Tartan Laboratories. She was vice-president of Tartan from 1981 to 1987. In 1988, she
joined the University of Virginia as a professor and the chair of the Computer Science Department. From 1993 to 1997 she served at the US Department of Defense, where as director of defense research and engineering, she oversaw the department’s science and technology program, research laboratories, and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. She received the 1993 Air Force Meritorious Civilian Service Award and a Distinguished Public Service Award. She served as vice chair of the National Science Board and cochair of the Virginia Research and Technology Advisory Commission. She is a member of the Defense Science Board, the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Corporation. She is a fellow of the Association for Computing Machinery, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and she is the author of 45 papers and two books.

I. OSILL A I. KDKBBFKC; [NAS IOM] is Sackler Foundation Scholar at Rockefeller University in New York. He is a cowinner of the Nobel Prize in 1958 for his research in genetic structure and function in microorganisms. As a graduate student at Yale University, Dr. I.ederberg and his mentor showed that the bacterium Escherichia coli could share genetic information through recombinant events. He went on to show in 1952 that bacteriophages could transfer genetic information between bacteria in Salmonella. In addition to his contributions to biology, Dr. I.ederberg did extensive research in artificial intelligence, including work in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration experimental programs seeking life on Mars and the chemistry expert system DENDRAL. Dr. I.ederberg is professor emeritus of molecular genetics and informatics. He received his PhD from Yale University in 1948.

RK'II.VKI) LEVIN is the president of Yale University and Frederick William Ikinecke Professor of Economics. In his writings and public testimony, Dr. Levin has described the substantial benefits of government funding of basic scientific research conducted by universities. A specialist in the economics of technological change, Dr. Levin has written extensively on such subjects as intellectual property rights, the patent system, industrial research and development, and the effects of antitrust and public regulation on private industries. Before his appointment as president, he devoted himself for 2 decades to teaching, research, and administration. He chaired Yale's Economics Department and
sers ed as dean of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Dr. I Ajvin is a director of 1 Aicent Technologies and a trustee of the William and Flora Hew lett Foundation, one of the largest philanthropic organizations in the United States. He served on a presidential commission reviewing the US Postal Service and as a member of the bipartisan commission reviewing US intelligence capabilities. As a member of the Ikard of Science, Technology, and Economic Policy at the National Academy of Sciences. Dr. Levin co-chaired a committee that examined the effects of intellectual-property rights policies on scientific research and made recommendations for a patent system meeting the needs of the 21st century. He received his bachelor's degree in history from Stanford University in 1968 and studied politics and philosophy at Oxford University, where he earned a bachelor of letters. In 1974, he received his PhD in economics from Yale and was named to the Yale faculty. He holds honorary degrees awarded by Peking, Harvard, Princeton, and Oxford Universities. He is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

(I). (I).

MOTE, .IR. [N.AEl began his tenure as president of the University of Maryland and as Glenn L. Martin Institute Professor of Engineering in 1998. Before assuming the presidency at Maryland, I. Mote served on the University of California Berkeley (UCB) faculty for 31 years. From 1991 to 1998, he was vice chancellor at UCB, held an endowed chair in mechanical systems, and was president of the UC Berkeley Foundation. He earlier served as chair of UCB's Department of Mechanical Engineering. Dr. Mote's research is in dynamics systems and biomechanics. Internationally recognized for his research on the dynamics of gyroscopic systems and the biomechanics of snow skiing, he has produced more than 300 publications: holds patents in the U.S., Norway, Finland, and Sweden; and has mentored 56 PhD students. He received his BS, MS, and PhD in mechanical engineering from UCB. Dr. Mote has received numerous awards and honors, including the Humboldt Prize awarded by the Federal Republic of Germany. He is a recipient of the Berkeley Citation, an award from the University of California similar to an honorary doctorate, and was named distinguished engineering alumnus. He has received three honorary degrees. He is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and serves on its Council. He was elected to honorary membership in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers International, its most distinguished recognition, and is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the International Academy of Wood Science, the Acoustical Society of America, and the National Academy of Engineering.
America, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He serves as director of the Technology Council of Maryland and the Greater Washington Board of Trade. In its latest survey, Washington Business Forward magazine named him one of the 20 most influential people in the metropolitan Washington area.

(ERM) is the deputy director for science and technology at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), in which she is the senior executive responsible for overseeing the quality of science and technology in the laboratory’s scientific and technical programs and disciplines. Dr. Murray came to LLNL from Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies, where she served as senior vice president for physical sciences and wireless research. She joined Bell Labs in 1978 as a member of the technical staff. She was promoted to a number of positions over the years, including department head for low-temperature physics, department head for condensed-matter physics and semiconductor physics, and director of the physical research laboratory. In 2000, Dr. Murray became vice president for physical sciences, and in 2001, senior vice president. Dr. Murray received her BS and PhD in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

PETER O’DONNELL, JR is president of the O'Donnell Foundation of Dallas, a private foundation that develops and funds model programs designed to strengthen engineering and science education and research. In higher education, the O'Donnell Foundation provided the challenge grant that led to the creation of 32 science and engineering chairs at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. Also at UT-Austin, it developed the plan that created the Institute for Computational Engineering and Science, and it constructed the Applied Computational Engineering and Science Building to foster interdisciplinary research at the graduate level. In medicine, Mr. O'Donnell endowed the Scholars in Medical Research Program, designed to launch the most promising new assistant professors on their biomedical careers and thereby help to develop future leaders of medical science. In public education, Mr. O'Donnell has created the Advanced Placement Incentive Program, which has increased the number of students, especially Hispanic and black students, who pass college-level courses in mathematics, science, and English while still in high school. The incentive program is now in 43 school districts in Texas.

and served as the model for both the state of Texas and the federal Advanced Placement incentive programs. Mr. O'Donnell is chairman of Advanced Placement Strategies, Inc., a nonprofit organization he founded to manage and implement the AP incentive program.
in Texas schools. He served as a member of President Reagan's Foreign Intelligence
Commission, and on the State of Texas Select Committee on Higher Education. He is a
trustee of the Cooper Institute, a member of the Presidents' Circle of the National
Academy of Sciences, and a founding member of the National Innovation Initiative
Council on Competitiveness. Mr. O'Donnell has pursued a career in investments and
philanthropy. He received his BS in mathematics from the University of the South and an
MB.A from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.

LEE R. RAVNOID [NAS] is the chairman of the Board and chief executive officer of
ExxonMobil Corporation. Dr. Raymond was chairman of the board and chief executive
officer of Exxon Corporation from 1993 until its merger with Mobil Oil Corporation in
1999. He served as a director of Exxon Corporation from 1984 until the merger. Since
joining the organization in 1963, Dr. Raymond has held a variety of management
positions in domestic and foreign operations, including Exxon Comp:uiy, LPSA; Creole
Petroleum Corporation: Exxon Company. International; Exxon Enterprises: and Esso
Inter-America, Inc. He served as the president of Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. in 1979
and moved to New York in 1981, when he was named executive vice president of Exxon
Enterprises. In 1983, Dr. Raymond was named president and director of Esso Inter-
America Inc. with responsibilities for Exxon's operations in the Caribbean and Central
South America. He served as the senior vice president of Exxon Corporation from
1984 to 1987 and as its president from 1987 to 1993 and in 1996. Dr. Raymond has been
a director of J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. or a predecessor institution since 1987 and served
as a member of the Committee on Director Nominations and Board Affairs and Chairman
of the Committee on Management Development; and Executive Compensation. He serves
as a director of the United Negro College Fund, the chairman of the American Petroleum
Institute, trustee and vice chairman of the American Enterprise Institute and, trustee of
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. He is a member of the Business Council,
the Business Roundtable, the Council on Foreign Relations, the National Academy of
Engineering, the Emergency Committee for American Trade, and the National Petroleum
Council. He is secretary of the Energy Adviser Board, the Singapore-US Business
Council, the Trilateral Commission, and the University of Wisconsin Foundation. Dr.

Raymond graduated in 1960 from the University of Wisconsin with a bachelor's degree in
chemical engineering. In 1963, he received a PhD in chemical engineering from the
University of Minnesota.

ROBERT C. RICHARDSON [NAS] is the F. R. Newman Professor of Physics and the
vice provost for research at Cornell University. He received a BS and an MS in physics
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute. After serving in the US Army, he obtained his PhD
from Duke University in 1966. He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, He
is also member of the Ovending board at Duke University, the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, and Brookhaven Science Associates. Dr. Richardson has
served as chair of various committees of the American Physical Society (APS) and
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recently completed a term on the Governing Board of the National Science Board. Dr. Richardson was awarded the Nobel Prize for the discovery that liquid helium-3 undergoes a pairing transition similar to that of superconductors. He has also received a Guggenheim fellowship, the Kiglith Simon Memorial Prize (of the British Physical Society), the Buckley Prize of the APS and an honorary doctor of science degree from the Ohio State University. He has published more than 95 scientific articles in major research journals.

P. R03' VAGELOS [NAS IOM] is retired chairman and chief executive officer of Merck & Co., Inc. He received an AB in 1950 from the University of Pennsylvania and an MD in 1954 from Columbia University. After a residency at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, he joined the National Institutes of Health, where from 1956 to 1966 he served as senior surgeon and then section head of comparative biochemistry.

In 1966, he became chairman of the Department of Biological Chemistry at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis; in 1973, he founded university's Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences. He joined Merck Research Laboratories in 1975, where he was president until 1985, when he became CEO and later chairman of the company. He retired in 1994. Dr. Vagelos is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, American Philosophical Society. He has received many awards in science and business and 14 honorary doctorates. He has been chairman of the Board of the University of Pennsylvania, a member of the Business Council and the Business Roundtable, and a member of the boards of TRW, McDonnell Douglas, Estee Lauder, and Prudential Finance. He also served as cochairman of the New Jersey Performing Arts Center, Arts Center and president and CEO of the American School of Classical Studies in Athens. He is chairman of Regeneron Pharmaceuticals and Thcravance, two biotechnology companies. He is also chairman of the Board of Visitors at Columbia University Medical Center, where he chairs the capital campaign. He serves on a number of public-policy and advisor boards, including the Donald Danforth Plant Science Center and Danforth Foundation.

C.H.ARLKS M. N'EST [NAE] is president emeritus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and is a life member of the MIT Corporation, the institute's board of trustees. He was president of MIT from 1990 to 2004. During his presidency, he emphasized enhancing undergraduate education, exploring new organizational forms to meet emerging directions in research and education, building a stronger international dimension in education and research programs, developing stronger relations with industry, and enhancing racial and cultural diversity at MIT. He also devoted considerable energy to bringing issues concerning education and research to broader public attention and to strengthening national policy on science, engineering, and education. With respect to the latter, Dr. Vest chaired the President's Advisory'
Committee on the Redesign of the Space Station and served as a member of the President's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, the Massachusetts Governor's Council on Economic Growth and Technology and the National Research Council Board on Engineering Education. He chairs the US Department of Energy Task Force on the Future of Science Programs and is vice chair of the Council on Competitiveness and immediate past chair of the Association of American Universities.
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lie sits on the board of Directors of IBM and E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. In 2004, he was asked by President Bush to serve as a member of the Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the Ignited States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction.

He earned his BS in mechanical engineering from West Virginia University in 1963 and his MS and PhD degrees from the University of Michigan in 1964 and 1977, respectively. His research interests are the thermal sciences and the engineering applications of lasers and coherent optics.

Corey M. M. M. IHTKIDES [NAS. NAEI is the Woodford L. and A. A. Flowers University Professor of Chemistry at Harvard University, where his research interests include materials science, biophysics, complexity, surface science, microfluidics, self-assembly, microtechnology and nanotechnology, and cell-surface biochemistry. He received an AB from Harvard University in 1960 and a PhD from the California Institute of Technology in 1964. He was a member of the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1963 to 1982. He joined the Department of Chemistry of Harvard University in 1982 and was department chairman in 1986-1989. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Sciences, and the American Philosophical Society. He is also a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the New York Academy of Science, a foreign fellow of the Indian National Science Academy, and an honorary fellow of the Chemical Research Society of India. He has served as an adviser to the National Research Council, the National Science Foundation, and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency at the Department of Defense.

RIC'RII.VRD N. Z. ARE [NAS] is the Marguerite Blake Wilbur Professor in Natural Science at Stanford University. He is a graduate of Harvard University, where he received his B.A in chemistry and physics in 1961 and his PhD in chemical physics in 154. In 1965, he became an assistant professor at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He moved to the University of Colorado in 1966 and remained there until 1979 while holding joint appointments in the Departments of Chemistry and Physics and Astrophysics. In 1969, he was appointed to a full professorship in the Chemistry Department at Columbia University, becoming the Higgins Professor of Natural Science in 1975. In 1977, he moved to Stanford University. Dr. Zare is renowned for his research in laser chemistry, which resulted in a greater understanding of chemical reactions at the molecular level. He has received numerous honors and awards and is a member of the American Philosophical Society, the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the American Chemical Society. He served as the chair of the President's Committee on the National Medal of Science in 1997-2000; chaired the National Research Council's Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and Applications in 1992-1995; and was chair of the National Science Board for the last 2 years of his 1992-1998 service. He is the chairman of the Board of Directors of Annual Reviews, Inc., and he will chair the Department of Chemistry at Stanford University in 2005-2008.
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DKBOKAI (Study Director) is associate director of the Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy; director of the National Academies Christine Mirayan Science and Technology Policy Fellowship Program; and director of the Office of Special Projects. Dr. Stine has received both group and individual achievement awards for her work on various projects throughout the National Academies since 1989. She has directed studies and other activities on science and security in an age of terrorism, human reproductive cloning, presidential and federal advisor committee science and technology appointments, facilitating interdisciplinary research, setting priorities for the National Science Foundation's large research facilities, advanced research instrumentation and facilities, evaluating federal research programs, international benchmarking of US research, advanced research instrumentation, and many other issues. Before coming to the National Academies, she was a mathematician for the Air Force, an air pollution engineer for the state of Texas, and an air issues manager for the Chemical Manufacturers Association. She holds a BS in mechanical and environmental engineering from the University of California, Irvine, an MBA from what is now Texas A&M at Corpus Christi, and a PhD in public administration with a focus on science and technology policy analysis from American University. She received the Mitchell Prize Young Scholar Award for her research on international environmental...
decision-making.

AL.A.N ANDERSON has worked as a consultant writer for the National Academies since 1994. contributing to reports on science policy, education and training, government-industry partnerships, scientific evidence, and other topics primarily for the Committee on Science. Engineering, and Public Policy and the Board on Science. Technology, and Economic Policy. He is also editorial director of the Millennium Science Initiative, an independent non-governmental organization whose mission is to strengthen science and technology in developing countries. He has worked in science and medical journalism for over 25 years, serving as reporter, writer, and foreign correspondent for Time magazine, the New York Times Magazine, Saturday Review, and other publications. He holds a B.A in English from Yale University and an MS in journalism from Columbia University.

THOMAS VRRISON is director of the Forum on Information Technology and Research Universities at the National Academies. He holds M.As in public policy and Asian studies and a B.A in political science from the University of Michigan. He studied in Japan for 2 years, completing business internships in the banking and semiconductor industries and intensive training in Japanese language. Before being named director of the new forum in 2002, he was associate director of the Government-University-Industry Roundtable. Mr. Arrison joined the National Academies in 1990 and has served as the study director for numerous activities and publications, including nine committee consensus reports.

D.WTD VTTIS is director of policy studies at the Council on Competitiveness. He serves as the deputy director of the National Innovation Initiative, a multiyear effort to increase the US's capacity for innovation across all sectors of the economy. Before joining the council. Dr. Attis was a consultant with A.T. Kearney, Inc. in its general consulting practice and its Global Business Policy Council. His work included business turnarounds, strategy consulting, information-technology implementation, global risk assessments, and policy analysis. He holds a PhD in the history of science from Princeton University, an MPhil in the history and philosophy of science from Cambridge University, and a BA in physics from the University of Chicago. His doctoral thesis explored the development of mathematics in Ireland from the sun eyors of the 17th century.
centurN tltroougli the Celtic Tiger economy of the 1990s.

R.V( 'HKL 'Ol'RTLAND is a research associate for the National Academies Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy. She earned her B.A in physics from the University of Pennsylvania in May 2003 and her MS in physics from Emor' University in 2004. In graduate school, she studied the local perturbation of supercooled colloidal suspensions using two-dimensional confocal microscopy and conducted preparatory work for a National and .Aeronautics Space .Administration PCS pa> load project. As an undergraduate, she led Women Interested in the Study of Physics, an organization created to help to foster a more comfortable environment for women scientists at undergraduate and graduate levels and dedicated to raising awareness of issues facing women in academe.

I.AURRL L. ]I.
AK is a program officer for the National Academies Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public PoIic>
She received a BS and an MS in biology from Stanford I'niversity. She was the recipient of a predoctoral National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Research Se\'ice Award and received a PhD in neuroscience in 1997 from Stanford University Medical School, where her research focused on calcium signaling iuid circadian rhythms. She was awarded a National Research Council research (issociateship to work at NIH on intracellular calcium dynamics in oligodendrocytes.

From 2002 to 2003. she was editor of Science's Ne.xt Wave Postdoc Network at the American .Association for the .Advancement of Scienee. While a postdoctoral scholar, she was editor of the H'onien in Neuroscience new sletter and ser\ ed as president of the organization from 2003 to 2004. She is an ex officio member of the Society for Neuroscience Committee on Women in Neuroscience, has se\ ed on the Biophy'sics Society Early Careers Committee, and was an adviser for the National Postdoctoral .Association.

PI-ynCR inCNDF-RSON is director of the National .Academies Board on Higher FMuca
tion and Workforce (BIIEW). His specializations include posLsecondary education, the labor market for scientists and engineers, and federal science and technology research funding. He oversees BHEW’s Evaluation of the Lucille P. Markey Trust Programs in Biomedical Science and .Assessment of NIH Minority Research Training Programs and super\ ises BHF^W' staff w orking on studies that examine the community-college pathw ay to engineering careers. He has contributed as a study director or stalT member to Building a li'orl^orce for the Information Economy. Measuring the Science and Engineering Enterprise: Priorities for the Division of Science Resource Studies. Attracting Science and Mathematics Ph.D.s to Secondary School Education. Monitoring
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Dr. Henderson holds a master's degree in public policy (1984) from Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government and a PhD in American political history (1994) from the Johns Hopkins University. He joined the National Academies staff in 1996 and is a recipient of the National Academies Distinguished Service Award (2003).

K. L. HUSBANDS is a senior project director with Development, Security, and Cooperation of the Policy and Cilobal Affairs division. In that capacity, she is working on a project to engage the international scientific community in addressing the possibility that the results of biotechnology research will be misused to support terrorism or biologic weapons. She is also developing new projects related to defense economics and the proliferation of conventional weapons and technologies. From 1991 through 2004, she was director of the National Academies Committee on International Security and Arms Control and its Working Group on Biological Weapons Control. Dr. Husbands is an adjunct professor in the security studies program at Georgetown University, where she teaches a course on “The International Arms Trade.” She holds a PhD in political science from the University of Minnesota and a master's degree in international public policy (international economics) from the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies. She is a member of the Advisors Board of Women in International Security and a fellow of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.

BKNJ.A.MIN. A. NOWAK (Policy Fellow) is pursuing his MS in public policy and management at Carnegie Mellon University. He received his B.A in political science and his BS in biomedical engineering from the University of Pittsburgh, where he was a member of the University Honors College. As an undergraduate student, Mr. Novak had the unusual experience of completing internships in both technical and policy fields, working in a variety of places, including the US Congress, the House of Representatives Committee on Science, the Vascular Research Center of David Vorp, and the Artificial Liver Laboratory of Jack Patzer.

STFA'K OLSON is the author of Mapping Human History: Genes, Race, and Our Common Origins (I loughton MitTlin), which was one of five finalists for the 2002 nonfiction National Book Award and received the Science-in-Society Award from the National Association of Science Writers. His most recent book, Count Down: Six Kids Vie for Glory at the World’s Toughest Math Competition (I loughton MitFin), was named a best science book of 2004 by Discover magazine. He has written several other books, including Evolution in Hcm’aii and On Being a Scientist. I le has been a consultant writer for the National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council, the Ford Foundation, Hughes Medical Institute, the National Institutes of Health, the Institute for Genomic Research, and many other organizations. He is the author of articles in The Atlantic Monthly, Science, The Washington Post, Scientific American, Washingtonian, Slate, Teacher, Astronomy, Science 82-86, and other magazines. I le also is coauthor of an article published in Nature in September 2004 that presented a fundamentally new perspective on human ancestry. From 1989 through 1992, he seized as special assistant
for communications in the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. He earned a bachelor's degree in physics from Yale University in 1978.

NIK B. SIVINTNA (Policy Fellow) is a graduate student at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) and a Christine Mirzayan Science and Technology Policy Fellow at the National Academies. He is pursuing an MS in public policy, and his research encompasses the incorporation of innovative practices in the manufacturing sector and regional economic development. He previously received an MS in mechanical engineering at Georgia Tech in 2002, where he performed research in sensor design for bioengineering applications. During the 2000-2001 school year, he studied engineering at the Ecole Nationale Superieure d'rts et Metiers in Metz, France. He earned his undergraduate degrees in mechanical engineering and mathematics from Youngstown State University in 2000.

Appendix B

TASK STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF TASK

This congressionally-requested study will address the following questions:

What are the top 10 actions, in priority order, that federal policy makers could take to enhance the science and technology enterprise so the United States can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global economy of the 21st century?

What implementation strategy, with several concrete steps, could be used to implement each of those actions?

Dr. Bruce Alberts
President

National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20418
Dear Dr. Alberts:

The Energy Subcommittee of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee has been given the latitude by Chairman Pete Etomenici to hold a series of hearings to identify specific steps our government should take to ensure the preeminence of America's scientific and technological enterprise.

The National Academies could provide critical assistance in this effort by assembling some of the best minds in the scientific and technical community to identify the most urgent challenges the United States faces in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology. Specifically, we would appreciate a report from the National Academies by September 2003 that addresses the following:

• Is it essential for the United States to be at the forefront of research in broad areas of science and engineering? How does this leadership translate into concrete benefits as evidenced by the competitiveness of American businesses and an ability to meet key goals such as strengthening national security and homeland security, improving health, protecting the environment, and reducing dependence on imported oil?

What specific steps are needed to ensure that the United States maintains its leadership in science and engineering to enable us to successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21st century? How can we determine whether total federal research investment is adequate, whether it is properly balanced among research disciplines (considering both traditional research areas and new multidisciplinary fields such as nanotechnology), and between basic and applied research?

• How do we ensure that the United States remains at the epicenter of the ongoing revolution in research and innovation that is driving 21st century economies? How can we assure investors that America is the preferred site for investments in new or expanded businesses that create the best jobs and provide the best services?

• How can we ensure that critical discoveries across all the scientific disciplines are predominantly American and exploited first by firms producing and hiring in America? How can we best encourage domestic firms to invest in invention and innovation to meet new global competition and how can public research investments best supplement these private sector investments?

• What specific steps are needed to develop a well-educated workforce able to successfully embrace the rapid pace of technological change?

Your answers to these questions will help Congress design effective programs to ensure that America remains at the forefront of scientific capability, thereby enhancing our
ability to shape and improve our nation’s future.

We look forward to reviewing the results of your efforts.

Sincerely,

Lamar Alexander
Chairman

Energy Subcommittee

June 30, 2005

Dr. Bruce Alberts
President

National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20418

Dear Dr. Alberts:

We understand that the National Academies, in response to a request from Senators Alexander and Bingaman, are in the early stages of developing a study related to the urgent challenges facing the United States in maintaining leadership in key areas of science and technology. Because the Science Committee considers ensuring the strength and vitality of the Nation’s scientific and technology enterprise an important part of its
broad oversight responsibility, we are writing to endorse the request for this study and to encourage the National Academics to carry it forward expeditiously.

In addition, we would like to suggest some specific questions we hope to see addressed by the study:

• What skills will be required by the future U.S. science and engineering workforce in order for it to command a salary premium over foreign scientists and engineers? Are alternative degree programs needed, such as professional science masters degrees, to meet the needs of industry and to lead to attractive career paths for students?

• Are changes needed in the current graduate education system, such as: a different mix in graduate support among fellowships, traineeships and research assistantships; and more research faculty positions and fewer postdocs and graduate students in traditional graduate programs?

• Should a greater proportion of federal research funding be allocated to high-risk, exploratory research and should funding priorities among broad fields of science and engineering be readjusted?
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• What policies and programs will help ensure the rapid flow of research results into the marketplace and promote the commercialization of research in a way that leads to the creation of good jobs for Americans?

The Committee looks forward to reviewing the results of this effort, and hopes that a draft response would be available by September 30, 2005. We hope that the new and innovative ideas you produce as the result of this effort will be able to translate into policies that will enhance U.S. prosperity in the 21st century. If you have any questions, please contact Dan Dyers of the Majority Staffer Jim Wilson of the Minority Staff.

Sincerely,

-f

SHERWOOD ROHRER
Chairman

Ranking Member
Appendix C

FOCUS GROUP SESSIONS
AUGUST 6, 2005

The Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century convened focus groups on Saturday, August 6, 2005, from 9 am to 4 pm. The purpose of the focus groups was to gather experts in five broad subjects—K-12 education, higher education, science and engineering research, innovation and workforce, and national and homeland security—to provide input to the committee on how the United States can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community.

Each focus-group participant was provided background on the committee members and on other focus-group members. 13 issue papers (see Appendix D) that summarized past reports on the various topics that were discussed, and a list of recommendations gleaned from past reports and interviews with committee and focus-group members.

The charge to focus-group participants is listed in full on page 0-3. Essentially, each group was asked to deline and set priorities for the top three actions for its subject that federal policy-makers could take to ramp up the innovative capacity of the United States. Each focus group was chaired by a member of the committee, who presented the group's priorities to the full committee during an open discussion session.

The content of those presentations is listed starting on page C-4. Focus group biographies are listed starting on page C-9.
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Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century: An Agenda for American Science and Technology
Agenda

Focus Group Meeting

August 6, 2005

Keck Center of the National Academies
5101 5th Street, N\W
Washington, DC

9:00 Continental Breakfast Available (Room 100)

9:30 Study Overview and Charge to Focus Groups

Sorman Augustine, Chair, Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century

10:00 Focus Groups Meet

K-12 Education

Room 110

Roy Angeles, Chair

Higher Education

Room 101

Chuck test, Chair

Research

Room 201

Dan Mote, Chair

Innovation

Room 204

Oail Cassell, Chair

Security

Room 105
Focus CFPoup Charge

ITic Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21** Century would like to thank you for helping it in its important Ia^^ to address the following questions:

What are the top 10 actions, in priority order, that federal policy makers could take to enhance the science and technology enterprise so the I'nited States can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21st ('entury? What implementation strategy, with several concrete steps, could be used to implement each of those actions?

Your rdc. as a focus group participant, is to help the committee, in your area of expertise;

• Identify existing ideas the federal government (President, Congress, or federal agencies) could take, the ideas should not be to general they need to be sufficiently actionable that they could be turned into congressional language.

• Brainstorm new ideas

• Evaluate all ideas

• lYioritize all ideas to propose to the committee the top 3 actions the federal government could take so that the I'nited Slates can successfully compete, prosper, and be secure in the global community of the 21^ century.

Since there arc 5 focus groups, wc expect a total of 15 prioritized recommendations to result from t he
focus group session which will be presented and discussed at a plenary session at the end of the day.

I'll use 15 recommendations that would then be used by the committee as input to its decision-making process as it comes up with a "top 10" list on Sunday.

Each focus group is chaired by a committee member and has a staff member with expertise in the issue and a S&T policy fellow (graduate student) to assist them. The staff is available to put together any action list that is produced (no summary' of the discussion is planned).

In evaluating each proposal, here are some evaluation criteria to keep in mind;

Minimum Selection Criteria

• Can the actions be taken by those who requested the study? Ilic President, Congress, or the federal agencies?

Evaluation Criteria

• Cost—What is a rough estimate of how much the action will cost? Is the cost reasonable relative to the financial resources likely to be available? Can resources for this action be diverted from an existing activity as opposed to "new money"?

• Impact—Which degree of impact is the action likely to have on the problem of concern?

• Cost-effectiveness—Which actions provide the most "bang for the buck"?

• Timeframe—What is the desired timeframe for the action to have an impact? Is the action likely to have impact in the short or long-term or both?

• Distributional Effects—Who are the winners and the losers? Is this the best action for the nation as a whole?

• Ease of Implementation—To what degree is the challenge easy, medium, or hard to implement?

• History—Has the action been suggested by another committee or policymaker before? If so, why has it not been implemented? Can the challenges be overcome this time?

• Is the Moment Right for this Action? Are they likely to be viable in the near-term political and policy context?
K'12 Education Focus Group Top Recommendation Summary
Roy Vagelos, CViair

Sational Objectives

• Lay a foundation for a workforce that is capable in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) including those who can create, support, and sustain innovation.

• Develop a society that embraces STEM literacy.

• Develop and sustain K-12 teacher corps capable of and motivated to teach science and mathematics.

• Establish meaningful measures.

Top Recommendations

1. The federal government should provide peer-reviewed long-term support for programs to develop and support a K-12 teacher core that is well-prepared to teach STEM subjects.

   a. Programs for in-service teacher development that provide in-depth content and pedagogical knowledge: some examples include summer programs, Master’s programs, and mentor teachers.

   b. Provide scholarship funds to in-service teachers to participate in summer institutes and content-intensive degree programs.

   c. Provide seed grants to universities and colleges to provide summer institute and content-intensive degree programs for in-service teachers.

2. Establish a program to encourage undergraduate students to major in STEM and teach in K-12 for at least 5 years. The program should include support mechanisms and incentives to enable teacher retention.

   a. Provide a scholarship for joint STEM bachelor’s degree + teacher certification program. Mandate a service requirement and pay a federal signing bonus.

   b. Encourage collaboration between STEM departments and education departments to train STEM K-12 teachers.

3. Provide incentives to encourage students, especially minorities and women, to complete STEM K-12 coursework, including
a. Monctarv incentives to complete advanced coursework.
b. Tutoring and alter school programs.
c. Siurner engineering and science academies, internships, and research opportunities.
d. Support school and curriculunm organization models (state-wide specialty schools, magnet schools, dual-enrollment models, and the like).

4. Support the design of state public school assessments that measure necessary workplace skills to meet information goals and ensure No ( hild Left Behind assessments include these goals.

5. Provide support to research, develop, and implement a new generation of instructional materials (including textbooks, modules computer programs) based on research evidence on student learning outcomes, with vertical alignment and coherence across assessments and frameworks. Link teacher development and curricular development.
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K-12 Focus Group Participants

Roy N'agelos, retired Chair
Carolyn Bacon. Executive Director, O’Donnell Foundation
Susan Bcr.irdi, Consultant
Rolf K. Blank, Director of Education Indicators. Council of Chief State School Officers
Rodger Bybee. Executive Director, Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Ilai’Eung Dai. Hirschmann-Makineni Chair Professor of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania
Ioan Ferrini-Mundy. Associate Dean for Science and Mathematics Education and Outreach, College of Natural Science, Michigan State University
Bruce Fuchs. Director, Office of Science Education. National Institutes of Health
Ronald Marx. Professor of Educational Psychology and Dean of Education. University of Arizona

la^id Monk. Professor of Educational Administration and Dean of College of Education,
Higher Education Focus Group Top Recommendations Summary

Charles Vest, Chair

National Objective

The US should lead in the discovery of new scientific and technological knowledge and its efficient translation into new products and services in order to sustain its preeminence in technology-based industries and job creation.

Our higher education system has a critical role in meeting this objective.

Recommendation

We recommend that Congress enact the Innovation Development Education and Acceleration Act (The IDEA Act). Its purpose is to increase the number of US students, consistent with our demography, who will become innovation leaders: professional scientists and engineers; and science, mathematics, and engineering educators at all levels.

Undergraduate Education: Increase the number and proportion of citizens who hold STEM degrees to meet international benchmarks. I.e. migrate, over five years, from 5% to 10% of earned first (bachelor's level) degrees.

a. Provide competitive multi-agency (non-thematic) scholarships for undergraduates in science, engineering, mathematics, technology, and other critical areas. The scholarships would carry with them supplemental support for pedagogical innovation for the departments, programs, or institutions in which the students study. This program should
support students at 2-year and 4-year colleges and research universities.

2. Graduate Education: Increase the number of VS graduate students in science, engineering, and mathematics programs ut areas of strategic national needs.

   a. Create a new multi-agency support program for graduate students in SI I'AI areas related to strategic national needs. This support should include and appropriate mix of competitive portable fellowships and competitive training grants.

3. Faculty Preparation and Support: Support the propagation of effective and creative programs that develop scientific and technological leaders who understand the innovation process

   a. Support workshops, preparation of educational materials, and experience-based programs.

4. Create global scientific and technological leaders.

   a. Provide a globally-oriented education and opportunity for US students, and maintain the US as the most desirable place to pursue graduate education and or scientific and technological careers.

   b. Fine the policies that will maintain our long-term security and vitality through the openness of American education and research and the free flow of talent and ideas.
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Higher Education Focus Group

Chuck Vest, Chair

M.R.C.- Greenwood, Provost mid Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, University of California

Daniel Hastings, Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Engineering Systems, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Research Focus (Group Top Recommendation Summary)

Dan Mote, Chair

National Objective

America's leadership in S&T has created our prosperity, security and health. That leadership is now threatened. Our leadership resulted from a long-term investment in basic research. In order
to keep our leadership position we must reitalize our investments, particularly in the physical, mathematical sciences and engineering.

Recommendations

1. Set the federal research budget to 1% of GDP within the next five years to su.stam TS leadership in innovation for prosperity, security and quality of life

a. Address 21st century's global economy grand challenges in energy, security, health and environment through interagency initiatives

b. Bring physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and information science up to the levels of health sciences

c. All agencies would expand their basic research programs

d. Replace decaying infrastructure in universities, national labs and other research organizations

e. Longer-term, stable funding

2. To foster breakthroughs in science and technology, allocate at least 5% of federal agency research portfolios to high-risk basic research

a. Allow for discretionary distribution for basic research with program oversight

b. Provide at least five years of adequate support for early-career researchers

c. Provide technical program managers in federal agencies with discretionary funding

3. Make S&T an attractive career to the best and the brightest

a. Create an undergraduate loan forgiveness program for students who complete a PhD in S&T and work as STEM researchers (e.g. $25,000 per year)

b. Create training grants for graduate and post-graduate education across federal research budgets

c. Provide five years of transition funding for early career research

d. Cultivate K-12 students to careers in science and technology

e. Actively recruit and support the world's best students and researchers and make it attractive for them to stay: address problems with visas, deemed exports and other barriers
Research Focus Group

Dan Mote, President. University of Man. land. Chair

Paul Aver}, Professor of Physics, University of Florida
{ian Bachula. Vice President for Kxtemal Relations. Inteniet2

Angela Belcher. John Chipnian .Associate Professor of Materials Science iuid Engineering and Biological Engineering. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Elsa M. Gamiire. Sydney E. Jenkins Professor of Engineering. Dartmouth College
Heidi K. Hamm, Earl \V. Sutherland. Jr, Professor and Chair of Pharmiacology'. Vanderbilt University

Mark S. Humayun. Professor of Ophthalmology, Biomedical Engineering, and Cell and Neurobiology, University of Southern California
Madeleine Jacobs. Executive Director ,'uid Chief Executive OlTicer, .American Chemical Society
Cato T. 1 .aureiicin. Lillian T. Pratt Distinguished Professor and Chair of Department of Orthopaedic Surger\'\. University of Virginia
Da\ Id La\'an. .Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Yale I'universily
Phillip LeDuc. .Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Carnegie .Mellon University
Dcirdrc k. Meldrunl. Professor and Director of Cicnomation Laboratoiy, Department of I Jectrical Engineering. University of Washington
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National Objective

Accelerate the process of innovation to:

- Solve national problems
- Create and retain well-paying jobs
- Ensure prosperity

Recommendations

1. Tax Policy: Make the R&D tax credit permanent, and extend coverage to research conducted in university-industry consortia

2. National Energy Initiative
   - Sharp increase in agency R&D related to energy prosperity
   - National Energy Prosperity fellowships
   - Cabinet-level National Council on Energy Prosperity

3. National Agency for Innovation
   - New independent, project-based agency, reports to president
   - University-industry projects on specific goals
   - Broad, non-military national interest
   - $3-5 billion per year
   - Outputs: functional prototypes and processes, training, monitoring of U.S. innovation and competitiveness
   - Issues to resolve: metrics, intellectual property (IP), governance

4. Stimulate interest of young people in S&T
   - National scholarships program for first-generation college students who major in S&E
   - Scholarship recipients available for national S&E role models program to explain to elementary and secondary students what they do and how success in school prepared them
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(iail Cassell, V ice President of Scientific .-UTairs and Distinguished Lilly Research Scholar for Infectious Diseases. Eli Lilly and Compan>, Chair

Miller Adams. V'ice President. lioeing Technolog\ Venturea


Ron Hlaclovell. Chief Economist, .American Federation of I.abor and Congress of Industrial I'nioas (AFL-CIO)

Craig Blue. Distinguished Research Engineer and Group Leader, Materials Processing Group.

Metals and Ceramics Division. Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Susan Butts. Director. External Technology, Dow Chemical Company
Paul ( Itron, Vice l*resident (retired). Technology Polic>' and .Academic Relations, Medtronic, Inc.

Chad Kvan.s, Vice President, National Innovation Initiative. Council on Competitiveness
Kent II. Hughes. Director, Program on Science. Technology. .America and the Global Economy, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
Mark B. .Myers. \"i.siting E.xecutive Professor of Management. Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania

.Iullana C. Shei. Global Technologx' Manager, General Electric
Nancy \"orona. Vice President, Research Investment. Virginia's Center for Innovative Technology

Caroline S. M’agner. Researcher, Center for International Science and Technology Policy, George Washington University
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Anita Jones, Chair

O'iiohalization is a fact of life

- Science and technology (S&T) provides our qualitative national security advantage
- S&T enables our prosperity, which in turn enhances strong security
- S&T increasingly originates abroad
- Isolation damages our security and our economy
- Need to engage with and ensure access to innovators and innovation abroad

SatUmal Objectives

- Stimulate innovation and its adoption to serve security
- Rebalance Security S&T Research Funding Invested in [Basic Research
- Accelerate creation of knowledge in the US and acquisition of knowledge from abroad
- Attract and retain global best and brightest

Oily the federal government can provide the framework strategy for balancing contending national interests.

Hecommen dati on s

1. To stimulate innovation and its adoption to serve security, create new mechanisms to discover, develop and exploit new ideas
   a. Legal reform - extend liability protection for homeland security providers
   b. Create new prototypes for university-industry-national lab partnerships
      i. Experiment with mix of funding mechanisms, e.g. SEAMIICTI. InQTel. for security
      ii. Streamlined, standardized IP provisions based on best practices for universities and national labs
2. To rebalance security S&T research funding invested in basic research, dedicate 3 percent of national defense homeland security budget to S&T and 20% of S&T budget to long-term research.

a. Cost: A of $ in research spending

b. Caveats concerns; Need institutional champion in each agency?

3. Create a single national strategy’ to attract and retain the global best and brightest to US S&T enterprise

a. Increase support for the National Defense Education Act (NDEA-21)
   i. Double the number of US students going into S&E and related security fields
   ii. Provide a national service educational benefit incentive

b. Redesign visa, deemed export, and immigration policies to attract and retain foreign talent
Focus Group Participant Biographies

MILLKK ADAMS is vice president of Boeing Technology Ventures, a unit of Boeing Phantom Works, the research and development organization of the Boeing Company. He leads a team responsible for the overall Enterprise Technology Planning Process for Boeing. He also is responsible for some aspects of external technology acquisition strategies for Boeing, including the Evaluation of Existent Technology Solutions, International Industrial Technology Programs, Strategic Technology Alliances, Global University Research Collaborations, and Boeing’s overall Global R&D Strategy. Mr. Adams is responsible for Boeing’s internal incubator program known as the Chairman’s Innovation Initiative and for value-creating strategies around spin-in business opportunities built on Boeing technologies. He received a BA from Seattle University and a law degree from the University of Puget Sound (now Seattle University School of Law). At Boeing, he serves as the executive focal between Boeing and Tuskegee...
In 2003, Mr. Adams received the Chairman's Award at the annual Black Engineer of the Year Awards Conference. He is involved in a broad array of professional and community organizations.

ROBERT J. AIKEN is the director of engineering for Cisco's International Academic Research and Technology Initiatives (AR'TI). He manages a team of Internet and network technology experts who help to identify, define, and develop Cisco's next-generation Internet strategy and technologies via Cisco's university research and advanced network research infrastructure programs. He helped to design and deploy the IX'partmeni of Energy's (IX>E) international multi-protocol Energy Sciences Network and was the National Science Foundation's (NSF) manager for and coauthor of the NSE's very high performance Backbone Network Service and Network Access Points architecture, which commercialized the Internet in the early 1990s. He was a major contributor at both DOE and NSF to the development and implementation of the federal government's High Performance Computing and Communications Council and Next Generation Internet program, specifically with respect to network research and distributed systems. With Javad Boroumand, he is responsible for Cisco's leadership role in the National Lambda Rail. He has also been an assistant professor of computer science and a college information technology director, and he serves on the National Research Council's Transportation Research Board Subcommittee on Telecommuting and Internet 2's Indasirv Advisory Council.

RONALD M. AS is the graduate dean, professor of biology, and codirector of the Center for the Influence of Biowarfare and Bioterrorism at the University of Louisville. He has his BS from the State University of New York at Stony Brook and his MS and PhD from Rutgers University. He was a postdoctoral fellow at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, where he worked on Mars life detection. He is a member of the Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology Advisory Committee, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Planetary Protection Board, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Scientific Working Group on Microbial Genetics and Forensics. He previously served as president of the American Society for Microbiology (ASM), cochaired the ASM Task Force on Biological Weapons, and was a member of the National Institutes of Health Recombinant DNA Advisory committee. His early research focused on oil spills, and he discovered bioremediation as part of his doctoral studies. Later, he turned to the molecular detection of pathogens in the environment, which forms the basis for biosensors to detect bioterror agents. He is the author of nearly 300 manuscripts and 20 books. He is a fellow of the American Academy of Microbiology and has received the ASM Award for Applied and Environmental Microbiology, the ASM Founders Award, and the Edmund Youde Lectureship Award in Hong Kong. He regularly advises the US government on policy issues related to the deterrence of bioterrorism.
P.Vl'L AA'F!RA' is professor of physics at the University of Florida. He received his PhD in high-energy physics from the University of Illinois in 1980. His research is in experimental high-energy physics and he participates in the CLEG experiment at Cornell University and the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment at CERN, Geneva.

'AVen.' is the director of two National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded Grid projects. Grid Physics Kehvorks, and the International Virtual Data Grid Laboratoiy. Both are collaborations of computer scientists, physicists, and astronomers conducting grid research applied to several frontier experiments in physics and astronomy with massive computational and data needs. He is co-principal investigator of the NSF-funded projects. Center for High Energy Physics Research and Education Outreach and CitraLight, and is one of the principals seeking to establish the Open Science Grid.

GARY B.VC HI LA is the vice president for external relations for Internet2. He has substantial government and not-for-profit experience and an extensive history of leadership in technology development. Most recently, Dr. Bachula served as acting under secretary of commerce for technology at the U.S. Department of Commerce, where he led the formation of government-industry partnerships around such programs as GPS and the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles. As vice president for the Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) from 1991 to 1993, he managed strategic planning and program development for the organization designated to build a distributed information network, as part of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Mission to Planet Earth. From 1986 to 1990, he chaired the Michigan governor’s Cabinet Council, and from 1974 to 1986, he served as chief of staff to U.S. Representative Bob Traxler of Michigan and advised on appropriations for NASA, Environmental Protection Agency, the National Science Foundation, and other federal R&D agencies. D. Bachula holds undergraduate and law (JD) degrees from Harvard University. He served at the Pentagon in the US Army during the Vietnam war.

.'AKOLVN K. K.V( 'ON is executive director of the O'Donnell Foundation in Dallas. 'Hie purpose of the foundation is to support quality education, especially in science and engineering. She previously served as administrative assistant to former Senator John Tower of Texas. In 1989, she was appointed to the White House Education Policy and Advisory Council. IVesident George H.W. Bush also appointed
her to the Board of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, where she served as chairman of the Education Committee. Texas Governor Clements appointed her to a 2-year term on the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board and former Governor George Bush named her the first chairman of the Telecommunications Infrastructure Fund Board of Texas. In 2003-2004 she served as the governor's public member on the Texas Joint Select Committee on Public School Finance. Her board memberships include the National Center for Educational Accountability, the College of Computing at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Advanced Placement Strategies, Inc. of Dallas, and the Foundation for the Education of Young Women. She is a member of the Junior League of Dallas and Charter 100 of Dallas. She holds a BA in political science from the College of William and Mary.

Joan K. Belcher is the John Chipman Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering and  Biological Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She is a materials chemist with expertise in biomaterials, biomolecular materials, organic-inorganic interfaces, and solid-state chemistry. She received her BS in creative studies with an emphasis in biochemistry and molecular biology and a PhD in inorganic chemistry from the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB). After a year of postdoctoral research in electrical engineering at UCSB, Dr. Belcher joined the faculty at the University of Texas at Austin in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry in 1999. Her interest focuses on interfaces, including the interfaces of scientific disciplines and the interfaces of materials. Dr. Belcher and her students have pioneered a novel, noncovalent self-organizational approach that uses evolutionarily selected and engineered peptides to recognize and bind electronic and magnetic building blocks. She was recently awarded an annual MacArthur Foundation Fellowship. Her recent awards include the 2004 Four Star General Recognition Award (US Army), 2003 Top 10 Innovators Under 40 (Fortune magazine), the 2002 World Technology Award (Afatemals magazine), 2002 Popular Science Brilliant Ten, and 2002 Technology Review Top 100 Inventors. In 2002, she was named as one of 12 women expected to make the biggest impact in chemistry in the next century by Chemical and Engineering News and was runner-up for Innovator of the Year and runner-up for Researcher of the Year by Small Times Magazine, and finalist for Scientist of the Year by Wired magazine. She is a 2001 Packard Fellow, 2001 Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow, and has received the 2000 Presidential Early Career Award for Science and Engineering, 2000 Heckman Young Investigator Award, 1999 HuPont Young Investigator Award, and a 1999 Army Research Office Young Investigators Award.

SrSAN BKU.VRDI worked in management and employee development for nearly 10 years before
leaving corporate America to become a full-time mother of three young boys. At such companies as FMC
Defense Systems, Motorola, and IDX Systems Corporation, she worked with managers and technical
teams to improve the intangible assets that drove performance and bottom-line results. In addition to
one-on-one executive coaching, she facilitated and trained numerous technical teams to resolve customer-
service and team-performance issues that were hindering company profitability. She also designed
selection and retention programs to attract and keep best-in-class technical and managerial talent. As an
independent consultant, Ms. Herardi provided leadership training and facilitation for several start-u
p
technology companies in Massachusetts and California. She has been a guest speaker for the Society of
C'oncurrent Engineering and the International Council on Systems Engineering. Most recently, Ms.
Derardi has been working pro bono for the Reading and North Andover School Districts in
Massachusetts, facilitating administrative retreats and bringing teachers and parents together to imp
rove
student reading, mathematics, and arts capabilities. She worked with school administrators to create
tool
to measure and improve the return on investment of a school district. She has also written several a
rticles
on behalf of these schools in an effort to educate taxpayers on budget and curriculum issues, specia
l-
education costs and legal requirements, and the importance of foreign languages and the arts in early
education. Ms. Derardi has an MA degree in labor relations and a DA from the Universit>' of Illinois.

RON BLAC'KNN'ELL is chief economist of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of
Industrial Unioas ( AFL-CIOX where he coordinates the economic agenda of the federation and represent
s
AFL-CIO on corporate and economic issues affecting American workers and union strategies. From 1996
to 2004, he was the director of the AFL-CIO Corporate Affairs Department. Before coming to the AFL-
CIO, Mr. Blackwell was assistant to the president of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
Union and chief economist of UNITE. Before joining the labor movement, he was an academic dean in
the Seminar College of the New School for Social Research in New York, where he taught economics,
politics, and pliliosophy. Mr. Blackwell represents the American labor movement on the Economic Polic
y
Working (group of the Trade Union Advisory' Committee to the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and Development (OECD) and participated in formulation of the OECD Principles of Corporate
Gcn'ernance and the recent review of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. He serv^es on
the Board of Directors of the Industrial Relations Research Association; the Research Advisory' Counc
il
of the Economic Policy Institute: the Board on Manufacturing and Engineering Design of the National
Academics; the advisory* boards of the Jackson Hole Center for Global Affairs and the International
Center for C'orporate Governance and .Accountability at the George Washington I’university Law School;

and the Editorial Boards of Perspectives on IVork and the New Labor Formm. lie recently received the
Nat Weinberg Award from the Walter P. Reuther Library for service to the labor movement and social
justice. He is author of "Corporate Accountability or Business as Usual", in A'lew Labor Forum (summe

ROLF K. BLANK is director of education indicators at the Council of Chief State School Officers where he has been a senior staff member for 17 years. He is responsible for developing, managing, and reporting a system of state-by-state and national indicators of the condition and quality of education in public schools. Dr. Blank is directing the council’s work with the US Department of Education on state education indicators and accountability systems, which provides annual trends for each state on student outcomes, school programs, and staff and school demographics. In addition, he is directing a 3-year experimental design study on improving effectiveness of instruction in mathematics and science with data on enacted curriculum supported by the National Science Foundation. He coordinates two state collaborative projects—one on accountability systems and one on surveys of enacted curriculum that provide technical assistance and professional development to state education leaders and staff. In his director leadership role, Blank collaborates with state education leaders, researchers, and professional organizations in directing program-evaluation studies and technical-assistance projects aimed at improving the quality of K-12 public education. He holds a PhD from Florida State University and an MA from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

(*R.VIC BIVL'K |N.AE| is a Distinguished Research Engineer and the group leader of the Materials Processing Group of the Metals and Ceramics Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). He received his PhD in materials science from the University of Cincinnati and finished his studies while under a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Fellowship at NASA Lewis Research Center. He came to ORNL in March 1985, where he initiated and developed the Infrared Processing Center in the Materials Processing Group. 'The center has projects with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the US Army, Department of Energy’, NASA, and industry. The center has two of the most powerful plasma arc lamps in the world and has enabling technology of functionalization of nanomaterials with collaborations across the laboratory and across the United States. I>. Blue has been
instrumental in the revitalization and evolution of the Materials Processing Group, became group leader in January 2004, and is developing a new Advanced Materials Processing Laboratory and associated programs. He has over 60 open-literature publications, five patents, and 60 technical presentations. He has received numerous honors, including an R&D 100 Award on the development of advanced infrared heating, and LT Battelle EhStinguished Engineer of the Year. He was selected to attend the National Academy of Engineering's Ninth Annual Symposium on Frontiers of Engineering in 2003, and the International Symposium on Frontiers of Engineering in Japan in 2004. He serves on the steering committee for the National Space and Missile Materials Symposium and on a technical board for the Next Generation Manufacturing Initiative. He is working with colleagues in the evolution of an enabling pulse thermal processing technique for flexible electronics, titanium processing, and bulk amorphous materials.

SUS- VN Butts is the director of external technology at the Dow Chemical Company. She is responsible for Dow’s sponsored research programs at over 150 universities, institutes, and national laboratories worldwide and for Dow’s contract research activities with US and European government agencies. She also holds the position of global staffing leader for R&D with responsibility for recruiting and hiring programs. Before joining the external-technology group, Dr. Butts held several other positions at Dow, including senior resource leader for atomic spectroscopy and inorganic analysis in the Analytical Sciences Laboratory, manager of R&D hiring and placement, safety and regulatory affairs manager for Central Research, and principal investigator on various catalysis research projects in Central Research.

ROXIKRAV. BA BKK is executive director of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS), a nonprofit organization that develops curriculum materials, provides professional development, and conducts research and evaluation for the science-education community. Before joining BSCS, he was executive director of the National Research Council’s Center for Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Education. Between 1986 and 1995, he was associate director of BSCS. By bee participated in the development of the National Science Education Standards, and in 1993-1995 he chaired its content working group. At BSCS, he was principal investigator for four new National Science Foundation (NSF) programs: the elementary-school program. Science for Life and Living: Integrating Science, Technology, and Health; the middle school program. Middle School Science and Technology; the high-school biology program.
program Biological Science: A Human Approach, and the college program. Biological Perspectives. His work at BSCS also included serving as principal investigator for programs to develop curriculum frameworks for teaching about the history and nature of science and technology in high schools, community colleges, and 4-year colleges and curriculum reform based on national standards. From 1990 to 1992, Dr. Bybce chaired the curriculum and instruction study panel for the National Center for Improving Science Education (NCISE). From 1972 to 1985, he was professor of education at Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota. He has taught science in the elementary school, junior and senior high school, and college. Dr. Bybce has written widely in education and psychology. He is coauthor of the leading textbook. Teaching Secondary School Science: Strategies for Developing Scientific Literacy. His most recent book is Achieving Scientific Literacy: From Purposes to Practices, published in 1997. He has received several awards, including Leader of American Education and Outstanding Educator in America, in 1979 he was Outstanding Science Educator of the Year, and in 1998 the National Science Teachers Association presented him its Distinguished Service to Science Education Award.

PIKRE CHAO is a senior fellow and director of defense industrial initiatives at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). Before joining CSIS, Mr. Chao was a managing director and senior aerospace-defense analyst at Credit Suisse First Boston (CSFB) in 1999-2003, where he was responsible for following the US and global aerospace-defense industry. He remains a CSFB senior adviser. Before joining CSFB, he was the senior aerospace-defense analyst at Morgan Stanley Dean Witter in 1995-1999. He served as the senior industry analyst at Smith Barney during 1994 and as a director at JSA International, a Boston and Paris-based management-consulting firm that focused on the aerospace-defense industry (1986-1988 and 1990-1993). Mr. Chao was also a cofounder of JSA Research, an equity research boutique specializing in the aerospace-defense industry. Before signing on with JSA, he worked in the New York and London offices of Prudential-Bache Capital Funding as a mergers and acquisitions banker focusing on aerospace and defense (1988-1990). Mr. Chao garnered numerous awards while working on Wall Street. Institutional Investor ranked his team the number 1 global aerospace-defense group in 2000-2002, and he was on the Institutional Investor .All-America Research Team every year he was eligible in 1996-2002. He was ranked the number 1 aerospace-defense analyst by corporations in the 1998-2000 Reuters Polls, and the number 1 aerospace-defense analyst in the 1995-1999 (Francewich As.sociatcs polls and appeal’d on the Wall Street Jcnirna! All-Star list in four of seven eligible years. In 2(K>0. Mr. Chao was appointed to the Presidential Commission on Offsets in International Trade. He is also a guest lecturer at the National I3cefese University and the Defense Acquisition University. He has been sought out as an expert analyst of the defense and aerospace industry by the Senate Committee on . Armed Services, , the House Committee on Science, the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Department of Defense (DoD) Defense Science Board, the .Army Science Board, the National .Aeronautics and Space .Administration, the French General Delegation for .Armament. North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the .Aerospace Industries .Association Board of Governors. Mr. Chao
earned dual BS degrees in political science and management science from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

P.VUL CiTRON (N.AE^] retired as vice president of Technology Policy and Academic Relations at Medtronic, Inc. in 2(X)3 after 32 years with the company. His previous position was vice president of science and technology; he had responsibility for corporation-wide assessment and coordination of technology initiatives and for priority-setting in corporate research. Citron was awarded a BS in electrical engineering from Drexel University in 1969 and an MS in electrical engineering from the University of Minnesota in 1972. He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 2003 for "innovations in technologies for monitoring cardiac rhythm and for patient-initialed cardiac pacing, and for outstanding contributions to industry-academia interactions". Mr. Citron was elected founding fellow of the American Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering in January 1993, has twice won the American College of Cardiology Governor's Award for Excellence, and in 1980 was inducted as a fellow of the Medtronic Bakkcn Society, the company's highest technical recognition. He has written numerous publications and holds eight US medical-device patents. In 1980, he was given Medtronic's Invention of Distinction award for his role as co-inventor of the lined pacing lead. He has been a visiting professor at Georgia Institute of Technology and the University of California, San Diego, where he taught corporate entrepreneurship.

RK H.VRI) T.f T PUT is a senior consultant to MK f and a scholar-in-residence in the School of International Service of American University. He served as the special adviser to the under secretary of commerce for industry' and security'. Before joining the Department of Commerce in January 2002, Dr. Cupitt worked as the associate director and Washington liaison for the Center for International Trade and Security of the University of Georgia, and as a visiting scholar at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington. IX'. Dr. Cupitt received his PhD from the University of Colorado in 1985 and taught at Emory University' and the University' of North Texas before returning to the University of Georgia. In addition to his most recent book, Reluctant Champions: U.S. Presidential Policy and Strategic Export Controls—Truman, Eisenhower, Bush and Clinton (Routledge, 2000), Cupitt has co-edited two books on export controls and is a co-author of a forthcoming book. His articles on export
controls have appeared in many scholarly journals. He has contributed to the work of several national
study' commissions, served on US delegations to international export control conferences, and regularly
testified before Congress on export controls. Dr. Cupitt has conducted fieldwork on export controls in
more than a dozen countries and has served as a consultant to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
\igonne National Laboratory, and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. Dr.
Cupitt is a former governor's fellow with the Georgia World Congress Institute and a National Merit
Scholar.

IIAI-LI'NG D.M is the Hirschmann-Makineni Chair Professor of Chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania.
He came to the University of California, Berkeley for graduate study in 1976 after graduating from the National Taiwan University and military service. Dai did postdoctoral research at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He joined the University of Pennsylvania faculty as assistant
professor in 1984 and was promoted to full professor in 1992. He served as chairman of the Chemistry
Department from 1996-2002. In addition to his academic appointment. Dr. Dai currently holds a
gubernatorial appointment in the Pennsylvania State Board on Drugs, Devices and Cosmetics. He is a fellow of the American Physical Society and is chair-elect of its Chemical Physics Division. Dr. Dai has
published more than 140 papers in molecular and surface sciences. His major research accomplishments
include the discovery of the dominating contribution of long-range interactions in collision energy
transfer, the development of Fourier transform spectroscopy with fast time resolution and multiple-
resonance spectroscopy for detecting unstable molecules and transient radicals, and the development of
nonlinear optical techniques for probing molecule-surface interactions. He has received many honors,
including the Coblentz Prize in Molecular Spectroscopy, the Morino Lectureship of Japan, the American
Chemical Society Philadelphia Section Award, and a Guggenheim Fellowship. In 2000, Dr. Dai
established a pioneering master's degree program at the University of Pennsylvania for inservice high-
school chemistry teachers to receive content-intensive training. In 2004, the program became the Penn
Science Teacher Institute with Dr. Dai as director, and the Institute enlarged to include middle-school
teachers.

C'H.VD EV.
NS is vice president of the Council on Competitiveness National Innovation Initiative (MI), a private-sector effort aimed at developing and implementing a national innovation agenda for the
United States. Cochaired by IBM Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Samuel J. Palmisano and
Georgia Institute of Technology President G. Wayne Clough, the MI involves the active participation of
nearly 400 innovation thought-leaders and stakeholders across the country. Mr. Evaas also spearheads
the
council's benchmarking efforts, including its flagship publication. The Competitiveness Index, chaired by Michael Porter, of the Harvard Business School. Mr. Evans' work at the council has focused on understanding the globalization of R&D investments, assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the US innovation platform, and benchmarking national innovative capacities in developed and emerging economies. He was a senior associate with the Council during the 1990s and returned to the Council and Washington, DC, after a stint in Deloitte & Touche's National Research and Analysis Office, where he provided the firm's senior leadership with daily competitive-intelligence briefings. He holds a MS in foreign service from the Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service, with an honors concentration in international business diplomacy from Georgetown’s Landegger Program, and a B.A from Emory University.

JO.W FERRINI-MUNDY is associate dean for science and mathematics education and outreach in the College of Natural Science at Michigan State University (MSU). For faculty appointments are in mathematics and teacher education. She holds a PhD in mathematics education from the University of New Hampshire and was a faculty member in mathematics there in 1983-1995. Ferrini-Mundy taught mathematics at Mount Holyoke College from 1982-1983, where she cofounded the Summer Math for Teachers program. She served as a visiting scientist at the National Science Foundation in 1989-1991.

She has chaired the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' (NCTM) Research Advisory Committee and the American Educational Research Association in Special Interest Group for Research in Mathematics Education, and she was a member of the NCTM Board of Directors. Dr. Ferrini-Mundy came to MSU in 1999 from the National Research Council’s Center for Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Education, where she served as director of the Mathematical Sciences Education Board. Her research interests are in calculus learning and K-14 mathematics-education reform. She chairs the writing group for Standards 2000, the revision of the NCTM standards.

KFV.NNFyITI FL.A.M.M is the Dean Rusk Professor of International Affairs at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at the University of Texas at Austin. Earlier, he worked at the Brookings Institution in Washington, DC, where he served for 11 years as a senior fellow in the Foreign Policy Studies Program. He is a 1973 honors graduate of Stanford University and received a PhD in economics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1979. From 1993 to 1995, Dr. Mamm served as principal deputy assistant secretary of defense for economic security and special assistant to the deputy
secretary of defense for dual use technology policy. He was awarded the department's Distinguished Public Service Medal by Defense Secretary William J. Perry in 1995. Dr. Mamm has been a professor of economics at the Instituto Tecnologico de Mexico in Mexico City, the University of Massachusetts, and George Washington University. He has also been an adviser to the director general of income policy in the Nlexican Ministry of Finance and a consultant to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the World Bank, the National Academy of Sciences, the Latin American Economic System, the US Department of Defense, the US Department of Justice, the US Agency for International Development, and the Office of Technology Assessment of the US Congress. He has played an active role in the National Research Council’s committee on Government-Industry Partnerships and played a key role in that committee's review of the Small Business Innovation Research Program at the Department of Defense. Dr. Flamm has made major contributions to our understanding of the growth of the electronics industry, with a particular focus on the development of the computer and the US semiconductor industry. He is working on an analytic study of the post-Cold War defense industrial base and has expert knowledge of international trade and high-technology industry issues.

BR1^C'Fy Fl'C'IIS, an immunologist who did research on the interaction between the brain and the immune system, is the director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Science Education. Dr. Fuchs directs the creation of a series of K-12 science-education curriculum supplements that highlight the medical research findings of NIH. The supplements are designed to meet teacher educational goals as outlined in the National Science Education Standards and are available free to teachers across the nation.
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Ilich office is also creating innovative science and career-education Web resources that will be accessible to teachers and students with a variety of disabilities. Before coming to Kill, Dr. Fuchs was a researcher and teacher at the Medical College of Virginia with grant support from the National Institute of Mental Health and the National Institute on Drug Abuse. He has a BS in biology from the University of Illinois...
is and a PhD in immunology from Indiana State University'. Dr. Fuchs has organized and participated in numerous science-education outreach efforts directed at students, teachers, and the public. Dr. Fuchs has organized more than a dozen "Mini-Med School" and "Science in the Cinema" programs for the public and Congress since his arrival in at NIH.

KLSA M. (»ARMIRK [NAE] is Sydney E. Jenkins Professor of Engineering at Dartmouth College. She received her 'X8 at Harvard and her PhD at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, both in physics. After postdoctoral work at the California Institute of Technology, she spent 20 years at the University of Southern California, where she was eventually named William Hogue Professor of Electrical Engineering and director of the Center for Laser Studies. She came to Dartmouth in 1995 and served 2 years as dean of Thayer School, author of over 250 journal papers and holder of nine patents, she has been on the Editorial Boards of five technical journals. Dr. (iarmire is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, the American Physical Society', and the Optical Society' of America, of which she was president; she has served on the boards of three other professional societies. In 1994, she received the Society of Women Engineers Achievement Award. She has been a Fulbright senior lecturer and a visiting faculty member in Japan. Australia, Germany, and China. She has been chair of the National Science Foundation (NSF) Advisory Committee on Engineering Technology and served on the NSF Advisory Committee on Engineering and the Air Force Science Advisory Board.

ALICE P. GAST is the Robert T. Haslam Professor in the Department of Chemical Engineering and the vice president for research and associate provost of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Until 2001. she was a professor of chemical engineering at Stanford University', and professor of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation laboratory' and professor, by courtesy, of chemistry at Stanford. Dr. Oast earned her BS in chemical engineering at the University of Southern California in 1980 and her PhD in chemical engineering from Princeton University' in 1984. She spent a postdoctoral year on a North Atlantic Treaty Organization fellowship at the Ecole Superieure de Physique et de Chimie Industrielles in Paris. She was on the faculty' at Stanford from 1985 to 2001 and returned to Paris for a sabbatical as a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellow in 1991 and to Munich, Germany, as a Humboldt Fellow in 1999. In 1992, she received the National Academy of Sciences Award for Initiative in Research and the Nobel Award of the American...
Institute of Chemical Engineers. She was the 1995 Langmuir Lecturer for the American Chemical Society. Dr. Cast is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. She served as a member and then cochair of the National Research Council's Board on Chemical Sciences and Technology and now serves on the Division on Earth and Life Studies Committee. She also serves on the Homeland Security Science and Technology Advisory Committee.

M.R.C. Greenwood is provost and senior vice president for academic affairs for the 10-campus University of California (UC) system. She previously served as chancellor of UC, Santa Cruz, a position she held from July 1998 to March 2004. In addition to her administrative responsibilities, Dr. Greenwood holds a UC, Santa Cruz appointment as professor of biology. Before her UC Santa Cruz appointments, Dr. Greenwood served as dean of graduate studies, vice provost for academic outreach, and professor of biology and internal medicine at UC, Davis. Previously, she taught at Vassar College, where she was the John Guv' Vassar Professor of Natural Sciences and chair of the Biology Department. Dr. Greenwood is a member of the Institute of Medicine, a fellow of the California Academy of Sciences, and a member of the Hoard of Directors of the California Healthcare Institute. She is a fellow and past president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and a member of the Hoard of Directors of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. Among her numerous distinctions, she was a member of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Science Advisor Board and of the Task Force on the Future of Science Programs at the US Department of Energy. She was chairman of the National Research Council's Office of Science and Engineering Policy Advisory Board and now serves as chair of its Policy and Global Affairs Division. She is a member of the National Commission on Writing in America's Schools and Colleges, appointed by the College Board. From November 1993 to May 1995, Dr. Greenwood was a social director for science at the Office of Science and Technology Policy. In that position, she supervised the Science Division, directing budget development for the multi-billion dollar fundamental-science national...
effort and development of science-policy documents, including Science in the National Interest. She was also responsible for interagency coordination, cochaired two National Science and Technology Council committees, and provided advice on a $17 billion budget for fundamental science. Dr. Greenwood graduated summa cum laude from Vassar College and received her Phi from the Rockefeller University.

Her research interests are in developmental cell biology, genetics, physiology, nutrition, and science and higher-education policy.

Hamm obtained her PhD in zoology in 1980 from the University of Texas- Austin and performed her postdoctoral training at the University of Wisconsin-Madison from 1980 to 1983. Her initial research centered around circadian clocks and melatonin synthesis in the avian retina; her postdoctoral work investigated the role of transducin in visual transduction using blocking monoclonal antibodies. She held faculty appointments at the University of Illinois at Chicago School of Medicine and Northwestern University before moving to Vanderbilt in 2000 to chair the Department of Pharmacology. Hamm studies a specific mechanism of neuronal communication known as G-protein signaling. G-protein-mediated signaling is a critical part of biologic function in the brain and other body systems. Because many pharmaceuticals are targeted to G-protein signaling cascades, gaining a better understanding of their function is crucial to developing more efficient treatments and designing better drugs. Her research focuses on the structure and function of guanine triphosphate binding proteins and the molecular mechanisms of signal transduction. Dr. Hamm has received numerous awards, including the Glaxo Cardiovascular Discovery Award, two Distinguished Investigator Awards from the National Alliance for Research in Schizophrenia and Depression, the Faculty of the Year Award from the University of Illinois College of Medicine, and the Stanley Cohen Award "For Research Bringing Diverse Disciplines, such as Chemistry or Physics, to Solving Biology's Most Important Fundamental Problems" from Vanderbilt University in 2003. She gave the Fritz Lipmann Lecture at the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB) in 2001. She is president-elect of the ASBMB; she previously served as the organization's secretary (1995-1998) and program chair (1998). She has served on the Editorial Boards of \"\c Journal of Biological Chemistry\ Biochemistry, and Investigative Ophthalmology an\c Visual Science. She is a member of the Editorial Boards of Molecular Pharmacology and \"\c American Journal \"\c Physiology • Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology. She was a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of Medichem Life Sciences in 2000-2002. She is a founder and member of the Scientific Advisory Board of cue Biotech.

WILLI. VM II.APFLU [N.AS) is a professor in the Department of Physics at Princeton University'. He is a specialist in modern optics, optical and radiofrequency spectroscopy of atoms and molecules, and spin-polarized atoms and nuclei. He received a DS in physics from the University of North Carolina in 1960
and a PhD in physics from I^ncelon University in 1964. IX. Happer began his academic career in 1%4 at Columbia University as a member of the research and teaching staff of the Physics Department. While

sening as a professor of physics, he also served as codirector of the Columbia Radiation Laboratoiy-
from 1971 to 1976 and director from 1976 to 1979. In 1980, he joined the faculty at Princeton University. He
was named the Class of 1909 Professor of Physics in 1988. In 1991,, he was appointed director of ener-
g> research in the department of energy (IXJE) by President Hash. While serving in that capacity under
Secretary of Encrg James Watkins, he oversaw a basic research budget of some $3 billion, which
included much of the federal funding for high*energ>' and nuclear physics, materials science, magneti-
confainment fusion, environmental science, biology, the Human Genome Project, and other work. He
remained at IXJE until 1993 to help during the transition to the Clinton administration. He was
reappointed professor of physics at Princeton University' on in 1993 and named Eugene Higgens
Professor of Physics and chair of the University' Research Board in 1995. Dr. I lapper has maintained
an interest in applied, as well as basic, science and has served as a consultant to numerous firms, char-
itable foundations, and government agencies. From 1987 to 1990, he served as chairman of the Steering
Committee of JASON, a group of scientists and engineers whom advise agencies of the federal governmen-
t on defense, intelligence, energy policy, and other technical matters. He is a trustee of the NflTRE
Corporation and the Richard Lounsberg' Foundation and a cofounder in 1994 of Magnetic Imaging
Technologies Incorporated (MITI), a small company' specializing in the use of laser polarized noble g-
ases for magnetic resonance imaging. MITI was purchased by Kycomed Amersham in 1999. IDr. Happer is a
fellow of the .American Physical Society and the American .Association for the .Advancement of Scienc-
e, and a member of the .American .Academy of .Arts and Sciences, the National .Academy of Sciences, and
the .American Philosophical Societ>'. He was awarded an .Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship in 1966, an
Alexander von I lumboldt Award in 1 976, the 1997 Hroida Prize and the 1 999 Davisson-Germer Prize o
f the .American Physical Society, and the liiomas .Alva Edison Patent .Award in 200().

D.ANIKL HAS riNCfS is professor of aeronautics and astronautics and engineering systems at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He joined the MIT faculty as an assistant professor in 1985, advancing to associate professor in 1988 and full professor in 1993. He earned a PhD and an SM from MIT in aeronautics and astronautics in 1980 and 1978, respectively, and received a BA in mathematics from Oxford University, England, in 1976. Dr. Hastings served as chief scientist to the U.S. Air Force from 1997 to 1999. In that role, he served as chief scientific adviser to the chief of staff and the secretary and provided assessments on a wide array of scientific and technical issues affecting the Air Force mission. He led several influential studies on where the Air Force should invest in space, global engagement, projection, and options for a science and technology workforce for the 21st century. Dr. Hastings' recent research has concentrated on space systems and space policy and on issues related to spacecraft-environment interactions, space propulsion, space-systems engineering, and space policy; and he has published many papers and a book on those subjects. He has led several national studies on government investment in space technology. Dr. Hastings is a fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and a member of the International Academy of Astronautics. He is a member of the National Science Board and of the Applied Physics Laboratory Science and Technology Advisory Panel, and the chair of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board. He is a member of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory Advisory Committee and is on the Board of Trustees of the Aerospace Corporation. He has served on several national committees on issues in national security space.

ROBKR r HKRM.ANN is a senior partner of Global Technology Partners, LLC, which specializes in investments in technology, defense, aerospace, and related businesses worldwide. In 1998, Hermann retired from United Technologies Corporation (UTCX where he held the position of senior vice president, science and technology. In that role, he was responsible for ensuring the development of the company's technical resources and the full exploitation of science and technology by the corporation. He was also responsible for the United Technologies Research Center. Hermann joined the company in 1982 as vice-president for systems technology in the electronics sector and later served in a series of assignments in the defense and space systems groups before being named vice-president for science and technology.
technology. Before joining UTC, he served for 20 years with the National Security Agency with assignments in research and development, operations, and North Atlantic Treaty Organization. In 1977, he was appointed principal deputy assistant secretary of defense for communications, command, control, and intelligence. In 1979, he was named assistant secretary of the Air Force for research, development, and logistics and in parallel was director of the National Reconnaissance Office. He received his BS, MS, and PhD in electrical engineering from Iowa State University.

KENT II. in CUES is the director of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars' Program on Science, Technology, America, and the Global Economy. He served as US associate deputy secretary of commerce from 1993 to 1999. He was also president of the Council on Competitiveness, senior economist of the Congressional Joint Economic Committee, and chief economist to Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd. He is the author of Building the Next American Century: The Past and Future of American Economic Competitiveness. He holds a PhD in economics from Washington University in St. Louis, an LLB from Harvard Law School, and a BA from Yale University.

MARK S. IlUMAYUN is professor of ophthalmology, biomedical engineering, and cell and neurobiology at the University of Southern California (USC). He received his BS from Georgetown University in 1984, his MD from Duke University in 1989, and his PhD from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill in 1994. He finished his training by completing an ophthalmology residency at Duke and a fellowship in vitreoretinal diseases at Johns Hopkins Hospital. He stayed on as a faculty member at Johns Hopkins and rose to the rank of associate professor before moving to USC in 2001. IImayun is the director of USC's National Science Foundation Biomimetic MicroElectronics Systems Engineering Research Center. He is also the codirector of a retinal implant that has received wide attention for its potential to restore sight and is the director of the US Department of Energy Artificial Retina Project that is a consortium of five DOE laboratories, four universities, and industry. Dr. IImayun's research projects focus on the most challenging eye diseases; retinal degeneration, including macular degeneration and retinitis pigmentosa. He is a member of 11 academic organizations, including IEEE-Engineering in Medical and Biological Society, the Biomedical Engineering Society, the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology, the American Society of Retinal Specialists, the Retina Society, the American Ophthalmological Society, and the American Academy of Ophthalmology.

In the last 5 years, as a principal investigator, he has held multiple research grants from the National Science Foundation. DOE, and Second Sight, and oversight on three grants totalling $20 million in
funding. He also holds three patents in the retinal prosthesis artificial-vision field. Humayun has written more than 70 peer-reviewed papers and more than 19 chapters. He has been a guest speaker in 90 lectures around the world.

MADFJTvINF^ JACOBS has been executive director and chief executive officer of the American Chemical Society (ACS) since January 2004. Before then, she served for 8 3/4 years as editor-in-chief of Chemical & Engineering News magazine, the weekly newsmagazine of the chemical world published by ACS, and 2 years as managing editor. She has held other senior management positions in a wide variety of scientific and educational organizations, including the National Institutes of Health, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and the Smithsonian Institution, where she served as the director of public affairs. Her professional interests include trends in the chemical industry, the public image of chemistry, employment trends, minority-group representation, and equality of the sexes in science.

KIC 'HARI) JOHNSON is a senior partner in the Washington, DC office of Arnold & Porter, LLP. He specializes in legal, regulatory, and public-policy issues related to fundamental research, technology, innovation and innovative strategic relationships, especially with respect to biotechnology and life sciences, nanotechnology, and other emerging technologies; intellectual property, trade, and innovation matters; and research-university- and independent-research institute legal and policy-issues. He formerly served as general counsel for international trade at the US Department of Commerce, where he was responsible for both trade-policy and international-technology issues. Dr. Johnson has served as a US delegate to numerous international trade, health-innovation, and international-technology meetings, and he has testified before the US Congress and international organizations. In addition to receiving his JD from the Yale Law School, where he was editor of the Yale Law Journal, he received his MS from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) where he was a National Science Foundation national fellow. He is a member of the MIT Corporation's Visiting Committee and several other university and think-tank advisory boards. Dr. Johnson serves as chairman of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation Development Business and Industry Advisory Committee Biotechnology Committee, vice chairman of the OECD Technology and Innovation Committee, and cochair of its health innovation and nanotechnology task forces, and he participates on a wide range of advisory committees and task force.
related to health innovation, intellectual-property and innovation policy, science and security*. and the globalization of research.

R. N.D. H. K. TZ [N.AEJ is the United Microelectronics Corporation Distinguished Professor in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of California, Berkeley. He received his undergraduate degree from Cornell University and his MS and PhD from the University of California, Berkeley. He joined the faculty at Berkeley in 1983. He is a fellow of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He has published over 230 refereed technical papers, book chapters, and books. His hardw are-design textbook, Contemporary Logic Design, has sold over 85,000 copies worldwide and has been in use at over 200 colleges and universities. A second edition, cowritten with Gaetano Borriello, will appear in 2005. He has supervised 41 MS theses and 27 PhD dissertations, and he leads a research team of over a dozen graduate students, technical staff, and industrial and academic visitors. He has won numerous awards, including 12 best paper awards, one "test of time" paper award, one paper selected for a 50-year retrospective on IEEE communications publications, three best-presentation awards, the Outstanding Alumni Award of the Berkeley Computer Science Division, the Computing Research Association Outstanding Service Award, the Berkeley Distinguished Teaching Award, the Air Force Exceptional Civilian Service Decoration, the IEEE Reynolds Johnson information Storage Award, the American Society for Engineering Education Frederic E. Terman Award, and the ACM Karl V. Kadstrom Outstanding Educator Award. With colleagues at Berkeley, he developed Redundant Arrays of inexpe nsive InDisks (RAID), which is now a $25-billion-per-year industry sector. While on leave for government service in 1993-1994, he established whitehouse.gov and connected the White House to the Internet. His current research interests are in reliable, adaptive distributed systems supported by new services deployed on network appliances (also known as programmable network elements). Prior research interests have included database management, VLSI Computer Aided Design, high-performance multiprocessor and storage architectures, transport and mobility) protocols spanning heterogeneous wireless networks, and Internet service architectures for converged data and telephony.

NLARMN KOSTERS is a resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI) and editor of the AEI Evaluative Studies series. He served as a senior economist on the President's Council of Economic Advisers and at the White House Office of the Assistant to the InvisidenI for Economic Affairs. Mr. Rosters held a senior policy position at the US Cost of Living Council and a research position at the RAND Corporation. He is the author of H'age Levels and Inequality (1S>98). He edited The Effects of
Minimum U'age on Employment (1996), Personal Saving, Consumption, and Tax Policy (1992), and

CIKORClE M. LANCiKOKl) is the E. E. Jusi Professor of Natural Sciences and professor of biological sciences at Dartmouth College. He is also an adjunct professor of physiology at the Dartmouth Medical School. Dr. Langford received his PhD from the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago and completed postdoctoral training at the University of Pennsylvania. He was professor of physiology in the School of Medicine of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill before joining the faculty at Dartmouth College. Dr. Langford is a cell biologist and neuroscientist who studies cellular mechanisms of learning and memory. His research program will help to understand how the brain remembers and what makes it forget when neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's, take hold. He served on the National Science Board (NSB), the governing board of the National Science Foundation, from 1998 to 2004 and was chair of the NSB Education and Human Resources Committee from 2002 to 2004 and was vice-chair of the NSB National Workforce Taskforce Subcommittee in 1999-2004. He serves on the National Nanotechnology Infrastructure Network, the Burroughs Wellcome Fund Career Awards in the Biomedical Sciences Advisory Committee, the National Institutes of Health Synapses, Cytoskeleton and Trafficking Study Section, the National Research Council Associateships Program Committee, and the Sherman Fairchild Foundation Scientific Advisory Board.

CATO T. UAURENCTN [1OM] is the Lillian T. I'att I'Msiinguishcd I'rofessor and chair of the Department of orthopaedic surgery at the University of Virginia. He is also a University Professor at the University of Virginia and holds professorships in biomedical engineering and chemical engineering.

Dr. Ijiurencin earned his BSE in chemical engineering from Princeton University and his MD from Harvard Medical School, where he earned the Robison Award for Excellence in Surgery.

Simultaneously, he earned a PhD in biochemical engineering biotechnology from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where he was a Hugh Hampton Voii Scholar. After completing his
doctoral progrants. Dr. I.aurencin continued clinical training at the Harvard University Orthopaedic Surgery Program and ultimately became chief resident in orthopedic surgery at the Beth Israel Hospital. Harvard Medical School. Simultaneously, he was an instructor in the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology, where he directed a biomaterials laboratory at MIT. Dr. Laurencin later completed a clinical fellowship in sports medicine and shoulder surgery at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New York, working with the team physicians for the New York Mets and at St. John's University in New York. Board-certified in orthopedic surgery, Laurencin is a fellow of the American College of Surgeons, a fellow of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, fellow of the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, and an International Fellow in Biomaterial Science and Engineering. Dr. Laurencin's research interests are in biomaterials, tissue engineering, drug delivery, and nanotechnology. He received the Presidential Faculty Fellowship Award from President Clinton in recognition of his research involving biodegradable polymers. He most recently received the William Grimes Award for Excellence in Chemical Engineering from the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and the Leadership in Technology Award from the New Millennium Foundation. He is a member of the Institute of Medicine.

Dr. WTD LaN'.XN is a assistant professor of mechanical engineering at UC Berkeley, where he teaches machine design at the freshman and senior levels. His approach is derived from a background in materials science and mechanical engineering and experience as a consulting engineer. He incorporates failure analysis, product liability, codes and standards, and forensic engineering in his design classes. He also introduces students to the latest generation of analysis and simulation software. His research focuses on materials and devices at the nano, micro, and macro scales. Of particular interest is the development of biologic applications of microsystems. His laboratory is working on the development of in vivo sensors and novel materials and devices for microelectromechanical systems. Some projects are long-term implantable sensors for cancer detection and monitoring, injectable sensors, and the micromachining of...
biopolymers for applications in (issue engineering and neuroscience. In addition to new devices, his laboratory is developing novel methods to characterize materials and devices at the microscale.

PHII/IP I/KDUC.' is a McGowan faculty member and an assistant professor in mechanical engineering at Carnegie Mellon University. Dr. LeDuc earned his BS from Vanderbilt University in 1993 and his MS from North Carolina State in 1995. He obtained his PhD at Johns Jhopkins lTnivcrsit)* and was a postdoctoral fellow at Children’s Hospital Harvard Medical School in 1999. Using computational biology through collaboration with colleagues at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Dr. LeDuc anticipates "developing a computational framework to look at how cells and molecules interact, for the purpose of improving drugs for disease treatment." lUs research focuses on linking mechanics to biochemistry by exploring the science of molecular to cellular biomechanics through nanotechnology and microtechnolog)', control thoiy, and computational biology. The link between mechanics and biochemistry has been implicated in myriad scientific and medical problems, from orthopedics and cardiovascula medicine to cell motility' and division to signal transduction and gene e.xpression.

Most of the studies have focused on organ-level issues, but cellular and molecular research has become essential over the last decade in (his field because of the revolutionary developments in genetics, molecular bioIog,v, microelectronics, and biotechnology'.

JAMES A. LEWIS is a senior fellow and director of the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) Technology and Public Policy Program. Before joining CSIS, he was a career diplomat who worked on a variety of national security issues during his federal service. Dr. Lewis's extensive diplomatic and regulatory experience includes negotiations on military basing in Southeast Asia, the Cambodia peace process, the five power talks on arms transfer restraint, the Wassenaar .Arrangement, and several bilateral agreements on security' and technology. Dr. I.cwis was (he head of the delegation o f the Wassenaar Experts Group for advanced civil and military (eclmologies and a political adviser to (he U S Southern Command (for Just Cause), to US Central Command (for Desert Shield), and to the US Central .America Task Force. He was responsible for the 1993 redrawing of the International Trafllc in .Arms Regulations, the 1997 regulations implementing the Wassenaar .Agreement, numerous regulations on high-performance computing and satellites, and the 1999 and 20(X) regulations liberalizing US control s on encryption products. Since coming to CSIS, he written numerous publications, including Globalization and .National Security (2(K)4), Spectrum Management for the 2! si Century (2003), Perils and Prospect s for Internet Self-Regulation (2002), Assessing the Risk of Cyber Terrorism. Cyber H’ar. and Other Cyb er Threats (2002), Strengthening Law Enforcement Capabilities for Counterterrorism (2001 ), Presenting America's Strength in Satellite Technology (2001), and China as aMilitary Space Competitor (forthcoming). His current research involves digital identity, innovation, military space, and C'hina's information-technology industry. In 2(X)4. I>. Lewis was elected the first chairman of the Electronic
Authentication Partnership, an association of companies, nonprofits, and government organizations that develops rules for federated authentication. He received his PhD from the University of Chicago in 1984.

JoAN F. LORDEN joined the University of North Carolina (UNC) at Charlotte as provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs in August 2003. She received a B.A and a PhD in psychology from Yale University. Before coming to UNC Charlotte, she served as associate provost for research and dean of the Graduate School at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), where she was professor of psychology. She has published extensively on brain-behavior relationships and specialized in the study of animal models of human neurologic disease. In 1991, she was awarded the Ireland Prize for Scholarly Distinction. She has served on peer-review panels and scientific advisory boards at National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation, and private agencies. At UAB, she organized the doctoral program in behavioral neuroscience and directed the university’s wide interdisciplinary Graduate Training Program in Neuroscience. In addition to her work in research and graduate education at UAB, Dr. Lorden founded an Office of Postdoctoral Education, programs for professional development of graduate students, an undergraduate honors program, and several programs designed to improve the recruitment of women and minority group members into doctoral programs in science and engineering. Dr. Lorden was elected chair of the Board of Directors of the Council of Graduate Schools (2003) and during 2002-2003 was the dean in residence in the Division of Graduate Education at NSF. She has chaired the Board of Directors of Oak Ridge Associated Universities, was a trustee of the Southeastern Universities Research Association, and chaired the executive committee of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges Council on Research Policy and Graduate Education. Dr. Lorden is a member of the National Research Council’s Committee on the Methodology for the Study of the Research Doctorate. She is a member of the Society for Neuroscience, the American Psychological Association, and the American Psychological Society.
RONALD ALARX is professor of educational psychology and dean of education at the University of Arizona. His previous appointments were at Simon Fraser University and the University of Michigan, where he served as the chair of the Educational Studies Program and later as the codirector of the Center for Highly Interactive Computing in Education and the Center for Learning Technologies in Urban Schools. His research focuses on how classrooms can be sites for learning that is highly motivated and cognitively engaging. Since 1994, Marx has been engaged in large-scale urban school reform in Detroit and Chicago. With his appointment as dean in 2003, he has been working to link the college's research, teaching, and outreach activities closely to K-12 schools and school districts. Marx received his PhD from Stanford University.

DKIRDRK R. MKLDRUM is professor and director of the Genomation Laboratory in the Department of Electrical Engineering and adjunct professor of bioengineering and mechanical engineering at the University of Washington. She received a DS in civil engineering from the University of Washington in 1983, an MS in electrical engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1985, and a PhD in electrical engineering from Stanford University in 1993. As an engineering cooperative student at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Johnson Space Center in 1980 and 1981, she was an instructor for the astronauts on the shuttle-mission simulator. From 1985 to 1987, she was a member of the technical staff at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and performed theoretical and experimental work in identification and control of large flexible space structures and robotics. Her research interests include genome automation, microscale systems for biologic applications, robotics, and control systems. Meldrum is a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), the American Chemical Society, the Association for Women in Science, the Human Genome Organization, Sigma Xi, and the Society of Women Engineers. She was awarded a National Institutes of Health (NIH) Special Emphasis Research Career Award in 1993 to train in biology and genetics, bring her engineering expertise to the genome project, and develop automated laboratory instrumentation. In December 1996, she was the recipient of a Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers for recognition of innovative research using a broad set of interdisciplinary approaches to advance DNA-sequencing technology. Since August 2001, she has directed a National Institute of Excellence in genomic sciences, the Microscale Life Sciences Center. The MLSC includes 10 investigators from the University of Washington and one from the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. In 2003, Meldrum became a fellow of the AAAS, and in 2004, a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

M.\RK H. MA`LRS is visiting executive professor in the Management Department at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. His research interests include identifying emerging markets and...
Dr. Myers serves on the Science Technology and Economic Policy Board of the National Research Council and cochairs, with Yale President Richard Levin, the National Research Council's study of Intellectual Property in the Knowledge-Based Economy. Dr. Myers retired from the Xerox Corporation at the beginning of 2000, after a 36-year career in its R&D organizations. He was the senior vice president in charge of corporate research, advanced development, systems architecture, and corporate engineering from 1992 to 2000. During this period he was a member of the senior management committee in charge of the strategic direction setting of the company. His responsibilities included the corporate research centers: P.-VRC in Faio Alto, California; the Webster Center for Research and Technology near Rochester, New York; the Xerox Research Centre of Canada, Mississauga, Ontario; and the Xerox Research Centre of Europe in Cambridge, England, and CTrenoble, France. Dr. Myers is chairman of the Board of Trustees of Earlham College and has held visiting faculty positions at the University of Rochester and at Stanford University.

C'LAIDIA MITCHELL-KEMAN has been vice chancellor for graduate studies and dean of the Graduate Division at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) since 1989. As chief academic and administrative officer of the Graduate Division, she has responsibility for graduate admissions, campus-wide student support and fellowship programs, and graduate academic affairs and works to ensure that standards of excellence, fairness, and equity are maintained across all graduate programs. She is concurrently a professor in the Departments of Anthropology and Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences. She received her PhD from the University of California, Berkeley and her B.A and NLA from Indiana University and was a member of the faculty at Harvard University before coming to UCLA in 1973. Much of Dr. Mitchell-Keman’s early work was in linguistic anthropology, and her classic sociolinguistic studies of black communities continue to be widely cited. Her most recent book, The Decline in Marriage among African Americans, cuedited with M. Belinda Fucker, was published in 1995 by Russell Sage. Other books on children’s discourse, television and the socialization of ethnic-minority
children, and linguistic patterns of black children reflect the breadth of her scholarly interests. She conducts research on marriage and family-formation patterns in the United States among Americans and West Indian immigrants. Throughout her career, she has maintained an active record of service to federal agencies that sponsor research. President Clinton appointed her to the National Science Board (NSB) for a 6-year term in 1994. At the national level, she is serving as the dean in residence for the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS), is on the Board of Higher Education and Workforce of the National Research Council, and is on the Board of Directors of the Consortium of Social Science Associations. She has recently served on the Board of Directors of the CGS and chaired its Advisory Committee on Minorities in Graduate Education, as chair of the Board of Directors of the Graduate Record Examination, on the Advisory Board of the National Security Education Program, and on the Board of Deans of the African American Institute. She has been a member of the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles-based Golden State Minority Foundation and the Board of Directors of the Venice Family Clinic.

D. V.N'H. MONK is professor of educational administration and dean of the College of Education at the Pennsylvania State University (PSU). He earned his AB in 1972 at Dartmouth College and his PhD in 1979 at the University of Chicago, and he was a member of the Cornell University faculty for 20 years before becoming dean at PSU in 1999. He has also been a third-grade teacher and has taught in a visiting capacity at the University of Rochester and the University of Burgundy in Dijon, France. Dr. Monk is the author of Educational Finance: An Economic Approach (1990), Raising Money for Education: A Guide to the Property Tax (1997) (with Brian O. Brent), and Cost Adjustments in Education (2001) (with William J. Fowler, Jr.), in addition to numerous articles in scholarly journals. He is a codirector of Education Finance and Policy, the Journal of the American Education Finance Association, and Leadership and Policy in Schools. He also serves on the editorial boards of Economics of Education Review, the Journal of Education Finance, Educational Policy, and the Journal of Research in Rural Education. He consults widely on matters related to educational productivity and the organizational structuring of schools and school districts and is a past president of the American Education Finance Association.
(‘ARIX) PARR.\'AN() has served as executive director of the Merck Institute for Science Education since 1992. He is responsible for the planning, development, and implementation of numerous initiatives to improve science education. Before assuming that position, Dr. Parravano was professor of chemistry and chair of the Division of Natural Sciences at the State University of New York (SUNT) at Purchase. While at SUNY Purchase, he taught courses in general, physical, analytic, and environmental chemistry.

In addition to his academic and administrative appointments, he served as director of the Center for Mathematics and Science Education of the SUNY Purchase–Westchester School Partnership. Dr. Parravano is a recipient of the SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching. In 1999, he was elected an American Association for the Advancement of Science (A.AAS) fellow; and in 2003, he received the National Science Teachers Association’s (NSTA) Distinguished Service to Science Education Award. In 2004, he was designated a national associate of the National Academy of Sciences and appointed to the Steering Committee for the 2009 National Assessment of Educational Progress in Science. Dr. Parravano earned a B.A. in chemistry at Oberlin College and a Ph.D. in physical chemistry in 1974 at University of California at Santa Cruz. His research has been in molecular-beam studies of excited atoms and molecules and the application of physical-chemical techniques to the solution of biochemical and environmental problems. Dr. Parravano is a member of a number of professional organizations, including the AAAS (chair, Education Section, 2003), the American Chemical Society, and the NSTA. He served as founding vice chair of the New Jersey Professional Teaching Standards Board (1999-2003) and as cochair of the New Jersey Science Curriculum Standards Group. He is a member of the National Research Council’s Board on Science Education (Executive Committee) and is on the advisory boards of the National Science Resources Center, Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (chair), and the New Jersey Business Coalition for Educational Excellence. In 2005, Dr. Parravano was appointed to the New Jersey Mathematics Task Force and to the Quality Teaching and Learning Task Force. He also serves as principal investigator for a National Science Foundation-funded mathematics-science partnership award.

ANNE C. PFEN'ERSEN is the senior vice president for programs at the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan. As a senior member of the executive staff since 1996, she provides leadership for all programming, including the development of effective programming strategies, teamwork, policies, philosophies, and organization wide systems to accomplish the programmatic mission of the foundation. Previously, Dr. Petersen was deputy director and chief operating officer of the National Science
Foundation (NSF), then a $3.6 billion federal research agency with 1,300 employees. Before joining NSF, she served as vice president for research and dean of the Graduate School at the University of Minnesota where she was professor of adolescent development and pediatrics. Before that, she was the first dean of the College of Health and Human Development at Pennsylvania State University. She has written more than a dozen books and 200 articles on adolescent and sex issues, including evaluation, health, adolescent development, and higher education. Her honors include election to the Institute of Medicine. She is a founding member of the Society for Research on Adolescence and was president and council member. She was president of developmental psychology in the American Psychological Association and is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Psychological Association and the American Psychological Society. She is president-elect of the International Society for the Study of Behavioral Development. Dr. Petersen holds a BS in mathematics, a MS in statistics, and a PhD in measurement, evaluation, and statistical analysis from the University of Chicago.

SIFvPH.V.NIE PFIRMAN chairs the Department of Environmental Science at Barnard College. Her current research interests include environmental aspects of sea ice in the Arctic, interdisciplinary research and education, and advancing women scientists. As the first chair of the National Science Foundation (NSF)'s Advisory Committee for Environmental Research and Education. Dr. Pfirman oversaw analysis of a 10-year outlook for environmental research and education at NSF. She is also one a co-principal investigators of NSF's ADVANCE grant (to advance women scientists) to Columbia's Earth Institute. Before joining Barnard, Dr. Pfirman was a senior scientist at Environmental Defense and codeveloper of the award-winning traveling exhibition "Global Warming; Understanding the Forecast" developed jointly with the American Museum of Natural History. She was research scientist and coordinator of Arctic programs for the University of Kiel and GEOMAR, Research Center for Marine Geoscience in Germany; staff scientist for the US House of Representatives Committee on Science Subcommittee on Environment;
and oceanographer with the US Geological Survey in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Dr. Pfirman received her PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institution Joint Program in Oceanography and Oceanographic Engineering, Department of Marine Geology and Geophysics, and a BA from Colgate University's Geology Department.

DANIEL B. PONEMAN is a principal of The Scowcroft Group, which provides strategic advice to the group clients in the energy, aerospace, information-technology, and manufacturing industries, and others. For 9 years, he practiced law in Washington, DC, assisting clients in a wide variety of regulatory and policy matters, including export controls, trade policy, and sanctions issues. From 1993 through 1996, Dr. Poneman served as special assistant to the president and senior director for nonproliferation and export controls at the National Security Council (NSC), with responsibilities for the development and implementation of US policy in such fields as peaceful nuclear cooperation, missile-technology and space-launch activities, sanctions determinations, chemical and biologic arms-control efforts, and conventional-arms transfer policy. During that period, he participated in negotiations and consultations with governments in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, and the former Soviet Union. Dr. Poneman joined the NSC staff in 1990 as director of defense policy and arms control after service in the Department of Energy. He has served as a member of the Commission to Assess the Organization of the Federal Government to Combat the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and other federal advisory panels. He received an AB and JD from Harvard University and an MLitt in politics from Oxford University. Dr. Poneman is the author of books on nuclear-energy policy, Korea, and Argentina and is a member of the Council of Foreign Relations.

HELEN R. QUINN started her college career at the University of Melbourne, Australia. Two years into her degree, she moved to the United States and joined the physics department of Stanford University, where she completed both her BSc and a PhD in physics. After a postdoctoral fellowship at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron in Hamburg, Germany, she briefly taught high-school physics and then joined the Stanford and then the faculty of Harvard University. A few years later, she returned to Stanford to join the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center and she has been there since 1977. Her research concentrates on theoretical particle physics with a focus on phenomenology of the weak interactions; she is involved in outreach activities to encourage interest in physics. Her work with Robert Peccei resulted in what is now known as the Peccei-Quinn symmetry. Dr. Quinn was president of the American Physical Society for 2003. She was named a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1996 and was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 2003. She was awarded the Dirac Medal of the International Centre for Theoretical Physics in 2000 for her work with Pecci and in the (3eorgi-^inn-Wcinberg computation of how different types of interactions may be unified. In addition to her research Dr. Quinn has...
maintained a steady involvement in precollege education, working chiefly with local efforts to improve science teaching. She was a coauthor of the Investigation and Experimentation strand of the California science standards.

P. VUL ROMER is the STANCO 25 Professor of Economics in the Graduate School of Business at Stanford University and a senior fellow of the Hoover Institution. Dr. Romer was the lead developer of "new growth theory". This body of work, which grew out of his 1983 PhD dissertation, provides a better foundation for business and government thinking about the dynamics of wealth creation. It addresses one of the oldest questions in economics; What sustains economic growth in a physical world characterized by diminishing returns and scarcity? It also sheds new light on current economic issues. Among these, Dr. Romer is studying how government policy affects innovation and how faster technologic change might influence asset prices. Dr. Romer was named one of America's 25 most influential people by magazine in 1997. He was elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2000. He is also a fellow of the Econometric Society and a research associate with the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). He was a member of the National Research Council Panel on Criteria for Federal Support of Research and Development (1995) and a member of the Executive Council of the American Economics Association, and a fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences.

Before coming to Stanford, Dr. Romer was a professor of economics at the University of California, Berkeley and the University of Chicago. Dr. Romer holds a PhD in economics from the University of Chicago,

SHEILA R. ROMS is president of The University Group, Inc., a management consulting firm and think tank specializing in strategic management, visioning, national security, and public policy. She is also an adjunct professor at the University of Detroit Mercy and at Oakland University, where she teaches "Strategic Management and Business Policy", "Managing the Global Firm", and "Issues of Globalization" in the MB.A programs. She often lectures at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
(ICAF) at the National Defense University in Washington, IX* and participates in its annual National Security Strategy Exercise. In June 2005, she chaired at IC.AF the Army's Eisenhower National Security Series event “The State of the U.S. Industrial Base: National Security Implications in a World of Globalization". Her BS is in physics and mathematics and her MA and PhD from Ohio State University are in organizational behavior and general social systems theory.

J. VMKS M. ROSSF’R has served as president and professor of health care management at California State University, Los Angeles since 1979 and as professor of microbiology since 2004. He has served in many civic and community organizations, including the Los Angeles Area Council of the Boy Scouts of America, the Los Angeles County Alliance for College Ready Public Schools, the California Chamber of Commerce, Americans for the Arts, Community Television of Southern California (KCET), Los Angeles After-School Education and Child Care Program”L.A’s BEST, the Music Center Performing Arts Council Education Council, and the California Community Foundation. His professional affiliations have included the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, the American Council on Education, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, the California Council on Science and Technology, Edison International, the United California Bank, the FEDCO. Inc. Foundation, and numerous committees and commissions of the California State University system. He is a past chair of the Education and Human Resources Advisory Committee of the National Science Foundation. He was chair of the National Academy of Engineering Forum on Diversity in the Engineering Workforce in 2000-2002.

I)KBOR.

M. ROI DF’BL‘SH has been a physics teacher for 21 years. She holds national board certification in adolescent and young adult science. She was a 2001 Presidential Awardee for Excellence in Science Teaching. She has been a physics-teacher resource agent through the American Association of Physics Teachers since 1992 and is the associate member for Virginia to the National Academy of Sciences Teacher Advisory Council. She has been a reader for advanced placement for computer science and physics since 1996. She has a keen interest in physics-education research and the implications for improving physics teaching at all levels, she is an advocate for the importance of physics and science education for all students to enable data-driven decision-making at all levels of government.

D. VNIEL K. R1’BENSTEIN is currently the head of the Mathematics Department at Collegiate School in New York City. He has worked in secondary education for 13 years. His first faculty position
was teaching mathematics at Sidweli Friends School in Washington, DC. In addition, he spent a semester as assistant director and mathematics teacher at School Year Abroad Beijing. After 8 years of independent-school teaching, a Sidweli alumnus recruited Mr. Kubenstein to help build the mathematics program of the fledgling SHED Foundation Public Charter School in southeast Washington, DC, where he remained for 2 years, he is a nationally board-certified mathematics teacher and a associate member of the National Academy of Sciences Teacher Advisory Council. In 2002, he received the Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics Teaching. He holds bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Hamilton College, and a master’s degree from St. John’s College in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and he is enrolled in a doctoral program at Columbia University in Education Leadership.

Jl’IX-W’. A C. SLIKI joined the General Electric Global Research Center in 1991. In 1995, she was appointed global technology manager and is responsible for the management of its R&D Center's Global Technology Acquisition Programs. In that role, she has established research collaborations with organizations around the world. She was the project manager to establish a GE Research Center in Shanghai, China, in June 1998 and now leads Japan Technology Initiative in Japan. Ms. Shei is a member of the American Chemical Society and cochair of the Industrial Research Institute External Technology Directors’ Network. She is the board member for the United States Industry Coalition. She was a member of the Gore-Chemmyrdin Science & Technology delegation in 1997 and served as industry representative for the President's Council of Advisers on Science and Technology in 2002. Shei is very active in community service. She was a founder and the president of the Network, a professional women's organization affiliated with the National Association for Female Executives, served as the board chair for the Chinese Community Center of the Capital District of New York, and is a board member of the Japanese Cultural Association of the Capital District. A native of Tokyo, Japan, Ms. Shei obtained her undergraduate degree from National Cheng Kung University in Taiwan, her MS from the University of Massachusetts, and her MBA from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Before joining General Electric, she worked at Ames Laboratory, the Research Center at the US Steel Corporation, and the Sterling Drug Research Institute (f’stman Kodak's Pharmaceutical Division).

1. STEPHEN SIMON is a senior vice president of Exxon Mobil Corporation. Mr. Simon holds a BS degree in civil engineering from Duke University and an MBA from Northwestern University. He joined Exxon Company, USA in July 1967 and shortly thereafter began a 2-year assignment in the US Army.
He returned to Exxon USA in July 1969 as a business analyst in the Baton Rouge refinery. After holding a variety of supervisory and managerial positions throughout the Baton Rouge and Baytown refineries and in Exxon USA's refining and controller's departments, Mr. Simon became executive assistant to Exxon USA's executive vice president in Houston. In 1980, he returned to the Baton Rouge refinery as Operations Division manager and then became refinery manager. In 1983, Mr. Simon moved to New York, where he was executive assistant to the president of Exxon Corporation. In 1984, he moved to London England, as supply manager in the Petroleum Products Department of Esso Europe Inc. and then supply and transportation manager. Mr. Simon returned to Houston in 1986 as general manager of Exxon USA's Supply Department. In 1988, he became chief executive and general manager, Esso Caribbean and Central America, in Coral Gables, Florida. Simon moved to Italy in 1992 to become executive vice president and then president of Esso Italiana. He returned to the United States in 1997 and was named an executive vice president of Exxon Company, International, headquartered in Florham Park, New Jersey.

In December 1999, he was appointed president of ExxonMobil Refining & Supply Company and vice president of Exxon Mobil Corporation. In December 2004, he assumed his current position as senior vice president of the Corporation. Mr. Simon has served on the local boards of many voluntary organizations— including United Way, Boy Scouts, and the Salvation Army— and is a member of the Civicomance Committee of the National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering. He has also served on the boards of the American Petroleum Institute and the National Association of Manufacturers. He is a member of the Board of Visitors for Duke University's School of Engineering and a member of the President's Council. In addition, he is on the Kellogg Ad\isor Board of Northwestern University.

...
54 55, draws sophomore-level students from diverse intellectual backgrounds and has them use interdisciplinary approaches to solve problems in cell biology. Dr. Stearns recently cofounded the Advanced Imaging Lab in Biophysics course, and he has taught advanced summer laboratory courses at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory at Woods Hole, and in Chile and South Africa. His research involves mixing a combination of imaging, genetics, biochemistry, and structural biology to understand the cytoskeleton. His laboratory was one of the first to use green fluorescent protein to visualize cytoskeletal dynamics and is a leader in understanding microtubule organization and its relationship to the cell cycle.

Deborah V. Stewart became the fifth president of the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS) in July 2000. Before coming to the CGS, Dr. Stewart was vice chancellor and dean of the Graduate School at North Carolina State University. She also served as interim chancellor at the University of North Carolina-Greensboro (1997) and as graduate dean and then vice provost (1988-1998) at North Carolina State. 453 member institutions award over 95% of all US doctorates and about 70% of all US master's degrees. Among its 11 international members, CGS includes nine major Canadian universities. Dr. Stewart received her PhD in Political Science from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, her master's degree in government from the University of Maryland, and her BA from Marquette University. She is the author or coauthor of numerous scholarly articles on administrative theory and public policy. Her disciplinary research focuses on ethics and managerial decision making. With sustained support from the National Science Foundation, Dr. Stewart has conducted research on political attitudes and moral reasoning among public officials in Poland and Russia.

Orville B. Taylor is vice provost for research, dean of the Graduate School, and professor of communications at Howard University. Before joining the Howard faculty in 1973, Dr. Taylor was a faculty member at Indiana University. He has also served as a visiting professor at Stanford University.

Dr. Taylor has served on the Board of Directors of the Council of Graduate Schools and was Board chair in 2001. He is a past president of the Northeastern Association of Graduate Schools and the National Communication Association. He is the immediate past president of the Consortium of Social Science Associations and chairman of the Board of the Jacob Javits Fellowship Program in the Humanities for the US Department of Education. He also serves as a member of the Board of Trustees of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Dr. Taylor has served in many capacities at Howard University: he has served as executive assistant to the president, interim vice president for academic affairs, dean of the School of Communications, and chair of the Department of Communication Arts and Sciences. Dr. Taylor's pioneering work in communication disorders, sociolinguistics, educational linguistics, and intercultural communication has led to the development of new theories and applications. In most of his scholarly work, he has focused on the rich cultural and linguistic diversity of the American people. He is the author of numerous articles, chapters, and books. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association awarded him its highest award. Honors of the Association, and the Alumni Association of...
the University of Michigan awarded him its Distinguished Service Alumni Award, the University of Massachusetts Amherst has awarded him the Chancellor's Medal, and Yale University its Bouchet Medal for leadership in Minority Graduate education. Dr. Taylor received his bachelor's degree from Hampton University, his master's degree from Indiana University, and his Ph.D. degree from the University of Michigan.

NANCY M. VORONA is vice president of research investment at the Center for Innovative Technology (CIT). Her responsibilities include strategy and program development for CITs initiatives in nanotechnology and life sciences. Before her current appointment, she was CITs senior industry director for advanced materials and electronics. Ms. Vorona joined CIT in 1998. Ms. Vorona's professional experience in electronics includes several years in marketing and sales management with International Rectifier Corporation, a US manufacturer of power semiconductors based in California. She was also responsible for international marketing and sales for Integrated Display Technologies Ltd., a Hong Kong manufacturer of consumer electronic products. In 1993, she joined the Virginia Economic Development Partnership to establish and increase the international business of Virginia's information technology and telecommunications companies. Ms. Vorona received a BA from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and a master's degree in international management from Thunderbird, the American Graduate School of International Management in Glendale, Arizona.

CAROLINK S. WAGNER is a researcher at the Center for International Science and Technology Policy at George Washington University (GWU). She specializes in science and technology and their relationship to innovation, policy, and society. Among her current advisory commitments, she serves on the Advisory Board of Research on Knowledge Systems, a program of the International Development Research Centre of Canada, and on the United Nations Millennium Task Force on Science, Technology, and Innovation. She is a founding member of the Washington Science Policy Alliance. Dr. Wagner joined GWU after 12 years with the RANT Corporation in Washington, DC, and Leiden, the Netherlands.
Before joining Rand, she was a professional staff member for the US Congress Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, and before that in the congressional Office of Technology Assessment. She has served as an analyst for the US government specializing in global development in science and technology; this included a 2-year assignment as an analyst at the US embassy in Korea. Dr. Wagner has consulted with the World Bank, the European Commission, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the US National Science Foundation, and a number of governments. She holds degrees in science and technology dynamics from the University of Amsterdam; in science, technology, and public policy from GWU; and in philosophy from Trinity University.

I.Sl.VII VRNKR is Boyd Professor and vice chancellor for strategic initiatives of the Louisiana State System (LSU). He graduated cum laude from Southern University with a BS in chemistry in 1988. After working for Battelle Northwest in Richland, Washington for 5 years, Dr. Warner attended graduate school in chemistry at the University of Washington, receiving his PhD in chemistry (analytical) in June 1977.

He was assistant professor of chemistry at Texas A&M University from 1977 to 1982 and was awarded tenure and promotion to associate professor effective September 1982. However, he elected to join the faculty of Emory University as associate professor and was promoted to full professor in 1986. Dr. Warner was named to an endowed chair at Emory University in September 1987 and was the Samuel Candler Dobbs Professor of Chemistry until he left in August 1992. During the 1988-1989 academic year, he was on leave to the National Science Foundation as program officer for analytical and surface chemistry. In August 1992, Dr. Warner joined LSU as Philip W. West Professor of Analytical and Environmental Chemistry. He was Chair of the Chemistry Department from 1994 to 1997 and was appointed Boyd Professor of the LSU System in July 2000, and Vice Chancellor for Strategic Initiatives in 2001. The primary research emphasis of Warner’s research group is the development and application of improved methodologies (chemical, mathematical, and instrumental) for the study of complex chemical systems. His research interests include fluorescence spectroscopy, guest-host interactions, studies in organized media, spectroscopic applications of multi-channel detectors, chromatography, environmental analyses, and mathematical analyses and interpretation of chemical data using chemometrics.
CiKNKRVL LARR^' WEIX 'H (relircd) was the 12!h chief of staff of the US Air Force. As chief, he seized as the senior uniformed Air Force officer responsible for the organization, training, and equipage of a combined active-duty, Guard, reserve, and civilian force serving at locations in the United States and overseas. Formerly president of the Institute for Defense Analyses. General Welch now serves as a senior associate. In addition, he provides expertise to a number of organizations, including the Council on Foreign Relations, the Defense Science Board, the Joint Committee on Nuclear Weapons Surety, the National Missile Defense Independent Review Team, the US Space Command Independent Strategic \\dv ISoy Group, and the US Strategic Command Strategic Advisory Group. General Welch received a BS in business administration from the University of Maryland and an MS in international relations from George Washington University.

REAR VDMIRM, ROBERT II. WER TIIIEIM (retired) [N.AE] is a consultant on national security and related issues. During his 38 years in the Navy, he was director of strategic systems programs, responsible for the research, development, production, and operational support of the Navy's submarine launched ballistic-missile program. After retirement from the Navy, he served for 7 years as a Lockheed Corporation senior vice president for science and engineering; for the last 17 years, he has been a private consultant. He is a member of advisory groups serving the US Strategic Command, the Los Alamos and TIDevermore National Laboratories, and Draper Laboratory. Other current service includes membership on the joint Department of Defense and Department of Energy Committee on Nuclear Weapons Surety and on the University of California President's Council on the National laboratories. He is a former member of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on International Security and Arms Control, the IX)E Laboratory CJpcralions Board, and the Defense Science Board. Admiral Wertheim graduated with honors from New Mexico Military Institute in 1942. He graduated with distinction from the Naval Academy in 1945 and received an MS in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology' in 1954. He has been elected a member of the National Academy of Engineering and of the scientific and engineering societies. Sigma \i and Tau Beta Pi. an honorary member of the American Society of Naval Engineers: and a fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the California Council on Science and Technology. Admiral Wertheim has been honored with the Navy Distinguished Service Medal (twice), the Legion of Merit, the Gold Medal of the American Society of Naval Engineers, the Rear Admiral William S. Parsons Award of the Navy League, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Distinguished Public Service Medal, and the Secretary of Defense Medal for Outstanding Public Service. He was inducted into the New Mexico Military Institute Hall of Fame in 1987 and has been honored by the US Naval Academy with its 2005 Distinguished Graduate Award for his lifetime of service to the Navy and the nation.

I)E.V.N ZOELM.VN is University Distinguished Professor, Distinguished University Teaching Scholar,
and head of the Department of Physics at Kansas State University (KSU). He has focused his scholarly activities on research and development in physics education since 1972. He has received the National Science Foundation (NSF) Ifircllor's Award for Distinguished Teacher Scholars (2004), the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching Doctoral University Professor of the A'car (1996X and American Association of Physics Teachers' Robert A. Millikan Medal (1995). His research concentrations on investigating the mental models and operations that students develop as they learn physics and how students transfer knowledge in the learning process. He also applies cutting-edge technology to the teaching of physics and to providing instructional and pedagogic materials to physics teachers, particularly teachers whose background does not include a substantial amount of physics. He has twice been a Fulbright Fellow in Germany. In 1989, he worked at Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich on development of measurement techniques for digital video. In 1998, he visited the Institute for Science Education at the University in Kiel, where he investigated student understanding of quantum physics.

Dr. Millman is coauthor of six videodisks for physics teaching, the Physics InfoMall database, and a textbook. He leads the Visual Quantum Mechanics project, which develops materials for teaching quantum physics to three groups of students: nonscience students, science and engineering students, and students interested in biology and medicine. His present instructional and research projects include Modern Miracle Medical Machines, Physics Pathway, and research on student learning.
Appendix D

ISSUE PAPERS

Issue Briefs presented in this appendix summarize findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. The papers were provided as background information to the study committee and focus group participants.

The 13 papers, written by members of the committee's staff, are included here only as a historical record and a useful summary of relevant reports, scientific literature, and data analysis. Statements in this brief should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Each issue brief provides an overview of the findings and recommendations of previously released studies from the National Academies and other groups, issue briefs cover topics relevant to the committee's charge, including K-12 education, higher education, research policy, and national and homeland security policy.

Specifically, the topics addressed are:

- K-12 Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education
- Attracting the Most Able MS. Students to Science and Engineering
- Undergraduate, Graduate, and Postgraduate Duration in Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
- Implications of Changes in the Financing of Public Higher Education
- International Students and Researchers in the United States
- Archives lialane and Adequacy in Federal Science and Technology Funding
- The Productivity of Scientific and Technological Research
- Investing In High-Risk and Breakthrough Research
- Ensuring That the United States Is at the Forefront in Critical Fields of Science and Technology
- Understanding Trends in Science and Technology (critical To C.S.)
Prosperity

- Ensuring That the United States Has the Best Environment for Innovation
- Scientific Conunmiiration and Security
- S&T Issues in National and Homeland Security

This issue paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

K-12 Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education

Summian

US education in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics is undergoing great scrutiny. Just as the launch of Sputnik 1 in 1957 led the United States to undertake the most dramatic educational reforms of the 20th century, the rise of new international competitors in science and technology is forcing the United States to ask whether its educational system is suited to the demands of the 21st century.

These concerns are particularly acute in K-12 education. In comparison with their peers in other countries, US students on average do worse on measures of mathematics and science performance the longer they are in school. On comparisons of problem-solving skills, US students perform more poorly overall than do the students in most of the countries that have participated in international assessments. Some believe the United States has failed to achieve the objective established in the Goals 2000: Educate America Act — for US students to be first in the world in mathematics and science achievement in the year 2000.

National commissions, industrial groups, and leaders in the public and private sectors are in broad agreement with policy initiatives that the federal government could undertake to improve K-12 science, mathematics, and technology education. Some of these are listed below:
Increasing the Number of Excellent Teachers

- Allocate federal professional-development funds to summer institutes that address the most pressing professional-development needs of mathematics and science teachers.

- Keep summer-institute facilitators—teachers current with the most effective teaching methods in their disciplines and who have shown demonstrable results of higher student achievement in mathematics and science abreast of new insights and research in science and mathematics teaching by providing funding for training them.

- Encourage higher-education institutions to establish mathematics and science teaching academies that include faculty from science, mathematics, and education departments through a competitive grant process.
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- Support promising students to study science, mathematics, and engineering teaching—particularly those obtaining degrees in science, mathematics, or engineering who plan to teach at the K-12 level following graduation through scholarships and loan programs for students as well as institutional funding. Qualified college students and midcareer professionals need to be attracted into teaching and given the preparation they require to succeed. Experts in mathematics, science, and technology should be able to become teachers by completing programs to acquire and demonstrate fundamental teaching skills. Recruitment, preparation, and retention of minority-group teachers are particularly important as groups underrepresented in science, mathematics, and engineering become a larger percentage of the student population.

- Conduct an aggressive national-outreach media campaign to attract young people to teaching careers in mathematics and science.

- Work for broad improvements in the professional status of science, mathematics, and technology teachers. Structured induction programs for new teachers, district-business partnerships, award programs, and other incentives can inspire teachers and encourage them to remain in the field. Most important, salaries for science, mathematics, and technology teachers need to reflect what they could receive in the private sector and be in accord with their contributions to society, and teachers need to be treated as professionals and as important members of the science and engineering communities.
Enhancing the Quality and Cohesion of Educational Standards

- Help colleges, businesses, and schools work together to link K-12 standards to college admissions criteria and workforce needs to create a seamless K-16 educational system.

- Provide incentives for states and coalitions of states to conduct benchmarking studies between their standards and the best standards available.

- Foster the development of high-quality curricula and assessments that are closely aligned with world-class standards.

- Establish ambitious but realistic goals for student performance, for example, that 30% of high-school seniors should be proficient in science by 2010 as measured by the N.AEP.

Changing the Institutional Structure of Schools

- Provide seed money or incentives for new kinds of schools and new forms of schooling. Promising ideas include small high schools, dual-enrollment programs in high schools and colleges, colocation of schools with institutions of higher education, and wider use of advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate courses.

- Help districts institute reorganization of the school schedule to support teaching and learning. Possibilities include devoting more time to study of academic subjects, keeping schools open longer in the day and during parts of the summer, and providing teachers with additional time for development and collaboration.

Provide scholarships for low-income students who demonstrate that they have taken a core curriculum in high school that prepares them to study science, mathematics, or engineering in college.

The challenge for policy-makers is to find ways of generating meaningful change in an educational system that is large, complex, and pluralistic. Sustained programs of research, coordination, and oversight can channel concerns over K-12 science, mathematics, and technology education in productive directions.

The Challenge of K-12 Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education
The state of US K-12 education in science, mathematics, and technology has become a focus of intense concern. With the economics and broader cultures of the United States and other countries becoming increasingly dependent on science and technology, US schools do not seem capable of producing enough students with the knowledge and skills needed to prosper.

On the 1996 National Assessment of Educational Progress (N.AEP), fewer than one-third of students performed at or above the proficiency level in mathematics and science—with “proficiency” denoting competence in challenging subject matter. Alarmingly, more than one-third of students scored below the basic level in these subjects, meaning they lack the fundamental knowledge and skills they will need to get good jobs and participate fully in our technologically sophisticated society (see Figure K12-1).

International comparisons document a gradual decline in performance and interest in mathematics and science as US students get older. Though fourth graders in the United States perform well in math and science compared with their peers in other countries, twelfth graders in 1999 were almost last in performance among the countries that participated in the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS).

Among the 20 countries assessed in advanced mathematics and physics, none scored significantly lower than the United States in mathematics, and only one scored significantly lower in physics.

There has been some good news about student achievement. LIS eighth graders did better on an international assessment of mathematics and science in 2003 than they did in 1995. The achievement gap, separating black and Latino students from European-American students narrowed during that period (see Figure K12-2). However, a recent assessment by the Program for International Assessment found that US 15-year-olds are near the bottom of all countries in their ability to solve practical problems requiring mathematical understanding. Additionally, testing for the last 30 years has shown that...

---


although scores among 9- and 13-year-olds have increased, scores for 17-year-olds have remained stagnant (see Figure K12-3).

Perhaps the hardest trend to document is a sense of disillusionment with careers based on science and technology. Fewer children respond positively when surveyed to statements such as "I like math" than has been the ease in the past, while the number of schools offering advanced courses, such as Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate has increased dramatically, but the vast majority of students in high school will never take an advanced science or mathematics course (see Figure K12-4). And a lack of interest in science, mathematics, and technology is particularly pronounced among disadvantaged groups that have been underrepresented in those fields.

In general, many Americans do not know enough about science, technology, and mathematics to contribute to or benefit from the knowledge-based society that is taking shape around us. At the same time, other countries have learned from our example that preeminence in science and engineering pays immense economic and social dividends, and they are boosting their investments in these critical fields.

nic traditions of autonomy and pluralism in American education limit the influence that the federal government can exert on state educational systems, school districts, and individual schools. Nevertheless, the federal government can enable change by leveraging its investments in K-12 education, by providing information and other resources to organizations, and by helping to coordinate the many groups and individuals with a stake in science, mathematics, and technology education. Three policy arenas seem particularly promising: teacher preparation, educational standards, and institutional change.

Improving the Quality of Mathematics, Science, and Technology Teaching

Students learn about science, mathematics, and technology first and foremost through interactions with teachers. Changing the nature of those interactions is the surest way to improve education in these subjects in the United States.

Many mathematics and science teachers in US schools do not have backgrounds needed to teach these subjects well (see Figure K12-5). Many of these teachers at the high-school level— and even more at the middle-school level—do not have a college degree in the subject they are teaching (see Figure K12-6). Many lack certification to teach mathematics and science, and a subset of teachers start in the classroom without any formal training. The lack of adequate training and background is especially severe at schools serving large numbers of disadvantaged students, creating a vicious circle in which a substandard education and low achievement are intertwined (see Figure K12-7). Ill stresses on teachers are equally severe; Of new mathematics and science teachers, about a one-third leave teaching within the first 3 years.

^ Committee for Economic Development, Research and Policy Committee. Learning for the Future: Changing the Culture of Math and Science Education to Ensure a Competitive Workforce. New York:
The best predictors of higher student achievement in mathematics and science are (1) full certification of the teacher and (2) a college major in the field being taught. Teachers need a high-quality education and continued development as professionals throughout their careers. Federal policy initiatives that could help meet these objectives include the following:

- Locate federal professional-development funds to summer institutes that address the most pressing professional-development needs of mathematics and science teachers.
- Keep summer-institute facilitators—teachers current with the most effective teaching methods in their disciplines and who have shown demonstrable results of higher student achievement in mathematics and science abreast of new insights and research in science and mathematics teaching by providing funding for training them.
- Encourage higher-education institutions to establish mathematics and science teaching academies that include faculty from science, mathematics, and education departments through a competitive grant process.
- Support promising students to study science, mathematics, and engineering teaching particularly those obtaining degrees in science, mathematics, or engineering who plan to teach at the K-12 level following graduation through scholarships and loan programs for students as well as institutional funding. Qualified college students and midcareer professionals need to be attracted into teaching and given the preparation they require to succeed. Experts in mathematics, science, and technology should be able to become teachers by completing programs to acquire and demonstrate fundamental teaching skills. Recruitment, preparation, and retention of minority-group teachers are particularly important as groups underrepresented in science, mathematics, and engineering become a larger percentage of the student population.
- Conduct an aggressive national-outreach media campaign to attract young people to teaching careers in mathematics and science.
- Work for broad improvements in the professional status of science, mathematics, and technology teachers.
district-business partnerships, award programs, and other incentives can inspire teachers and encourage them to remain in the field. Most important, salaries for science, mathematics, and technology teachers need to reflect what they could receive in the private sector and be in accord with their contributions to society.

‘Ibid
’ Ibid
•ibid
’Ibid
” Ibid
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and teachers need to be treated as professionals and as important members of the science and engineering communities.

Enhancing the Quality and Cohesion of Educational Standards

Since the early 1990s, states have been developing academic standards in mathematics, science, and technology education based in part on national standards developed by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, the National Research Council, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and other organizations. The use of these standards in curriculum development, teaching, and assessment has had a positive effect on student performance and probably contributed to the recent increased performance of eighth-grade students in international comparisons."

But standards still vary greatly from state to state and across districts and often are not well aligned with the tests used to measure student performance. In addition, many sets of standards remain focused on lower-level skills that may be easier to measure but are not necessarily linked to the knowledge and skills that students will need to do well in college and in the modern workforce. A common flaw in mathematics and science curricula and textbooks is the attempt to cover too much material, which leads to superficial treatments of subjects and to needless repetition when hastily taught material is not learned the first time. Standards need to identify the most important “big ideas” in mathematics, science, and technology, and teachers need to ensure that those subjects are
mastered.

The No Child left Behind legislation requires testing of students' knowledge of science beginning in 2006-2007, and the science portion of the N.AEP is being redesigned. Development of such assessments raises profound methodologic issues, such as how to assess inquiry, and problem-solving skills using traditional large-scale testing formats.

Several federal initiatives can serve the national interest in establishing and maintaining high educational standards while respecting local responsibility for teaching and learning:

- Help colleges, businesses, and schools work together to link K-12 standards to college admissions criteria and workforce needs to create a seamless K-16 educational system. * 

- Provide incentives for states and coalitions of states to conduct benchmarking studies between their standards and the best standards available.

- Foster the development of high-quality curricula and assessments that are closely aligned with world-class standards.

- Establish ambitious but realistic goals for student performance for example, that of high-school seniors should be proficient in science by 2010 as measured by the N.AEP.

  * Bybee and Stage. 2005

" National Science Foundation. National Science Board, Preparing Our Children: Math and Science Education in the National Interest, Arlington. VA; National Science Foundation. 1999

Changing the Institutional Structure of Schools

Students and teachers remain constrained by several of the key organizational features of schools. * The structure of the curriculum, of individual classes, of schools, and of the school day keeps many students from taking advantage of opportunities that could build their interest in science and technology.

Possible federal initiatives include these:

- Provide seed money or incentives for new kinds of schools and new forms of
schooling. Promising ideas include small high schools, dual-enrollment programs in high schools and colleges, colocation of schools with institutions of higher education, and wider use of Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate courses.

- Help districts institute reorganization of the school schedule to support teaching and learning." Possibilities include devoting more time to study of academic subjects, keeping schools open longer in the day and during parts of the summer, and providing teachers with additional time for development and collaboration.

- Provide scholarships for low-income students who demonstrate that they have taken a core curriculum in high school that prepares them to study science, mathematics, or engineering in college.

**Utilizing Change**

The federal government has aui important role to play in catalyzing the efforts of states, school districts, and schools to improve science, mathematics, and technology education. Promising actions include the following:

- Launch a large-scale program of research, demonstration, and evaluation in K-12 science, mathematics, and technology education." Such a program should include distinguished researchers working in partnership with practitioners and policy-makers and supported by a national coalition of public and private funding organizations and other stakeholders.

- Help create a nongovernment Coordinating Council for Mathematics and Science Teaching that would bring together groups with a stake in mathematics and science teaching and monitor progress on teacher recruitment, preparation, retention, and rewards."*


" Ibid.


• Support the creation of state councils of business leaders, higher-education representatives, and K-12 educators to achieve comprehensive, coordinated, system-level improvement in science, mathematics, and technology education from prekindergarten through college.

The United States brings unique strengths to the challenge of reforming K-12 science, mathematics, and technology education, including the flexibility of its workforce and its unparalleled legacy of achievement in science and technology. The challenge facing policymakers is to find ways of generating meaningful change in an educational system that is large, complex, and pluralistic.
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K-12 Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education
Appendix K12 1
Figures and Tables


FIGURE K12-1B: The Results Are Similar for Mathematics; of Students Scored Below Basic.


TABLE K12-2B: 8th-Graders Did Show Improvement from 1995 to 2003, but Scores Were Still Not Among the Best.


TABLE K12-2D: There’s been a Large Improvement in 8th-Grade Science Scores Since 1995.
FKfl'RE K12-2E: TIMS.S Data for 4th and 8lh (traders Show Performance (>ap Betxveen Blacks, Latinos, and European Americans lias Diminished.

TABLE K12-3A: Long-Term Trends Show Improvements at Ages 9 and 13, But No Signinc;mt Improvement for 17-"ear-Oids.

TABLE K12-3B: Scores in 1996 and 2(MI0 Show a Sex (iap in Mathematics and Science; Oxeall Fewer Students Perfoniing at the Basic 1/cvel or Better in 2000.

TABLE K12-4A: The Vast Majority of Students Will Never Take an Advanced Mathematics C ourse M hile in High School.

T.ABLE K12-4B: Nor an Advanced Science C'ourse,

FLCl'RE K12-4C': Even Though the Number of Schools Offering Advanced Placenient Coui'ses Has Increased Rapidly.
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TABLE K12-6: Students \"ho Take Seience and Mathematics C'ourses Might Not Have Teachers M ho Have Studied in the Fields They Are Teaching.

TABLE K12-7: Many New Science and Mathematics Teachers Report Feeling III Prepared to Handle the C hallenges of Teaching.

FTGl'RE K12-8: Relevant Data on Students, Teachers, and Costs (Public Schools)
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1996 Science NAEP.
Grade 4: Percentage of Students Within Each Achievement Level

1996 Science NAEP.
Grade 12: Percentage of Students Within Each Achievement Level
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FIGURE K12-1B: The Results Are Similar for Mathematics: 30% of Students Score<1 below Basic.

1996 Mathematics NAEP
Grade 4: Percentage of Students Within Each Achievement Level

1996 Mathematics NAEP,
Grade 12: Percentage of Students Within Each Achievement Level

1996 Mathematics NAEP.
Grade 8: Percentage of Students Within Each Achievement Level

3.8% Advanced


Average mathematics scale scores of fourth-grade students, by country: 1995 and 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong SAR*</td>
<td>575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Hong Kong SAR refers to the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong, China.
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TABLE K12-2B; 8th-Graders Did Show Improvement from 1995 to 2003, but Scores Were Still Not Among the Best.

Average mathematics scale scores of eighth-grade students, by country: 1995 and 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Differences in average science scale scores of fourth-grade students, by country: 1995 and 2003
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TABLE K12-2D: There Has Been a Large Improvement in 8th-Grade Science Scores Since 1995.
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FIGURE K12-2R: TIMSS Data for 4th and 8th Graders Show Performance (apar Bet>veen Blacks, Latinos, and Kunaepan Americans Has Diminished.

White Black Hispanic While Black Hispanic


TABLE K12-3A: Long-Term Trends Show Improvements at Ages 9 and 13, But No Significant Improvement for 17-Year-Olds.

Trends in average mathematics scale scores for students 9, 13, and 17; 1973-2004

Scak score

Age 17

Age 13

Age9

J ftwr itfcrh 300*.
TABLE K12-3B: Scores in 1996 and 2000 Show a Sex Gap in Mathematics and Science; Overall Fewer Students Performing at the Basic Level or Better in 2000.
Appendix table 1-4

Students at or above basic and p........ ...ematlcs and science, grades 4, 5, and 12, by sex:

1996 and 2000
(Percent)

1996

2000

Variable

Grade 4

Grades

Grade 12

Grade 4
Grades
Grade 12
Mathemabcs
At or above basic
Male -
65'
62*
70*
70
67
66
Female -
63*
63
69*
69*
68
65
64
At or above proficient
Male -
24*
25*
18
28
29
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19*</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Science**

At or above basic

Male -

68
62
60*
69
64
54

Female -

67
61
55
64
67
61

At or above proficient

Male. -
Female.................

27
27
17
26
27
16

*SionincanDy AferenI fron 2000.

SOURCES: U.S. Department ol EducaOon, Nattonal Center (or Eductfton StaBSDcs (NCES. Tl» Hatkm's fiepo
r1 C»nt hbltmafc
2COO. HCB 2001*517 (WastUngton. OC: (J.S. Department oT Education. 2001 }; and NCES. n» Naton S flepo
NCES 2003-453 (WaslUngton. OC OS. Deptwment of Educaoon. 2003L

Science A Engineering In<sators - 2004

Source: National Science Board Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB 04-01). Arlington,
Virginia. National Science Foundation. 2004. ^pendix Table 1-4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Af/B</th>
<th>Grade 12 Mathematics Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2*0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIGURE K12-4C: Even Though the Number of Schools Offering Advanced Placement Courses Has Increased Rapidly.
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TABLE K12-6: Students Who Take Science and Mathematics Courses Might Not Have Teachers Who Have Studied in the Fields They Are Teaching.
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TABLE K12-7: Many New Science and Mathematics Teachers Report Feeling III Prepared to Handle the Challenges of Teaching.
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709
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357

704

67.9

51.0
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gil</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al scant* taachera.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inducbonprocyam</td>
<td>560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yas</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>70.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.3</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>$^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>81.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>Mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG1'KK k12-8: Kevlevant Data on Students, Teachers, and Costs (Public Schools)

Fall 2003 Enrollment K-12' 48,132,518
High School Graduates - 2003-04' 2,771,781
Male graduates going to college - 2001^ 60%
Female graduates going to college - 2001^ 64%
Total number of school teachers - 2003-04' 3,044,012
Total number of math and science teachers (k-12)* 1,7(X),0(X)
Total number of math teachers (6-12) 100S-CW* 191,214
Total number of science teachers (6-12) ISSS-00* 159,488
Average public school teacher salary - 2(X)3-04' $46,752
Average Spent Per Student: $8,248.

Operating School Districts in the United States: 15,397

Sources:


2) National Science Board Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB 04-01). Arlington, Virginia National Science Foundation 2004 Appendix Table 1-19


This paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century, Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Attracting the Most Able US Students to Science and Engineering

Tile world economy is growing rapidly in fields that require science, engineering,
and technologic skills. The United States can remain a leader in science and engineering (S&E) only with a well-educated and effectively trained population. The most innovative S&E work is done by a relatively small number of especially talented, knowledgeable, and accomplished individuals. Because of the importance of S&E to our nation, attracting and retaining individuals capable of such achievements ought to be a goal of federal policy.

It follows that a key component of national and economic security policy must be US S&E students. The United States has relied on drawing the best and brightest from an international talent pool. However, recent events have led some to be concerned that the United States cannot rely on a steady flow of international students, furthermore, as other developed countries encourage international students to come to their countries and developing countries enhance their postsecondary educational capacity, there is increased competition for the best students, which could further reduce the flow of international students to the United States. Therefore, any policies aimed at encouraging student interest in S&E must have a significant component that focuses on domestic talent.

Fundamentally, policy levers designed to influence the number of US S&E workers fall into two categories: supply-side and demand-side. Among supply-side issues are K-12 science, mathematics and technology teaching, undergraduate and graduate educational experience, graduate training experience, opportunity costs compared with those of other fields and professions, and length of postdoctoral training period. On the demand side are funding for research and availability of research jobs, both of which are powerfully influenced by public policies and by public and private expenditures on research and development.

Past reports have identified a number of options the federal government could take to influence the education and career decisions of top US students, including the following:
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- Double the number of magnet high schools specializing in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics from approximately 100 to 200 over the next 10 years.

- Support competitive undergraduate scholarships for students interested in science, mathematics, and engineering.

- Provide scholarships to all qualified students majoring in science or mathematics at a 4-year college who have an economic need and who maintain high levels of academic achievement.
• Provide at least 5,000 portable graduate fellowships, each with a duration of up to 5 years, for training in emerging fields, to encourage US students to pursue S&E graduate studies.

• Provide graduate student stipends competitive with opportunities in other venues.

• Support a significant number of selective research assistant professorships in the natural sciences and engineering open to postdoctoral scholars who are US citizens or permanent residents.

• Partner with industry to sponsor a series of public-service announcements exalting science and technology careers.

(letting an Early Start: K-12 S&E Programs

One proven way of fostering students’ interest in science and technology is through magnet high schools that emphasize those subjects. There are approximately 100 such schools in the United States, and studies have shown that graduates from these schools are more likely to study science, mathematics, or engineering in college and enter those fields during their careers. It is not known, however, whether these students would have had similar career trajectories even if they had not attended magnet schools.

During the undergraduate years, involvement in research projects and the guidance of experienced mentors are powerful means of retaining students in S&E. Mentors can provide advice, encouragement, and information about people and issues in a particular field. An early exposure to research can demonstrate to students the kinds of opportunities they will encounter if they pursue research careers.

Trends in Undergraduate and Graduate Student Interest in S&E

When one examines the issue, it becomes clear that there is a great deal of domestic student interest in undergraduate S&E programs. About 50% of students entering college in the United States (of whom over 95% are US citizens or permanent residents) intend to major in S&E fields. This proportion has remained fairly constant over the last 20 years. However, a considerable gap exists between freshman intentions and successful degree completion. Undergraduate S&E programs report the lowest retention rate among all academic disciplines. A National Center for Educational
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Statistics (N’CES) longitudinal study of first-year S&E students in 1990 found that fewer than 50% of undergraduate students entering college declaring a S&E major had completed S&E degrees within 5 years. Indeed, approximately 50% of such undergraduate students changed their major field within the first 2 years.

Undergraduates who opt out of S&E programs are among the most highly qualified college entrants. They are also disproportionately women and nonwhite students, indicating that many potential entrants are discouraged before they can join the S&E workforce.

Graduate enrollment in S&E programs has been a relatively level 22-26% of total enrollments since 1993 (see Figures 'fS-1 and TS-2). Growth in the number of S&E doctorates awarded is due primarily to the increased numbers of international students but also to the increasing participation of women and underrepresented minority groups.

If the primary objective of the US S&E enterprise is to maintain excellence, a major challenge is to determine how to continue to attract the best international students and at the same time encourage the best domestic students to enter S&E undergraduate and graduate programs.

Decision Points and Disincentives

There are inherent disincentives that push students away from S&E programs and careers. These disincentives fall into three broad categories: curriculum, economics, and environment. Undergraduate attrition may be due partly to a disconnect between the culture and curricula in high schools compared with those at colleges and universities.


Smith T. 2001. The Retention and Graduation Rates of 1993-1999 Entering Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology Majors in 1 75 Colleges and Universities. Norman. OK: Center for Institutional Data Exchange and Analysis (C-IDEA), the University of Oklahoma


For example, poor mathematics preparation in high school may underlie attrition in undergraduate physics programs. Underrepresented groups such as blacks and American Indians, who are educated disproportionately in underserved communities, are on the whole less well prepared for college. These types of problems suggest transitional programs to bridge the gap between high school and college, but the value of such strategies has not been compared with those at other levels in the educational system.

Higher education is costly, and employment opportunities fluctuate. Whether a student perceives that a degree will lead to a viable career is a major factor determining choice of field. This is illustrated particularly well in engineering: undergraduate student decisions to major in particular fields vary depending on business cycles.

Research indicates that large schools, which often foster a competitive "weeding out" environment, have a much higher attrition rate than smaller schools, unless environment can be compounded by the culture of specific fields. Some researchers argue that a key factor in stemming attrition is feeling coiated to the intellectual and social life of the college. Another researcher writes of three types of university cultures — the elite (scientific excellence), the pluralist (research, teaching, and service), and the communitarian (citizenship) — each carrying its own set of values and signals, some of which are competing. Departments, colleges and universities, and professional societies each have a role in providing a high-quality, engaging learning environment.

After a student's determination of an undergraduate major or concentration, another key transition point is a decision to enter and complete graduate training.
Major factors to consider include time to degree and economics. “Unclear job prospects and lost earning potential are major disincentives for many considering an advanced S&E degree.” An issue raised in several studies on doctoral education is that prospective students are underinformed. A large, cross-disciplinary multi-institutional survey on the experiences of doctoral students indicated that students entering doctoral programs entered their programs “without having a good idea of the time, money, clarity of


Teitelbaum MS. 2003 “Do We Need More Scientists?” The Public Interest 153:40-53
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purpose, and perseverance that doctoral education entails”, “The burden of being informed does not rest solely on the prospective student. While professional schools make a point to inform prospective students of the salary and employment le\els of
graduates, it appears that S&E graduate programs rarely make such information available."

Career Prospects in S&E

Students considering research careers can face daunting prospects. Graduate and postdoctoral training may take over a decade, usually with low pay and few benefits.

Most researchers do not become full-fledged members of the profession until their mid-30s or later, an especially onerous burden for those who are trying to balance the demands of work and family.

Even at the end of this long training period, many do not find the jobs for which they have been trained. The stagnation of funding for the physical sciences, mathematics, engineering, and the social sciences over the last decade has led to fewer academic faculty positions in these fields. Even in expanding fields, such as the biosciences, the number of permanent academic research and teaching positions has not kept up with the growing number of students who are entering these fields. As a result, more and more researchers languish in temporary positions.

The fastest-growing employment category since the early 1980s has been "other academic appointments," which is currently increasing at about 4.9% annually. These jobs are essentially holding positions filled by young researchers coming from postdoctoral positions who would like to join an academic faculty on a tenure track and are willing to wait. It is an increasingly long wait as institutions are decreasing the number of faculty appointments to decrease the long-term commitments that they entail. From 1993 to 2001, the number of biomedical tenure-track appointments increased by 13.8%, while those for non-tenure-track faculty increased by 45.1% and other appointments by 38.9% (see Figure T5-3).

In fields outside the life sciences, most doctorates go on to careers in industry or government (see Figure T5-4). Increasingly, these sectors are providing research opportunities for the best students. At the same time that biotechnology firms are gearing up their R&D operations, top industrial research laboratories, such as Bell Labs and Xerox, are closing down, leaving physical-science graduates with few options.

Increasingly, mathematics and computer-science graduates are turning to finance and Wall Street. Given these shifts in workforce opportunities, top US students may consider options other than S&E very attractive. Careers in such professions as law, medicine.


business, and health services require less training, offer more secure job prospects, and have higher lifetime earning potential (see Table TS-1).

Interest in Research Careers by Top Students Tracks Job Market

The current contrast between these options and research is influencing career decisions. According to available sources of data, accomplished US students are increasingly turning away from S&E, especially during their undergraduate years. In the 1990s, surveys of science majors from top universities showed a striking decline of interest in S&E careers. Between 1984 and 1998, the percentage of college seniors planning to go to graduate school in the next fall in S&E fields dropped from 17% to 12%. Among those students with A or A- grade-point averages, the declines were comparably steep—from 25 to 18%.

Between 1992 and 2000, the number of college seniors who scored highly on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) and indicated that they intended to study S&E in graduate school fell by 8%, while the number of these top students planning to go to graduate school in fields other than S&E grew by 7% (Figure TS-5). The greatest declines were in engineering (25%) and mathematics (19%). Among GRE scorers, however, enrollment in biological sciences programs showed a 59% gain. When it came to careers outside S&E, the researchers found that the fields attracting the largest growth in top GRE scorers were short training programs in health professions, such as physical therapy, speech and language pathology, and public health, drawing 88% more top scorers in 2000 than in 1992.

Where are top students going if not into S&E? The top US students do not appear to be headed in large numbers into law school or medical school, where enrollments have been flat or declining. But more do seem to be attracted to graduate business schools, where the number of MBAs awarded annually grew by nearly one-third during the 1990s. During this period, many S&E undergraduates also may have entered directly into the workforce after graduating, attracted in part by the booming economy. As the economy slowed in the early part of this decade, some of these students may have returned to graduate school, and more undergraduates may have opted to continue their studies.

Indeed, 1999 appears to have been the nadir for student interest in S&E graduate study. The economy's recent slump has prompted growing numbers of top US college graduates to attend graduate school, new data show, sharply reversing course from the
late 1990s, when more of the brightest young Americans headed for quicker-payoff
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careers in business and health. By 2001, with fewer high-technology jobs beckoning, the share of top US citizen scorers (above 750) on the ORE quantitative scale heading to graduate school in the natural sciences and engineering increased by about 3 1 % compared with 1 998. after having declined by 2 1 % in the previous 6 years.^’ This recent increase is comparable with the 29 °o gain in the number of all score levels of examinees who intended to enroll in graduate school in S&E. And the total number of GRE examinees increased by 9 1b between 1998 and 2001, suggesting that more students in a variety of fields were preparing for graduate school.

Enrollments of International Students”*

As the number of US students studying S&E in graduate schools has dropped, these schools and employers of scientists and engineers have compensated by enrolling and employing more students and trained personnel from other countries. In 2003, foreign students earned 38 % of doctorates in the S&E, including 59 °b of engineering doctorates.^^ In 2000, foreign-born professionals occupied 22 % of all US S&E jobs, up from 14 °b just 10 years before.

But relying on foreign sources of students and research professionals is risky. As systems of higher education and research continue to develop in other countries, it is likely that fewer scientists and engineers will want to come to the United States to study or work. Security concerns also have led to a drop in applications to US graduate programs from international students. Over time, multinational finns may decide simply to locate their R&D facilities overseas, closer to their sources of scientists and engineers. Finally, an overreliance on foreign-born scientists and engineers may have the subtle effect of discouraging US students from entering these fields, both because of cultural differences they might encounter during their education (about 20 °o of the faculty
Possible federal actions include the following:

- Double the number of magnet high schools specializing in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics from approximately 100 to 200 over the next 10 years. Federal support for these schools would send a powerful message to the entire K-12 system about the importance of science and technology.

- Sponsor regional, national, and international meetings and competitions for high school students and undergraduates interested in science, mathematics, and engineering. Extracurricular activities and interactions with established scientists, mathematicians, and engineers can be powerful motivating forces for students interested in these subjects.

- Partner with industry to sponsor a series of public-service announcements exalting S&E careers.

- Provide scholarships to all qualified students majoring in science or mathematics at 4-year colleges who have an economic need and who maintain high levels of academic achievement. Financial assistance also should be provided to 2-year colleges and to students at those institutions to prepare for careers in S&E and to transfer to 4-year programs. Tax credits could be provided to companies or individuals who contribute to scholarship funds for S&E students.

- Provide at least 5,000 portable graduate fellowships, each with a duration of up to 5 years, for training in emerging fields.”
• Support prestigious fellowships for graduate study in S&E at I'S universities that would inspire the best US students in these fields. Though these grants should be linked to the student and therefore portable, an institutional component of each grant would spur competition for these students among institutions.

• Provide graduate-student stipends competitive with opportunities in other venues.^^

• Substantially increase the number of undergraduate and graduate S&E students drawn from the "underrepresented majority"."^ Today, women, blacks, Hispanics, American Indians, and persons with disabilities make up two-thirds of the US workforce but only 25 <10 of the technical workforce.


** Council on Competitiveness, Innovate America: National Innovation Initiative and Report, Washingto

n, DC: Council on Competitiveness, 2004

" Ibid
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• Support a significant number of selective research assistant professorships in the natural sciences and engineering at universities.** ITiesc would be highly competitive positions open to postdoctoral scholars who are US citizens or permanent residents. Iliey would provide young and creative scholars with opportunities to pursue research of their own choosing even if they cannot secure positions at research institutions, flis would e.xpand the pool of good jobs in S&E in a way that would be e.vpccted to affect young people who are trying to decide whether to go to graduate school.

• Develop prizes for research goals of particular national interest, such as curing AIDS or going into space cheaply. Such prizes can provide Osibility for the researchers striving to achieve them and inspire and educate the public in current research interests.”
Attracting the Most Able S Students to Science and Engineering
Appendix TS 1
Figures and Tables

Figure TS-1: There Has been a Ciradual Increase in the Number of S&F Bachelor's and Master's Degrees Awarded, While Graduate Enrollment and PhD Production Are Just Starting to Increase after Several Years of Declines.

Figure TS-1a: Number of S&F, Master's Degrees Awarded Flat or Increasing.

Figure TS-1b: First-Year (Graduate Enrollment) Increasing in All S&F Fields

Figure TS-1c: US Citizens and Permanent Residents Earn on Average about 60-70% of S&F Doctoral Degrees; About 80% in Life Sciences and Social Sciences, 60% in Physical Sciences, and 50% in Engineering and Mathematics and Computer Sciences.

Figure TS-2: Most US Doctorate Degrees Are Awarded in S&F Fields.

Figure TS-3: Most Hired Medical Jobs Growth in Industrial Sector; Medical Academic Jobs Are Increasingly Non-Tenure-Track.

Figure TS-4a; Equal Numbers of S&F Doctorates Employed in Academe and Industry; 15% Consistently Employed in Government or Other Sectors.

Figure TS-4b; S&E PhD Employment Sector Is Dependent Upon Field; Most Social Scientists Employed in Academe, Most Engineering Employed in Industry.

Table TS-I: Opportunity Costs Are High for Pursuing S&F Graduate Induration and Training.

Figure TS-5: Top Students Are Increasingly Choosing S&F Graduate Study.
Figure TS-1: There Has been a Gradual Increase in the Number of S&E Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees Awarded, while Graduate Enrollment and PhD Production Are Just Starting to Increase after Several Years of Declines.

Note: 95% of US Bachelor’s Degrees are awarded to US citizens or permanent residents.

Figure TS-1a: Number of S&E Master’s Degrees Awarded Flat or Increasing.

Figure TS-1b: First-Year Graduate Enrollment Increasing in VII S&E Fields.

Figure TS-1c: U.S. Citizens and Permanent Residents on Average about 60-70% of S&K Doctoral Degrees; About 80% in Life Science’s and Social Sciences, 60% In Physical Sciences, and 50% in Engineering and Mathematics and Computer Sciences.
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Figure TS-3: Most Biomedical Job Growth in Industrial Sector; Biomedical Academic Jobs Are Increasingly Non-Tenure-Track.
Figure TS-4a: Equal Numbers of S&F Doctorates Employed in Academe and Industry
15% Consistently Employed in Government or Other Sectors.


Figure TS-4b: S&K PhD Employment Sector is Dependent on Field; Most Social Scientists Employed in Academe, Most Engineering Employed in Industry.

Table TS-1: Opportunity Costs are High for Pursuing S&K (Graduate Education and Training).

A. Median PhD Salaries of Engineering and Science Graduates, by Occupation and Field of Doctorate in 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>M1 Sectors</th>
<th>Inlversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>55,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>56,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>73,000</td>
<td>65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Science</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>56,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>56,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S&K PhDs in Management, Median Net income. MDs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>92,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ml Sectors</td>
<td>85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlversity</td>
<td>$69,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P^onomics</td>
<td>62,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>72,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Science</td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes Compared with other professionals, such as business-school graduates or la^yers, who are generally paid...
more than PhDs, the salary disadvantage of getting a PhD is marked. In the 1990s, median lawyer salaries were on the order of $85,000 and median MBA salaries on the order of $102,000.

U. Lifetime income disadvantage differs by field and is particularly large in fields requiring postdoctoral training as a prerequisite for obtaining a permanent position. Case studies: Biosciences, (from Freeman et al., 2001)

Lifetime earnings for most doctorates are lower than in other high-level careers, particularly for bioscientists, who are paid less than other highly educated workers at any given level of job experience and who take longer to obtain full-time jobs. The two factors cumulate to a higher lifetime economic disadvantage — on the order of $400,000 in earnings compared with high-paying HiD fields, such as engineering, which also require many years of preparation but in which graduates do not in general delay entry into the job market to take postdoctoral positions. This is equivalent to a salary disadvantage of -$25,000 per year for every year of working life. Medicine, which has a similar career as the biosciences because of residency in hospitals after completion of training, has about twice the lifetime income. The economic disadvantage is greater when we compare bioscience with professions that require less preparatory training. Consider, for example, a person who has just graduated from a 2-year MBA program, in 2000 earning $77,000 in base salary* and $12,560 in signing bonus (without stock options). A bioscience PhD who completed postdoctoral training might earn $50,000 as a starting assistant professor. But the MBA graduate would have spent 2 years in school compared with the 10-12 years that students and as graduate student and postdoctoral fellows. The salary* differential cumulates to a lifetime difference in earnings, exclusive of stock options, conservatively estimated at $1.0 million discounted at 3%—comparable with $62,000 per year of working life. Add in the options and bonuses that managers get, and this differential could easily double.
Students Are Increasingly* Choosing S&E Graduate Study,
of US Citizen GRE Examinees Scoring Over 750 on the Quantitative Scale
by Intended S&E Field

Enfoecnn^ Nlsdieiiunci Cooputo Biologicil Phviicd
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Note*; The number of US citizen GRE examinees indicating intent to pursue graduate study in S&E fell
from
42,170 in 1992 to 35,373 in 1998.before recovering slightly to just over 36,000 in 2000. This repre
ents a 14.5^
decline from 1992 to 2000. However, new data indicate the trend is in the positive direction: more of
the best
students are choosing S&E fields for graduate study.
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*llis paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a '
variety of recently published reports and papers as input to
the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the
Global Economy of the 21st Centur\'. Statements in this
paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National
Academies or the committee.

Undergraduate, Graduate, and Postgraduate Education
in Science, Engineering, and Mathematics

Summars

As educators of the nation’s future scientists, engineers, mathematicians, and K-
12 teachers. US 2-year and 4-year colleges and universities are the central institutions in building the human resources needed for scientific and technological leadership.

However, these institutions face a number of challenges in producing knowledgeable graduates and trained professionals. Today, the United States ranks 17th globally in the proportion of its college-age population that earns science and engineering (S&E) degrees, down from third several decades ago.* Many other nations now have a higher fraction of 24-year-olds with S&E degrees (see Figure HE-1). And even though the proportion of its population who attends graduate school is small, because of its large population China graduates three times as many engineers from its colleges as does the United States.

In the past, the United States has relied on international students and scientific and engineering professionals to maintain its base of human resources in these fields. But global competition for S&E talent is intensifying, and enrolling higher percentages of US students in these programs would have many benefits.

To meet this goal, many believe that the United States will need to attract S&E students from all demographic groups. Today, blacks, Hispanics, and other underrepresented minority groups are about a quarter of the US population but make up only 17.9% of the undergraduate population, 2.5% of the these majors, and 6% of the S&E workforce (see Table H1>1 and Figure HE-2). Only a quarter of this workforce consists of women, though women are almost half the total US workforce. By 2020, more than 40% of the US college-age population will be members of current underrepresented minorities.

The federal government has a key role in establishing workforce policies that address national needs and opportunities. Given how many years of education and training are required for someone to become a scientist, engineer, or mathematician, policies may need to focus on long-term opportunities that may help to smooth short-term labor-market dynamics. Among the federal actions that organizations have recommended are the following:

Undergraduate Education

• Provide incentives for all institutions of higher education to provide diversity and internship opportunities for all undergraduates to study science, mathematics,
engineering, and technology as early in their academic careers as possible.

- Expand funding for programs at 2-year and 4-year colleges that succeed in attracting and retaining women and members of minority groups underrepresented in science, mathematics, and engineering.

Graduate Education

- Establish education and traineeship grants to institutions focused on frontier research areas and multidisciplinary or innovation-oriented studies.

- Require institutions applying for federal grants to report on the size, scope, and performance (student completion rates and career outcomes) of their graduate programs to determine whether these programs are meeting the interests of students in preparing them for diverse careers in academia, industry, government, and the nonprofit sector.

Postdoctoral Training

- Develop federal policies and standards for postdoctoral fellows supported on federal research grants, including letters of appointment, performance evaluations, benefits and leave, and stipend support.

- Help develop creative solutions to the problems faced by dual-career couples so that more STEM students opt to pursue research careers.

- Create standards for and require the submission of demographic information on postdoctoral scholars supported on federal research grants by investigators awarded such grants. Collect data on postdoctoral working conditions, prospects, and careers.

The following discusses these issues in greater depth,

Undergraduate Education

- The undergraduate years have a profound influence both on future professionals in science and mathematics and on broader public support of those fields. Undergraduate education acts as a springboard for students who choose to major in and then pursue graduate work in science and mathematics. Undergraduate institutions and community colleges train the technical support personnel who will keep our technological society functioning smoothly in the years ahead. And colleges and universities prepare the elementary and secondary teachers who impart lifelong knowledge and attitudes about science and mathematics to their students. For many, the undergraduate years are the last opportunity for rigorous academic study of these subjects.

Precollege education needs to include quality instruction in standards-based classrooms and a clear awareness that achievement in science and mathematics will be
expected for admission to college. In addition, faculty in these disciplines should assume
greater responsibility for the pre-service and in-service education of K-12 teachers.

Many introductory undergraduate courses in science and mathematics fields have been taught to select out the best, most committed students and discard the rest. This strategy is being questioned: Are introductory courses the appropriate place and time for such filtering? Are the students being turned away any less good than those who stay? Evidence indicates that undergraduates who opt out of S&E programs are among the most highly qualified college entrants. Can the United States afford to turn away talented students interested in these fields?

Some argue more broadly that all college students should gain an awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the natural and human-constructed worlds and have at least one laboratory experience. Therefore, introductory science and mathematics courses must find ways to provide students both with a broad education in these fields and with the specific skills they need to continue studying these subjects, as is the case with most other introductory courses in colleges. Students who decide to pursue non-S&E majors would then have the background and education to make informed decisions about S&E in their personal lives and professional careers.

To serve these multiple objectives, many introductory and lower-level courses and programs would need to be designed to encourage students to continue, rather than end, their study of S&E subjects. Institutions should continually and systematically evaluate the efficacy of courses in these subjects for promoting student learning.

Many of these issues are also highly relevant to students who enter 2-year colleges after graduating from high school. For example, about a quarter of the students who earn bachelor’s degrees in engineering have taken a substantial number of their lower-level courses at a community college, and nearly half have taken at least one community college course. As more students make community colleges their point of entry to postsecondary education, the quality of the S&E education they receive in 2-year institutions becomes increasingly important. Community college students need access to the kinds of lower-division courses that can prepare them for upper-division coursework in science, mathematics, and engineering, either at their own institutions or through partnerships between institutions, distance learning, or other means. Two-year colleges need to provide students with access to the kinds of equipment, laboratories, and other infrastructure they need to succeed.

The federal government can help promote these institutional changes through the following actions:

- Provide incentives for all institutions of higher education to provide diverse internship opportunities for all undergraduates to study science, mathematics, engineering, and technology as early in their academic careers as possible.
Introductory courses should be integral parts of the standard curriculum, and all colleges should routinely evaluate the success of these courses.

• Encourage science, mathematics, and engineering departments to work with education departments and surrounding school districts to improve the preparation of K-12 students.

• Expand funding for science, mathematics, and engineering programs at 2-year and 4-year colleges that succeed in attracting and retaining women and members of minority groups underrepresented in these programs.

Master's and Professional Education

The baccalaureate has been the entry-level degree for many professional positions over the last century, but many employers in our increasingly complex economy now recognize the value of employees who have advanced training (see Figure HE-3). Master's degree programs provide students with S&E knowledge that is more in-depth than that provided in baccalaureate programs and supplements this knowledge with skills that have application in business, government, and nonprofit settings. Master's degree programs also can provide the interdisciplinary training necessary for real-world jobs and can be structured to provide job-relevant skills in teamwork, project management, business administration, communication, statistics, and informatics. Moreover, master's programs have the potential to attract greater numbers of women and minority-group members than do doctoral programs.

A number of reports since the mid-1990s have argued that master's degree programs for students in the S&E with appropriate career aspirations can develop a cadre of professionals who meet employer needs. These reports have called for changes in master's education to make these programs more appropriate, cost effective, and attractive to students. In engineering, for example, the emphasis on increased skill in
communications, business, the social sciences, cross-cultural studies, and important technologies has meant that the first professional degree should not be at the baccalaureate but at the master's level, as is the case in business, law, and medicine.

Options for the federal government include the following:

• Direct the National Science Foundation to fund professional science master's programs at institutions that demonstrate innovative approaches to orienting master's-level degree programs toward scientific or technical skills needed in the US workforce.

Graduate Education

Graduate education in the United States is widely seen as the best in the world. America's universities produce most of the scientists, engineers, and mathematicians who will maintain our preeminence in science and technology (see Figure HE-4). They educate the college faculty and K-12 teachers who will critically influence public support for scientific and technological endeavors. And the intensive research experiences that are at the heart of graduate education at the doctoral level produce much of the new knowledge that drives scientific and technological progress.

Students from many nations travel to the United States to enroll in science, engineering, and mathematics graduate programs and to serve as postdoctoral fellows.

For example, international students account for nearly half of all graduate enrollments in engineering and computer science. The presence of large numbers of international students in US graduate schools has both positive and negative consequences. These students enliven the intellectual and cultural environments of the programs in which they are enrolled. Many remain in the United States after their training is finished and contribute substantially to our scientific and technological enterprise. However, the large numbers of foreign students in US graduate schools may have the effect of discouraging US students from pursuing this educational pathway because the rapidly increasing number of students has diminished the relative rewards of becoming a scientist or engineer. US colleges and universities have an important role to play in encouraging more US students to pursue graduate education in science, engineering, and mathematics.

The federal government helps support graduate education through research
assistantships funded through federal research project grants, fellowship and traineeship programs, and student loans (see Figure HE-5). The availability, level, and timing of this funding have implications for determining who can pursue a graduate education and how long it will take to complete that education. Also, the type of support — whether a research assistantship, teaching assistantship, traineeship, or fellowship — affects the content of graduate education and the kinds of skills one learns during graduate school.

In the 1990s, several events led to a national discussion of the content and process of doctoral education that continues today. In the late 1980s, labor-market forces pointed toward an impending shortage of PhDs in the arts and sciences in the early to mid-1990s. When the end of the Cold War, a national recession, state budget cuts, and the end of mandatory retirement for college faculty led instead to disappointing job prospects for new PhD's in the early 1990s, a national debate on the doctorate and the job prospects of PhD recipients ensued.

Also, in the 1990s, for the first time, more than half of PhDs in science and engineering reported that they held positions outside academe (see Figure HF-6). This trend has generated interest in providing graduate students with more information about their career options, including whether they should pursue a master's or doctoral degree and whether they should seek opportunities in government, industry, or nonprofit organizations as well as academe. In turn, this trend has focused attention on the need for training that provides the practical career skills needed in the workplace: pedagogical skills, technological proficiency, the ability to communicate well in writing or oral presentations, experience working in teams, and facility in grant writing and project management.
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One great problem in discussions of workforce issues is the paucity of reliable, representative, and timely data. Often policymakers are making decisions about the future based on data that are 2-3 years old.

Options for the federal government include these:

• Establish education and traineeship grants to institutions focused on frontier research areas and multidisciplinary or innovation-oriented studies.
• Eliminate the employer-employee stipulation in Office of Management Budget Circular 21-21 to encourage the dual benefits to research and education of having graduate students serve as research assistants.

• Require institutions applying for federal grants to report on the size, scope, and performance (student completion rates and career outcomes) of their graduate programs to determine whether these programs are meeting the interests of students in preparing them for diverse careers in academe, industry, government, and the nonprofit sector.

• Provide graduate student stipends competitive with opportunities in other venues.

• Direct the National Science Foundation to expand its data collection on S&E careers and its research into national and international workforce dynamics.

Postdoctoral study

For more than 2 decades, an increasing percentage of new PhD recipients have been pursuing postdoctoral study instead of employment after graduation. These experiences broaden and deepen the research and other skills that scientists and other highly trained professionals need to make major contributions to society (see Figure HE-7). Most postdoctoral scholars are funded by federal research grants (see Figure HF-8) and on average have stipends of under $50,000 per year.

However, mentors, institutions, and funding organizations have sometimes been slow to give postdoctoral fellows the status, recognition, and compensation that are commensurate with their skills and contributions to research (see Figure HE-9). Many postdoctoral scholars make substantial economic and familial sacrifices to pursue advanced training, yet they often do not have clearly defined rights, responsibilities, pay scales, access to benefits, or procedures for consideration of grievances.

To ensure a healthy research enterprise, the postdoctoral experience needs to be improved. The federal government should:

• Develop federal policies and standards for postdoctoral fellows supported on federal research grants, including letters of appointment, performance evaluations.

’Ibid.


’Ibid.

benefits and leave, and stipend support. "All postdoctoral scholars should have access to health insurance and to institutional services."

- Help develop creative solutions to the problems faced by dual-career couples so that more US students opt to pursue research careers.

- Improve the quality and quantity of the data on postdoctoral working conditions, prospects, and careers. Create standards for and require the submission of demographic information on postdoctoral scholars supported on federal research grants by investigators awarded such grants.


Ibid
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Figure IIFl-7: Most Postdoctoral Scholars Feel Positions Are Preparing Them for Independent Positions.

Figure IIFl-8: Most Funding for Postdoctoral Scholars Comes from Federal Research Grants.

Figure IIFl-9: 2001 Postdoctoral Stipends for S&E Trainees Averaged Under $32,000 Per Year.

Figure HE^1: The Number of Bachelor's Degrees Awarded in S&E Fields Shows Marked Fluctuations That Are Affected by Market Conditions and Research Funding.

Figure 2-11

S&E bachelor's degrees, by field: Selected years, 1977-2000

Number of degrees

NOTE: Geosciences Include Earth, atmospheric, and ocean sciences.

SOURCES: U.S. Department of Education. Completions Survey;

See appendbc table 2*22.

Science & Engineering Indicators - 2004


Notes: Degree production for many STEM fields increased and computer science decreased in 2001. See graphs in theAttracting the Most Able US Students to Science and Engineering paper.
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Table HE-1: Increasing Numbers of Students are Majoring in S&E Fields: Substantial Gains among Women and Minority Groups.
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Figure HE-2: Minority-Group Representation among S&E Majors Is Increasing.

Figure 2-13

Minority share of S&E bachelor's degrees, by race/ethnicity: Selected years, 1977-2000
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Figure HE-3: Master’s Degree Attainment Increasing for Women and Minority-Group Members.


Figure HE-4: Overall S&E Doctoral-Degree Production Increased in the Early 1990s, Flattened, and in 2001 Started to Increase again; Minority-Group Participation Increased Through the 1980s and 1990s and Experienced a Downturn Starting in 1999.

Figure 2*19

$&E doctoral de^ees earned in U3. universities, by field: 1977-2001
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Figure 2*21

Underrepresented mewri^ S&E doctoral degrees, by race/etbnicity: Selected years. 1977-2001
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Figure IIK-5: Financing of Doctoral Education C 'onies from Several Sources, but Predominantly from Federal Research (i rants; Sources of Funding \ ar> by ( iti/enship Status.

Citizens ;uidFemuinent Residents
^ear Degree Assurded

Tempory Residents

^ear Degree Awarded


Other: support from the student or scholar's institution of higher education, state and local governm ent, foreign sources, nonprofit institutions, or private industry, traineeships: educational awards given to students selected by the institution or by a federal agenc>*. researdi assistantships. support for st udents whose assi^ed duties are primarily in research, teachii^ assistantships: support for students whose assigned duties are primarily in teaching
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Figure IIR-6: Most S&E Graduate Students Obtain Jobs Outside Academe: Approximately Kqual Numbers of S&E^ Doctorates Kmployed in Academe and Industry; 15% Consistently Kniployetl in Cioxemment or Other Sectors.

Percent of S&E Doctorates Employed per Sector
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Figure 7. Most Postdoctoral Scholars Feel Positive Are Preparing Them for Independent Positions.

To what extent do you agree with the following statement?
"My postdoctoral position is preparing me to be an independent researcher."

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Citizen & Temporary
Permanent
Non US
Degree
Source Davis. G. Doctors without orders: Highlights of 'e sigma xi postdoc survey American Scientist 93(3. supplementXMay-June 2005) Available at. http //postdoc sigmaxi org/rcsulls.'

22.1 78 postdoctoral scholars at 46 institutions were contacted, including 1 8 of the 20 largest academic employers of postdoctoral scholars and NIH. Postdoctoral status was confirmed by the institution 8492 (3^/o) responded, 6.775 (31%) of the respondents completed the entire survey, which included over 100 questions.
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Figure HK~8: Must Funding for Postdoctoral Scholars Comes from Federal Research (Grants.

■ Non-Federal Sources

□ Research Grants

■ Trameesh^ 

□ Fellowships

90°.>
80°*
70° 0
Non-Federal Sources, support from the institution of higher education, state and local government, foreign sources, nonprofit institutions, or private industry. Research grants: support from federal agencies to a principal investigator under whom postdoctoral scholars work; traineeships: educational awards given to scholars selected by the institution or by a federal agency; fellowships: competitive awards given directly to scholars for financial support of their graduate or postdoctoral studies.

Median 2001 Postdoctoral-Scholar Stipends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life Sciences</th>
<th>Physical Science</th>
<th>Sciences and Engineering</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Citizens and Permanent Residents
- Temporal Residents

This paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Implications of Changes in the Financing of Public Higher Education

Summani

Public colleges and universities play a critical role in our nation's integrated system of education, research, and innovation. They educate the majority of undergraduates and constitute many of the nation's top research universities. They are training grounds for the people and ideas that drive innovation and improve our lives.

Yet even as public colleges and universities are becoming more important than ever in our knowledge-intensive society, many have come under intense financial pressure. Demographic changes in enrollments are driving up student enrollment in some places, reducing them in others, forcing institutions to adapt to new circumstances, increasing costs of higher education have led to difficult tradeoffs affecting the quality of the education and services students receive. Extremely tight budgets in some states have reduced the relative appropriations to education in those states even as more students are looking to college as a means of personal advancement.

Though federal funding for student aid is up, more of this funding is going toward loans and tuition benefits as opposed to student grants. Also, increases in funding have not been sufficient to match the needs of students, leading to a narrowing of educational choices for some students and concerns over deteriorating quality of public institutions.

Some organizations have proposed that the federal government take several important steps to improve the funding of public higher education and to increase student access to these institutions:

- Expand federal matching programs that encourage increased state appropriations for higher education.
- Reform the Medicaid program to slow the growth of state commitments that crowd out spending on higher education.
- Focus national resources on improving the purchasing power of Pell awards.
- Offer matching funds to states based on their finding of means-tested grant aid.
The Role of Higher Education in the Knowledge Economy

Higher education has been central to the strength of the US economy over the last half-century. Expanded access for students has created social and economic opportunities for millions of Americans. The integration of education and research has become a key pillar of our research and innovation system. And the new knowledge generated has provided a strong engine for innovation and economic growth.

Public institutions are a particularly important component of America's higher-education system. They enroll and educate one quarter of all 4-year undergraduates (see Figure PHE-1). When community colleges are included, public schools account for more than 70% of all undergraduate enrollment (see Figure PHE-2). Many of the nation's top research institutions, particularly in the Midwest and West, are public universities.

A strong system of higher education is more critical now than ever. Global competition in the knowledge economy is growing. Developed and developing countries are working to create high-quality educational institutions, often using American colleges and universities as a model. They are developing their own pool of knowledge workers and knowledge-sector firms.

For the United States to compete in this environment, American higher education needs to remain preeminent. It must continue to play a central role in the production of knowledge and innovation. It needs to create dynamic environments that will entice knowledge-based companies to locate in this country. The United States should facilitate world leadership of its higher-education system by continuing to invest where it counts most.

Stresses In the Financial Structure of Public Higher Education

Public higher education is under severe financial pressures. The first source of pressure is increasing enrollments. The children of the baby boom are now reaching college age and will increase enrollments at some institutions over the coming decade (see Figure PHE-3). At the same time, the value of higher education as a means for students and society to achieve economic, social, and political goals also is boosting enrollments. Because public institutions typically do not charge students for the full cost of their education, the financial demands on these institutions are expected to grow significantly.

A second stress on the system is the growing cost of higher education. Costs per
student in higher education have grown consistently since the 1960s and steeply since the late 1970s. Both internal and external factors appear to be driving up costs. Universities need to compete for high-quality faculty, staff, and students. Computing services, information resources, and other services for students and faculty have added financial burdens (see Figure PHE-4). To cut costs in other areas, institutions have increased student-faculty ratios, shifted toward lower-cost part-time and non-tenure-track faculty, encouraged early retirement, capped or postponed faculty salary increases, and outsourced noncritical missions' (see Figure PHE-5).

"A third and perhaps the most important stress on public higher education has been a changing paradigm for public support at both the state and federal levels (see Figure PHE-6). Public colleges and universities — and even private ones that receive state support — have experienced strong competition for state resources over the last decade. Other state financial commitments — such as Medicaid payments — have continued to increase both in real dollars and as a percentage of state budget outlays, which has crowded out other spending priorities" (see Figure PHE-7).

As a consequence of this financial pressure, education funding as a share of state spending, the percentage of education dollars directed to higher education, and the percentage of higher-education dollars going to institutions (as opposed to students) all have declined’ (see Figure PHE-8). In brief, state support as a percentage of total revenue for public colleges and universities is down, and these institutions are adapting by restructuring costs and looking elsewhere (for example, to tuition) for financial support (see Figure PHE-9).

At the federal level, spending for higher education appears on the surface to be strong. Spending on the Pell grant program, for example, increased 60.96 in real terms from 1999-2000 to 2003-2004 (see Figure PHE-10). However, hiding beneath the overall increases in federal support are important shifts in its distribution, 'like mix of federal support in 2003-2004 was 34.96 grants, 55% loans, and 5.90 tax benefits, the latter two of which have been growing as a percentage of federal support (see Figure PHE-11). Thus, there have been a shift away from grants to other modes of support (for example, subsidized loans, tax credits, and tax-sheltered education accounts) and a shift..."
from need-based to merit-based aid (see Figure PHE-12). Together, these changes have tended to shift subsidies away from students from lower-income families and toward the middle and upper-middle classes.

In addition, while there have been real increases in per student funding under the Pell grant program, they have not been adequate to offset larger increases in college prices, file size of the average grant has increased in real terms in recent years, but average tuition, fees, and room and board at public 4-year colleges and universities increased faster. As a result, the average Pell grant in 2003-2004 covered 23.96% of the charges at a public 4-year institution compared with 35.90% in 1980-1981 (see Figure PHE-13). Meanwhile, the Leveraging Education Assistance Partnerships (LEAP) program, which provides matching funds to states for providing need-based grant aid, has declined 31.90% in real terms over the last decade.*


* College Board. Trench in Student Aid 2004, Washington, D.C. College Board. 2004,

Ibid

Ibid

Institutions for Accountability and Quality

These developments have important implications both for access to higher education and for educational quality. As tuition increases, the array of educational choices for students may be constrained unless the availability of financial aid can compensate. Especially for low-income students, the real and perceived cost increases for college education can limit access and lifetime opportunity (see Figure PHE-14).

The second implication is for the quality of teaching and research. Reductions in
funding for public education combined with constraints on tuition increases appear to be causing deterioration in the quality of public colleges; and universities compared with private institutions. Private universities benefit from larger endowments, have constrained enrollment growth to control costs, and have steadily increased tuition to offset inflation and provide new resources for qualitative improvement. Public institutions are less able to use these measures for fiscal control and as a result are falling behind private colleges and universities, in endowments, faculty salaries, student:faculty ratios, student services, and facilities (see Figure PHE-15). Also, to the extent that changes in faculty composition—such as increases in part-time and non-tenure-track staff affect the quality of teaching and mentoring and the availability of tenure-track faculty as role models, they may affect undergraduate persistence, graduation rates, and the propensity to continue to graduate school. These consequences include a more stratified, less dynamic society and a more limited workforce available for generating knowledge and innovation in the economy.

Issues of attainment also have come to the fore. With a growing number of postsecondary students starting out at community colleges and intending to transfer, 2- and 4-year institutions need to work to improve transfer and articulation agreements and processes to facilitate smooth transfers.” Colleges and universities must make a commitment to the students they admit by supporting retention efforts so that students do not drop out of college with high debts and no degree.

Ensuring Adequate Funding for Public Higher Education

The federal government has a number of options that could help public institutions receive revenues that reflect the true costs of higher education:

- Design or expand federal matching programs that encourage increased state appropriations for higher education. For example, to encourage states to expand means-tested grant aid, the federal government could offer matching funds to states based on their funding of such programs.

- Reform the Medicaid program to slow the growth of state commitments that crowd out spending on higher education.”


" Kane and Orszag, 2003
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Create “Leani Grant Universities” through a federal “Learn Grant Act” as significant as the Morrill Act of 1862 and the GI Bill of 1944.

Enact a "Higher Education Millennium Partnership Act" that would integrate technology into the curriculum, create more flexible educational opportunities for part-time and nonresidential students, and develop new partnerships with schools, businesses, and local communities.'^

Create a “Millennium Education Trust Fund” using the sale of unused communications spectrum over the next few years (with proceeds possibly greater than $18 billion) to provide students with the skills necessary for an age of innovation.

Improving Access to Higher Education

In addition, the federal government can help the states improve access to higher education for all Americans through several actions:

• Focus national resources on improving the purchasing power of Pell awards.'*

• Increase flexibility for states to buy more subsidized loan eligibility from the federal government.'''

• Expand and restructure the LEAP program to allow private-sector matches from such organizations as Scholarship America and community foundations.'*

• Institute a voucher program that would give more money to students from low-income homes.'*

• Mandate that both public and private institutions use the average “net price” of attendance instead of the stated “sticker price” in all federal grant and loan programs to determine who qualifies for student-aid awards and how much they should be awarded. Using sticker prices as the official institutional “cost of attendance” misrepresents the actual average cost of attendance in most federal and state student-aid programs.'*

• Consider eliminating the Free Application for Federal Student Aid. Changing laws to permit the use of Internal Revenue Service data to assess qualification for financial aid can simplify processes, save hundreds of millions of dollars, and remove bureaucratic barriers to postsecondary access.'*

” Dickeson. 2004
'* Ibid
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Figure PIIK-1: Public Institutions Account for Nearly a Quarter of All Enrolled 4-Year Undergraduate Students.
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Source Sarah Turner Policy Implications of Changing Funding for Public Higher Education. Presentation to National Academies' Board on Higher Education and Workforce. April 2005

Figure PIIK-2A: Public 4-year and 2-year Colleges Knixill 70% of All Undergraduates.
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**Figure PIIE-2B:** In 2000, 15.5 million U.S. undergraduate students were enrolled in institutions.


---

**Figure PHE-3: National Trends.** Percent of 18 to 24 year olds enrolled in college shows a general upward trend. A steep slope in total enrollment started in 1955 and then in 1970 resolved into a shallower upward slope.
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Figure PIIIv3B: Projected Increases in College-Age Population Over the Next 25
deal's May Translate into Additional Expenses as Institutions Work to Create
Additional Capacity.
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Figure PHE-4: Instructional Expenses Are But 37% of Public-Institution Expenditures.

Figure 13. Expenditures of All Public Institutions, 2001
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Figure PHE-5: Student:Faculty Ratio Has Remained Fairly Stable at Public Institutions and Decreased at Private Institutions.
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Figure PHE-6A: Direct Government Support of Public Higher Education Has Steadily Decreased While Grant and Contract Sources Have Increased.

Figure 12. Revenue Sources for All Public Degree-Granting Institutions.
1980-81 to 2000-01
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Figure PHE-6B: Public and Private Institutions Have Access to Different Revenue Sources.
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Figure PHE-7: Medicaid Expenses Have Begun to Compete with State Higher-Education Appropriations.


Figure PHE-8A: Higher-Education Expenses Have Fallen as a Share of State Expenses in Parallel with Increases in Medicaid Spending.
Figure PHE-8B: State Appropriations for Higher Education Have Fallen as a Share of Personal Income, Also In Parallel with Increases in Medicaid Spending.


Figure PHE-9A: Average Published Tuition and Fee Charges Have Increased at Public and Private Institutions.


Figure PHE-9B: Decreases in Instructional Appropriations Precede Increases in Tuition and Fees at Public 4-Year Institutions.

Source: Sandy Baum. Changes in Pwu$figjbr Public Higher Erhcation:

Figure PHE-10: Pell Grant Expenditures Are Increasing, But Average Grant Size Has Not Changed Substantially Since 1981.


Figure PHE-11: The Federal Government is Responsible for a Significant Amount of School Funding Through Student Financial Aid.
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Figure PHE-12A: Federal Aid Awarded to Students Has Doubled Since 1993.
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Figure PHE-12B: Merit-Based Slate Grant Aid per Student Has Increased 4-Fold Since 1981.

Source: Sandy Baum. Changes in Funding for Public Higher Education; College Prices and Student Aid Presentation to National Academies’ Board on Higher Education and Workforce, April, 2005. Data are from College Board Trends in Higher Education Series, 2004.

Figure PHE-12C: The Volume of Unsubsidized Student Loans Has Increased Substantially.

Loan Dollars (in Billions)


Figure PHE-13: Purchasing Power of Pell Grant Has Decreased

Maximum PHI Grant as Percentage of Cost of Attendance at Public and Private Four-Year Colleges. 1981-82 to 2002-03.

Source: Sandy Baum. Changes in Funding for Public Higher Education;
Figure PHle-14A: Enrollment by Income: Transitions from High School to College Show Marked Difference for Low- and High-Income Families.
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Figure PHE-14B: Annual Loan Limits Reduce Borrowing Options for Students.
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Figure PHF>14C: Reduced I'an Purchasing Power and A'ilability\ Create a Differential Net Cost of Attendance as a Percentage of Family Income.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Income Quartile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Two-Year Colleges and Universities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SskI>' Baum. Changes in Funding for Public Higher Education:
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The United States has experienced a steadily growing influx of graduate students and postdoctoral scholars from throughout the world. International students now constitute more than a third of US science and engineering (S&E) graduate-student enrollments, up from less than a quarter in 1982. More than half the S&E postdoctoral fellows are temporary residents, half of whom earned a doctorate degree outside the United States. Including undergraduates, more than a half-million foreign citizens are studying at colleges and universities in the United States.

Many of the international students educated in this country choose to remain here after receiving their degrees. More than 70% of the foreign-born S&E doctorates who received their degrees in 2001 remained in the United States for more than 2 years, up from about half the 1989 doctorate recipients. These skilled migrants are an important source of innovation for the US economy.

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, caused drops in the numbers of international students applying to and enrolling in US graduate programs. In addition, other countries are developing their own systems of graduate education to recruit and retain more highly skilled students and professionals. In this environment of increased competition and reduced international mobility, the US education and research enterprise will have to readjust to be able to keep attracting the best students from home and abroad.
International exchanges of students and skilled professionals can benefit both the sending and receiving countries. Certainly, the United States S&E research enterprise depends critically on international students and scholars. Recommendations that various groups have made to maintain and enhance the ability of the United States to attract these highly skilled people include the following:

- Create new nonimmigrant visa categories exempted from the 214b provision for doctoral-level graduate students and postdoctoral scholars.
- Extend the validity of Visas Mantis security clearances for international students and scholars from the current 2-year limit to the duration of their academic appointments.
- Allow international students, scholars, scientists, and engineers to renew their visas in the United States.
- Implement a points-based immigration policy, similar to that of Canada or the United Kingdom, in which graduate education and S&E skills count toward obtaining citizenship.

The exchange of people and ideas across borders, accelerated in the last 2 decades by perestroika and the emergence of East Asia as a world economic power, has transformed institutions and individuals. Most countries today send brilliant young people to study abroad. Many of them stay and contribute in lasting ways to their adopted countries. And whether they stay, return home, or move on to a third country, they become part of a global network of researchers, practitioners, and educators that provides cultural and intellectual support for students and scholars whatever their origins.

Since World War II, the United States has been the most popular destination for S&E graduate students and postdoctoral scholars choosing to study abroad. With about 6% of the world’s population, the United States has been producing over 20% of the S&E PhD degrees.* International graduate students and postdoctoral researchers, many of whom stay in the United States after completing their studies, make substantial contributions to our society by creating and applying new knowledge.

The total number of S&E graduate students in US institutions has grown consistently over the last several decades, with an acceleration during the 1990s. These increases have taken place despite evidence that US graduate schools give preference to domestic applicants. Since the 1970s, the strongest inflow of graduate students has been from Asian countries. From 1985 to 2001, students from China, Taiwan, India, and South Korea earned more than half the 148,000...
science and engineering doctoral degrees awarded to foreign students, four times the number awarded to students from Europe.

The percentage of international students in US graduate schools has risen from 23.4% in 1982 to 34.5% in 2002 (see Figure IS-I). In 2002, international students received 19.5% of all doctorates awarded in the social and behavioral sciences. 18.8% in the life sciences. 35.4% in the physical sciences, and 58.7% in engineering. For doctorate-granting institutions, total enrollment of international S&E graduate students increased dramatically between 2000 and 2002. In 2002, 55.5% of international S&E graduate students were enrolled at Research I (R1) universities; R1s also enroll the highest proportion (26.0%) of international students (see Figure IS-2). Today, the total number of foreign citizens studying in US universities (including undergraduates) has passed the half-million mark.

A recent study further delineates the changing demographics of graduate students in US institutions.* In 1966, US-born males accounted for 71% of S&E PhD graduates, and 6% were awarded to US-born females; 23% of doctorate recipients were foreign-born. In 2000, 36% of doctorate recipients were US-born males. 25% US-born females, and 39% foreign-born. Among postdoctoral scholars, the participation rate of temporary residents has increased from 37.4% in

* Todd M Davis. 2003 Atlas of Student Mobility'. New York Institute of International Education

^ National Science Board. 2004. Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB 04-1), Arlington VA; National Science Foundation

%bid


* National Science Foundation. Survey of Graduate Students and Postdoctorates in Science and Engineering 2002. Arlington, VA National Science Foundation. 2004. Life sciences include biological sciences, agricultural sciences, and health fields, social sciences include psychology. and physical sciences include physics, chemistry, mathematics, computer science, and earth sciences
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1982 to 58.8% in 2002 (see Figure IS-3). Similarly, the share of foreign-bom facultv who earned their doctoral degrees at U.S universities has increased from 11.7% in 1973 to 20.4% in 1999. In engineering fields, the share increased from 18.6% to 34.7% in the same period.

Stay Rates of International (Graduate Students and Scholars)

Representation of foreign-bom scientists and engineers in U.S. S&E occupations varies by field, country of origin, economic conditions in the sending country, and when the PhD was awarded. In total, foreign-bom scientists and engineers were 22.7% of the U.S. S&E labor force in 2000, an increase from 12.7% in 1980. Foreign-bom doctorates were 37.3% of the U.S. S&E labor force, an increase from 23.9% in 1990.

One study found that 45% of international students from developing countries planned to enter the U.S labor market for a time, and 15% planned to stay permanently; another 15% planned to go to a third country. Another study showed that the stay rate of international doctoral scientists and engineers has increased steadily and substantially in the last decade. The file proportion of foreign-bom doctorates remaining in the United States for at least 2 years after receiving degrees increased from 49% for the 1989 cohort to 71% for the larger 2001 cohort.

Stay rates were highest among engineering, computer-science, and physical-science graduates. Stay rates also varied dramatically among graduate students from the top source countries—China (6%), India (86%), Taiwan (40%), and Korea (21%). Decisions to stay in the United States appear to be strongly affected by conditions in the students' home countries, primarily the unemployment rate, the percentage of the labor force that works in agriculture, and per capita GDP.

Costs and Benefits of International Mobility

Skilled migrants contribute to the U.S economy as technicians, teachers, and researchers and in other occupations in which technical training is desirable (see Table IS-1). Some research suggests that they generate economic gains by contributing to industrial and business innovation, resulting in a net increase in real wages for both citizen and immigrant workers. One study, for example, found that the immigration of skilled workers added to local skills rather than

National Science Board 2004 Science and Engineering Indicators 2003 (HSB04AX fid\inglon, V A National Science Foundation Appendix table 5-24 Available at http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/srs/seind02.\appendix\c5 \at05-24.xls


* Although international student is usually taken to mean a student on a temporary visa, the figures sometimes include students on both temporary and permanent visas to compensate for the large number of Chinese
students in the 1990s who became permanent residents by special legal provisions. This issue is discussed in greater detail by Finn (see next footnote), who finds the stay rate for those on temporary and permanent visas almost the same.

Michael G. Finn 2003 Slay Rates of Foreign Doctorate Recipients from US Universities, 2001, OakRidgeSci^e.T N: Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education. The stay rate was defined as remaining in the United States for at least 2 years after receipt of the doctorate, but Finn estimates that these rates do not fall appreciably during the first 5 years after graduation.


The authors' econometric analyses suggest that a 10% increase in the number of international graduate students would raise university patent grants by 6% and nonuniversity patent grants by 4%. The authors concluded that bureaucratic hurdles in obtaining student visas may impede innovation if they decrease the inflow of international graduate students.

Foreign-born and foreign-educated scientists and engineers have made a disproportionate number of "exceptional" contributions to the S&E enterprise of the United States. Since 1990, almost half the US Nobel laureates in science fields were foreign-born; 37% received their graduate education abroad. The large number of foreign-born scientists and engineers working in the United States who were educated abroad suggests that the United States has benefited from investments in education made by other countries.

Many people believe that emigration of technically skilled individuals often called a "brain drain" is detrimental to the country of origin. However, the concept of brain drain may be too simplistic inasmuch as it ignores the many benefits of emigration, including remittances, international collaborations, the return of skilled scientists and engineers, diaspora-facilitated international business, and a general investment in skills caused by the prospect of emigration.

As the R&D enterprise becomes more global, some observers propose that "brain drain" be recast as "brain circulation." Such a discussion would include issues of local resources: many countries lack the educational and technical infrastructure to support advanced education, so aspiring scientists and engineers have little choice but to seek at least part
of their training abroad, and in many instances such travel is encouraged by governments. Supporting the concept of brain circulation is the finding that ethnic networks developed in the Ignited States by international students and scholars help to support knowledge transfer and economic development in both the United States and the sending country.''

In other countries, migration for employment, particularly for highly skilled workers, remains a core concern. '*' European Union (EU) countries, especially those with developed S&K capacity, have implemented strategies to facilitate retention and immigration of the technically


P.E. Stephan and S.G. Levin 2005. “Foreign Scholars in US Science: Contributions and Costs.” In: Science and the University, eds Ronald Ehrenberg and Paula Stephan, Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press (forthcoming). The authors use six criteria to indicate “exceptional” contributions (not all contributions) in S&E; individuals elected to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and/or National Academy of Engineering (NAE), authors of citation classics, authors of hot papers, the 250 most-cited authors, authors of highly cited patents, and scientists who have played a key role in launching biotechnology firms.


Bogumil Jewsiewicki 2003 The Brain Drain in an Era of Liberalism, Ottawa, ON Canadian Bureau for International Education

Available at: http-7/econ-www.mit-edu faculty'downloadjxifphp?id“994-

OECD members countries include Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic. Denmark, Finland, France, Germany. Greece, Hungary. Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea. Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, the Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
skilled. Several Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries have relaxed their immigration laws to attract high-skilled students and workers.* Some are increasing growth in their international student populations and are encouraging these students to apply for resident status.

Point-based immigration systems for high-skilled workers, while not widespread, are starting to develop.® Cmiada, Australia, and New Zealand use such systems to recruit highly skilled workers. The United Kingdom has been doing so since 2001, and the Czech Republic set up a pilot project that started in 2004. In 2004, the European Union Justice and International Affairs council adopted a recommendation to facilitate the immigration of researchers from non-EU countries, asking member states to waive requirements for residence permits or to issue them automatically or through a fast-track procedure and to set no quotas that would restrict their admission. Also, the European Commission has adopted a directive for a special admissions procedure for third-world nationals coming to the EU to perform research.

Recent Trends in Graduate School Enrollment

Declines in international student applications for entry to US graduate school have stimulated considerable discussion and more than a few warnings that our national S&E capacity may have begun to weaken. In 2002, National Science Foundation noted a decrease in first-time full-time S&E graduate enrollments among temporary residents, by about 8% for men and 4% for women. At the same time, first-time full-time S&E graduate-student enrollment increased by almost 4% for US citizens and permanent residents — 15% for men and more than 12% for women (see Figure IS-1).

More recent surveys by the Council on Graduate Schools showed dramatic decreases in applications among international students for the 2003 academic year but much smaller decreases in admissions. Applications and admissions for domestic students did not change appreciably during this period, whereas enrollments decreased by 5%. These appear to be much smaller effects on applications for the 2004 academic year (see Table IS-2).

These declines were partly in response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, after which it became clear to everyone that the issuance and monitoring of visas are as important to graduate education as the training experience. Even more so, however, the declines reflect increasing global competition for graduate students amid the globalization of S&E education and research.

Rising Global Capacities for Higher Education

Given the fast-rising global tide of S&E infrastructure and training, it would be surprising
if the S&E education and research enterprise currently dominated by the United States did not begin to change into a more global network of scientific and economic strengths. Indeed, there is considerable evidence that that process has begun. Students have been leaving their home
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countries in search of academic opportunities abroad for thousands of years. For scientists and engineers, the trend gained importance with the rise of universities and the need for formal training unavailable at home. As early as the late 18th century, many Americans were drawn abroad to German universities to gain expertise in fast-growing new technical fields. In the following decades, that trend gradually reversed as US universities gained technical strength and attracted both faculty and students. US universities also benefited from an influx of educated refugees fleeing war-torn Europe during and after World War II.

Now, even while the United States can boast of 17 of the world's top 20 universities. the US share of the world's S&E graduates is declining rapidly. European and Asian universities have increased degree production while the number of students obtaining US graduate degrees has stagnated (see Figure IS-4). As countries develop knowledge-based economies, they seek to reap more of the benefits of international educational activities, including strong positive effects on GDP growth. Emerging economies have coupled education-abroad programs with strategic investments in S&E infrastructure — in essence pushing students away to gain skills and creating jobs to draw them back. Other countries, particularly in Europe, are trying to retain their best students and also to increase quality and open international access to their own higher educational institutions.

\"visa and Immigration Policy

A growing challenge for policymakers is to reconcile the flow of people and information with security needs. Policies and regulations, particularly those governing visas and immigration, can disrupt the global movement of individuals and therefore the productivity of
scientists and engineers. In turn, this can affect a nation's economic capabilities.

The repercussions of the terror attacks of September 11, 2001, have included security-related changes in federal visa and immigration policy. Other immigration-related policies relevant to international student flows are international reciprocity agreements and deemed export policies. Policy changes intended to restrict the illegal movements of an extremely small population have had a substantial effect on international graduate students and postdoctoral scholars already in the United States or contemplating a period of study here.

** W. I. Cohen 2001 East Asia atthi Center: Four Thousand Years of Engagement with the World New York: Columbia University Press

^ D. E. Stokes 1997, Pasteur's Quadrant: Basic Science and Technological Innovation, Washington DC: Brookings Institution, pp. 38-41. Stokes explains the effect of this export and re-importation of S&E talent on US universities: "This tide, which was at a flood in the 1880's, reflected the lack of an American system of advanced studies adequate to the needs of a rising industrial nation, and was a standing challenge to create one. The efforts to fill this gap in American higher education were generously supported by America's economic expansion, particularly by the fortunate individuals who had acquired great wealth in the decades after the Civil War, many of whom had gained a vision of what might be done from their studies in the German universities."

^ Shanghai's Jiao Tong University Institute of Higher Education Academic Ranking of World Universities. 2004. Available at: http://cd.sjlaedu.ca''rank''2004.'2004Nfam.htm. The ranking emphasizes prizes, publications, and citations attributed to faculty and staff, as well as the size of institutions. The Times Higher Education supplement also provides international comparisons of universities.
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Changes in visa and immigration policies and structures had a rapid and adverse effect on student mobility. Nonimmigrant visa issuance rates decreased, particularly for students (see Figure IS-5). Implementation of the student-tracking system, the Student and Knock Visitor Information System (SEMS), and enhanced Visas Mantis security screening led to closer scrutiny and longer times for visa processing, in some cases causing students to miss classes or to turn to other countries for their graduate training. After intense discussions between the university community and government agencies, some of these policies have been adjusted to reduce effects on student mobility (see Figure IS-6). However, unfavorable perceptions remain, and international sentiment regarding the United States and its visa and immigration processes is a lingering problem for the recruitment of international students and scholars.

To maintain its leadership in S&E research, the United States must be able to recruit the most talented people worldwide for positions in academe, industry, and government. Therefore, the United States must work to attract the best international talent while seeking to improve the mentoring, education, and training of its own S&E students, including women and members of underrepresented minority groups. This dual goal is especially important in light of increasing global competition for the best S&E students and scholars.

Federal actions that have been recommended include the following:

- Create new nonimmigrant-visa categories for doctoral-level graduate students and postdoctoral scholars, whether they are coming to the United States for formal educational or training programs or for short-term research collaborations or scientific meetings. The categories should be exempted from the 214b provision whereby applicants must show that they have a residence in a foreign country that they have no intention of abandoning.
- Allow international students, scholars, scientists, and engineers to renew their visas in the United States.
- Negotiate visa reciprocity agreements between the United States and key sending countries, such as China, to extend visa duration and to permit multiple entries.
- In the case of deemed export controls, clear students and scholars to conduct research and use equipment required for such research through the visa process.


"Statement and Recommendations on Visa Problems Harming America's Scientific, Economic, and Security
Implement a points-based immigration policy, similar to that of Canada or the United Kingdom, in which US graduate education and S&E skills count toward obtaining US citizenship.^^

International Students and Institutional Scholars in the United States
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Figure IS-1: Full-Time Science and Engineering Graduate Enrollments Increasing Among Domestic Students; First-Time Enrollments Stable or Decreasing for International Students.

National Science Foundation Survey of Graduate Students and Postdoctorates in Science and Engineering 2002.
Arlington, VA; National Science Foundation 2004 Enrollment numbers include medical fields.
Figure IS-2: International (vgraduate Students Enrolled Predominantly at Research Universities.
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The CGS enrollment numbers include all major S&E fields, as business, education, humanities and arts, and public administration and services. Thenon-S&E fields have 3 and 17% enrollment of international students CGS states.
“Institution type was a major differentiating variable in the enrollment of non-US students, reflecting the concentration of international students in doctoral programs in science and engineering.”

Figure IS-3: Over Half of Academic Postdoctoral Scholars Are Temporant Residents.

Total Postdoctoral Pool

3 Citizens and Permanent Residents
I Teir'toraIy Residents

-A- T en'toraIy Residents as % ofTotal
National Science Foundation. Survey of Graduate Students and Postdoctorates in Science and Engineering 2002. Arlington, VA: National Science Foundation 2004. Medical fields are included, but postdoctoral scholars with medical degrees (presumably acting as physicians) are excluded from the analysis.

Table IS-1: Foreign-Born Play a Large Role in S&L Enterprise as Measured by Those Hold S&K Positions; Most Foreign-Born in Mathematics or Computer-Science Jobs Requiring a Bachelor's or Master's Degree.

Number of Foreign-born in USS&K Occupations 2000

AIIS&E

KnirKering

Life Sciences

Mathematics

and

Computer

Physical

Sciences

Social

Sciences

All college-educated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Type</th>
<th>Starting Salary (in USD)</th>
<th>Average Salary (in USD)</th>
<th>Median Salary (in USD)</th>
<th>Total Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sciences Bachelor's</td>
<td>370,000</td>
<td>92,000</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>365,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>132,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>197,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciences Master's</td>
<td>291,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>146,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Degree</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table IS-2: Large Decrease in Applications and Admissions but More Limited Decrease In Knrollment for International (graduate Students between 2002 and 2003 Academic Year.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5,000</th>
<th>8,000</th>
<th>6,000</th>
<th>4,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral degree</td>
<td>135,000</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>46,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Science Board 2004 Science and Engineering Indicators. 2004 (NSB 04-1). Arlington, VA; National Science Foundation Chapter 3

Note: Data are from US Census 2000 5% Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) and include all S&E occupations other than postsecondary teachers, because field instruction was not included in occupation coding for the 2000 census.

§ In 2001, 57% of those who were foreign-born S&E doctorate holders were US citizens. National Science Board 2004 Science and Engineering Indicators, 2004 (NSB 04-1). Arlington, VA; National Science Foundation.
Heath Brown Council of Graduate Schools Finds Decline in New International Graduate Student Enrollment for the Third Consecutive Year. Washington, DC; Council of Graduate Schools. November 4, 2004
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Figure IS-4. I's Doctorate Production is Stagnating While Production in Other Countries, Particularly China, Is Increasing.
Not only are other countries increasing their St&E doctorate production, they are also attracting more international students. However, the United States may still be ahead in retaining students and attracting high-skilled workers.

- The number of foreign students on OECD campuses rose by 34.9% on average between 1998 and 2002 and by 50% or more in the Czech Republic, Iceland, Korea, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, and Sweden. In absolute terms, more than 450,000 new individuals crossed borders to study in an OECD country during this short period, raising the number of foreign students enrolled on OECD campuses to 1.781.000. Karme Tremblay 2004 “Links between academic mobility and immigration” Symposium on International Labour and Academic Mobility: Emerging Trends and Implications for Public Policy. Toronto. October 22.

- In 2000, the EU was ahead of the United States and Japan in the production of S&E graduates. As a proportion of PhDs per 1,000 population aged 25-34 years, the EU-15 had an average of 0.56, the United States had 0.48 and Japan had 0.24. However, the emigration of EU-15 S&E graduates is creating a restriction for European R&D. In the late 1990s, the European S&E workforce accounted for 5.4 per thousand workers vs 8.1 per thousand in the United States and 9.3 in Japan. European Commission. 2002. Towards a European Research Area. Science, Technology, and Innovation, Key Figures 2002. Brussels. European Commission, pp. 36-38. Available at ftp://ftp.cordis.lu/pub/indicatio/doctoral/indicators.pdf.

- Two independent estimates indicate that of the 60% of academic postdoctoral scholars who hold temporary visas, about four-fifths have non-US doctorates, which means that half of all US academic postdoctoral scholars have non-US doctorates. Of postdoctoral scholars on temporary visas, almost 80% had earned their PhDs outside the United States. Of those with non-US PhDs, the highest number came from China (25%), followed by India (11%), Germany (7%), South Korea (5%), Canada (5%), Japan (5%), the UK (4%), France (4%), Spain (2%), and Italy (2%). The United States is benefiting from an inflow of postdoctoral scholars who have received graduate support and training elsewhere.

Figure 18-5: Visa Issuance Rates for Students and Exchange Visitors are Back to Pre-9-11 levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Musical Year</th>
<th>Refusal Rate</th>
<th>Adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A steep decline in visa issuances began in 2001 and continued through 2003. J-visa issuances, mostly to Europeans, followed roughly the same pattern, with a larger rise in the 1990s and a smaller downturn after 2001. To date, the downturn has reflected an increased denial rate more than a decreased application rate. As seen in the figure, the refusal rate for J-visa applicants rose steadily from 2000 through 2003. The adjusted refusal rate for F-visa applicants peaked in 2002. In 2004, denial rates had decreased considerably and were approaching 1999 levels.

Figure IS-6: The Isas Mantis System Overitrad Has Been erconie, and O'er 80% of Clearance Decisions Are Now Made in Tnder 30 Days.

In 2002, a new antiterrorist screening process called Visas Condor was added for nationals of 1’S-designated states sponsors of terrorism that initially overloaded the Security Advisory Opinion (SAO) interagency process and slowed N’lantis clearances The problem of extended waiting times for clearance of ncHiimmigrant visas as flagged by \4anlis has for the most part been addressed successfully By August 2004. the proportion of Visas M antis visitors cleared within 30 days has risen substantially, and fewer than 15% took more than 30 days.

The VTsas Mantis process is triggered when a student or exchange-visitor applicant intends to study a subject covered by the Technology Alert List (TAL). The express purpose of the TAL, originally drawn up as a tool for preventing proliferation of weapons technology, is to prevent the entry of “goods, technology, or sensitive information” through such activities as “graduate-level studies, teaching, conducting research, participating in exchange programs, receiving training or employment” Initially, Mantis procedures were applied on entry and each re-entry to the Ignited States for persons studying or working in sensitive fields. In 2004, SAO clearance was extended to 1 year for those who were returning to a US government-sponsored program or activity and performing the same duties or functions at the same facility or organization that was the basis for the original N’tis authorization. In 2005, the US Department of State extended the validity of Marais clearances for F. J. H. L. and B visas categories

’^Countries designated sectiwi 306 in 2005: Iran, S’Tia, Libya, Cuba, North Korea, and Sudan. See http /'travel siate.gov /visa’temp’mfo/mfo_l 300.html


The Visa Mantis preram was established in 1998 and applies to all nonimmigrant visas, including student (F), exchange-visitor (J), tempewary-worker (H), inlracompany -transferee (L), business (B-1), and ccunst (B-2).
Clearances for F visas are valid for up to 4 years unless the student changes academic positions. 
H. J. and L clearances are valid for up to 2 years unless the visa holder's activities in the United States change.


Appendix 2

Existing High-Skilled Immigration Policies in OECD Countries

Migration for employment particularly for highly skilled workers, remains a core concern for OECD member countries. EU countries, especially those with developed S&E capacity, have implemented strategies to facilitate retention and immigration of the technically skilled. Several OECD countries have relaxed their immigration laws to attract high-skilled students and workers. Some are increasing growth in their international-student populations and encouraging these students to apply for resident status.

(1) Points-Based Immigration for High-Skilled Workers
Points systems, while not widespread, are starting to develop. Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom use such systems to recruit highly skilled workers. The Czech Republic set up a pilot project that started in 2004. In 2004, the EU Justice and International Affairs council adopted a recommendation to facilitate researchers from non-EU countries, which asks...
member states to waive requirements for residence permits or to issue them automatically or through a fast-track procedure and to set no quotas that would restrict their admission. Permits should be renewable and facilitate reunification. The European Commission has adopted a directive for a special admissions procedure for third-world nationals coming to the EU to perform research. This procedure will be in force in 2006.

- Canada has put into place a points-based program aimed at fulfilling its policy objectives for migration, particularly in relation to the labor-market situation. The admission of skilled workers depends more on human capital (language skills and diplomas, professional skills, and adaptability) than on specific abilities. Canada has also instituted a business-immigrant selection program to attract investors, entrepreneurs, and self-employed workers.

- Germany instituted a new immigration law on July 9, 2004. Among its provisions, in the realm of migration for employment, it encourages settlement by high skilled workers, who are eligible immediately for permanent residence permits. Family members who accompany them or subsequently join them have access to the labor market. Like Canada, Germany encourages the immigration of self-employed persons, who are granted temporary residence permits if they invest a minimum of 1 million euros and create at least 10 jobs. Issuance of work permits and residence permits has been consolidated. The Office for Foreigners will issue both permits concurrently, and the Labor Administration subsequently approves the work permit.

[*^* Unless otherwise noted, policies listed are from an overview presented in. OECD. 2005. Trends in International Migration: 2004 Annual Report Paris: Organisatiwi for Economic Co-operation and Development

^ OECD members countries include Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, the Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.


^ Applicants can check online their chances to qualify for immigration to Canada as skilled workers. A points score is automatically calculated to determine entrance to Canada under the Skilled Worker category. See. Canadian Immigration Points Calculator Web site at http://www.workpermit.com/canada/points_calculator.htm.
The UK Highly Skilled Migrant Programme (HSMP) is an immigration category for entry to the UK for successful people with sought-after skills. It is in some ways similar to the skilled migration programs for entry to Australia and Canada. The UK has added an MBA provision to the HSMP. Eligibility for HSMP visas is assessed on a points system with more points awarded in the following situations:

- Preference for applicants under 28 years old.
- Skilled migrants with tertiary qualifications.
- High-level work experience.
- Past earnings.

In a few rare cases, HSMP points are also awarded if one has an achievement in one's chosen field.

One may also score bonus points if one is a skilled migrant seeking to bring a spouse or partner who also has high-level skills and work experience.

Australia encourages immigration of skilled migrants, who are assessed on a points system with points awarded for work experience, qualifications, and language proficiency. Applicants must demonstrate skills in specific job categories.

(2) Business Tunnel

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) has instituted the Business Travel Card Scheme designed to liberalize trade and stimulate economic growth. The scheme facilitates travel for business people traveling for short periods to participating countries (in 2004, APEC had 16 member countries, including China). Travel is possible between participating countries after submission of a single application, which is filtered by the applicant's home country and forwarded to all the participating countries for precertification. Cardholders are checked against police records in their own country as well as against warning lists in participating countries. Approved travelers get cards valid for 3 years that provide special access to fast-track lanes at airports. In 2004, there were over 5,000 cards in circulation.

(3) Student M.sns Many OECD countries are determined to attract a larger number of international students. In addition to developing special programs and streamlining application processes, some countries have signed bilateral agreements while others have decided to offer job opportunities to graduates.

- Canada Students no longer require study permits for stay's of less than 6 months.
- France Since 1999, it has been possible to obtain a 3- to 6-month visa for short-term studies without registration.
ork Penults for Inteniatlonal Students and Spouses

- Canada: A new off-campus work program allows international students at public postsecondary institutions to work off campus, extending the previous policy enacted earlier in 2005 that allowed students to work on campus while in Canada on a student visa.

  • Germany: Since 2003, international students have been allowed to work 180 half-day per year with a work permit.
  
  • Austria: Since 2003, students can work half-time to finance their studies.

(5) Fcmiit to Stay after (traduation to Find a Job

- Canada: As of May 16, 2005, a new policy allows certain students to work in their field of study for up to 2 years after graduation. Previously, international students were allowed to stay only 1 year after graduation to work in Canada.

- Germany: International students may remain in Germany for 1 year after the end of their studies to seek employment.

- Foreign students at UK universities graduating from specific engineering, physical-science and mathematics courses are now permitted to stay in the UK for 1 year after graduation to take up employment.® The Science and Engineering Graduate Scheme was launched on October 25, 2004, and is now fully operational. It is a new immigration category that allows non-European Economic Area nationals who have graduated from UK higher or further education establishments in certain mathematics, physical-sciences and engineering subjects with a 2.2 degree or higher to remain in the UK for 12 months after their studies to pursue a career. Only those who have studied approved programs are eligible to apply to remain under the scheme, the scheme was first announced in the UK 2003 Budget as an incentive to encourage foreign students to study in these fields in the UK and to be an asset to the workplace after graduation by relieving the shortages of engineering, physical-science and mathematics graduates in the
 Applicants must

- Have successfully completed a degree course with second-class honours (2.2) or higher, a Masters course or PhD on the relevant list of Department for Education or Skills-approved physical-science, mathematics, and engineering courses at a UK institution of higher or further education,
- Intend to work during the period of leave granted under the scheme,
- Be able to maintain and accommodate themselves and any dependents without recourse to public funds.
- Intend to leave the UK at the end of their stay (unless granted leave as a work-permit holder, high skilled migrant, business person, or innovator).


** UK Home Office “Working in the UK” Web page. Available at: http://www.workingintheuk.gov.uk/working_in_the_uk/'ea'homepageschtenies_and_programmesgraduates_le_students.html

The scheme was highlighted in Sir Gareth Roberts’ review, “The Supply of People with Science, Technology, and Engineering Skills” (see http://www.kent.ac.uk/’stm&’research-gc roberts-transferable-skills/roberts-recommendations.doc) that the UK was suffering from a shortage of engineering, mathematics and physical science students at universities and skilled workers in the labor market. This shortage could do serious damage to the UK’s future economic growth. There is currently a reported shortage in sectors such as research and development and financial services for mathematics, science, and engineering specialists.
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This paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Achieving Balance and Adequacy
The complementary goals of balance and adequacy in federal funding for science and technology require both diversity and cohesion in the nation’s R&D system.

Diversity fosters creativity, creates competition among people and ideas, brings new perspectives to problems, and fosters linkages among sectors. Cohesion helps ensure that basic research is not squeezed out by more immediate needs and that the highest quality research is supported.

Federal actions that could improve the balance of federal science and technology (FS&T) funding include the following:

- Create a process in Congress that examines the entire FS&T budget before the total federal budget is aggregated into allocations to appropriations committees and subcommittees.

- Establish a stronger coordinating and budgeting role for the Office of Science and Technology Policy to promote cohesion among federal R&D agencies.

- Maintain the diversity of FS&T funding in terms of sources of funding, performers, time horizons, and motivations.

- Balance funding between basic and applied research and across fields of research to stimulate innovative cross-disciplinary thinking.

- Protect funding for high-risk research by setting aside a portion of the R&D budgets of federal agencies for this purpose.

- Maintain a favorable economic and regulatory environment for capitalizing on research – for example, by using tax incentives to build stronger partnerships among academe, industry, and government.

- Encourage industry to boost its support of research conducted in colleges and universities from 7% to 20% of total academic research over the next 10 years.

Two important goals can help policymakers judge the adequacy of federal funding for FS&T. First, the United States should be among the world leaders in all major areas of science. Second, the United States should maintain clear leadership in some areas of science. The recent doubling of the budget of the National Institutes of Health and other recent increases in R&D funding acknowledge the tremendous
opportunities and national needs that can be addressed through science and technology. Similarly, opportunities exist in the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, computer science, environmental science, and the social and behavioral sciences — fields in which federal funding has been essentially flat for the last 15 years.

Among the steps that the federal government could take to ensure that funding for science and technology is adequate across fields are these:

- Increase the budget for mathematics, the physical sciences, and engineering research by 1.2% a year for the next 7 years within the research accounts of the Department of Energy, the National Science Foundation, the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and the Department of Defense.

- Return federal R&D funding to at least 1% of US gross domestic product.

- Make the R&D tax credit permanent to promote private support for research and development, as requested by the Administration in the FY 2006 budget proposal.

Support for a new interdisciplinary field of quantitative science and technology policy studies could shed light on the complex effects that scientific and technological advances have on economic activities and social change.

V Century of Science and Technology

In 1945, in his report Science— The Endless Frontier, Vannevar Bush proposed an idea that struck many people as far-fetched. He wrote that the federal government should fund the research of scientists without knowing exactly what results the research would yield in a way that flatly contradicted the US government's historical practice.

Despite the misgivings of many policymakers, the US government eventually adopted Bush's idea, and the resulting expansion of scientific and technological knowledge helped produce a half-century of unprecedented technological progress and economic growth. New technologies based on increased scientific understanding have enhanced our security, created new industries, advanced the fight against disease, and produced new insights into ourselves and our relationship with the world. If the 20th century was America's century, it also was the century of science and technology.

Since 1950, the federal government's annual support for research and development (R&D) has grown from less than $3 billion to more than $130 billion — more than a 10-fold expansion in real terms. Today, about 1 in every 7 dollars in the federal discretionary budget goes for R&D. Performers of federal R&D include hundreds of colleges and universities and many thousands of private companies, federal laboratories, and other nonprofit institutions and laboratories. These institutions produce not only new knowledge but also the new generations of scientists and engineers who are
responsible for a substantial portion of the innovation that drives changes in our economy and society.

Major priorities within the federal R&D budget have shifted from the space race in the 1960s to energy independence in the 1970s to the defense buildup of the 1980s to biomedical research in the 1990s. In the 1990s, the nation’s R&D system also began to encounter challenges that it had not faced before. The end of the Cold War, an acceleration of economic globalization, the rapid growth of information technologies, new ways of conducting research, and very tight federal budgets led to thorough re-evaluations of the goals of federal R&D. Though Vannevar Bush’s vision remains intact, the R&D system today is much more complex, diversified, and integrated into society than would have been imagined 60 years ago.

In this decade, the challenges to the R&D system have intensified. Intenational competitors are now targeting service sectors, including R&D. Just as they have targeted manufacturing sectors in the past. Global development and internationalization, new trade agreements, and the rapid flow of capital are reshaping industry so quickly that policymakers barely have time to respond. Similarly, workplace technologies and demands change so quickly that workers must be periodically retrained to remain competitive, throughout modern economies, advantages accrue to individuals, governments, and companies that are adaptable, forward-looking, knowledgeable, and innovative.

At the beginning of the 21st century, the United States stands at a crossroads. The only way for this nation to remain a high-wage, high-technology country is to remain at the forefront of innovation. Achieving this goal will require that the nation remain a leader in the scientific and technological research that contributes so heavily to innovation.

Achieving Balance in Federal Science and Technology Funding

Federal funding for science and technology in the United States historically has
been balanced along several dimensions — between research and development, between defense and nondefense R&D, between academic and nonacademic R&D performers, and so on. Much of this balance arises in a de facto manner from the independent actions of a wide range of array supporters and performers. But some is the consequence of explicit policy decisions by the executive and legislative branches.

In the 1995 report Allocating Federal Funds for Science and Technology), a committee of the National Research Council laid out five broad principles designed in part to help the federal government achieve the proper balance of R&D funding:

- Make the allocation process more coherent, systematic, and comprehensive.
- Determine total federal spending for federal science and technology based on a clear commitment to ensuring US leadership.
- Allocate funds to the best projects and people.
- Ensure that some scientific and technical advice guides allocation decisions.
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- Improve federal management of R&D activities.

The report recommended that

- the President present an annual comprehensive FS&T budget, including areas of increased and reduced emphasis. The budget should be sufficient to serve national priorities and foster a world-class scientific and technical enterprise.

- Departments and agencies make FS&T allocations based on clearly articulated criteria that are congruent with those used by the Executive Office of the President and by Congress.

- Congress create a process that examines the entire FS&T budget before the total federal budget is disaggregated into allocations to appropriations committees and subcommittees.

- The President and Congress ensure that the FS&T budget is sufficient to allow the United States to achieve preeminence in a select number of fields and perform at a world-class level in other major fields.
ITie Executive Branch responded by providing, as part of the President’s budget submission, an analysis of the FS&T budget that encompasses federal funds spent specifically on scientific and technological research programs, the development and maintenance of the necessary research infrastructure, and the education and training of scientists and engineers. In addition, the White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) issue a joint budget memorandum that articulates the President’s goals for the upcoming budget year to aid them in the preparation of agency budgets before submission to OMB.

Analysis of this budget reveals trends in the support of scientific and technological research that the broader category of R&D observes. For example, in the president’s FY 2006 budget request, federal R&D would be up 1% from $53 billion to $532.3 billion. But FS&T would be down 1%, from $61.7 billion to $60.8 billion (see Figures R&D-1 and R&D-2). (The director of OSTP has pointed out that it can be misleading to compare proposed budgets with enacted budgets because the latter can contain funds specified by Congress for research projects that were not included in the President’s budget.)

Congress has not yet adopted a process that entails an overall consideration of the scientific and technological research supported by the federal government. Subcommittees in both the House and Senate still consider portions of the federal R&D budget separately without deliberations or hearings on the broad objectives of S&T spending. At a minimum, the use of a common budget classification code could allow Congress more easily to address science and technology programs in a unified manner.


* John Marburger. speech to the 20th Annual AAAS Forum on Science and Technology Policy. April 21, 2005.
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C)\rall consideration of the FS&T budget could reiterate the importance of basic research and of diversity among research supporters and performers. Especially when budgets are tight, basic research can be displaced by the more immediate needs of applied research and technologies’ development. In fact, less than half of all federal R&D funding is allocated for basic and applied research (see Figure R&D-F). The FS&T budget has increased since 2000, but these increases are primarily due to increases in funding of the
National Institutes of Health (NTH). Non-defense related R&D funding has been stagnant in recent years (see Figure R&D-4). Recently, the FS&T budget has been declining since the charge to double NIH funding has been completed (sec Figure R&D-5). Recent Department of Defense (DOD) budgets offer another example – over the last decade, the resources provided for basic research by the DOD have declined substantially.* Recent trends show that while defense R&D budgets have been increasing overall, the amount of resources allocated to science research in DOD is decreasing (see Figure R&D-6). This lack of support for basic research could have major consequences for the development of necessary future military capabilities.

Allocating Federal Funds for Science and Technology also recommended that:

- R&D conducted in federal laboratories focus on the objectives of the sponsoring agency and not expand beyond the assigned missions of the laboratories. The size and activities of each laboratory should correspond to changes in mission requirements.

- FS&T funding generally favor academic institutions because of their flexibility and inherent quality control and because they link research to education and training in science and engineering.

- FS&T budget decisions give preference to funding projects and people rather than institutions. That approach will increase the flexibility in responding to new opportunities and changing conditions.

- Competitive merit review, especially that involving external reviewers, be the preferred way to make awards, because competition for funding is vital to maintain the high quality of FS&T programs.

- Evaluations of R&D programs and of those performing and sponsoring the work also incorporate the views of outside evaluators.

- R&D be well managed and accountable but not micromanaged or hobbled by rules and regulations that have little social benefit.

Diversity cannot be an excuse for mediocrity. People, projects, and institutions need to be reviewed to ensure that they are meeting national needs in science and technology. Open competition invoicing evaluation of merit by peers is the best-known mechanism to maintain support for the highest-quality projects and people. Quality also can be maintained by knowledgeable program managers who have established external scientific and technical advisory groups to help assess quality, and to help monitor whether agency needs are being met.

Possible actions for the federal government to maintain the diversity and balance of federal funding for science and technology include the following:

- Create a process in Congress that examines the entire FS&T budget before the total federal budget is aggregated into allocations to appropriations committees and subcommittees.

- Establish a stronger coordinating and budgeting role for the OS'l'P to promote cohesion among federal R&D agencies.

- Maintain the diversity of FS&T funding in terms of sources of funding, performers, time horizons, and motivations.

- Balance funding between basic and applied research and across fields of research to stimulate innovative cross-disciplinary thinking.

- Protect funding for high-risk research by setting aside a portion of the R&D budgets of federal agencies for this purpose.

- Maintain a favorable economic and regulators' environment for capitalizing on research— for example, by using tax incentives to build stronger partnerships among academe, industry, and government.

- Encourage industry to boost its support of research conducted in colleges and universities from 7% to 20% of total academic research over the next 10 years.

Achieving Adequacy in Federal Science and Technology Funding

Given the importance of maintaining balance and diversity in the FS&T budget, the next logical question is. What is the appropriate magnitude of federal support for science and technology?

In 1991, the Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine developed Committee on Criteria for Federal Support of Research and Development. 1995,


of Medicine established two broad goals to guide federal investments in science and technology:*  

- File U:\nitcd States should be among the world leaders in all major areas of science. Achieving this goal would allow this nation quickly to apply and extend advances in science wherever they occur.

- The United States should maintain clear leadership in some areas of science. The decision to select a field for leadership would be based on national objectives and other criteria external to the field of research.

These goals provide a way of assessing the adequacy of federal funding for science and technology. Being world class across fields requires that the United States have the funding, infrastructure, and human resources for researchers to work at the frontiers of research. Eminent in fields relevant to national priorities requires that policymakers choose specific areas in which to invest additional resources.

An important way of measuring leadership and pre-eminence in fields and subfields of research is benchmarking of US research efforts against those in other countries. Experiments with benchmarking have demonstrated that data can be gathered fairly readily for analysis. Benchmarking analyses then can be converted into funding guidance that takes into account the activities of other research performers (including industry and other countries) and the inherent uncertainties of research.

Responding to abundant opportunities and national priorities in science and technology, the federal government has increased R&D funding substantially in recent
years. From 1990 to 2002, inflation-adjusted investment by the federal government in academic research went up 66%.* Increases in total R&D have been especially dramatic in the last few years because of increases for defense weapons development, the creation of homeland-security R&D programs, and the effort to double the budget of NIH.

However, as a percentage of GDP, R&D has fallen from 1.25% in 1985 to about 0.75% today, and a continuation of current trends will compound this decline into the future (see Figure R&D-7). Compared with the European Union, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and Japan, US federal R&D expenditures as a share of GDP are declining (see Figure R&D-8). Sweden, Finland, Japan, and Korea all invest a larger percentage of their GDP in R&D than the United States (see Figure R&D-9). In the president's FY 2006 budget request, most R&D programs would drop in real terms, and overall expenditures for R&D would fail to keep pace with inflation for the first time in more than a decade." Funding for all three multiagency R&D initiatives –


National Science Board Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB M-OI). Arlington Virginia National Science Foundation, 2004
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Networking and Information Technology R&D, the National Nanotechnology Initiative, and the Climate Change Science Program – would drop in FY 2006. Furthermore, with record-breaking budget deficits and new federal obligations ranging from the war in Iraq to the expansion of Medicare to pay for prescription drugs, prospects for outyear increases in R&D are dim.

The doubling of the NIM budget from 1998 to 2003 implicitly acknowledged that the rate of return on additional federal investments in science and technology is very high. Similar opportunities exist in the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, computer science, environmental science, and the social and behavioral sciences – fields in which federal funding has been essentially flat for the last 15 years (see Figure R&D-
Mieroelectronies, biotechnology, information technology, systems analysis, alternative fuels, robotics, nanotechnology, and many other research areas all have the potential to transform entire industries. Even such seemingly esoteric fields as cosmology and elementary particle physics could reveal new aspects of matter that not only could have practical implications but will inspire future generations of scientists, engineers, and mathematicians.

In addition, increases in funding of fields outside the biomedical sciences can pay dividends by complementing the tremendous advances occurring in molecular biology. Much of the recent progress in the health sciences has been underpinned by earlier achievements in mathematics, the physical sciences, and engineering. Deciphering the human genome, for example, was heavily dependent on advancements in robotics and computers, and development of modern imaging machines was made possible to a great extent by advances in engineering and mathematics.

The federal government could take several steps to ensure that funding for science and technology is adequate across fields:

- Increase the budget for mathematics, the physical sciences, and engineering research by 12% a year for the next 7 years in the research accounts of the Department of Energy, the National Science Foundation, the National Institute for Standards and Technology, and the Department of Defense.

- Return federal R&D funding to at least 1.6% of the US GDP.

- Minimize earmarks in science and technology funding because these types of research requests diminish the funding available for competitive merit-reviewed research.

- Provide a tax credit to corporations that fund basic research in science and technology at our nation’s universities.

- Make the R&D tax credit permanent to promote private support of R&D, as requested by the Administration in the FY 2006 budget proposal.


Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy, 2003.
Innovation has become more important than capital or labor in boosting economic productivity, but the course and effects of innovation are much harder to predict and understand. New technologies can spread rapidly through a society, transforming multiple areas of economic activity and in turn triggering further innovations. The prime example is information technology, which has had a dramatic and accelerating influence on manufacturing, the provision of services, and other economic activities.

Intensive study of innovation as an engine of economic growth and social change in an extremely complex social context could provide guidance for policymakers and other leaders. For example, is the current federal support of science and technology appropriately balanced across fields? What would be the effects if federal R&D were returned to its historical high as a share of GDP?

Another important topic for research is the organization of the federal agencies that support R&D. New organizational models could be explored, performance metrics developed, and approaches tested.

Options for the federal government include the following:

- Support the development of a new interdisciplinary field of quantitative science and technology policy studies that could work to predict the effects of specific science and technology projects on the world’s economies and workforces,“^”

- Support research to examine the organization models of R&D agencies and potential changes in practices and structures.
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Figure R&D-1: Funds for Basic Research are Declining at Most Federal Research Agencies.
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Figure R&D-2: Funds for Applied Research, as Well as for Facilities and Equipment, Are Declining at Most Federal Research Agencies.
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Figure R&D-3: Less Than Half All Federal Research and Development Funding Is Allocated for Science and Research.
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Funding concepts In FY 2P04 budget propoeal
An alternative method of calculating technology investment uses the federal science and technology (FS&T) budget. It encompasses the funds spent specifically on research programs, research infrastructure, education, and scientific training but excludes funds for development of technologies.

Source: National Science Board. Science and Engineering Indicators 2004 (NSB 044)1). Arlington, Virginia National Science Foundation. 2004. Figure 4-12.
Selected Trends in Nondefense R&D, FY 1976-2006

In billions of constant FY 2005 dollars


Figure R&D-5: The Federal Science And Technology’ (FS&T) Budget Has Increased Since 2000, but These Increases Are Due Primarily’ to Increases in NIH. The FS&T Budget Is Declining Since NIH Budget Doubling Has Ceased.
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Figure K&D-6: Recent Trends in Funding Have Shown That while Defense R&D
Budgets Have Been Increasing Overall, the Amount of Resources Allocated to
Science Research in the Department of Defense Is Increasing.

m billions of constant FY 2005 dollars

Source: American Association for the Advancement of Science. Chart: Trends in Defense R&D: FY 1976*

Figure R&D-7: Federal R&D Funding as a Share of GDP Has Been Declining, while Industry’ Funding Has Recently Begun to Decrease.

Figure 4-5

R&D share of GDP: 1963-2002
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Figure R&D-8: Compared with the European Union, the OECD, and Japan, US
R&D Expenditures as a Share of GDP Are Declining.

Figure 1.2. Trends in R&D intensity. 1995*2003
GERD as a percentage of GDP
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Figure R&D-9: Sweden, Finland, Japan, and Korea Are Investing a Larger Percentage of Their GDP in R&D than the United States.

R&D investments: US, Asia-Pacific and EU

Gross expenditure on R&D as % GDP

Source: Organistlion for Economic Cooperation and Development. Mam Science and Technology Indicators. June 2005
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Figure R&D-IO: Recent Federal Research Funding for All Fields Is Stagnant. Although funding for the Life Sciences Increased Greatly in the Past, for Many Fields the Level of Funding Has Remained Roughly the Same, in Constant Dollars, for 30 Years.


This paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

The Productivity of Scientific and Technological Research

Innovation the process of converting inventions, ideas, or concepts into commercial products or processes—has always been a convoluted process, but today it is becoming even more difficult to understand and predict. Seemingly minor developments can have major consequences, producing a nonlinearity that defies forecasting. Developments in one field can heavily influence other fields, creating multidisciplinary networks of cause and effect. New ideas can come from anywhere in the production process, not just from the basic research that traditionally has been seen as the driver of innovation. In such a fluid, interconnected system, policymakers need to create the optimal environment for innovation and then stand back and let the system do its job.

The effectiveness of scientific and technological innovation depends on many factors in research organizations, including the management and review of research programs, the policies and procedures that apply to those programs, and the broader
environment and culture of research. Federal options to improve this effectiveness include the following:

The Research Environment and Culture

- Increase the size and duration of project awards so that researchers spend more time doing research and less time ensuring that their research is supported.
- Increase the diversity of the individuals and organizations doing research.
- Fund risky projects that could dramatically advance an area of research or open new research frontiers.
- Develop a new digital cyberinfrastructure to make the best use of rapidly expanding databases and multidisciplinary collaborations.
- Expand funding for merit-reviewed, cross-disciplinary, collaborative research centers.

Program Management and Review

- Ensure that federal agencies include research programs in their strategic plans and that they evaluate the success of those programs in performance reports.
- Evaluate research in terms of quality, relevance, and leadership. For basic research, include assessments of the historical value of basic research in contributing to national goals.
- Evaluate how well research programs develop human resources and the quality, relevance, and leadership of the programs.
- Establish a formal process to identify and coordinate areas of research that are supported by multiple agencies, and designate a lead agency for each such field.

Administrative Policies and Procedures

- Develop a new framework for the development of policies, rules, regulations, and laws affecting the partnership between the federal government and the institutions that perform research.
• Raise the cap on reimbursement of indirect costs to reflect the costs to universities of conducting research.

• Expand and enhance the Federal Demonstration Project to enroll more institutions and heighten the visibility of this important initiative.

The Research Environment and Culture

Because innovation does not have a single obvious pathway to success, much depends on the environment and culture that make innovation possible. These factors range widely across social, administrative, and technological dimensions. The social factors include such considerations as commitment, collaboration, communication, the treatment of multiple viewpoints, workplace diversity, and the willingness to take risks. Administrative factors include salaries, benefits, workplace conditions, the availability of sabbaticals, and travel funding. Technological factors include technical support, training, access to high-speed computing and communications. Information services, and so on.

Each of these environmental and cultural dimensions can itself be the subject of innovation. This is most obvious with regard to information technology. To take just one example, a Web site called InnoCentive (www.innocentive.com) now allows companies to post R&D problems online and offer scientists financial rewards for solutions.

The consequences of innovation extend into the social and administrative spheres. For example, increasing the number of women in the biomedical sciences helped focus attention on women's health issues, with corresponding increases in research in these areas. Similarly, funding researchers at different stages in their careers and at different types of institutions can expand the range of viewpoints brought to bear on a problem.

The federal initiatives that could improve the research environment and culture are unlimited. Among those suggested are the following:

• Increase the size and duration of project awards so that researchers spend more time doing research and less time ensuring that their research is supported (see Figures RP-1 and RP-2).

• Increase the diversity of the individuals and organizations doing research.

• Fund risky projects that could dramatically advance an area of research or open new research frontiers.
• Develop a new digital cyberinfrastructure to make the best use of rapidly expanding databases and multidisciplinary collaborations.

• Expand funding for merit-reviewed, cross-disciplinary, collaborative research centers.

• Collect the best practices and attributes of federal agencies and research performers and disseminate this information widely.

• Develop a common electronic grant-application system that combines the best features of current systems and can be used by all researchers and all federal agencies.

Program Management and Review

In an era of innovation, the innovation process itself needs to be the subject of research and development. Federal policies that influence scientific and technological research and the commercialization of that research need to be continually re-examined and improved. Valuable sources of insight include international comparisons, the results of small-scale experiments, lessons from other sectors of the economy, and clear, data-based thinking.

One useful way to improve the effectiveness of research programs is by setting goals for those programs and then monitoring the ability of programs to achieve those goals. This was one of the aims of the 1993 Government Performance and Results Act (GPR.A), which was designed to encourage greater efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability in federal programs and spending. The act required federal agencies to set strategic goals for at least a 5-year period and then measure their success annually in meeting those goals.

For agencies that support research activities, implementing GPR.A has presented many challenges. Applied-research programs, whether conducted by federal agencies or private companies, have desired outcomes that are directly related to agency or company missions. Evaluating such programs is therefore relatively straightforward. A series of milestones that should be achieved by particular times can be established, and periodic reporting can indicate progress toward those milestones.

Nut National Science and Technology Council, Business Models Subcommittee, “Comments from the Request for Information”


RP-3
But the usefulness of new basic research is inherently unpredictable, although history abundantly demonstrates the tremendous value of basic research, the practical outcomes of such research can seldom be identified while the research is in progress. Furthermore, misuse of measurements for basic research could lead to strongly negative results. Measuring this research on the basis of short-term relevance, for example, could be very destructive to quality work.

For both basic and applied research, there are meaningful measures of quality, relevance to agency goals and intended users, and contributions to world leadership in the relevant fields. These measures can be regularly reported, and they represent a sound way to ensure that the country is getting a good return on its research investments. A full description of an agency's goals and results should contain an evaluation of all research activities and their relevance to an agency's mission.

Evaluating basic research requires substantial scientific or engineering knowledge. Evaluating applied research requires, in addition, the ability to recognize its potential applicability to practical problems, which typically requires input from potential users. Expert review should be used to assess both basic-research and applied-research programs. A balance must be achieved between having the most knowledgeable and the most independent individuals serve as reviewers.

Pluralism is a major strength of the US research enterprise. But better communication among agencies would enhance opportunities for collaboration, keep important questions from being overlooked, and reduce inefficient duplication of effort. Identifying a single agency to serve as the focal point for particular fields of research could bring needed cohesion to the federal research effort. In some cases, it may make sense to adopt the model used at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), in which the desired end product or technology is defined before research begins, so that research teams can coordinate their efforts to solve the problem.

To improve the effectiveness of federal research and development programs, the federal government could:

- Ensure that federal agencies include research programs in their strategic plans and that they evaluate the success of those programs in performance reports.

- Evaluate research in terms of quality, relevance, and leadership. For basic research, include assessments of the historical value of basic research in contributing to national goals.

- Evaluate how well research programs develop human resources and the quality, relevance, and leadership of the programs. If federal research activities do not continue to produce a flow of well-educated scientists and engineers, the capability of an agency to fulfill its mission will be compromised and the knowledge learned and technology developed will be lost.
Establish a formal process to identify and coordinate areas of research that are supported by multiple agencies. A lead agency should be identified for each such field, and that agency should be responsible for ensuring that coordination occurs among the agencies.

Ibid
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Institute and experiment with innovative ways of managing research, such as establishment of long-term research goals, very large management structures, multidisciplinary teams, and a focus on technology transfer (these are some of the approaches that have met with considerable success at OVRPA).^
boards, and environment, health, and safety management.

As the administrative demands on universities have increased, these institutions have had to pay for an increasing percentage of indirect costs that are not covered under the 26% cap. As a result, universities have had to shift funds to cover administrative costs from other sources, including tuition, endowments, or state appropriations. Eventually, this cost shifting will be detrimental to the health of these institutions, resulting either in less research, higher tuitions, or reduced services to students.

A more flexible and responsive relationship between federal agencies and universities could help control the administrative costs of research. In 1986, the program now known as the Federal Demonstration Partnership (FDP) was established to examine.


streamline, and reduce the burdens of grant administration. The goals of the FDP are to standardize terms and conditions across federal agencies, simplify the prior-approval process, and streamline award distribution — for example, the FDP is doing a long-term study of institutional burdens related to the OMB circulars. Extending the FDP to colleges with less involvement in federal research awards would help disseminate best practices among federal agencies and institutions of higher education.

Among the actions the federal government could take to reduce the administrative burden on the performers of research are the following:

• Use the “Principles of the Federal Partnership with Universities in Research” developed by the NSTC to provide a framework for the development of new policies, rules, regulations, and laws affecting the government-university partnership.

• Raise the cap on reimbursement of indirect costs to reflect the costs to universities
of conducting research.

- Expand and enhance the FDP to enroll more institutions and heighten the visibility of this important initiative.

- Streamline and align the grant-administration process across agencies to the extent that is consistent with agency needs: all agencies should use uniform terms and conditions for all research and research-related project grants.
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Figure RP-1: The Average Length of an NSF Research Grant Has Increased Recently but Is Still Less Than 3 Years.

The Average Duration of Awards for Research Grants will be 3.0 Years.
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Figure RP-2; NSF Reached Its Average Annualized Award Size Goal for 200-, but It Is Only $140,000 per Year.

NSF will Increase the Average Annualized Award Size for Research Grants to $139,000.
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This paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Investing in High-Risk and Breakthrough Research

Summaries

If processes for awarding research grants are too risk-averse, innovative research projects that could lead to future breakthroughs in science and technology may never be funded. To avoid
over-cautious R&D funding, recent reports and new programs have focused on three critical areas: adequate funding for basic, discovers-oriented research; independent research funding for young investigators; and funding for individuals who propose visionars' research.

Among the federal actions that have been proposed to encourage high-risk research are the following:

- Reallocate 3% of all federal-agency R&D budgets toward grants that invest in novel, high-risk, and exploratory research.

- Establish a program at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to promote the conduct of innovative research by scientists transitioning into their first independent positions.

- Within NIH, continue to explore programs, such as the Pioneer Awards, to increase funding for high-risk, high-benefit biomedical research.

Support High-Risk Research

Besides favoring older investigators, the current peer-review system can tend to drive award decisions toward conservative research that is based on precedent and is consensus-oriented. As a result, public funding for research can gradually shift from investments in bold, transformational discovery to much more incremental research.

The Council on Competitiveness proposes in the 2004 report Innovate America: Thriving in a World of Challenge and Change that the nature of discovery-focused research creates a need for government support. However, federal research support since the Cold War has become more conservative, focusing on short-term, incremental, low-risk goals. Outside the government, the council believes that risk-based investments are also needed to promote innovation. Investors tend to focus on short-term profits and are unwilling to accept the risks that come with investing in a long-term research project (see Figure HRR-1). The report recommends the following:

- Reallocate 3% of all federal-agency R&D budgets toward grants that invest in novel, high-risk, and exploratory research.

- Provide a 25% tax credit for early-stage investments of at least $50,000 through qualified angel funds.
In the United States, NIH has, through its Roadmap initiative, also begun to seed more innovative, high-risk research. ‘The past two decades have brought tremendous scientific advances that can greatly benefit medical research.’ the Roadmap argues. ‘While progress will continue into the foreseeable future, human health and well-being would benefit from accelerating the current pace of discoveries.’ One way to achieve this goal is to support scientists of exceptional creativity who propose highly innovative approaches to major contemporary challenges in biomedical research.

NIH has traditionally supported research projects, not individual investigators. However, complementary means might be necessary to identify scientists with ideas that have the potential for high impact, but that may be too novel, span too diverse a range of disciplines, or be at a stage too early to fare well in the peer review process.’ As part of this initiative, NIH has created the NIH Director’s Pioneer Awards ‘to encourage creative, outside-the-box thinkers to pursue exciting and innovative ideas about biomedical research.’ The first Pioneer Awards were granted in 2004.

To revitalize frontier research capable of providing breakthroughs, the federal government could

• Within NTH, continue to explore programs, such as the Pioneer Awards, to increase funding for high-risk, high-impact biomedical research.

The National Science Board, at the National Science Foundation (NSF), is also discussing this issue. In 2004, an ad hoc Task Group on High-Risk Research was formed, which recommended that a formal Task Force on Transformative Research be established under the Committee on Programs and Plans. Additionally, the ad hoc Task Group noted that there is no formal definition of “high-risk” or “transformative” research, so there is no way to adequately determine how much support NSF is providing to such projects, but there are several reasons to begin doing so. The formal committee is researching these and other questions, and a report is expected within 2 years.

The European Commission (EC), meanwhile, has focused part of its R&D funding on seeding high-risk research. Under its Sixth Framework Programme (FP6), the EC has established a New and Emerging Science and Technology (NEST) program at €215 million to “support unconventional and visionary research with the potential to open new fields for European science and technology as well as research on potential problems uncovered by science.”

^ Council on Competitiveness. 2004


Foster Innovation through Young Investigators

While peer review provides a high-integrity process sheltered from political forces, evidence suggests that it tends to favor both established investigators and investigators, new or continuing, who build on established research lines. As a result, young investigators have difficulty establishing themselves as independent researchers, which can have a variety of negative consequences for establishing careers, ensuring an adequate research workforce, and bringing fresh insights and ideas to the research enterprise. Indeed, recent research indicates that the age at which great innovations are produced has increased by about 6 years over the 20th century. and the loss of productivity at earlier ages is not compensated for by increased productivity after early middle age (see Figure HRR-2). The risk is that competence and productivity can be honored to the point where they become the “enemies of greatness”.

The current system tends to emphasize the number of papers published and can overlook whether important problems are being tackled. Because requests for grant funds from new investigators are evaluated on the basis of “preliminary” results”, most funded research becomes constrained to well-worn research paths, which for new investigators often means the research they previously pursued when they were postdoctoral fellows in established laboratories. In short, innovation can become the victim of a system that has become too risk-averse.

Because of the difficulties facing new investigators, the median age at which investigators receive their first research grant from NIIl. for example, had crept up to 42 years in 2002. This raises the concern that new investigators are being driven to pursue more conservative research projects instead of high-risk, high-reward research that can significantly advance science. Also, young investigators can end up focusing much of their attention on others’ research, forfeiting the special creativity that they may bring to their own work (see Figure HRR-3).

The same considerations apply to work funded by the Department of Defense (DOD). The need for new discoveries and innovation argues for substantial involvement of university researchers. Yet some younger university researchers in the expanded fields of interest to the DOD are discouraged by difficulty in acquiring research support from the department.

To address these needs, the federal government could;

- Establish a program at NTM to promote the conduct of innovative research by scientists
transitioning into their first independent positions. These research grants would replace the existing collection of K22 awards and would provide sufficient funding and resources for promising scientists to initiate independent research programs and allow for increased risk-taking during the final phase of these efforts. The program should make 200 grants annually of $50,000 each, payable over 5 years. Each award would provide funding for 2 years of postdoctoral training support while the awardee develops an independent research program and 3 years of support as a fully independent researcher.*


HRR-3

Establish aid implement uniformly across all the NIH institutes a New Investigator RO1 grant. The “preliminary results” section of the application should be replaced with “previous experience” to be appropriate for new investigators and to encourage higher-risk proposals or scientists branching out into new areas. This award should include a full budget and have a 5-year term. NTH should track New Investigator RO1 awardees in a uniform manner, including their success on future RO1 applications.

Encourage, through IX)D funding and policies for university research, participation by younger researchers as principal investigators.*


National Research Council Assessment of Department of Defense Basic Research, 2005
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ss. 2005
Note: Data is from The National Institutes of Health, Office of Extramural Research. See;
http://grants. nih.gov/grants/oer .him
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Figure 11RR-3C: Success Rates and Proportion of Young Investigators Applying for Grants Are Higher at NSF, which Has CAREER - A Special Grants Program for Early-Career Researchers, as well as Specific Program Guidance and Portfolio Balance Measures.
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This paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety
of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Ensuring That the United States Is at the Forefront in Critical Fields of Science and Technology

Summary

As concerns over the declining competitiveness of some US industries emerged in the 1980s, policies and programs were put into place with the goal of enabling new ideas particularly those created through federal support to be commercialized more quickly.

These policies and programs have taken a number of forms. They have included support for R&I partnerships among companies and between industry and government, support for R&D activities in small companies, programs to support academic research in areas of interest to industry, policies to encourage commercialization of inventions made by federal laboratories and those made by academic researchers with federal support, initiatives to coordinate federal R&D in areas of interest to several agencies, and the creation of private-sector advisory committees concerned with the future international competitiveness of particular industries.

Some of these programs have attracted controversy. For example, the Advanced Technology Program (ATP), having survived several attempts to eliminate it, was not appropriated funds for new awards in FY 2005. Others have continued and expanded or have made a variety of transitions for example, from government-supported to privately funded.

Federal actions that have been proposed include the following:

New Policies and Initiatives

- Create interdisciplinary discovery-innovation institutes to bring together research, education, and practice around the solution of major societal problems.

- Create a program of "Innovation Acceleration" grants to stimulate high-risk research through a set aside of 3% of agency R&D budgets.

- Create a National Institute of Innovation to provide venture capital for innovative startups.

- Expand industry-led roadmaps for R&D priorities.

' See the ATP Web site's "Update for 2005". www.atpnist.gov/atp'05coniphtni
• launch a large new initiative to develop the computational science base and the necessary broad infrastructure (such as networks) and domain-specific tools for research and education enabled by information technology across the various fields of science, engineering, and medicine.

• Establish centers for production e.veellcnce and Innovation Extension Centers to improve the capabilities of small and medium-sized enterprises.

Modifications of Existing Policies and Programs

• Make improvements to the Small Business Innovation Research program, including bridges between phase 1 and phase 11 funding, increased phase II funding relative to phase I funding, and regular assessments across agencies.

• Restore .VfP funding including die ability to support new .awards to die average level of recent years.

• Make improvements in .ATP, including streamlining the application process and widening the window for funding, better integrating .ATP w ith other programs, and focusing some funding in thematic areas.

• Have such agencies as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, and the Intenial Revenue Service consider launching industry-university collaborative research centers to benefit the services industries.

• Re-examine and amend the Bayh-Dole .Act to encourage collaboration among university licensing offices, thereby promoting economic development.

I'he Krdrral Ctovoninirnt us \'rlnluro Capitalist

Illic Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) .and Small Business Technology Transfer (SITR) programs have sought to encourage the innovative activities of small businesses. SBIR was established in 1982 and sets aside 2.5 “ b of the extramural R&D budgets of the largest federal science agencies for funding R&D by small businesses; it currently runs at over $1 billion per year. Table EL-1 shows the overall trend. SBIR encompasses three phases: feasibility, development, and commercialization. SBIR has been reviewed and evaluated a number of times over the course of its existence.’ The National Research Council is currently undertaking a new assessment of the program.*
STTR was established in 1992 to encourage small businesses to partner with research institutions in R&D and commercialization.


Although there has been debate over the years about the impacts of these programs and the appropriate evaluation metrics, past assessments have been positive overall. Political support also has been very strong, with a number of technical changes having been recommended and enacted over the years.

Possible federal actions to improve and extend these programs include the following:

• Bridge the funding gap between phase I and phase II awards provided by the SBIR program.*

• Increase the number of phase II SBIR awards at the expense of phase I awards.^

• Regularly assess SBIR program results and compare with the Department of Defense (DOD) Fast Track results, and assess the costs and benefits of better integrating SBIR awards in the development of "clusters" around universities and technology parks.*

• Create a National Institute of Innovation that would provide venture capital for innovative startup companies to smooth the peaks and valleys of private-sector
venture-capital flows.’ A similar idea, called the Civilian Technology Corporation, was proposed by a National Academies committee some years ago.”

The Advanced Technology Program and Other Consortia

Partly as a response to Japan’s success in benefiting from industrial consortia in such areas as steel and semiconductors. Congress passed the National Cooperative Research Act in 1984. This legislation limited potential antitrust liabilities in order to encourage corporate R&D consortia.

With the launch of SEMATECH in 1987, the US government moved to actual financial support for collaborative industrial R&D. SEMATECH was founded as a partnership between US semiconductor companies and the DOD. In the succeeding years, as the US semiconductor industry regained competitive strength, the federal contribution to SEMATECH was gradually reduced and then eliminated.” The consortium, now named International SEMATECH, includes countries based in Europe, Korea, and Taiwan in addition to those based in the United States.

ATP was established in 1988 as a program of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). ATP supports collaborative research among companies. The program has operated at a level of $150 million to $200 million per year in recent years.
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As mentioned above, the FY 2005 budget included funds to continue existing projects but
no money to fund new proposals. Figure EL-2 shows how ATP funding has fluctuated over the years. ATP also supports an extensive program of evaluation and research which has supported work at the National Academies and the National Bureau of Economic Research. \\

Possible federal actions to derive advantage from government-industry partnerships and industrial consortia include the following:

- Create “Innovation Acceleration” grants to stimulate high-risk research. These grants would be supported through a set aside of 0.3 of agency R&D budgets.

- Restore the support of ATP and its ability to fund new projects to the level of recent years.

- Streamline and shorten the ATP application process and timeline.

- Give applications from single companies parity with those from Joint ventures or consortia.

- Extend the window for ATP award applications, accelerate the decision-making process for awards, and extend the period in which awards can be made.

- Retain the debriefing process for unsuccessful ATP applicants.

- Concentrate a significant portion of ATP awards in selected thematic areas.

- Coordinate ATP with SBIR and national initiatives.

- Establish a regular outreach program within NIST to coordinate ATP awards with matching grants by states.

- Pass legislation that would allow industries to form self-organizing investment boards that would raise funds through a “lax” on sales of their products in order to support R&D on common problems.

University-Based Centers

Federally supported university-based centers constitute a category of programs that support collaborative (usually interdisciplinary) research between universities and industries.

See the ATP web site, www.alp.nist.gov/factsheets/l-a-1 hlm


industries, nice include such programs as the engineering Research Centers (ERCs). Science and Technology Centers (STCs). and Industry-University Cooperative Research Centers (IULCRCs) of the National Science Foundation (NSF). Other agencies, such as the Department of Transportation and the Department of Energy (DOE), also support university-based centers. These programs are generally awarded on a continuing basis with renewal reviews at fixed periods. NSF support for individual STCs phases out after 11 years, while other center programs are funded longer. Leveraged support from industry is generally required, the level of which varies by program.

The NSF eTorts have the longest track record. For example, the ERCs program was established in 1985. The program itself is occasionally evaluated internally and by an external contractor using surveys, bibliometric analysis, and other methods. These evaluations generally show that a large percentage of industry participants derive benefits from participation, including knowledge transfer and the ability to hire students. In the time when the STCs program was being considered for renewal, a National Academies committee recommended that the program continue. Figure E1-3 shows how the various NSF centers programs fit into the overall funding picture.

Options for federal action include the following:

- Establish a new, large, multiagency centers program. In a preliminary report released for public comment earlier this year, a committee of the National
• Academy of Engineering proposed to create a program of interdisciplinary discovery-innovation institutes on research-university campuses. The institutes would bring together research, education, and practice around the solution of major societal problems. Multiagency federal support for the institutes would build to several billion dollars per year, to be supplemented by support from industry, states, and nonprofits.

• Establish centers in agencies that have not supported centers in the past. Federal mission and regulatory agencies with primary responsibility for the service industries—such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Communications Commission, and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)—should consider funding academic research in ways that encourage greater participation by the services industries.
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C'oilaboraln e Research and Development Agreements

Another mechanism for government-industry collaboration is a collaborative and development agreement (CRADA), 'Ilie Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1986 allowed federal laboratories to enter into CRADA. As with private companies, ilie legislation has been amended several times and covers most agencies. Hie National Aeronautics and Space Administration has a separate authority under the 1958 Space Act.
and the 1989 National Space Policy.”

As of FY 2001, there were 3,603 active CR.ADs, 80 “of which involved the IX(1), DOE. or D1111S.”

CR.ADs can range from focused collaboration on a specific technology to large programs, such as FreedomCAR, a successor to the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) CR.AD.A between the IX3E and the big three automakers.” PNGV was reviewed by a standing National Academies committee.” Although the research made impressive technological progress, only with the recent rapid rise in gasoline prices are advanced technologies for high-fuel-economy vehicles becoming a competitive factor in the marketplace.

The Bayh-Dole Act

The Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, which allowed universities to own and license patents of university inventions (even inventions supported by federal funds), ushered in an explosion of university patenting and licensing activity.” There is broad recognition that Bayh-Dole has encouraged a variety of university-industry collaborations and small-firm startups. Figures E1-4 and E1-5 show how industry support for university research and university licensing income has gone up. There has been continuing research and debate on the ultimate impacts.”

Calls to amend or rethink Bayh-Dole have come from several quarters in recent years. Some companies and universities have found it difficult to work out the intellectual-property aspects of collaboration.” There also have been cases in which


university intellectual-property rights might have impeded the flow of a superior medical treatment to the market, to the detriment of public health.

Possible options for federal action include the following:

• Evaluate and amend the Bayh-Dole Act to promote collaborations between university technology-transfer offices, local community colleges, local economic-development planning agencies, federal laboratories, select managers of venture funds, and industry leaders. This would respond to the increasing pressure on university technology-transfer specialists to become stewards of their regional economic development. Cooperative Economic Development Agreements (CEDAs) can accomplish this goal.

(omissions and Councils on Specific Industries and Technologies)

Over the years, a number of national advisor’s bodies have been set up to develop policy ideas and recommendations affecting specific industries. These bodies have sometimes taken on science and engineering issues as a central part of their work. The National Advisor’s Committee on Semiconductors, which operated in the late 1980s and early 1990s, is one example. A more recent example is the Commission on the future of the United States Aerospace Industry. A follow-up effort, the National Aerospace Initiative, has sought to involve the relevant agencies in the development of technology roadmaps for the industry.

The President’s Information Technology Advisor’s Committee, which was disbanded in June 2005, issued a final report recommending that federal agencies change the way they fund computational science and calling on the National Academies to lead a roadmapping effort. Several years ago, an advisor’s committee to NSF recommended the launch of an effort to boost cybersecurity for research enabled by information technology.

Possible options for federal action include the following:

• Make coordinated, fundamental, structural changes that affirm the integral role of computational science in addressing the 21st century’s most important problems, which are predominantly multidisciplinary, multiagency, multi-sector, and collaborative. To initiate the required transformation, the federal government, in
partnership with academe and industri>', must create and execute a multidecade

“Avital Bar Shalom and Robert Cook-Deegan, "Patents and Innovation in Cancer Therapeutics: Lessons from CellPro,” The Kilbank Quarterly ^0(XXccmhcx 2002);637-76, iii-iv.

Clovia Hamilton. "University Technology Transfer and Economic Development: Proposed Cooperative 
Available at www.ila.doc.gov ul"acrospace/3erospacecommissionKinalRcpon-pdf 
Academies Press, 2004

“President's Information Technology Advisory Committee, Computational Science: Ensuring America ’s 

^ BKic-Ribbon Advisor)' Panel cm Cy'berinfrastrurecture, Revolutionizing Science and Engineering Throug 
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roadmap directing coordinated advances in computational science and its 
applications in science and engineering disciplines.

• Commission the National Academies to convene one or more task forces to 
develop and maintain a nnnultidecade roadmap for computational science and the 
fields that require it with a goal of ensuring continuing Its leadership in science, 
engineering, the social sciences, .and the humanities.

• Direct the NSF to establish and lead a large-scale, interagency, and internationally 
eXordinated .Advanced Cyberinfrastrouelure Program to create, deploy, and apply 
cberinfrastrurecture in ways that radiealls' empower all scientific and engineering 
research and allied education. Sustained new NSF funding of SI billion per year 
is required to achieve “critical mass” and to leverage the necessary coordinated 
oinvestment from other feder.al agencies, universities, industrv , ;md international 
sources required to empow er a revolution.'''

Manufacturing and Innosatiun Kxlenion

Tlic Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) program of NIST was 
established in 1989 and now comprises about 350 nonprofit MEP centers that collectively 
receive a little over Sl00 million annually from NIS f." 'I he centers have been
successful in attracting support from states, industry, and other entities.

Several recent recommendations for federal action are related to manufacturing technology and extension services:

- Establish a program of Innovation Extension Centers to enable small and medium-sized enterprises to become first-tier manufacturing partners.\(^*\)

- Create centers for production excellence that include shared facilities and consortia.\(^**\)

\(^*\) Ibid

Sec the NIST web site, [www.mep.nist.gov/about-mep/about.html.](http://www.mep.nist.gov/about-mep/about.html)


\(^\) Ibid
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Figure KL-1: Small-Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Funding, by Type of Award: FY 1983-2001. SBIR has Grown Steadily over the Years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Total Phase I</th>
<th>Phase II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(feasibility)</td>
<td>(main phase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure EL-2: Summary of ATP Awards, by Source of Funding: 1990-2004. The ATP Program Has Been Controversial and Has Fluctuated In Size as a Result


Figure EL-3: Centers as a Percentage of the NSF Research and Related Account.
Figure EL-1: Industry Support of Science and Engineering Research at US Colleges and Universities. Industry Support Has Increased Steadily since Bayh-Dole.


Figure EL-5: License Income to North American Universities and Research Institutes. Licensing Income Has Grown.

Fiscal Year

Sound policies rest on a solid foundation of information and analysis. The collection and analysis of data have become key components of the innovation system.

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, policy-makers expressed a growing interest in assessments and international comparisons of critical technologies. This interest was prompted by the rapid (and unexpected) emergence during the 1980s of Japanese companies in high-technology fields, such as microelectronics, robotics, and advanced materials. Policy-makers proposed that regular efforts to identify the technologies likely to underlie future economic growth and to assess the relative international standing of the United States in those technologies would yield information useful for making investment decisions.

Today, a number of government and private groups undertake a variety of technology assessments that enhance our understanding of America's relative standing in specific science and engineering fields. More detailed and innovative measures could provide important additional information on the status and effects of scientific and technological research.

Recommendations for federal actions in these areas include the following:

International Benchmarking of US Research Fields

• Establish a system to conduct regular international benchmarking assessments of US research to provide information on the world leadership status of key fields and subfields of scientific and technological research.

Critical Technologies

• Establish a federal office that would coordinate ongoing private and public assessments of critical technologies and initiate additional assessments where
Data Collection and Dissemination

- Mandate that the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy prepare a regular report on innovation that would be linked to the federal budget cycle.

- Provide the National Science Foundation (NSF) Division of Science Resources Statistics (SRS) with resources to launch a program of innovation surveys.

- Ensure that research and innovation survey programs, such as the NSF R&D survey, incorporate emerging, high-growth, technology-intensive industries, such as telecommunications and biotechnology, and industries across the service sector—financial services, transportation, and retailing, among others.

Science and Technology International Benchmarking

As part of the technology and international-competitiveness debates of the 1980s and 1990s, several initiatives were launched to assess national capabilities in specific fields of science and engineering. Many of the early assessments looked at Japanese capabilities and were performed by US or international panels. In the late 1980s, the Japan Technology Evaluation Center started as an interagency federal initiative managed by S.AIC; it evolved into an NSF-contracted center at Iowa State University of Maryland and is now an independent nonprofit known as the WTEC, Inc. WTEC assessments cover a variety of countries and fields and are undertaken on an ad hoc basis. They are funded by the federal agencies most interested in the specific field being assessed.

A 1993 National Academies report recommended that the world leadership status of research fields be evaluated through international benchmarking. A follow-up report that reviewed three benchmarking experiments (mathematics, immunology, and materials science and engineering) concluded that the approach of using expert panels could yield timely, accurate “snapshots” of specific fields. The report also suggested that benchmarking assessments be conducted every 3-5 years to capture changes in the subject fields. Figure I-1 illustrates one such assessment.

The factors considered most important in determining LIS leadership status, on the basis of all the international benchmarking experiments, were human resources and graduate education, funding, innovation process and industry, and infrastructure.

In addition, the Bureau of Industry and Security of the US Department of Commerce undertakes assessments of the US industrial and technology base in areas
considered important for national defense.* These assessments often take into account international competitiveness.


^ Sec the WTEC. Inc., website. www.wtcc.org'wclcomc.hun.


■ See www.bis.doc.gov/defenseindustrialbaseprograms/osies.T)efkJaiketResearchRpts'Default.htm

Possible federal action includes the following:

- Establish a system to conduct regular international benchmarking assessments of US research to provide information on the world leadership status of key fields and subfields of scientific and technological research.

An example of the potential utility of this information is shown in Figures UT-2 to UT-5 which show funding and innovation process metrics for nanotechnology.

Critical Technology

In 1990, Congress mandated that a biennial review be conducted of America's commitment to critical technologies deemed essential for "maintaining economic prosperity and enhancing the competitiveness of the US research enterprise". The legislation required that the number of technologies identified in the report not exceed 10 and include the most economically important civilian technologies expected after the decade following the report’s release with the estimated current and future size of the domestic and international markets for products derived from the identified technologies.
However, the exact definition of critical technologies was not included in the legislation.

The Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) prepared National Critical Technologies Reports (NCTR) to Congress in 1991, 1993, 1995, and 1998. The content of and methods used to prepare the NCTR reports varied throughout the decade. The 1995 report, for example, identified seven 'technology categories' (energy, environmental quality, information and communication, living systems, manufacturing, materials, and transportation), which were divided into 27 'technology areas'. Figure 1.T-6 illustrates the NCTR analyses for materials research. Each of the 27 areas was identified on a competitive scale ranging from lagging to leading, and each area was then compared with Europe and Japan.

Over the 1990s, the RAND Corporation played an increasingly important role in the preparation of the NCTR reports. RAND assisted with the background research for the 1993 report and was a co-author of the 1995 report with OSTP. The 1998 critical-technologies report was prepared by RAND with little involvement of OSTP. This report, which refocused the study specifically on input from the private sector, identified five critical sectors of technology: software, microelectronics and telecommunications.


National Critical Technologies Panel 1995
Wagner and Popper. 2003, p. 120
"ibid
technologies, advanced manifacturing materials, and sensor and imaging technologies.

After the release of the 1998 report, the legal requirement for OSTP to prepare the NCTR was removed.

Those involved in the NCTR process point out that federal agencies and state and local governments used the reports as a basis for policy-making. However, the NCres did not appear to have had a formal effect on US federal policy toward technology development. For example, the NCTRs did not lead to the creation of anx' large cross-agency technology initiative. Nanotechnology was not a focus of the final 1998 NC'I'R, but OSTP started work around that time on discussions that would culminate in the creation of the National Nanotechnology Initiative several years later.

In addition to the NC'R's, several other public and private efforts to identify critical technologies in both the defense and civilian arenas were undertaken during the 1990s by such groups as the US Department of Defense and the Council on Competitiveness. More recently, several government agencies have expressed interest in assessing international capabilities in militarily critical technologies. Also, a number of countries are engaged in periodic assessments of critical technologies and international capabilities.

Possible federal actions include the following:

- Establish a federal office that would coordinate ongoing private and public assessments of critical technologies and initiate additional assessments where needed.
- Analyze the technology forecasting and foresight activities of other countries to identify where such activities could provide useful input to policy processes.

Data on Research and Innovation

The adequacy of measures and statistical data to inform policy-making remains a concern of the science and technology policy community. For example, during the 1990s, information technologies were widely deployed throughout the US economy and played a major role in a surge of US innovation. Yet this process was captured poorly, if at all, by traditional indicators of research and innovation. Except for statistics on final R&D spending, patents, and some aspects of science and engineering education, innovation-related data are extremely limited.


Neal Lane and Thomas Kalil, “The National Nanotechnology Initiative Present at the Creation”. Issues in Science and Technology 21(Summer 2005): 49-54

See the Military Critical Technologies website, www.dtic.mil/mctll
Among the steps the federal government could take to improve data collection and analysis are the following:

- Miuidate that OSTP prepare a regular report on innovation that would be linked to the federal budget cycle. The goal of the report would be to give the government and the public a clear sense of how federal support for R&D fits into the larger national economic system and how both are linked to an increasingly international process of innovation.

- Provide the NSF SRS with resources to launch a program of innovation surveys. SRS should work with experts in universities and public institutions that have expertise in a broad spectrum of related issues. In some cases, it may be judicious to commission case studies. NSF also should build its internal capacity to resolve the methodologic issues related to collecting innovation-related data.

- Ensure the collection of information needed to construct data series of federal science and technology (FS&T). NSF needs to continue to collect additional data items that are readily available in the defense agencies and expanded collection of civilian data that would permit users to construct data series on FS&T expenditures in the same manner as the FS&T presentation in the president's budget documentation.

- Overhaul the field-of-science classification system to take account of changes in academic research, including interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research. It has been some 3 decades since the field-of-science classification system has been updated, and the current classification structure no longer adequately reflects the state of science and engineering fields. OMB needs to initiate a review of the Classification of Fields of Science and Engineering, last published as Directive 16 in 1978. The SRS could serve as the lead agency for this effort that must be conducted on a government-wide basis. NSF should engage in a program of outreach to the disciplines to begin to develop a standard concept of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research, and on an experimental basis it
should initiate a program to collect information from a subset of academic and research institutions.

- Redesign NSF’s industrial R&D survey.* file redesign should begin by assessing the IIS survey against the international ‘standard’ – the definitions promulgated through the Frascati Manual from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. The redesign also should update the industry questionnaire to facilitate an understanding of new and emerging R&D issues, enhance the program of data analysis and publication, revise the sample to enhance coverage of growing sectors, and improve the collection procedures to better involve and educate the respondents.

21
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• Ensure that research and innovation survey programs, such as NSF’s R&D survey, incorporate emerging, high-growth technology-intensive industries, such as telecommunications and biotechnology, and industries across the service sector – financial services, transportation, and retailing, and others.* Also, survey programs should collect information at the business-unit level of corporate activity rather than on a firm as a whole, and geographic location detail should be collected.

• NSF should increase the analytic value of its data by improving comparability and linkages among its data sets and between its data and data from other sources, such as the US census.*

• SRS should develop a long-term plan for its Science and Engineering Indicators publication so that it is smaller, more policy focused, and less duplicative of other SRS publications.* SRS also should substantially reduce the time between the reference date and data release of each of its surveys to improve the relevance and usefulness of its data.
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Nanotechnology Innovation Process: The Number of US start-ups is Stagnating.
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This paper summarizes readings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Ensuring That the United States Has the Best Environment for Innovation

Summaries

A number of recent reports have raised concerns about the United States’ long-term ability to sustain its global science and engineering (S&E) leadership. They argue that erosion of this leadership threatens our ability to reap the rewards of innovation in the form of higher incomes and living standards, better health, a cleaner environment, and other societal benefits.

Certainly, the leadership position the United States has maintained in research and the creation of new knowledge since World War II has been an important contributor to economic growth and other societal rewards. However, a look at US history and some contemporary international examples shows that leadership in research is not a sufficient condition for gaining the lion’s share of benefits from innovation. A favorable environment for innovation is also necessary. The environment for innovation includes such elements as the market and regulators' environment, trade policy, intellectual-property policies, policies that affect the accumulation of human capital, and policies affecting innovation environments in specific regions. In addition, grand challenges issued by the president (such as the reaction to Sputnik and the call for the Apollo project) can mobilize resources and the national imagination in pursuit of important innovation-related goals.

How can the United States sustain and improve the environment for innovation even in a future where its relative share of global S&E inputs to the innovation process (such as R&D) spending, S&E personnel, and the quantity and quality of scientific literature) declines?

Many approaches to improving the innovation environment have been suggested. On some issues, including the offshoring of service-industry jobs, contradictory diagnoses and prescriptions have emerged on the basis of interests and political outlook.

of the analysis. On other issues, such as patent-system reform, similar suggestions have emerged from several different reports. The approaches suggested include the following:

Market, Regulatory, and Legal Environment

- Establish a public-private body to assess the impact of new regulations on innovation.
- Reduce the costs of tort litigation for the economy.
- Reform Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
- Drop current efforts to expense stock options.
- Create best practices for collaborative standard-setting.
- Undertake market and regulatory reforms in the telecommunications industry with the goal of accelerating the speed and accessibility of networks.

Trade

- Increase focus on enforcement of the prevailing global rules for intellectual-property protection, particularly in China and in other countries where significant problems remain.
- Make completion of the Doha Round of world-trade talks a priority.

Intellectual Property

- Harmonize the US, European, and Japanese patent systems.
- Institute a postgrant open-review procedure for US patents.
- Stop diverting patent application fees to general revenue to provide the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with sufficient resources to modernize and improve performance.
• Shield some research uses of patented inventions from liability for infringement.

• I-everage the patent database as an innovation tool.

Tax Policy

• Make the R&D tax credit permanent, and extend coverage to research conducted in university-industry consortia.

• Provide new tax incentives for early-stage investments in innovative startups.

• Provide more favorable tax treatment (expensing and accelerated depreciation) for the purchase of high-technology manufacturing equipment to encourage industry to keep manufacturing in the United States.

Human Capital

• Create incentives for investments by employers and employees in lifelong learning, including the creation of tax-protected accounts.

• Restructure and expand worker-assistance programs like the Trade Adjustment Assistance Act so that they are more flexible and cover workers displaced by reasons other than trade.

• Expedite the immigration process, including issuance of permanent residence status (green cards) to all master's and doctoral graduates of US institutions in science and engineering.

• Make H1-B visas “portable” to reduce the possibility of visa holder’s being exploited and to reduce the negative impacts on US workers in those fields.

• Fund new programs that promote entrepreneurship at all levels of education.

• Reform policies toward health and pension benefits.

• Require companies operating in the United States to be transparent in reporting offshoring decisions.

• Use procurement policies to discourage government contractors from offshoring by requiring that certain tasks be performed by US workers.
New "Apollo"

- Gain presidential-level commitment to the proposition that sustaining and enhancing US ability to innovate is a key national priority.

- Have the President issue a major challenge encompassing federal research and all aspects of the innovation process to mobilize resources in pursuit of a critical national goal. The candidate fields for such a challenge include energy, space, and health care.

Support for Regional Innovation

- Establish a program of national innovation centers, or "hot spots", with matching funds from states and educational institutions.

- Designate a lead agency to coordinate regional economic-development programs to ensure that there is a common focus on innovation-based growth.

Innovation and the Economy

Wm. A. Wulf points out that 'there is no simple formula for innovation. There is, instead, a multi-component 'environment' that collectively encourages, or discourages, innovation.'* This environment includes research funding, an educated workforce, a culture that encourages risk-taking, a financial system that provides patient capital for entrepreneurial activity, intellectual-property protection, and other elements.

The significance of this innovation environment has long been a subject of study. As far back as Adam Smith, economists have been interested in technological innovation and its impact on economic growth. Early in the 20th century, Joseph Schumpeter argued that innovation was the most important feature of the capitalist economy. Starting in the 1950s, Robert Solow and others developed methods of accounting for the sources of growth, leading to the observation that technological change is responsible for over half the observed growth in labor productivity and national income. These methods are subject to continued debate and refinement. For example, over long periods the
contributions of technologic change and other causes of growth such as worker skills, capital deepening, and institutional change — are highly interactive and difficult to separate.

Other economists have focused on a more qualitative study of the institutions and practices underlying innovation in individual industries and entire economies. The effort to understand “national innovations systems” has been one focus of recent studies.

Others have examined the performance of particular industries. The Sloan Foundation has given understanding innovation a high priority in its funding.

This literature underscores the importance of the environment for innovation and points to several lessons from recent history. Japan’s growth trajectory in various S&E inputs and outputs (such as R&D investments, S&E personnel, and patents) since the early 1990s has been similar to what it was before; yet the Japanese economy’s ability to reap the rewards of innovation in the form of higher productivity and incomes was much higher in the earlier period. This can be explained partly by the dual nature of the Japanese economy, where world-class manufacturing industries serving a global market exist side by side with inefficient industries, such as construction. Economic mismanagement and a lack of flexibility in factor markets (labor and capital) also have played an important role.

In contrast, in the mid-1990s the United States saw a jump in productivity growth from the levels that had prevailed since the first oil shock of the early 1970s. In addition to gains in information technology (IT) manufacturing productivity, productivity gains from IT use and the creation of new business methods that take advantage of IT were widespread throughout the economy (see Figure EI-1).


Sec the Alfred P Sloan Foundation web site at www.sloan.org,

Adam S. Posea “Japan” in Stiel, Victor, and Nelson 2002

It is important to note that science and technology and the innovation process are not zero-sum games in the international context. The United States has proved adept in the past at taking advantage of breakthroughs and inventions from abroad, such as the jet engine and monoclonal antibodies.

Groups and individuals have made numerous recommendations for change in the US environment for innovation.

Market, Regulatory, and Legal Environment

Many analyses of innovation focus on the supply side of the equation, such as the size and composition of R&D spending, the number of S&E graduates, and so forth. The importance of the demand side is sometimes neglected. The imperative of meeting the needs of deniutding businesses and consumers plays a key role in driving the creation and diffusion of innovations. An open dynamic market is the source of the US competitive strength in a range of industries. Even under the “Dell model” – in which development, manufacturing, and other functions are sourced and performed around the globe – contact with customers and knowledge of their needs is a critical capability that Dell keeps inhouse.

In contrast, industries and economies where markets are closed, competition is limited, or consumer rights are not protected tend to act as a drag on innovation and growth. McKinsey and Company’s international studies on sector productivity during the 1990s showed that competitive markets were the key factor separating successes and failures.

A wide variety of policies and practices influence the market, regulatory, and legal environment for innovation. These include financial regulations, where the Sarbanes-Oxley Act has produced a number of changes in recent years. In addition, the costs of I’S approaches to litigation affecting product liability and securities fraud are a perennial target of industry groups.

Given the fact that the United States has lagged behind a number of other countries in broadband access (see Figure EI-2) and the potential positive impact of better and cheaper network access for the economy and the research enterprise in particular, the complex regulations governing telecommunications, the broadcast spectrum, and related areas would seem a promising target of reform.

Possible federal actions include the following:
"The impact of new regulations on market investments in innovation should be
more carefully and collaboratively assessed by a public-private Financial Markets

" Wm. A Wulf, “Observations on Science and Technology Trends: Their Potential Impact on Our Future”,
in y\nne G.K Solomon (ed). Technology Futures and Global Health, Power and Conflict, Washington,
DC; Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2005.

" National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, Institute of Medicine, Capitalizing on

and Giroux, 2005, p dia-d110

" William W. Lewis, The Power of Productivity: Health, Poverty, and the Threat to Global Stability,
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2004
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Inlemicdiars' Committee, where periodic meetings can score existing and
proposed legislation. This committee would follow the model of the Foreign
Exchange Committee and Trea.sur>’ Borrowing Committee.”'*

• “The country' should set a goal to reduce the costs of tort litigation from the
current level of two percent of GDP some $200 billion down to one percent.””

• Reform Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. which requires an internal control
report in the company's annual report. “Many small and medium-sized
companies have serious concern « ith Section 404 and the expense of the internal
control reporting requirements. Small and medium-sized companies are
disproportionately burdened by Section 404. and these provisions need to be
examined to ensure a proper balance between accountability and bureaucracy.”

• Drop eITorts to expense stock options. “No industry has benefited more than the
high-tech industry from the use of stock options. Stock options provide employees
with a direct link to the growth and profitability of companies. They also are an
essential tool for attracting and retaining the best workforce, especially for small
businesses and start-ups who do not always have the capital to compete on salary-
alone. Already China and India have learned from the successful use of stock
options in Silicon Valley and are using it to attract and retain businesses and
employees.”

• “The Federal government. through the Internal Revenue Service or Treasury-
Department. should establish clear guidelines in the Internal Revenue Code on the acceptability of investment of foundation assets in start-up ventures."

• “The Federal government should encourage best practices and processes for standards bodies to align incentives for collaborative standard setting, and to encourage broad participation.”"

• ‘Bie Congress should “use the D'la' transition to encourage both licensed and unlicensed wireless broadband networks as competitive alternatiavcs to wireline cable and DSL olTerings.”’

• “Provide indu.slry- the incentives to promote broadband and cellular penetration. Countries like South Korea and Italy- have realized enormous competitive advantages by- investing heavily- in broadband and cellular deploy ment. Just as the interstate higliw-system dramatically- increased the efficiency- and priixluctivity of the US economy half a century- ago. so too can en'tcient communications networks have the same positive elTect today. Broadband and cellular dilTusion also foster competitive advantages by creating demand for eutting edge products and services.”’"'

Trade-

'^Council on Competitiveness 2004, p 65
" Council on Competitiveness 2004, p 65
"* Council on Competitiveness 2004, p 62
" Council on Competitiveness 2004, p 70

'* Michael Calabrese, testimony to the Committee on Commerce. Science and Transportation, United States Senate. Hearing on Broadcast to Broadband, July 12, 2005.

American Electronics Association, 2005, p 26
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Multilateral trade liberalization has been a goal of US policvinakers of both political parties since the end of World War II. Ilc renewal of large US trade deficits in recent years has spurred debate over how to correct it and other global imbalances, 'ITie very large US deficit with China has produced calls for exchange-rate adjustment and other measures. In many important respects. China's industrial-development strategy has followed tile export-led "playbook" developed by Japan, Korea and other high-growth Vsiian economies during the 1960s. 1970s. and 1980s."
Improving the protection of intellectual property worldwide, and especially in such large countries as China where piracy rates are high, has been a policy focus of industry groups (see Figure FI-3). It is important to note that China’s laws and policies have come into line with international standards as a result of its accession to the World Trade Organization, so the main issue is enforcement.

Possible federal actions include the following:

- Promote stronger enforcement of intellectual property protection worldwide. Intellectual property is typically the core asset of any high-tech company. From patents and copyrights to software and trade secrets, intellectual property forms the basis of the knowledge economy. Far too often, foreign legal systems do not adequately protect the owner of these valuable creations, resulting in the loss of literally billions of dollars. The Business Software Alliance estimated that 36 percent of software worldwide was illegally pirated in 2003. This translates to a $29 billion loss in revenue. In China, this figure is 92 percent and the revenue loss is estimated at $3.8 billion. Digital technology has made intellectual property theft that much easier on a wide scale. When foreign companies and consumers can steal this hard-earned property, the profitability and, ultimately, the competitiveness of US companies suffer.

- Make conclusions of the Doha Round a top priority. “The United States economy has gained greatly from liberalization of trade worldwide and from the rules based system facilitated by the World Trade Organization (WTO), the Doha round of trade talks broke down in the summer of 2003 as negotiations on agriculture and certain service sectors reached an impasse. As a result, the United States risks losing momentum in further opening global markets to US products and services.”

Intellectual Property

With the rise of knowledge-based industries and a number of legislative, judicial, and administrative actions, intellectual-properties protection in the United States has been significantly strengthened over the last 25 years. With the increase in the value of a US patent have come an increase in patenting and greater focus by companies and other inventors on the management of intellectual-property as an asset. In this environment.

American Electronics Association, 2005, p 25
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debate continues on how to tweak US intellectual property policies so that they maximize incentives for the generation and broad dissemination of innovations.

Possible federal actions include the following:

- "Reduce redundancies and inconsistencies among national patent systems. The United States, Europe, and Japan should further harmonize patent examination procedures and standards to reduce redundancy in search and examination and eventually achieve mutual recognition of results. Discrepencies that need reconciling include application priority (first-to-invent versus first-inventor-to-file), the grace period for filing an application after publication, the best mode requirement of US law, and the US exception to the rule of publication of patent applications after 18 months. This objective should continue to be pursued on a trilateral or even bilateral basis if multilateral negotiations are not progressing."

- "Strengthen USPTO capabilities. To improve its performance the USPTO needs additional resources to hire and train additional examiners and fully implement a robust electronic processing capability. Further, the USPTO should create a strong multidisciplinary analytical capability to assess management practices and proposed changes, provide an early warning of new technologies being proposed for patenting, and conduct reliable, consistent, reputable quality reviews that address office-wide and individual examiner performance. The current USPTO budget is not adequate to accomplish these objectives."

- "Institute an open Review procedure. Congress should seriously consider legislation creating a procedure for third parties to challenge patents after their issuance in a proceeding before administrative patent judges of the USPTO. The grounds for a challenge could be any of the statutory standards novelty, utility, non-obviousness, disclosure, or enablement or even the case law proscription in patenting abstract ideas and natural phenomena. The time, cost, and other characteristics of this proceeding should make it an attractive alternative to litigation to resolve patent validity questions both for private disputants and for federal district courts. The courts could more productively focus their attention on patent infringement issues if they were able to refer validity questions to an Open Review proceeding."

- "Leverage the patent database as an innovation tool. Develop pilot projects (jointly funded by industry, universities and government) to highlight techniques for leveraging patent data for discovery."

Tax Policy:

Tax policy is another element of the environment for innovation. The research and experimentation tax credit (popularly known as the R&D tax credit) is a longstanding feature of the tax code, although it is generally renewed year to year. The tax treatment of investments in startup companies and purchases of high-technology manufacturing equipment have also been the focus of recent recommendations.

Possible federal actions include the following:

- “nic federal gox eniment should provide a 25 percent tax credit for early stage investments when made through quiliTied angel funds. Ihe individiuls participating in these funds would need to make a minimum investment of $50,000 each year in order to receive the tax credit. .Acceptable investments would be restricted to those that meet requirements for revenue size and age of firm.”’’

- “Enact a permanent, restructured R&E tax credit and extend the credit to research conducted in university-inadastrv’ consortia.””

- “Allow more favorable tax treatment of purchases of high-technology manufacturing equipment. “.-Accelerated depreciation or expeasing of high technology equipment would have a particularly positive investment impact.

Many of our economic competitors who actively seek to lure investment in semiconductor manufacturing overseas offer far more favoriible tax treatment th.an that offered in the United States. .As part of the discussion of fundamental reforms of the tax code to promote investment and manufacturing in the US, the Congress should consider allowing companies to expense higli technology equipment.””

- “Else the required repeal of the Foreign Sales Corporation exemption to fund a revenue-neutral lax credit for investment in information-processing equipment, software, and industrial equipment. In response to WTO rulings. Congress passed
a reduction of the corporate tax rate, which really does little to encourage companies to be more competitive and innovative. An investment tax credit would help companies increase investment which would in turn boost productivity. Moreover, it would make EIS companies more likely to invest in equipment in the United States and not overseas.”

A highly skilled, flexible labor force is an essential component of this nation’s ability to reap the benefits of innovation. Recent debates over workforce issues have revolved around several issues.

"Ibid. p 62.


"Semiconductor Industry Association web site, www.sia-online.org backgrounders_ta\cfm.
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The first trend is that growing numbers of service industries and their labor forces are becoming subject to global competition, a condition with which manufacturing industries have long familiarity. Offshore outsourcing of business process and IT jobs, or “offshoring”, is growing rapidly (see Figure EI-4). Aspects of research and education are included. There are strong disagreements about what outsourcing means, the ultimate impacts, and policy prescriptions." In any case, the trend reinforces the imperative for the promotion of lifelong learning in the United States. As illustrated by Figure EI-5, working adults and other nontraditional students are of growing importance in fields like computer science. Calls to rethink approaches to incentives for continuing education and trade-displacement assistance programs have come from several quarters.

A second element focuses on the immigration of scientists, engineers, and other skilled professionals who contribute to the innovation process. Several recent reports have suggested ways to encourage skilled foreigners to continue immigrating. US openness to people and ideas from around the world is a longstanding strength of the American environment for innovation.” In particular, immigrant scientist-engineer-
entrepreneurs from Alexander Graham Bell and Andrew Carnegie to Andrew Grove have played key roles in the creation of leading US companies and entire industries.

A third human-capital issue is the reform of health insurance, pensions, and other public and private benefits infrastructure. The goals here are to make these systems sustainable from a long-term cost perspective and to help them support a workforce that is increasingly mobile and less likely to be employed by large organizations for extended periods.

A fourth issue is the promotion of education about entrepreneurship at various educational levels, including S&E education. Among the recommendations that have been suggested are these:

• “Create the human capital investment tax credit to promote continuous education. Companies often lack incentives to invest in educating and retraining workers as they risk losing that return on investment if the worker subsequently leaves the firm. By providing human-capital investment tax credits, the US government can encourage companies to retrain workers by reducing or eliminating out-of-pocket costs. At the forefront of technology innovation, companies are often the best predictor of what skills will be most valuable in the future. Continuous retraining, education, and skills acquisition ensure that fewer technology workers will find themselves suddenly displaced with no skills to participate in the constantly shifting high-tech industry. Furthermore, society would benefit from the continuous education of workers, which also increases productivity and decreases downtime between jobs.”

• Create lifelong learning accounts for employees that allow tax-exempt contributions by workers and tax credits for employer contributions.


displaced for reasons other than trade, including service sector workers."^*

• “Oiler more flexibility and focus under federal-state employment and training programs. States and the federal government should have more discretion to devote employment and training resources toward high-performance programs, high-growth skills and skills in demand by local firms.”^*

• “E xpand temporary wage supplements that help move workers more quickly off unemployment insurance and into new jobs and on-the-job training, nte Alternative Trade Adjustment for (^Ider Workers Program should be expanded to include younger workers and should not be linked exclusively to trade dislocation.”’”

• “Re-institute H1-U training grants to ensure that .Americans are trained in the skills and fields for which companies now bring in foreign nationals.”^*

• “Establish an expedited immigration process, including automatic work permits and residency status for foreign students who: a) hold graduate degrees in S&E from .American universities, b) have been offered jobs by US-based employers and who have passed security screening tests.”’”

• “Give green cards to all US trained master and doctoral students. .Accredited L'S colleges and universities award 8,000 doctoral and 56,000 master's degrees in S&E to foreign nationals per year. Instead of sending these people back to their countries, they should be given a Green Card to stay in the United States, ‘nicsc people will make significant contributions to the economy and workforce, file United States benefits by keeping them here.”’”

• “H1-B visas should be made ‘portable’ so that a foreign temporary nonimmigrant worker can more easily change jobs in the United States.””

• Tlie National Science Foundation should take a significant role in funding pilot efforts to create innovation-oriented learning environments in K-12 and higher education. It also should sponsor research into the processes involved in teaching creativity, inventiveness, luid commercialization in technical environments,”’

• ’Tlie federal government should create legal certainty for cash-balance pension plans to ensure that employers can continue to offer them. These plans are popular with many employees and have significant advantages over many defined-contribution plans.”

” Ibid., p 56.

" Ibid
'’Ibid
'’Ibid
'* Ibid
” Ibid , p 51

Competitiveness. 2004


Council on Competitiveness. 2004, p 53
" Ibid . p 55

- Have the states and the federal government encourage the widespread availability of Health Savings Accounts, including affordable options for low-income workers, as a health-insurance option that provides portability for employees."

- “States and the federal government should define a role for government re-insurance of higher-cost healthcare expenses. so as to reduce the cost of employer-provided coverage and reduce the cost of healthliare to employees,’”

- “Government procurement rules should favor work done in the United States and should restrict the offshoring of work in any instance where there is not a clear long-term economic benefit to the nation or where the work supports technologies that are critical to our national economic or military security.”"

- Require transparent disclosure of offshoring, "nic publicly owned firms that engage in offshoring ought at least be transparent in their business dealings, offering layoff notices and providing clear accounting of the employment in their various units, both domestic and abroad.”"

Supporting Clusters and Regions

The tendency of innovative capabilities (such as research, manufacturing, educational institutions, and the workforce) to conglomorate in specific regions has been a subject of economic inquiry for some time.** The Council on Competitiveness sponsored a multiyear initiative to study the phenomenon in the US context.** One recent analysis postulates that regions need to draw a “creative class” human-resource base to compete effectively in knowledge-intensive industries.**. Although many of the policy levers to promote regional innovation are in the hands of state and local governments, the federal government could play a larger role through such actions as the following:

- "The federal government should create at least ten Innovation Hot Spots over the next five years. State and local economic development entities and educational institutions should raise matching funds and develop proposals to operate these pilot national innovation centers.”"
• “Innovation Partnerships need to be created to bridge the traditional gap that has existed between the long-term discovery process and commercialization. These..." 

"Ibid 
*
"Ibid 

WWW leeeusa org policy/positionsJ offshoring asp A similar recommendation appears on the Economic Policy Institute web site 


” Council on Competitiveness. 2004, p 62, 
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new partnerships would involve academia, business and government, and they would be tailored to capture regional interests iuid economic clu-sters.””

• “The federal government should establish a lead agency for economic development programs to coordinate regional eITorts and ensure that a common focus on innovation-based grovMh is being implemented.””

New “.Vpollo”, “Sputnik”, or “Manhattan Project" 

As part of the 2004-2005 debate over the sustainability of US S&E leadership,
some individuals and groups have called for a presidential-level challenge to mobilize resources and national imagination in an effort that also would grow the S&E enterprise. Somewhat related is the call for the President to identify innovation as having a major national priority. Specific recommendations include the following:

- Launch an explicit national innovation strategy and agenda led by the President, "innovation is the critical pathway to building prosperity and competitive advantage for advanced economies. Yet no single institution in government or the private sector has the horizontal responsibility for strengthening the innovation ecosystem at the national level – it is and always will be a shared responsibility. The United States should establish an explicit national innovation strategy mid agenda, including an aggressive public policy strategy that energizes the environment for national innovation."

- "Establish a focal point within the Executive Office of the President to frame, assess and coordinate strategically the future direction of the nation's innovation policies. This could be either a Cabinet-level interagency group, or a new, distinct mission assigned to the National Economic Council."

- "Establish an explicit innovation agenda. Direct the President's economic advisors to analyze the impact of current economic policies on US innovation capabilities and identify opportunities for immediate improvement."*

- "Direct the Cabinet officers to undertake a policy, program mid budget review and propose initiatives designed to foster innovation within and across departments. This is an opportunity to break down 'stovepipes' and foster closer collaboration among the agencies to meet clear national needs."

- "The United States should build an integrated healthcare capability by the end of the decade."

- "Apply information technology, research, and systems-engineering tools to US health-care delivery."

* Ibid. p. 53
* Ibid. p. 63.
* Ibid., p- 66-
* * Ibid
* * Ibid
* * Ibid
* * Ibid.p. 74

• launch a LiS-China crash program to develop alternative energies*

“Friedman. 2005, p 413
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Figure EI-1: Contribution of Different Industries to the Productivity Rebound,
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Figure E1<2: The United States Has Tagged Other Countries in Broadband Adoption.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The Netherlerxis</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure EI-3: China Has a High Piracy Rate, but Because of Market Size Software Piracy Losses Are Actually Higher In the United States.
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Figure EI-4: Even in the Rapidly Growing Category Of Global Service Exports, Offshoring of Business Process and IT Work from Rich to Poor Countries Will Constitute a Larger Share, Growing at a 30% Compound Annual Rate Between Now and 2008.

BPO/IT offshoring to low-wage locations as a percent of total global service exports

SBillion
* Estimated at 6% annual growth from 2002 figure
Source WTO, McKinsey Global Institute analysts


Figure EI-5: Nontraditional Students and Higher-Education Providers Are Increasingly Important in Such Fields as Computer Science.

TABLE 1.2 Top Producers of Computer Science Bachelor’s Degrees, 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Number of 2001</th>
<th>Institution Bachelor’s Degrees Awarded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Strayer University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>DeVry Institute of Technology (Addison, IL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Source: CPST; data were derived from the National Science Foundation, WebCASPAR Database, and NCES.
Iliis summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to the deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Issue Brief:

Scientific Communication and Security

Among the fundamental tenets of science is openness minimizing restrictions on communication among scientists is considered essential to progress. Ilie Ignited States has achieved and maintained its pre-eminence in science and technology (S&T) in part by embracing the values of scientific openness. And this openness has no natural, and certainly no national, boundaries in an increasingly international scientific enterprise.

Openness may pose risks, however. Adversaries may take advantage of ready access to information to acquire knowledge with which to do harm. Economic competitors may use open communication to pursue their own interests at the expense of the United States.

Ilie I’nited States has sought to limit these potential negative consequences by setting some limits on scientific communication. A system to protect intellectual property seeks to ensure that the applications of discoveries initially benefit those who make the breakthroughs. In the realm of national and homeland security, the I’S goi ement carries out some research and development in secret and restricts access to certain types of information to keep it away from those who may have hostile intent.

Ilie scientific and technical community recognizes that it has a responsibility to help protect the I ’nited States, as it has in the past, by harnessing the best S&T to help counter
terrorism; and other national-security threats, even though this may mean accepting some limitations on its work. However, there is concern that some of these policies on scientific communication enacted in the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks and the anthrax mailings and others under consideration will undermine the strength of science in the United States without genuinely advancing security. Various organizations, including the National Academies, have offered recommendations to address these concerns:

- Continue to support the principle set forth in National Security Decision Directive 189 that federally funded fundamental research such as that conducted in universities and laboratories, should “to the maximum extent possible” be unrestricted.

- Create a clearly defined regulatory “safe harbor” for fundamental research so that universities in particular can have confidence that activities within the safe harbor are in compliance, thus permitting a focus on whatever occurred outside the safe harbor.

- Regularly review and update the lists of information and technologies subject to controls maintained by federal agencies with the goal of restricting the focus of the controls; and removing controls on readily available technologies. Carry out the process across as well as within agencies, and include input from the S&T community.

With regard to the specific issue of “deemed exports”, do not change the current system of license requirements for use of export-controlled equipment in university basic research until the following steps have been implemented:

- Greatly narrow the scope of controlled technologies requiring deemed-export licenses, and ensure that the list remains narrow going forward.

- Remove all controlled technology from the list whose manuals are available in the public domain, in libraries, on the Internet, or from the manufacturers.

- Delete all equipment from the list that is available for purchase on the open market overseas from foreign or U.S. companies.

- Clear international students and postdoctoral fellows for access to controlled equipment when their visas are issued or shortly thereafter so that their admission to a university academic program is coupled with their access to use of export-controlled equipment.

- Undertake a systematic review to determine the number and provisions of all existing types of “sensitive but unclassified” information in U.S. federal government. Using that baseline, require a further review and justification for the maintenance of any category.
Tie remaining categories to an explicit statutory, or regulatory framework that includes procedures to request access to information and appeal decisions.

- In implementing federal security policies for S&I personnel:
  - Engage S&T personnel in the development and implementation plans for security measures.
  - Continue to accept non-L'S citizens as visitors and in some cases staff. expedite security reviews for visitors, and more generally work to avoid prejudice against foreigners.
  - Focus and limit security efforts to address the most important security situations.

- Create new or expand existing mechanisms to engage the S&T community in advisory capacities and to improve communication channels.
  - Encourage communication among the diverse communities involved in security issues - policy. S&T. national and homeland security, law enforcement, and intelligence - so that policies regarding scientific communication are both effective and broadly accepted.
  - Build bridges among these communities, particularly in areas of S&T, such as the life sciences, where there is little history of working with the government on security issues.

Secret Research and Classification of Information

The US government handles issues of secrecy through a complex mix of statutes, regulations, and procedures that govern the control of classified information, public access to government information, and the maintenance of government records. With two exceptions, the government has no authority to designate information produced outside this legal framework as classified. In the wake of September 11, President Bush extended classification authority to

' The first exception is through the Atomic Energy Act. information related to nuclear weapons may be “bom classified” without any prior involvement of the government in its generation. The second exception, under the
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several departments and agencies that had not previously been involved in such matters, such as
the Department of Agriculture, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Department of Health and Human Services.

Controversies over whether areis of scientific research should be restricted in the name of national security recurred throughout the Cold War. During the early 1980s, the Reagan administration sought to restrict scientific communication in a number of fields. Tinal controversy eventually led to a presidential directive in 1985, influenced in part by a report from the National Academy of Sciences. National Security Decision Directive 189 (NSDD-189) states that federally funded fundamental research, such as that conducted in universities and laboratories, should “to the maximum extent possible” be unrestricted. Where restriction is deemed necessary, the control mechanism is formal classification. “No restrictions may be placed upon the conduct or reporting of federally-funded fundamental research that has not received national security classification, except as provided in applicable US statutes.” His policy set out in NSDD-189 is still in force and has been realTimied by several senior George W. Bush administration officials.

Over the years, reports and statements from the National Academies and other organizations have strongly supported the principle set forth in NSDD-189 as essential to maintaining the vitality of fundamental research in the United States. Some have suggested that President Bush should reissue the directive as a signal of its continuing importance and his administration’s commitment to scientific openness. Others are concerned that, given current concerns and security concerns, the interagency process necessary for such an action could result in a weaker presidential statement. At a minimum, the federal government could:

- Continue to support the principle set forth in National Security Decision Directive 189 that federally funded fundamental research, such as that conducted in universities and laboratories, should “to the maximum extent possible” be unrestricted.

“Sensitive” Research and Controls on Information

Serious concerns can arise over whether information is properly classified, whether too much information is classified, and how such decisions are made, but these debates over the classification of scientific research take place within a system of reasonably well-specified and

Invention Secr cc 7 Act of 1951. permits information received as part of the patent-application process to be classified


“Fundamental research is defined as "basic and applied research in science and engineering, the results of which ordinarily are published and shared broadly within the scientific community, as distinguished from proprietary research and from industrial development, design, production and product utilization, the results of which ordinarily are restricted for proprietary or national security reasons" (National Security’ Decision Directive 1
understood rules. Far more problematic is the interest in designating certain areas of research and certain types of knowledge—wherever they are practiced and however they are funded as “sensitive but unclassified” (SBU).

The problem of “sensitive information” is not new. Classification is only one of the ways in which the US government controls public access to information. Across the federal government, there are dozens of categories that apply narrowly or broadly to specific types of information (see Figure SCS*1).* Some of the categories are defined in statute, some through regulation, and some only through administrative practices. In addition, different agencies may assign a variety of civil and even criminal penalties for violation of their restrictions.

Here, the fundamental issue is the scope of restrictions that is. how much should the government try to control? When the primary US opponent was another technologically sophisticated state, the Soviet Union, the case could be made that one should focus on S&T areas that could make a difference in terms of adding to Soviet capabilities or undermining those of the United States. With the fall of the Soviet Union, some argue that the range of less technologically sophisticated opponents, including terrorists, now confronting the United States means that the government should try to deny access to the much wider range of information and technologies that could be useful to them.

While recognizing the legitimate concerns that others may take advantage of open access to information. technologies, and materials for malicious purposes, past examinations of the potential tradeoffs between openness and security have concluded that the United States is best
ed by focusing its efforts on protecting few er, ver\ -high- value areas of S&T.® ITiis is particular! tnie in fields where knowledge is advancing quickly and diflusing rapidly; otherwise, the United States may e.xpend its efforts in attempts to control knowledge and technology that are readily available elsew here. In addition, many of the existing mid proposed lists of “sensitive” information and materials tend to consist of broad and general categories, making it potentially difficult for researchers to know whether their activities are in or out of bounds.

Hiese considerations suggest two general principles and a number of specific recommendations :

• Principle 1: Construct “high fences” around narrow areas — that is, maintain stringent security around sharply defined and narrow ly circumscribed areas, but reduce or eliminate controls over less sensitive material.

* The CSIS Cofnmission on Science and Security m the 21st Century identified at least 20 tyf>es of in formation that could be considered “sensitive” wilhm the Department of Energy, most without consistent departmcnl-wi dc definitions or application (Center fcH* Strategic and International Studies. Science anti Secunly in the 2 1st Century: A Report to the Secretary of Energy on the Department of Energy Laboratories^ Washington, DC: CSIS, 2 002,
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Regularly review and update the lists maintained by federal agencies of information and technologies subject to controls with the goal of restricting their focus and removing controls on readily available technologies.

Carr out the process across as well as within agencies, and include input from the S&T community.

- Principle 2: Avoid the creation of categories of SBU information and consolidate existing ones.

Undertake a systematic review to determine the number and provisions of all existing types of SBU in the federal government.

Using that baseline, require a further review and justification for the maintenance of any category. Tie remaining categories to an explicit statutory or regulator\ framework that includes procedures to request access to information and appeal decisions.

“Deemed Exports”: A Special Current Case

The controls governed by the Export Administration Act and its implementing regulations extend to the transfer of “technology. Technology is considered "specific information necessary for the 'development,' 'production,' or 'use' of a product”, and providing such information to a foreign national within the United States may be considered a “deemed export” whose transfer requires an export license” (italics added). Ilie primary responsibility for administering deemed exports lies with the Department of Commerce (DOC), but other agencies may have regulations to address the issue. Deemed exports are currently the subject of significant controversy.

In 2000, Congress mandated biannual reports by agency offices of inspector general (IG) on the transfer of militarily sensitive technology to countries and entities of concern; the 2004 reports focused on deemed exports. Ilie individual agency IG reports and a joint interagency report concluded that enforcement of deemed-export regulations had been ineffective; most of the agency reports recommended particular regulatory remedies.*

The IXK sought comments from the public about the recommendations from its IG before proposing any changes. The department earned praise for this effort to reach out to

Generally, technologies subject to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) are those which are in the United States or of US origin, in whole or in part. Most are "proprietary. Technologies which tend to require licensir for transfer to foreign nationals are also dual-use (i.e., have both civil and military applications) and are subject to one
or more control regimes, such as National Security, Nuclear Proliferation, Missile Technology, or Chemical and Biological Warfare. "Deemed Exports" Questions and Answers. Bureau of Industry and Security, Department of Commerce.

The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), administered by the Department of State, control the export of technology, including technical information, related to items on the US Munitions List. Unlike the EAR, however, "publicly available scientific and technical information and academic exchanges and information presented at scientific meetings are not treated as controlled technical data."

Reports were produced by the DOC, DOD, The Department of Energy (DOE), and the Department of State, Department of Homeland Security, and the Central Intelligence Agencies. Only the interagency report and the reports from DOC, DOD, and DOE are publicly available.
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potentially affected groups and is currently reviewing the 300 plus comments it received, including those from the leaders of the National Academies.*

On July 12, 2005, the Department of Defense (DOD) issued a notice in the Federal Register seeking comments on a proposal to amend the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) to address requirements for preventing unauthorized disclosure of export-controlled information and technology under DOD contracts that follow the recommendations in its IG report. 'The proposed regulation includes a requirement for access-control plans covering unique badging requirements for foreign officers and segregated work areas for export-controlled information and technology, and it makes no mention of the fundamental-research exemption.' Comments are due by September 12, 2005.

Many of the comments in response to the DOD proposals expressed concern that the proposed changes were not based on systematic data or analysis and could have a significant negative impact on the conduct of research in both universities and the private sector, especially in companies with a substantial number of employees who are not US citizens. Similar comments are expected in response to the DOD proposals. Among the recommendations that have been offered to date to address these concerns are the following:

- Create a clearly defined regulator's "safe harbor" for fundamental research so that universities can have confidence that activities within the safe harbor are in compliance with security restrictions, thus permitting a focus on whatever occurred outside the safe
harbor.'^

Do not change the current system of license requirements for use of export-controlled equipment in university basic research until the following steps have been implemented:

- Greatly narrow the scope of controlled technologies requiring deemed export licenses, and ensure that the list remains narrow going forward,
- Delete all controlled technology from the list whose manuals are available in the public domain, in libraries, on the Internet, or from the manufacturers,
- Delete all equipment from the list that is available for purchase on the open market overseas from foreign or US companies,
- Clear international students and postdoctoral fellows for access to controlled equipment when their visas are issued or shortly thereafter so that their admission to a university academic program is coupled with their access to use of export controlled equipment.'^'

Navigating the S&T Community in the Challenges of Achieving Security

In the wake of September 11 and the anthrax mailings, the S&T community, as in past times of crisis and along with other Americans, responded to the new challenges to US security. This response has occurred on main levels, from helping to analyze current and potential threats.

The letter from the Residents of the National Academies may be found at http://www7.nationalacademies.org/ScansAcadmcv_Ppresidents_Ccsmcnts_to_DOC.PDF-Federal Register 70(132)July 2005) 39976-78. Available at http://a257.g.akamaitech.net/257/2422^1jan20051800'edocketaccess.gpo.gov/2005/05-13305-hlm
See footnote 11.

These recommendations were made by Dan Mote, president of the University of Maryland, at a May 6, 2005 workshop at the National Academies and cited in the letter from the National Academies' presidents.
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Press reports since September 11 have suggested that officials at the DOE and DHS are concerned about attracting eligible workers, especially those with specialties in demand in open
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piuls of the private sector. Since a significant portion of the work may be restricted or classified, this issue is largely a subset of the wider problem addressed in other background papers of ensuring that sufficient qualified US citizens are available to do the work. It also involves ensuring that restrictions on non-US citizens as employees are appropriate.

In addition, attracting personnel requires the creation of a work environment that will enable R&D in particular to be “cutting-edge". For example, scientists working in a restricted or classified environment, especially at federal laboratories, still need to interact with the wider scientific community, including foreign visitors and collaborators, where much of the innovation most relevant to their work is taking place. In the wake of a series of scandals over alleged security lapses in the IX) nuclear-weapons complex in the late 1990s, the department imposed a number of new and expanded security restrictions. This sparked substantial concern about ensuring that the scientific quality of the laboratories could be sustained. And several organizations made proposals they believed would provide an appropriate balance between openness and security, these including:

- Engage S&T personnel in the development and implementation plans for security measures.
- Continue to accept non-US citizens as visitors and in some cases staff, expedite security reviews for visitors, and more generally work to avoid prejudice against foreigners;
- As with recommendations for other situations, focus and limit security efforts to address the most important security situations.

Beyond attracting S&T personnel, it is essential to engage the broader S&T community in efforts to bring the latest S&T to bear on security problems. Much of the relevant research and many of the best ideas seem likely to come from outside the government and its own network of laboratories. Tapping these resources involves meeting several needs. One is ensuring an attractive climate for undertaking security-related R&D in universities and the private sector. Another is engaging the S&T community in a variety of advisor capacities and communication channels. Some observers have recommended a variety of new mechanisms or expanded and revised roles for existing mechanisms, including the following:


Guides to additional reports and current projects of The National Academies related to homeland security may be found at http://www.nationalacademies.org/subjectindex/sec.html

• Encourage communication among the diverse communities involved in security issues policy, S&T, national and homeland security, law enforcement, and intelligence – so that policies regarding scientific communication are both effective and broadly accepted.

• Build bridges among these communities, particularly in areas of S&T, such as the life sciences, where there is little history of working with the government on security issues.*

Sec the recommendations, for example, in National Research Council. in an Age of Terrorism. Washington, DC: the National Academies Press. 2004.

---

Scientific Communication and Security
Appendix SC&S
Figures

Figure SC&S-I: Examples of “Sensitive but Unclassified” and Other Controlled Information.
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Data Categor-
Description

FOIA Exempted

Any information that is exempted from mandatory disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act.

Intelligence Activities

Information that involves or is related to intelligence activities. Includes collection methods, personnel, and unclassified information.

Cryptologic Activities

Information that involves encryption or decryption of information, communications equipment, algorithms, processes, information regarding methods and internal workings of cryptologic equipment.

Command and Control

Information involved in the command and control of forces, troop movements, and weapons.

Weapon Systems

Information that deals with the design, functionality, and capabilities of weapons and weapon systems both fielded and non-fielded.

RD&E

Research, development, and engineering data on un-fielded products, projects, systems, and programs that are in the development or acquisition phase.

Logistics

Information dealing with logistics, supplies, materials, parts and part requisitions, including quantities and numbers.

Medical Care HIPAA

Information dealing with personal medical care, patient treatment, prescriptions, physician notes, patient charts, X-rays, diagnosis, etc.

Personnel Management

Information dealing with personnel, including evaluations.
salaries and expenses, and personnel management

Information covered by the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552A)

Contractual Data

Information and records pertaining to contracts, bids, proposals, and other data covering government contracts

Investigative Data

Information and data pertaining to official criminal and civil investigations such as investigator notes and attorney-client privileged information
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Iliis paper summarizes findings and recommendations from a variety of recently published reports and papers as input to llie deliberations of the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century. Statements in this paper should not be seen as the conclusions of the National Academies or the committee.

Science and Technology Issues in National and Homeland Security

Summars

Keeping a technological edge over adversaries of the United States has long been a key component of our national security strategy. U$ preeminence in science and technology (S&T) is considered essential to achieving that goal, so throughout the Cold War the United States generously funded research and development, including basic research, that could contribute to national security. Since 1950. “defense” funding has been the largest component of the overall federal R&D budget, and it has been a majority of that funding since FY 1981 (see Figure N'HS-1). That investment has provided substantial spinoffs to the private sector, adding to the knowledge base and innovation that have fueled US productivity and prosperity.

In the wake of the September 11 attacks and the anthrax mailings, the nation has looked to S&T to help meet the new challenges of homeland security. Meanwhile, the US military is in the midst of a “transformation” that depends on taking advantage of new and emerging technologies to respond to the diffuse and uncertain threats that characterize the 21st century.

The current pursuit of national and homeland security is taking place in a profoundly different environment, however, the end of the Cold War and the increasing commercialization and globalization of the traditional sources of S&T innovation for security have produced significant challenges for US national and homeland security policies. Many proposals to ensure continuing US S&T leadership see defense funding as essential to supporting this goal, requiring policies that would be able to serve both economic and national and homeland security objectives.

Federal actions that have been proposed include the following:

• Raise the level of S&T spending to 20% of Department of Defense (DOD) spending and restore DOD's historical commitment to basic research by directing 20% of its S&T budget to long-term research.

• Increase the budget for mathematics, the physical sciences, and engineering research by a year for the next 7 years within the research accounts of the Department of Energy (DGE). The National
Science Foundation (NSF), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and the DGD.

- Within the 1X9D, set the balance of support for 6.1 basic research more in favor of unfettered exploration than of research related to short-term needs.
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- For homeland security R&D:
  - Commit to increase the portion of support that the IX-partment of Homeland Security (DHS) devotes to basic research, perhaps by setting targets to be achieved within 5-10 years as the most immediate needs are satisfied.
  - Undertake a comprehensive review to identify opportunities across the entire federal homeland security R&D budget to support increased investments in basic and applied research.
  - On the applied R&D side, search for technologies that can reduce costs or provide ancillary benefits to civil society to ensure a sustainable effort against terrorist threats.

- Conduct a review of the current military and dual-use export-control systems to identify policies that narrowly target exports of concern without needlessly burdening peaceful commerce; strengthen the multilateral cooperation essential to any effective export-control regime; streamline export classification, licensing, and reporting processes; and afford the President the authority and flexibility needed to advance US interests.

- Establish a new framework for coordinating multilateral export controls based on harmonized export-control policies and enhanced defense cooperation with close allies and friends.

- Assess whether the current system of the national laboratories that carry out defense-related research has the structure, personnel, and resources to provide the cutting-edge work and innovation to support national and homeland security R&D needs.

- Create a new National Defense Education Act (NDE.A) for the 21st century.

The new NDE.A would include portable graduate fellowships, institutional
traineeships, incentives to create professional science and engineering (S&E) masters programs, undergraduate loan forgiveness, grants to support new and innovative undergraduate curricula, grants to expand K-12 education outreach, summer training and research opportunities for K-12 teachers, employer S&E and foreign-language educational tax breaks, national laboratory and federal service professional incentives, and additional funds for program evaluation.

The National and Homeland Security R&D Portfolio

With the end of the Cold War, US defense investment, already declining in the wake of the Reagan Administration's massive buildup, entered the longest period of sustained decline since the end of World War II. With deep cuts in funding for weapons procurement and R&D. September 11 and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have more than restored overall funding levels, but serious concerns remain about the size and even more the mix of R&D portfolio. In recent years, more and more emphasis has gone to development as opposed to research (see Figure NHS-2). The portion of the DOD R&D budget devoted to basic research (the “6.1” account) has declined in constant dollars from 3.3% in FY 1994 to an estimated 1.9% in FY 2005 (see Figure NHS-3). In addition, within that account there has been increasing emphasis on research that appears more likely to yield short-term payoffs rather than the more open exploration that has been so important to past advances. The President's budget request for FY 2006 called for a 13% cut in the 6.1 account, which by July 2005 the House of Representatives had partially restored to a 4% decrease. The House also called for a 4.2% gain in applied research (the “6.2” account) rather than the 15% reduction called for by the President's budget request, although the gain would come largely in the form of earmarks.

Beyond meeting the immediate perceived R&D needs of the US military, broad service policy documents, such as Joint Vision 20/20 and 2020, look toward substantial expansions in the breadth and depth of S&T to support US strategy. The transformation goals set forth in DOD's 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) also depend on continuing to exploit the enhanced capabilities that can emerge from advances in S&T; the report called for significantly increasing S&T spending within the DOD budget.

Achieving these goals will require a return to the traditional strong support for basic and applied research, in particular in the physical sciences and engineering. These goals also will demand initiatives in new and emerging areas of S&T, such as those called for by the QDR and a recent Defense Science Board study. In addition, these changes are considered essential to sustaining the role that defense research has played in improving the broader health of the US S&T enterprise.

Among the actions that have been proposed for the federal government are these:
• Raise the level of S&T spending to 3"b of IX)D spending* and restore IXJD’s historical commitment to basic research by directing 20’'o of its S&T budget to long-term research.^

• Increase the budget for mathematics, the physical sciences, and engineering research by 1 2"o a year for the next 7 years w ithin the research accounts of IXJE, NSF, NIST, boD.

• Within DOD, set the balance of support for 6. 1 basic research more in favor of unfettered exploration than of research related to short-term needs.

Funding for R&D for homeland security is a much more recent enterprise. Ilie majority of US homeland securits’ R&D funding actually occurs outside DHS (see Table NHS- 1 ).* .After annual increases of more than $200 million in each of its first 3 years.

* Funding for the 6.2 “applied research” account has gone up and down but now is 5.5 % in FY 2005 compared with 7 6 */„ in FY1994 Constant dollar and Percentage calculations by the Council on Competitiveness based on AAAS. “Historical Tabic: Trends in DOD 'S&T.' 1994-2005"

* AAAS. “Update on R&D in FY 2006 DOD House Appropriations”. July 2005


‘p41.
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the FY 2006 budget request for DHS R&D slowed to a 3.6°o increase, or S44 million, for a total of $1.3 billion. To date, both the House and the Senate have essentially retained
the requested levels, but each has made changes in how the funds would be allocated. Efforts to consolidate all DHS R&D programs into the department's Directorate for S&T are scheduled to be completed in FY 2006.

Basic research is at present a relatively small portion of the federal homeland security R&D portfolio. The priority is instead on efforts to use S&T to develop and field new methods and measures to increase security as quickly as possible.” The primars exception is the biodefense program, in particular the very large National Institutes of Health research program.

The question of the balance across the homeland security R&D portfolio is an open issue. If more funding for basic research is a goal, options for the federal government include the following:

- Commit to increase the portion of support that DHS devotes to basic research, perhaps by setting targets to be achieved within 5-10 years as the most immediate needs are satisfied.

- Undertake a comprehensive review to identify opportunities across the entire federal homeland security R&D budget to support increased investments in basic and applied research.

- On the applied R&D side, search for technologies that can reduce costs or provide ancillary benefits to civil society to ensure a sustainable effort against terrorist threats.

New Sources of Innovation for Security: The Technology Transfer Dilemma

Traditionally, U.S. government programs were the primary driver for research into new defense-related technologies. The DOD relied on a dedicated domestic industrial base, supported largely by the results of generous DOD-funded R&D in the commercial sector and universities.

That Cold War model no longer exists because of the deep cuts in US defense research investment already discussed and the dramatic increases in private sector R&D investment, particularly in the high-technology areas such as information and communications technologies essential to transformation. The US government has attempted to come to terms with this new situation through a variety of initiatives to enable it to take advantage of innovation from the commercial sector that could “spin on” to enhance military capabilities.

The dramatic consolidation and increasing globalization of many sectors of the traditional defense industrial base also have encouraged US efforts to find ways to enhance technology cooperation with close friends and allies. In the decade following

9 AAAS. "RAO Flili(1if« L'pdUe on RAD in Die FY 2006 DHS Biilifccl". 200.

For a comprehensive examination of the potential contributions of science and technology, see Nation
at the end of the Cold War, the 15 major US defense contractors shrank to four huge firms (see Figure NHS-4). Many US defense firms have embraced a global business model, and non-US firms, primarily from Europe, have gained access to the US defense market on their own or in cooperation with US companies."

These fundamental changes in the sources and structures of innovation for national security have also made it easier for US adversaries to gain access to knowledge and technologies that could improve their capabilities. Policies to draw on innovation from firms in the commercial sector with global markets and international workforces or to enhance international technology cooperation potentially clash with longstanding US efforts to control the leakage of technology. September 11 and increasing concerns for terrorism especially using nuclear, chemical, or biologic — agents, have exacerbated these tensions. Faced with adversaries who are far less technologically sophisticated or who are relying on technology to make rapid advances in their capabilities — and for whom a much broader range of US technologies is thus potentially relevant than for a technologically advanced opponent like the Soviet Union there is a natural inclination to broaden the scope of US control efforts to cover as much as possible that could be of use.

Flier is increasing concern that current policy initiatives serve neither technology transfer and cooperation on the one hand nor proliferation prevention on the other. In part, this is because technology-transfer policy is being pursued largely through a polic\' apparatus constructed during the Cold War that critics from many quarters charge has never genuinely adjusted to the new threats facing the United States. According to critics, continued reliance on this apparatus — in particular, the current export-control regime for militars\' and so-called dual-use goods and technologies — might do relatively little to prevent others from gaining access to US products and know-how while damaging the capacity of the United States to draw on innovation in the commercial sector for both economic and national and homeland security objectives.

While entities generally share profound dissatisfaction with the current system, there is little consensus within or among the federal government, Congress, and the affected communities about remedies for the situation. These disputes are not new, but they\' take on particular force now because of the depth and extent of the disputes and because of their potential impact on efforts to promote the health and capacity of the US S&T enterprise.
For the federal government, there are a number of possible options, including these:

- Conduct a review of the current US military and dual-use export control systems to identify policies that narrowly target exports of concern without needlessly burdening peaceful commerce; strengthen the multilateral cooperation essential to any effective export-control regime; streamline export classification, licensing, and reporting processes; and afford the President the authority and flexibility needed to advance US interests.^

- Establish a new framework for coordinating multilateral export controls based on harmonized export-control policies and enhanced defense cooperation with close allies and friends.*

The Role of the National Laboratories in National and Homeland Security

Over the course of the Cold War, the United States created a system of national and federal laboratories, some devoted exclusively to research related to national security and some serving multiple roles. THE DOE, for example, maintains 10 national...
laboratories that are managed through contracts with universities and private firms.* DOD maintains a much larger system. Other laboratories maintained by such agencies as National Aeronautics and Space Administration may also conduct defense-related work.

DIIS has turned to some of the existing DOE laboratories to support its new R&D enterprise;** it also is creating the National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center to handle its large biodefense-research portfolio. Some of these laboratories do a mix of classified and unclassified research, and others carry out only unclassified work, in some cases to ensure the maximal openness for their basic-research programs.

Since the end of the Cold War, questions have arisen periodically about the continuing relevance of the national-laboratory system. Periodic reviews of the DOE laboratories, for example, have proposed substantial changes, including consolidation of the laboratories and significant changes in management structures.” More general concerns include how to ensure the quality of scientific personnel in the laboratories and whether measures should introduce greater competition to increase the incentives for the laboratories to draw on the best personnel and ideas in the private sector.**


** See http://www.dhs.gov/dhspublic/display?theme=27&content=3000.


Options for the federal government to address these issues include an initial effort to:

- Assess whether the current system of the national laboratories that carry out defense-related research has the structure, personnel, and resources to provide the cutting-edge work and innovation to support national and homeland security R&D needs.

National Defense Education Act

Adopted by Congress in 1958. The original NDEA was intended to boost education and training in security and national-defense related fields. NDEA was a response to the launch of Sputnik and the emerging threat to the United States posed by the Soviet Union. The NDEA was funded with approximately $400 million to $500 million (in constant 2004 dollars). NDEA provided funding to enhance research facilities; fellowships to thousands of graduate students pursuing degrees in science, mathematics, engineering, and foreign languages; and low-interest loans for undergraduates in these areas.

By the 1970s, the act had been largely superseded by other programs, but its legacy remains in the form of several federal student-loan programs. The legislation ultimately benefited all of higher education as the notion of defense was expanded to include most disciplines and fields of study.

The DOD workforce is critical to our nation's security planning. This workforce, however, has experienced a real attrition of more than 13,000 personnel over the last 10 years. At the same time, DOD projects that its workforce demands will increase by more than 10% (by 2010). Indeed, several major studies since 1999 argue that the number of U.S. graduates in critical areas is not meeting national, homeland, and economic security needs (see Figure NHS-5). Science, engineering, and language skills continue to be a high priority across government and industrial sectors.

Many positions in critical-skills areas require security clearances, meaning that only US citizens may apply. While over 95% of undergraduates are US citizens, in many of the S&E fields less than 50% of those earning PhDs are US citizens. Retirements also loom on the horizon: over 60% of the federal S&E workforce is over 45, a large proportion of whom are employed by DOD (see Table NIIS-2). DOD and other federal agencies face increased competition from domestic and global commercial interests for top-of-their-class, security-clearance-eligible scientists and engineers.

To ensure adequate human resources in fields important for homeland security, the National Research Council in the report Making the Nation Safer recommended that:

there be a human-resource development program similar to the NDEA.

** National weapons laboratories have instituted specific programs to recruit and hire critically skilled people to slaytuclear-stckpile stewardship programs — for which US citizenship is a primary consideration — including graduate and postdoctoral internship programs, programs involving local high schools and universities, and support for current employees to gain additional training (see Table NHS-3). Human-resources ofYices are attempting to solve workforce problems through a number of independent actions. Many agencies now have direct-hire authorities and can offer significant signing bonuses in special cases. A recent Government Accountability Office report indicates these multiapproach programs are a major reason that 1X)D laboratories currently do not have significant problems locating the necessary people to fill critical-skills positions.

DOD has proposed, as part of the department’s 2006 appropriations, to create and fund NDEA 2005 (see Figure NHS-6). This program would emend a 2004 pilot SMART program and, as with the original NDEA, would provide scholarships and fellowships to students in critical fields of science, mathematics, engineering, and foreign languages. It would expand on the original act in providing scholarships to undergraduates, including those pursuing associate degrees. The program would cover tuition, room and board, internships, tutors, and travel for all students. DOD requires a service commitment on completion of studies.

DOD has requested $10.3 million in its FY 2006 budget request for this program. SMART was initiated in 2005 as a pilot program and funded at $2.5 million. The program has generated considerable interest among students: SMART currently funds 25 students, but DOD vetted over 600 applications.

Possible actions include:

- Create a new NDEA for the 21st century to promote the education and training of students in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and foreign languages. The new NDEA would include portable graduate fellowships, institutional traineeships, incentives to create professional S&E masters programs, undergraduate loan forgiveness, grants to support innovative undergraduate curricula, grants to expand K-12 education outreach, summer training and research opportunities for K-12 teachers, employer S&E and foreign-language...
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educational lax breaks. national-laborator'y and federal-service professional incentives, and additional funds for program evaluation.**
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Appendix MIS
Figures and Tables

Figure NHS-1: Since 1950, Defense Funding Has Been the Largest Component of the Overall Federal R&D Budget, and It Has Been a Majority of That Funding since FA 1981.

Figure MIS-2: In Recent Years, More and More Emphasis Has Come to Development as Opposed to Research.

Figure MIS-3: The Portion of the DOD R&D Budget Devoted to Basic Research (The “6.1” Account) Has Declined in Constant Dollars.


Figure MIS-4: In the Decade Following the End of the Cold War, the 15 Major US Defense Contractors Shrunk to Four Huge Firms.

Figure NHS-5: The Number of US Graduates in Critical Areas Is Not Meeting National, Homeland, and Economic Security Needs.

Table NHS-2: Over 60% of the Federal S&F Workforce Is Over 45, a Large Proportion of Whom Are Employed by DOD.

Table MIS-3: National Weapons Laboratories Have Instituted Specific Programs to Recruit and Hire Critically Skilled People to Staff Nuclear-Stockpile Stewardship Programs, for Which US Citizenship Is a Primary Consideration.

Figure NHS-6: DOD Strategy for NDF..\ Within Its Current Portfolio of Workforce Programs.

Figure I5H5-2: In Recent Years, More and More Emphasis Has Gone to Development as Opposed to Research.
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Figure NHS-3: The Portion of the DOD R&D Budget Devoted to Basic Research (The “6.1” Account) Has Declined in Constant Dollars.
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Table NHS-1: The Majority of IS Homeland Security R&D Funding Actually Occurs Outside the Department of Homeland Security.

<budget authority in millions of dollars>

FY 2002 Actual

FY 2003
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Actual FY2004</th>
<th>Actual FY 2005</th>
<th>FY2006 Budget</th>
<th>Change FY 05-06</th>
<th>Amount %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Department of Defense

259
212
267
362
394
32
8.7%

Department of Energy

50
48
47
92
81
-12
-12.5%

Department of Homeland Security

266
737
1,028
1,243
1,287
44
36%

Environmental Protection Agency
Health and Human Services

National Aeronautics and Space Adm
National Science Foundation
229
271
321
326
329
3
10%
Transportation
106
7
3
0
0
0
Another
46
47
Total Homeland Security R&D

1.499
3.290
3.626
4.216
4.425
208
49%

(Total Homeland Security Spending)

32.681
42.447
40.834
48.015
49,943
3.928
85%

AAAS. based on Office of Management and Budget data from QMS's 2003 Report to Congress on
Combating Terrorism and BmigetoftheUS Government FY 2000 Figures ac^usted from OMB data
by AAAS to include conduct of R&D and R&D facilities, and revised estimates of DHS R&D
Figures do not include non*R&D homeland security activities, nor do they include DOD R&D investments in
overseas combating terrorism
Funding for all years includes regular appropriations and emergency supplemental appropriations

REVISED February 17, 2005
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Figure NHS-4: In The Decade Following the End of the Cold War, the 15 Major US Defense Contractors Shrank to Four Huge Firms.

Figure U.S. Defense Mergers in the 1990s

Source: Ann R. Markusen and Scan S. Costigaa Arming Tite Future. New York: CouiKil on Foreign Relations Press. 1999. Figure 1-1, p 8.
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Figure NHS-5: The Number of US Graduates in Critical Areas Is Not Meeting National, Homeland, and Economic Security's Needs.

Industry Demand Data
Overwhelming consensus

Thousands of unfilled science & engineering positions for US citizens

Getting worse

1 ••NOIAQiack Look Survey

•Small random sample

-Spring 2004 data only

To(My Worse nan Worse tvin
Today Today
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Table NnS-2; Over 60 % of the Federal S&K Workforce Is Over 45, a Large Proportion of Mioni Are Fniployed by IK)I).

1999 2000 2001 2002

1 43.5% 1
i 43.1%
43.4%
1 All sci
26.1%
25.4% 1
25.6%
26.9%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE&amp;Comp</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other eng</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
54.6%
55.1%
55.5%
55.9%

Source: Pre-rclasc - OPM data for NSF SJfeE Indicators 2005. Table B-I4 Federal scientists and engineers, by agency and major occupational group. I999'2002

Table N'H5-3: National \'eapons Laboratories Have Instituti'd Specific Programs to Recruit and Hire Critically Skilled People to Staff Nuclear-Stockpile Stewardship Programs, for >Miici I S ( iti/enship Is a Prinian Consideration.

ProKraai
.Sponsor
Pre ( :ollef!t(kl2)

Materials World Modules

Army

STARBASE

OSD-RA

eCybcrmmission

Army

Undergraduate

Awards to Stimulate and Support Undergraduate Research Education

Research Assistantships in Microelectronics

.AFOSR with NSF
DARPA with Semiconductor Industries Association

Science, Mathematics, and Research for Transformation (S\L\RT)

AFOSR

Graduate National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowships

NDSEG

Naval Research – S&T for Americas Readiness (N-STAR)

Navy with NSF

1

SNfART

AFOSR

Source: Bill Berry, Acting Deputy Undersecretary (for Laboratories and Basic Science). "STEM Education Act" Presentation at STARBASE Directors' Conference. April 7, 2005. Available at http://www.starhaseddod.com/resources/SME\Briefing-STARBASE\Directors\ConPil204-7-05v5\02Backup.ppt

NHS-I6
NDEA 2006 recommendations reflect a strategy which sets preconditions for an adequate S&E workforce pipeline based upon providing S&E-related educational opportunities.
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APPENDIX F

K-12 EDUCATION RECOMMENDATIONS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

J1 'STIFICATION FOR NLMnKRS OF TI* ACHFRS AND ST1 DENTS

Students

The goal is to have 1,500,000 high school students taking at least one advanced placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB) mathematics or science exam by 2010, an increase to 23% from of I’s high school juniors and seniors who took at least one AP math or science exam in 2004, with 700,000 passing the exam* (see Exhibit 1). AP-IB classes must be open to all students.

Exhibit 1: US Public School Enrollment and AP Participation

Projected 2004* Projected 201(t'

Total aradc 9-12 enrollment
The proposed AP incentive program (APIP) has increased the number of students taking AP exams. To measure AP participation in a school, district, state or nation, we calculated the number of students taking AP exams per 1000 juniors and seniors. In 2005, the number of students taking AP exams in all math, science or English in the Dallas 10 districts was 2.3 times
that of the national level (see Exhibit 2).

' AP passing score is 3-5; note that some colleges do not allow credit for AP coursework unless a score of 5 is achieved. IB scores on a 7-point scale and 5 or higher is considered passing.

^ The College Board

^ The College Board

F-1

Exhibit 2: Students taking AP Exams Per 1000' Juniors and Seniors Enrolled

Dallas 10 AP/IB schools
Texas public schools
US public schools

325 students
170 students
1 39 students

Teachers — AP-IB

The AP and Pre-AP programs as proposed would provide professional development for 150,000 teachers now in the classroom to teach rigorous math and science courses in middle and high schools. Of these, 70,000 will teach Advanced Placement or International Baccalaureate courses in mathematics and science. In addition, 80,000 teachers in grades 6-11 who are now in the classroom will receive training, teachers guides and assessments instruments, such as those available in the Laying the Foundation program, to prepare them to teach pre-AP mathematics and science courses that lead up to AP or IB courses. The proposed professional development program for AP-IB teachers is 7 days a year for four years; for Laying the Foundation teachers it is 8 days a year for four years.

Assuming 10 percent attrition among the current 33,000 AP mathematics and science teachers and by training an additional 70,000 teachers, public high schools would have an estimated 100,000 mathematics and science teachers capable of teaching AP or IB courses in place by 2010. This number is based on a realistic goal with the capacity to provide quality professional
training for teachers on a large scale. As they become more productive and confident as teachers, they will recruit more students into demanding mathematics and science courses. We then realistically can expect steady increases in the numbers of junior and senior students who will take AP-IB mathematics and science exams to 1.5 million students by 2010, with increases well beyond 2010.

Teachers — Pre AP-W

This proposal will provide pre-AP math and science training in content and pedagogy for 80,000 teachers who are currently in grades 6-11 classrooms, the 4-year training program includes 8 days of training each year for four years and the classroom materials (vertically aligned curriculum, lesson plans, laboratory exercises and diagnostics) needed to teach the more demanding math and science courses. By 2010, these teachers will help an estimated 5 million students each year develop critical thinking and problem solving skills in order to enlarge the AP pipeline in math and science. This represents an estimated 20% of US students who will be enrolled in grades 6-11 in 2010 (see Exhibit 3).

^ “Per 1000” is calculated on the best overall data available at the time.

* Including AP calculus, computer science, statistics, biology, chemistry, physics and environmental science.

Exhibit y. K-12 Students, Teachers, and Salaries’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># students</th>
<th>ft teachers</th>
<th>Average salary</th>
<th>ft science and math teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-5</td>
<td>29,627,634</td>
<td>1.781,900</td>
<td>1.771,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$46,408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.8
350,70?
(191 K in science.
160K in mathematics)
9-12
18.504.864
1,264,723
S47.1:o '
High School Grads
f2003-4)
2,771,781
Total (Fall 2003)
48.132,518
3,046.623 !
$46,752
(1.700.600)'
NOTES: In 2003. there were
revenue sources was $8,248
15.397 US school
districts and the average amount spent per K-1 2 student from all

' Unles otherwise noted figures, excerpts, and dials ire for the 2003>4 school year, as repotted b>'
Ranhgs and Saimai^s AUaMa. GA: NE A Rescardi. tvalabte M faaD:'"/Www J>ea-0ffc'c<tt5» ac'im«yesi t>5f
ankiiigsjxtf -
For the 1999-2000 school year.

* From Glenn commission report 2000. Includes ALL primary school teachers, as well as specialty teachers in middle and upper grades.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the National Academies' Committee on Prospering in the Cilobal Economy of the 21" Century. As you know, our effort was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences. National Academy of Engineering and Institute of Medicine (collectively known as the National Academies). The National Academies were chartered by Congress in 1863 to advise the government on matters of science and technologs'.

The study had as its origin a conversation which took place at the National Academies with Senator Lamar. Alexander several months ago. As a result of that discussion, the Academies were requested by Senator Alexander and Senator Jeff Bingaman. members of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, to conduct an assessment of America’s ability to compete and prosper in the 21" century and to propose appropriate actions to enhance the likelihood of success in that endeavor. This request was endorsed by the House Committee on Science.

To respond to that request the Academies assembled twenty individuals with diverse backgrounds, including university presidents. CEOs. Nobel Laureates and former presidential appointees. The result of our committee's work was examined by over forty highly qualified reviewers who were also designated by the Academies. In undertaking our assignment we considered the results of a number of prior studies which were conducted on various aspects of America's future prosperity. We also gathered sixty subject-matter experts with whom we consulted for a weekend here in Washington and who provided recommendations related to their fields of specialty.

It is the unanimous view of our committee that America today faces a serious and intensifying challenge with regard to its future competitiveness and standard of living. Further, we appear to be on a losing path. We are here today hoping both to elevate the nation's awareness of this developing situation and to propose constructive solutions.

The thrust of our findings is straightforward. The standard of living of Americans in the years ahead will depend to a very large degree on the quality of the jobs that they are able to hold. Without quality jobs our citizens will not have the purchasing power to support the standard of living which they seek, and to which many have become accustomed', tax revenues will not be generated to provide for strong national security' and healthcare; and the lack of a vibrant domestic consumer market will provide a
What has brought about the current situation? The answer is that the prosperity equation has a new ingredient, an ingredient that some have referred to as "The IX-ath of Distance". In the last century, breakthroughs in aviation created the opportunity to move people and goods rapidly and efficiently over very great distances. Bill Gates has referred to aviation as the "World Wide Web of the twentieth century". In the early part of the present century, we are approaching the point where the communication, storage and processing of information are nearly free, that is, we can now move not only physical items efficiently over great distances, we can also transport information in large volumes and at little cost.

The consequences of these developments are profound. Soon, these jobs that require near-physical contact among the parties to a transaction will not be opened for competition from job seekers around the world. Further, with the end of the Cold War and the evaporation of many of the political barriers that previously existed throughout the world, nearly three billion new, highly motivated, often well educated, new capitalists entered the job market.

Suddenly, Americans find themselves in competition for their jobs not just with their neighbors but with individuals around the world. The impact of this was initially felt in manufacturing, but soon extended to the development of software and the conduct of design activities. Next to be affected were administrative and support services.

Today, 'high end' jobs, such as professional services, research and management, are impacted. In short, few jobs seem "safe":

- U.S. companies each morning receive software that was written in India overnight in time to be tested in the U.S. and returned to India for further production that same evening making the 24-hour workday a practicality.

- Back-offices of U.S. firms operate in such places as Costa Rica, Ireland and Switzerland.

- Drawings for American architectural firms are produced in Brazil.
• U.S. firm's call centers are based in India where employees are now being taught to speak with a mid-western accent.

• U.S. hospitals have x-rays and CAT scans read by radiologists in Australia and India.

• At some McDonald's drive-in windows orders are transmitted to a processing center a thousand miles away (currently in the U.S.), where they are processed and returned to the worker who actually prepares the order.

• Accounting firms in the U.S. have clients tax returns prepared by experts in India.

• Visitors to an office not far from the White House are greeted by a receptionist on a flat screen display who controls access to the building and arranges contacts she is in Pakistan.

• Surgeons sit on the opposite side of the operating room and control robots which perform the procedures. It is not a huge leap of imagination to have highly-specialized, world-class surgeons located not just across the operating room but across the ocean.

As Tom Friedman concluded in The World is Flat, globalization has “accidentally made Beijing, Ikingalore and Xiethesda next door neighbors”. And the neighborhood is one where candidates for many jobs which currently reside in the U.S. are now just a “mouse-click” away.

How will America compete in this rough and tumble global environment that is approaching faster than many had expected? The answer appears to be, “not very well” – unless we do a number of things differently from the way we have been doing them in the past.

Tiy do we reach this conclusion? One need only examine the principal ingredients of competitiveness to discern that not only is the world flat, but in fact it may be tipping against us.

One major element of competitiveness is, of course, the cost of labor. I recently traveled to Vietnam, where the wrap rate for low-skilled workers is about twenty-five cents per hour, about one-twentieth of the U.S. minimum wage. And the problem is not confined to the so-called “lower-end” of the employment spectrum. For example, five qualified chemists can be hired in India for the cost of just one in America. Given such enormous disadvantages in labor cost, we cannot be satisfied merely to match other economies in those other areas where we do enjoy strength: rather we must excel . . . markedly.
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Tlic existence of a vibrant domestic market for products and services is another important factor in determining our nation's competitiveness, since such a market helps attract business to our shores. But here, too, there are wanting signs: Goldman Sachs analysts project that within about a decade, fully 80% of the world's middle-income consumers will live in nations outside the currently industrialized world.

The availability of financial capital has in the past represented a significant competitive advantage for America. But the mobility of financial capital is legion, as evidenced by the willingness of U.S. firms to move factories to Mexico, Vietnam and China if a competitive advantage can be derived by doing so. Capital, as we have observed, crosses geopolitical borders at the speed of light.

Human capital — the quality of our work force — is a particularly important factor in our competitiveness. Our public school system comprises the foundation of this asset. But as it exists today, that system compares, in the aggregate, abysmally with those of other developed and even developing nations... particularly in the fields which underpin most innovation: science, mathematics and technology.

Of the utmost importance to competitiveness is the availability of knowledge capital — "ideas". And once again, scientific research and engineering applications are crucial. But knowledge capital, like financial capital, is highly mobile. There is one major difference: being first-to-market by virtue of access to new knowledge, can be immensely valuable, even if by only a few months. Craig Barrett, a member of our committee and Chairman of Intel, points out that ninety percent of the products his company delivers on December 31st did not even exist on January 1st of the same year. Such is the dependence of hi-tech firms on being at the leading edge of scientific and technological progress.

There are of course many other factors influencing our nation's competitiveness, such as include patent processes, tax policy and overhead costs such as healthcare, regulation and litigation all of which tend to work against us today. On the other hand, America's version of the Free Enterprise System has proven to be a powerful asset, with its inherent aggressiveness and discipline in introducing new ideas and flushing out the obsolescent. But others have now recognized these virtues and are seeking to emulate our system.

But is it not a good thing that others are prospering? Our committee's answer to that question is a resounding "yes". Broadly based prosperity can make the world more stable and safer for all; it can make less costly products available for American consumers; it can provide new customers for the products we produce here. Yet it is inevitable that there will be relative winners and relative losers and as the world prospers, we should seek to assure that America does not fall behind in the race.
Hie enigma is that in spite of all these factors. America seems to be doing quite well just now. Our valuation has the highest R&D investment intensity in the world. We have indisputably the finest research universities in the world. California alone has more venture capital than any nation in the world other than the United States. Two million jobs were created in America in the past year alone, and citizens of other nations continue to invest their savings in America at a remarkable rate. Total household net worth is now approaching $50 trillion.

The reason for this prosperity is that we are reaping the benefits of past investments—many of them in the fields of science and technology. But the early indicators of future prosperity are generally heading in the wrong direction. Consider the following:

- For the cost of one engineer in the United States, a company can hire eleven in India.

- America has been depending heavily on foreign talent, ninety-eight percent of the scientists and engineers in America holding doctorates were born abroad. Yet, when asked in the spring of 2005, what are the most attractive places in the world in which to live, respondents in only one of the countries polled indicated the U.S.,A.

- Chemical companies closed seventy facilities in the U.S. in 2004, and have tagged forty more for shutdown. Of 120 new chemical plants being built around the world with price tags of $1 billion or more, one is in the U.S. Fifty are in China.

- In 1997 China had fewer than fifty research centers managed by multinational corporations. By 2004 there were over six-hundred.

- Two years from now, for the first time, the most capable high-energy particle accelerator on earth will reside outside the United States.

- The United States today is a net importer of high technology products. The U.S. share of global high tech exports has fallen in the last two decades from 30% to 17% while America’s trade balance in high tech manufactured goods shifted
from a positive S3.3B in 1990 to a negative S24B in 2004.

- In a recent international test involving mathematical understanding, U.S. students finished in 27th place among the nations participating.

- About two-thirds of the students studying chemistry and physics in U.S. high schools are taught by teachers with no major or certificate in the subject. In the case of math taught in grades five through twelve, the fraction is one-half. Many such students are being taught math by graduates in physical education.

- In one recent period, low-wage employers like Wal-Mart (now the nation’s largest employer) and McDonald’s created 44% of all new jobs. High-wage employers created only 29%.

- In 2003 foreign students earned 59% of the engineering doctorates awarded in U.S. universities.

- In 2003 only three American companies ranked among the top ten recipients of patents granted by the U.S. Patent Office.

- In Germany, 36% of undergraduates receive their degrees in science and engineering. In China, the corresponding figure is 59%, and in Japan it is 66%. In the U.S., the share is 32%. In the case of engineering, the IIS. share is 5%, as compared with 50% in China.

- The United States is said to have over ten million illegal immigrants, but the number of legal visas set-aside annually for 'highly qualified foreign workers' was recently dropped from 195,000 per year down to 65,000.

- In 2001 (the most recent year for which data are available), the industry spent more on tort litigation and related costs than on research and development.

As important as jobs are, the impact of these circumstances on our nation’s security could be even more profound. In the view of the bipartisan Hart-Rudman Commission on National Security, "... the inadequacies of our system of research and education pose a greater threat to U.S. national security over the next quarter century than an 'potential conventional war that we might imagine.'"

The good news is that there are things we can do to assure that America does in fact share in the prosperity that science and technology are bringing the world. In this regard, our committee has made four broad recommendations as the basis of a prosperity.
initiative—and offers 20 specific actions to make these recommendations a reality. Illey include:

o “Ten ITiotLsand teachers. Ten Million Minds ” — which addresses America's K- 1 2 education system. We recommend that America’s talent pool in science, math and technology be increased by vastly improving K-12 education. Among the specific steps we propose are:

  ■ Recruitment of 10,000 new science and math teachers each year through the award of competitive scholarships in math, science and engineering that lead to a bachelor’s degree accompanied by a teaching certificate — and a 5-year commitment to teach in a public school.

  • Strengthening the skills of 250,000 current teachers through funded training and education in part-time master’s programs, summer institutes and .Advanced Placement training programs.

  • Increasing the number of students who take Advanced Placement science and mathematics courses.

o “ Sowing the Seeds ” — which addresses America’s research base. We recommend strengthening the nation's traditional commitment to long-tenn basic research through:

  • Increasing federal investment in research by 10% per year over the next seven years, with primaity attention devoted to the physical sciences, engineering, mathematic's, and information sciences — without disinvesting in the health iuid biological sciences.

  • Providing research grants to early career researchers

  • Instituting a National Coordination Office for Research Infrastructure to oversee the investment of an additional $500M per year for five years for advanced research facilities and equipment.

  • Allocating at least 8% of the existing budgets of federal research agencies to discretionaiy funding under the control of local laboratoiy directors.

  • Creation of an .Advanced Research Projects .Agency — Energy (.ARP.A-E), modeled after D.ARPA in the Department of Defense, reporting to the Department of Emergy Undersecretalay for Science. Ihe purpose is to support the conduct of out-of-the-box, transformative. generic, energy research by universities, industry and government laboratories.

  • Establish a Presidential Innovation Award to recognize and stimulate scientific and engineering advances in the national interest.

o “ Pest and Drightesf ’ which addresses higher education. In this area we
recommend:

- Establishing 25,000 competitive science, mathematics, engineering, and technology undergraduate scholarships and 5,000 graduate fellowships in areas of national need for US citizens pursuing study at US universities.

- Providing a federal tax credit to employers to encourage their support of continuing education.

- Providing a one-year automatic visa extension to international students who receive a science or engineering doctorate at a U.S. university, and providing automatic work permits and expedited residence status if these students are offered employment in the US.

- Instituting a skill-based, preferential immigration option

- Reforming the current system of “deemed exports” so that international students and researchers have access to necessary non-classified information or research equipment while studying and working in the US.

- Incentives for Innovation” — in which we address the innovation environment itself

We recommend:

- Enhancements to intellectual property protection, such as the adoption of a first-to-file system.

- Increasing the R&D tax credit from the current 20% to 40%, and making the credit permanent.

- Providing permanent tax incentives for US-based innovation so that the United States is one of the most attractive places in the world for long-term innovation-related investments.
Ensuring ubiquitous broadband Internet access to enable U.S. farmers and researchers to operate at the state of the art in this important technology.

It should be noted that we are not confronting a so-called "t
crisis, in the sense that there is no 9 1 1, Sputnik or Pearl Harbor to alert us as a nation. Our situation is more akin to that of the proverbial frog being slowly boiled. Nonetheless, while our committee believes the problem we confront is both real and serious, the good news is that we may well have time to do something about it —if we start now.

Americans, with only 5% of the world's population but with nearly 30% of the world's wealth, tend to believe that scientific and technological leadership and the high standard of living it underpins is somehow the natural state of affairs. But such good fortune is not a birthright. If we wish our children and grandchildren to enjoy the standard of living most Americans have come to expect, there is only one answer: We must get out and compete.

I would like to close my remarks with a perceptive and very relevant poem. It was written by Richard Hodgetts and eloquently summarizes the essence of innovation in the highly competitive, global environment. The poem goes as follows:

Every morning in Africa a gazelle wakes up.

It knows it must outrun the fastest lion or it will be killed.

Every morning in Africa a lion wakes up.

It knows it must outrun the slowest gazelle or it will starve.

It doesn't matter whether you're a lion or a gazelle - when the sun comes up, you'd better be running.

And indeed we should.

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to testify before the committee. I would be pleased to answer any questions you have about the report.
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